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The Education and Training Foundation (ETF) is the government 
backed, sector-owned national professional development body 
for the further education and training sector. Our role is to support 
the continuing transformation of our technical and vocational 
education system by developing world-class leaders, teachers and 
trainers, leading to ever-improving learner outcomes, a more highly 
skilled workforce for employers, and a stronger economy, country 
and society. 

Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment (OTLA) is one 
of the ETF’s flagship programmes, and includes training courses, 
collaborative projects and our regional Professional Exchanges. 
Our collaborative projects aim to improve teaching, learning and 
assessment by giving practitioners the time and space to explore 
solutions to the challenges they face.

ETF seeks to act as a catalyst for change within the sector we 
serve, with the purpose of increasing learner satisfaction and 
attainment. As part of that role we are committed to supporting 
the sector’s workforce to understand and deliver outstanding 
apprenticeships. 

Apprenticeship standards are fundamentally different from 
apprenticeship frameworks and are bringing significant changes 
for providers. Many of the new elements introduced through the 
apprenticeship reforms are starting to become embedded in 
provider practice. Employer-led design, end-point assessment and 
grading are developing as important features of apprenticeships.

This toolkit has been created through the collaborative research of 
hundreds of practitioner colleagues from across the apprenticeship 
sector. It is the first attempt at defining and understanding what the 
sector means by “outstanding” teaching, learning and assessment 
for apprenticeship standards. We applaud their pioneering efforts 
and their willingness to present their work to the wider sector. We 
look forward to working with and for the sector as apprenticeship 
standards become an important and outstanding contributor to our 
nations skills needs.

Introduction

This strand of OTLA has been managed by 
the Strategic Development Network  
(SDN), who have also edited this toolkit.
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The	first	two	sections	of	this	toolkit	introduces	you	to	the	 
research programme and gives a short introduction to 
apprenticeship standards.

We’ve then included a summary of the emerging lessons and 
effective practice from across the ten projects. 

In the body of this toolkit you’ll find a two-page entry for each of  
the ten projects set out as follows:

• A description of the practical outputs that the project produced. 

• You can download and use any of the outputs freely in your own  
 work on apprenticeships. Use the links to the outputs or clickable  
 paperclips to download them.

 We recommend your spend time with each of the projects and  
 think about how their research findings and practical outputs   
 could help you face your own challenges in your context.

• Links to other relevant external resources. 

• Case studies with: 

 •   The context for the project and the partners who were involved.

 •    How the project fits in the overall apprenticeship standards  
  journey.

 •  The research questions that were investigated and the key   
  lessons learned by the project.

•	 The	five	extension	projects	are	projects	01	–	05.

 As well as the two-page original entry, each one has an  
 additional page describing and sharing the outputs and  
 outcomes of the extension.

Introduction  (CONTINUED)
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https://get.adobe.com/uk/reader
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Introduction  (CONTINUED)

Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment (OTLA) of apprenticeship standards

The objectives were to identify, explore and disseminate, through 
ten practitioner-led collaborative projects:

1 effective approaches to teaching, training and assessment  
 in the delivery of apprenticeship standards

2 effective approaches to the development of staff who deliver   
 apprenticeship standards

3 effective practice in the delivery of apprenticeships

The projects have focused on the development of high-quality 
teaching, training and assessment so that apprentices achieve the 
levels of knowledge, skills and behaviours needed for successful 
independent end-point assessment. These collaborative projects 
have allowed providers to explore what works and how best to build 
skill and confidence in the delivery of apprenticeship standards.
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Through the introduction of standards, new types of 
apprenticeships are emerging, and new types of apprenticeship 
providers are getting involved with many universities and  
employer-providers adding to the rich mix of FE college 
independent, local authority and third sector provision.

The programme sought to explore as many possible contexts as it 
could, and tried to, as far as it could, reflect the new diversity of the  
apprenticeship sector.

Across the ten projects more than 134 organisations participated 
in the research, learning from their collaborative experiences and 
producing the practical outputs contained in this toolkit.

Introduction  (CONTINUED)

Throughout, the projects have drawn on the ETF’s  
Professional Standards.

They were developed in consultation with practitioners and 
providers from across the sector and define common expectations 
that teachers and trainers are reflective and enquiring practitioners 
who think critically about their own educational assumptions, 
values and practice, and who draw on relevant research as part of 
evidence-based practice.

More details about the  
Professional Standards  
can be found here.

Professional standards
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The projects whose work is highlighted in this toolkit have spent the 
last year as pioneers, beginning the exploration of what outstanding 
means in practice.

It’s still early days and we want to encourage you to dip into their 
work and consider how it can be applied in your context to improve 
your apprenticeships and to work towards outstanding delivery.

Introduction  (CONTINUED)

Project Extensions

LEAD PARTNER ORGANISATION TYPE PROJECT	THEME

Aim Awards End-point assessment organisation Effective preparation and delivery of end-point assessment

Derbyshire Adult Community Education Service Local Authority Provider Effective mentoring support in the workplace

Profile Development and Training/KATO Independent Provider
Induction: Designing and mapping on and off-the-job training 
with the employer

West Yorkshire Learning Providers (WYLP) Independent Provider Effective training planning with the employer

ZHQ	Ltd Independent Provider
Effective curriculum design with the employer,  
in the context of the workplace and job role 

The projects
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Introduction  (CONTINUED)

Phase 1 only

LEAD PARTNER ORGANISATION TYPE PROJECT	THEME

Chichester College FE College Developing the apprentice’s behaviours and mindset

Kendal College FE College
On-programme assessment to develop professional skills  
and behaviours

Plumpton College FE College
Development of contextualised English and maths with the 
employer and its impact on pedagogy

Sheffield	Hallam	University University
Co-creating the curriculum – vocational and academic  
synergy for work-place support

Shipley College FE College Monitoring and assessing the progress of apprentices

The projects
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Apprenticeship Standards

How the projects fit with the apprenticeship journey

Chichester
College Aim Awards

Profile 
Development & 
Training/KATO

West Yorkshire 
Learning  

Providers (WYLP) Derbyshire Adult 
Community 

Education ServiceSheffield  
Hallam	 

University

Initial 
assessment

On-the-job & off-the-job training
NVQ &/or Technical Certificate

• Mandatory qualifications
• Maths & English

• Personal Learning & Thinking Skills
• Employment Rights & Responsibilities

Completion 
& certification

Occupational 
competence

On-the-job & off-the-job training
• Qualifications are not mandatory in all standards, 

although some standards do include them
• Individual plans and progress checking to 

prepare for the gateway to end-point-asssessment
• Maths & English

Gateway End-point
assessment

Completion 
& certification

Occupational 
competence

Initial 
assessment

Design & 
contracting 

with employers

ZHQ	Ltd
Shipley
College

Kendal
College The projects have been exploring what outstanding teaching 

learning and assessment might mean in delivering apprenticeship 
standards in different parts of the new apprenticeship journey. 
This diagram illustrates the areas of focus for each project 
within the apprenticeship journey for standards. It’s not precise 
and many of the lessons learned by the project are applicable 
at different points in the journey. It offers a feel for where the 
practitioner-researchers have concentrated their projects.

Project 
Extensions

Phase	1	 
only
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Apprenticeship Standards  (CONTINUED)

Key pillars of the reform
Starting	with	the	Richard	Review	in	2012,	apprenticeships	in	
England	have	undergone	significant	reform	and	change,	including:

• Employer-designed standards and assessment plans.

• Independent end-point assessment (EPA) with grading.

• A new funding system for larger employers (apprenticeship levy)  
 and SMEs (5% contribution).

• Greater emphasis on the employer’s role in training planning,   
 delivery and preparation for EPA.

• New sector governance structure and systems, including the   
 Institute for Apprenticeship and Technical Education.

What it means for apprenticeship trainers:

Apprenticeship providers delivering training need to:

• Confirm that an apprenticeship is the most appropriate training  
 for every individual through robust induction. 

• Work closely with employers to design and deliver training.

• Design and conduct training (both on and off-the-job) to develop  
 apprentice knowledge, skills and behaviours in line with the   
 standard, to develop their skills in a real work environment.

• Support apprentices to obtain and increase their level of English  
 and mathematics.

• Support apprentices to meet the requirements of the gateway  
 and prepares them for the end-point assessment.
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Apprenticeship Standards  (CONTINUED)

The new journey / key terminology / roles

APPRENTICESHIP	STRUCTURE	/	KEY	DOCUMENTS

Standards
Apprenticeship standards are developed by employer groups. The standards are concise documents which outline what an apprentice will 
be doing and the knowledge, skills and behaviours required of them, by job role. This, along with the end-point assessment plan, forms the 
foundation from which training providers develop their curriculum.

Assessment 
plans

Each apprenticeship standard has an end-point assessment plan produced by the employer group. This outlines the methodology for  
the end-assessment, criteria for grading and how each aspect of the apprenticeship will be assessed by independent End-point  
Assessment Organisations.

ELEMENTS	OF	THE	APPRENTICESHIP

On-programme

This is the period from start until the end-point assessment gateway is met. Apprentices must receive a minimum period of 12 months 
on-programme training, with 20% off-the-job training. It will include training to develop the skills, knowledge and behaviours detailed in 
the standard and completion of any mandated qualifications, including English and maths where required. Preparation for the end-point 
assessment should be completed in this phase. 

Gateway

Any requirements that must be completed / achieved as a pre-requisite to undertaking the end-point assessment are termed the gateway. 
For example, maths and English minimum requirements. Gateway components are the key outputs of the on-programme training period. The 
trainer and the employer must be confident that the apprentice is fully competent and can meet any of the potential assessment criteria for 
skills, knowledge or behaviours.

End-point 
assessment

Apprentices are assessed and graded at the end of their apprenticeship an ESFA End-point Assessment Organisation. Training providers will 
have a pivotal role to play in preparing the apprentice for end-point assessment.

ROLES

Trainer
The term trainer is commonly used in relation to roles within the on-programme period. A trainer may be appointed by the employer or training 
provider to deliver some or all parts of the on-programme phase of training. This includes delivering any mandated qualifications, preparation 
for the end-point assessment and all gateway components. The trainer is not involved in the end-point assessment.

Independent 
assessor

End-point or independent assessors appointed by an approved end point assessment organisation to carry out the end-point assessment and 
reach a graded judgement about the apprentices’ competence.
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Although the design of apprenticeship standards has been ongoing 
for several years, the delivery of apprenticeship standards for 
training providers is still new, with many only now starting to  
make the transition. 

This programme has created a first ‘line in the sand’ in starting 
to identify what outstanding teaching, learning and assessment 
means in the context of apprenticeship standards. The key findings 
are set out below.

The extension sought to uncover and build on this evidence base. 
Extension	findings	are	shown	in	bold.

Summary – Emerging Effective Practice

INDUCTION	WITH	THE	EMPLOYER

• The apprentice’s job specification needs to reflect the   
 knowledge, skills and behaviours set out in the standard.   
 Aligning workplace appraisals with apprenticeship    
 progression reviews is also a helpful process.

• The employer needs to have a full understanding (and   
 commitment to) the KSBs in the standard, the assessment   
 plan, and off-the-job training. Gaining commitment from   
	 senior	leadership	and	reinforcing	this	with	HR	and	 
 managers / mentors is key.

• The employer needs to clearly understand the commitment 
  statement and their role in the programme of learning.   
 Employers value guidance setting out what needs to be in   
 place at different stages of the apprenticeship journey and   
 their role at each stage.

INDUCTION	WITH	THE	EMPLOYER		(CONTINUED)

• It is important that the employer has identified relevant staff   
 to support the apprentice in the workplace, including    
 their line manager. A mentor can also be an important   
 support role e.g. a former apprentice. This was reinforced in   
 the extension research.

• Setting out the requirements of the gateway and end-point   
 assessment to both the apprentice and employer at the start   
 is really important, so there are clear expectations right from   
 the beginning.

• Using the toolkit, developed by the group, has proved to be   
 an effective tool in guiding employers through the   
 recruitment, set-up and induction of the apprentice and   
 laying a strong foundation. Knowing when and how to use   
 this has been really important:

 1.	 Initial	meetings	between	the	Business	Development	 
  team of the training provider and the Decision Maker  
  (pre-recruitment of the apprentice)

 2. Follow up meetings between the tutor and the  
  relevant member of staff at the employer (pre recruitment  
  of the apprentice)

 3. Further follow up meetings between all parties to check   
  readiness for the apprentice starting (post recruitment   
  but pre sign up of the apprentice)

 4. At or just after signing up the apprentice to ensure   
  everything is being followed through – tutor
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Summary – Emerging Effective Practice  (CONTINUED)

CURRICULUM CO-DESIGN

• Employers and providers find it helpful to use a common   
 vocabulary and criteria when identifying starting points for   
 working together.Using recognised criteria and vocabulary   
 helps to root shared understanding in the experience of good   
 quality training within the broader sector.

• Where programmes are designed to strengthen links between  
 learning and jobs, the impact on performance may be   
 immediate and long-lasting.

• Employers and providers who work together well are able  
 to respond dynamically by changing aspects of  
 programme design.

COACHING	AND	MENTORING

• Effective coaching can establish and strengthen links   
 between the development of knowledge and skills in  
 off-the-job training and the apprentices’ performance   
	 at	work.	It	also	builds	confidence,	self-belief	and	empowers		 	
	 learners	with	the	skills,	courage	and	confidence	to	take	their		 	
	 first	tentative	steps	towards	change.

•	 Practitioners	can	significantly	improve	their	coaching	skills	by:

	 1.	 Carefully	introducing	helpful	structures	and	sequencing	–		
  for example, using the ‘seven Ps’ (position, prompt, probe,  
  push, play back, pick up, prepare) or using the broader  
  three ‘e’ words (embed, empower, explore)

 2. Observing how expert coaches react and improvise, by   
  taking cues from the discussion and shaping their   
  interactions with apprentices in real time.

 Forward planning is required to provide a basic shape for   
	 the	session,	but	it	needs	to	be	flexible	enough	to	respond	and		
 probe the apprentice as discussions unfold.

• Coaching skills can only be improved where practitioners   
	 carefully	reflect	on	their	own	practice	–	following	the	DEAL		 	
 model provides a helpful framework to do this. Start with an   
 objective factual description (D) of an event (e.g. a coaching   
 session), followed by a more detailed examination (E) of what  
 took place and a searching analysis (A) of underlying causes   
 or patterns. Then identify what can be learned (L) both from   
	 the	experience	itself	and	from	reflecting	on	it.
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Summary – Emerging Effective Practice  (CONTINUED)

DEVELOPING	THE	INDIVIDUAL	LEARNING	PLAN

• There is a need to reclaim the learning plan to drive quality,   
 rather than it just being a document to satisfy either audit or   
 inspection.

• Highly skilled employer engagement and training staff are   
 required, with the confidence to design programmes of   
 learning for apprentices.

• A tripartite approach between the learner, employer and the  
 provider is key to an outstanding apprenticeship programme.   
 An ILP can become a worthless document without  
 good communication and an effective relationship between   
 all three. 

•	 One	ILP	will	not	fit	the	whole	apprenticeship	sector.	Each		 	
 standard/assessment plan, industry and training provider   
 is different and as such the way in which they plan will need   
 to be different. The one common goal for good ILPs is   
 that the learner is at the very heart and that there is a strong   
 relationship with the employer to create a truly individualised   
 programme to provide learners with the knowledge, skills  
 and behaviours to be successful in their apprenticeship and   
 job role.

• Detailed planning, from the starting point through to EPA, is 
 essential. Apprentices need (and want) a clear oversight of  
 their programme - where this happens, apprentices will  
 often take ownership and drive their own learning along with   
 the employer.

•	 Finally,	for	practitioners,	collaboration	and	reflective	practice		 
 is key - whether this is in your own organisation, or with   
 project members and other networks. It allows you to  
 have a sounding board, explore new approaches and share   
 good practice.  

“83% of apprentices said that they found it easier to track and 
monitor their apprenticeship progress and plan their work through 
the completion of a more detailed ILP” (WYLP)
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Summary – Emerging Effective Practice  (CONTINUED)

EMPLOYER-PROVIDER	COLLABORATION	–	
APPRENTICESHIPS	IN	HE

• Support and vocational review need to be more organic and   
 learner centric, rather than driven by the NVQ.

• It is important to balance what is seen as essential for   
 providers with what is perceived to be desirable by    
 employers.

• Focus on professional behaviours is key for employers.

• HE and FE still need to be collaborative, and good models of   
 practice are now starting to emerge.

• There needs to be a cultural shift away from ‘tick box’  
 on-programme assessment, to one which drives teaching,   
 learning and assessment without the structure of    
 qualifications.

EMBEDDING	ENGLISH	AND	MATHS

“The project has given our practitioners opportunities to reflect 
on why and how they embed numeracy, literacy and digital skills 
within their specialist teaching areas. Changes to the way our 
apprenticeship programmes are delivered is starting to have a real 
impact in the way that learning is blended between college and 
workplace delivery. 

The employers in our partnership have fed back that the project  
has developed their understanding of the way core skills should  
be embedded within their apprentices training programmes and 
helped them become more confident in delivery skills training  
within the workplace.” 

Plumpton College
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Summary – Emerging Effective Practice  (CONTINUED)

DEVELOPING	THE	APPRENTICE’S	BEHAVIOURS	

• Apprenticeship staff need to map the behaviour elements  
 of the standards and build this into the training plan and   
 learning episodes for the learner. 

• Developing e-learning materials around the development  
 of core behaviours for apprentices (across multiple    
 standards) provides a useful framework for trainers to use   
 and tailor with apprentices in the workplace. For example:

	 • Aspiration: Goal setting, perception, continuous    
  professional development and career ambitions

	 • Communication: Teamwork, interpersonal skills, language,   
  communication styles and knowing your audience 

	 • Habit: Time management, ownership, organisation,  
  taking responsibilities and study-skills

	 • Inspiration: Role models, motivation, drive and adding value

	 • Ethics: Behaviours, online reputation, code of conduct,   
  attitudes and professionalism

	 • Values: Professional relationships / professionalism,   
  decision making, vision/mission/values and knowing who   
  you are

	 • Employer Rights and Responsibilities: Statutory legislation  
  and laws, contract of employment

	 • Resilience: Problem solving, resilience, adaptability, facing   
  challenges and importance of change

• It is essential that practitioners find out at the start of a  
 learners’ apprenticeship programme what drives and    
 motivates them. Ask about their career goals and aspirations   
 as well as discussing prior learning. A skills self-assessment   
 can aid this.

• It is essential that the development of behaviours are   
 assessed appropriately on-programme and SMART targets   
 set. This can often work well where it reflects the assessment  
 methods used at the end-point. 

• Conducting professional discussions with apprenticeship   
 staff to regularly review the impact of their practice on the   
 apprentice’s progress and competency is important and will   
 help to improve practice over time. 
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Summary – Emerging Effective Practice  (CONTINUED)

ON-PROGRAMME ASSESSMENT

• Discussion, awareness and target setting following    
 assessment is critical to develop the apprentices’ knowledge,  
 skills and behaviours.

• Level descriptors are useful when providing a numerical   
 ‘score’ to measure a complex set of behaviours.

• Be specific about what is being assessed within a certain   
 judgement.

• Judgements are subjective, particularly self-assessments,   
 which can impact on other assessments. Careful    
 measurement is required.

• Support staff to turn ‘assessments into actions’ - critical for   
 maximising the benefits of assessment for learning.

PREPARING FOR END-POINT ASSESSMENT

• It is important that the provider and employer map the   
 training / curriculum to the assessment plan.

• Early EPAO engagement with employers is key – so the   
 apprentice is well prepared for the end-point assessment,  
 and EPAOs making sure their assessors understand the   
 workplace context.

• EPAOs need to provide clearer guidance to help employers,   
 providers and apprentices understand grading and how   
 higher-level grades can be achieved.

• When deciding on the best match of standard for the    
 apprentice, providers and employers also need to consider   
 the assessment plan, not just the standard.

• Apprentice apprehension is eased when they hear about, or   
 hear directly from, previously successful apprentices about   
 the process and practice of the end-point assessment.

• Apprentice understanding of the link between their learning   
 and the end-point assessment can be supported  
 on-programme through easy access to mapping documents.
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Summary – Emerging Effective Practice  (CONTINUED)

DEEP DIVE INTO PROFESSIONAL DISCUSSIONS

• Practitioners need to understand what a Professional   
 Discussion means for the standard they are delivering   
 (as set out in the assessment plan) – these can vary    
	 significantly		between	standard	and	EPAO.	Professional		 	
	 Discussions	have	specific	parameters	and	are	not	the	same		 	
 as mentoring discussions. 

• Practitioners need to carefully schedule and conduct practice  
 Professional Discussions with their apprentices, mirroring   
 what they will face at EPA (e.g. will it be online or face-to-  
 face) and clearly communicate to the apprentice how it links   
 with other aspects of EPA.

• Professional Discussions should be considered by the   
 apprentice and employer as part of the induction process,  
 to map what it will look like for an apprentice in their  
 context and provide appropriate opportunities to plan and   
 practice these.
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CONTEXT 
Working in the creative industries where there are relatively  
few live standards, Aim Awards wanted to examine closely  
how the end-point assessment process was working and distil  
from this what outstanding teaching, learning and assessment  
means in the context of the full apprentice journey towards  
end-point assessment.

PARTNERS 

AIM Awards Assessment, the Sector Skills Council, specialist 
industry providers; Creative Alliance, Allspring Media and  
employers including Framestore and BBC.

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

The project will have implications for all stages of the 
apprenticeship journey. The intention is to inform preparation  
of apprentices to reach the gateway and achieve a successful  
end-point assessment (EPA) by careful examination of the first  
live assessments as well as the development of future  
standards and assessment plans.

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS

• As the first end point assessments have recently taken place   
 for a range of Standards in the creative and cultural industries,  
 how do stakeholders define OTLA? 

• What is the employer impression of end-point assessment  
 in practice? 

• To what extent have employers felt involved in supporting  
 their apprentices to achieve the Gateway point of readiness  
 for assessment? 

• How can apprentices be prepared for end-point assessment   
 without ’training for the test’?

• Have the assessment plans proved effective? What have been  
 the challenges?

• How have the assessment plans been interpreted by providers  
 and end-point assessment organisation? 

• How can the experience of end-point assessment in practice   
 inform the writing of future standards and assessment plans?

• What is the apprentice experience of end-point assessment?
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PRACTICAL OUTPUTS

1	 Video	featuring,	and	produced	by,	Apprentices	on	the		 	
	Broadcast	Production	Standard			

  This features a training 
 provider, along with   
 employers and    
 apprentices talking  
 about the process and   
 practice of EPA and  
 what it means to them.  
 It includes hints and tips for future apprentices as they   
 prepare for their own EPA. This has been developed with the  
 intention of helping apprentices (and their employers) gain a  
 better understanding of end-point assessment and reassure 
apprentices that they will be prepared.  

2	 Questions	matrix	Framing	the	Questions	Towards	Defining	
the Characteristics of ‘Outstanding’ End Point Assessment. 
Devised at the beginning of the project and used in face to 
face and telephone interviews with employers, in workshops 
with groups of apprentices and in EPA formal reviews. 

 The intention is that it is used as a stimulus for conversations 
with a free-flow approach. It can be adapted for use with 
stakeholders either at the EPA preparatory and/or evaluation/
review stage and could be a useful aid to measure/record 
distance travelled. 

CASE STUDIES

 AIM Seminars

 Allspring Media

 Creative Alliance

 Cirencester College

 Wolfgang Cirencester College

 Corsham Institute Cirencester College

 Icon Films Cirencester College
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CASE STUDY: 

PREPARING FOR END POINT ASSESSMENT – STAKEHOLDER SEMINARS



Background, Purpose and Activity 

As the End-Point Assessment Organisation, we ran and led on a series of seminars (EPAO). It is important to note that for each of these Standards, AIM Awards Assessment is currently the sole EPAO, that these were all the first ever runs of the Standard and end-point assessment (EPA) and, as practitioners, we were breaking new ground.



The composition and status of each seminar delegates was as follows: 



		Standard

		Employer(s)

		Provider(s)

		Number of

 apprentices

		Status of EPA



		Junior 2D Artist (VFX)

		Framestore

Double Negative

The Mill

Lexhag

		Uxbridge College

		5

		Completed



		Asst Tech Director (VFX)

		Framestore

Double Negative

The Mill

Lexhag

		Nescot

		5

		Completed



		Broadcast Production Assistant

		BBC

		College of North West London & AllSpring Media

		33

		Approaching Gateway



		Junior Content Producer

		Bauer Media

ITV

		Bauer Media

AllSpring Media

		7

6

		Approaching Gateway



		Public Relations & Communications Assistant

		Government Communications Service

		Outsource Training

		40

		2 groups 

1 =approaching Gateway

1 = recently commenced apprenticeship programme









Using the Questions’ Matrix (See Report) as a base, but supplementing with additional questions about what specific aspects of the specific EPA concerned them most, the sessions for Broadcast Production Assistant, Junior Content Producer and PR & Communications Assistant set out to explore apprentice understanding of their EPA and preparedness for Gateway. This activity was tested for consideration for its potential value as an addition to the EPAO guidance and support service. We were also mindful of the requirement for externality of the assessment process and current regulations concerning the extent to which EPAOs are not permitted to be involved in any part of the delivery of apprenticeships before the Gateway.  Subsequently and where possible within the time-frame of the research period, we sought feedback from these apprentices once they had completed their EPA. Questions to stakeholders about the visual effects Standards were asked in the context of a retrospective evaluation event.





Findings



Pre Gateway sessions – We began by asking apprentices to identify on a scale of 1 -5 (with 5 =confident), how confident they felt about approaching their EPA. At the end of the session, once they had been provided with more information about the EPA, the approach of the EPAO and had been given the opportunity to ask questions, they were asked to rate themselves again. We also asked about the extent to which their employer/line manager had been supporting them in regard to their EPA. The sessions proved valuable and increased apprentice confidence from an average of 2 to 4.



Apprentices were generally apprehensive, nervous and had many questions. Largely because of no previous experience on the part of providers and because of the tight timescale between the appointment of our organisation as the EPAO, the production of sample materials and the contract end dates of Apprentices, there had been little time to introduce the particulars of the specific EPA. It would not be untrue to say that providers were necessarily making some assumptions about the likely process and practice of the EPA. They were also asked about the extent/understanding of the EPA on the part of their employer/line manager.



Regardless of the Standard, apprentices articulated specific concerns around:

· Who were AIM Awards Assessment?

· Understanding exactly what is required of them and what they would need to demonstrate to achieve a distinction.

· What would happen if they had been doing really well at work but ‘performed’ badly on the day.

· [bookmark: _GoBack]Being able to pitch and give a presentation. 

· What would be required of them in the’ professional discussion’ – what actually is it and how does it fit with the other assessment tasks?

· Would they have covered everything in the assessments in their job? 

· Having enough time to create a pitch with unseen brief. 

· Whether the assessor would understand their job role.



Post EPA Evaluation Session – Junior 2 D Artist and Assistant Technical Director, Visual Effects

This session was delivered in two parts. In the first session we met with employers, one of the providers and the two end point assessors to evaluate the practice and process of the end point assessment. 3 apprentices joined us for the second session. 



As the two Apprenticeships and EPAs were the first to be designed and delivered in this industry, much of the discussion between the employers (all involved in the Trailblazer group), the assessors and the providers centred on the appropriateness of the assessment tasks per se as well as their interpretation by the EPAO and their delivery in practice. As current industry practitioners, assessors were concerned that the assessments were closely aligned with naturally occurring work in the job role and that they did not ‘have a life of their own’. As Standards were designed with the intention of being job role specific, to include any form of standardised assessment would dilute this intention i.e to what extent is the Set Test scenario going to be relevant to all apprentices. 



Two apprentices, despite job offers by employers had failed the EPA highlighting the reality of the ‘high stakes’ nature of the EPA. Upon investigation this was, in one instance due to the job role of the apprentice not containing coverage of the Standard and, in the second, a lack of clear understanding of the full requirements of the EPA. 



QUOTES

‘My Line manager has been very supportive at work but doesn’t know much about the apprenticeship’

‘The format of the EPA and an idea of what kind of thing we would be asked. I’d like to know quite early.’

‘Not knowing what the pitch is and not preparing for it.’

‘i am most worried about peforming and discussing the pitch’

I am worried about being able to think on the spot and not having enough time to think of good answers’

‘Most concerned about the specifics, it all feels unknown’ 

‘It Would be really good to know how other apprentices did in their epa and how they found it’

‘It would have been useful to know about epa in session 1





Opportunities/suggestions for Good Practice in the future 



· The EPAO, if not directly appointed by the employer, should nevertheless engage with them at an early date in order to ensure that they understand any requirements upon them to participate in the EPA process.

· The Provider should ensure that the employer commits to ensuring the understanding by the apprentice’s line manager of the requirements of the apprentice’s EPA. 

· The provider/ employer should make early contact with the EPAO to ensure that the apprentice has information/guidance about their EPA at the beginning of their programme.

· EPAOs should have a clear understanding of the job role of each apprentice and the context of their work in order to ensure that the assessment tasks are either sufficiently broad to encompass all contexts or contextually specific where appropriate and where this does not contradict the requirements of the Standard or Assessment Plan. This should extend to assessor training/advisory notes on appointment to undertake the EPA for each apprentice to ensure that there are no systematic barriers to achievement. 

· In addition to delivering knowledge and skills that may extend beyond the job role of the apprentice, the provider should ensure that the apprentice is given plenty of opportunity to practice mock assessments.

· Post EPA stakeholder reviews are extremely useful to inform continuous improvement especially in the early life of a new Standard.
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CASE STUDY: BROADCAST PRODUCTION ASSISTANT At the bbc and the National Theatre





What Was The Purpose of the Project?

During 2018 All Spring Media worked with both the National Theatre and the BBC to deliver the Broadcast Production Assistant apprenticeship. All Spring Media had worked with the BBC the previous year on the Trailblazer for this standard but the National Theatre was new to Standards, and the Broadcast Production Assistant one in particular. This project was designed to identify the best practice involved in the Trailblazer delivery, understand how to build on it and developing support for employers to ensure they were prepared and understood the process. Through the work on the Trailblazer, All Spring Media were able to review and analyse the process. This project enabled us to develop an approach with employers and apprentices to better understand the End Point Assessment (EPA) and to look at how to support the apprentices to achieve the best grade possible.  





What did the project do?

As part of this case study, we spent a lot of time preparing the employer and the apprentices for End Point Assessment. We engaged in conversations between the employer, End Point Assessment Organisation (EPAO) and apprentice. The employers were included into the overall research project. We worked on providing as much support and knowledge about EPA as possible. During meetings between the apprentices, Line Manager and employer, we would discuss the work undertaken by the apprentice and how that might feed into and support EPA. We highlighted in the training what we thought was important for the EPA and created a series of exercises mirroring the EPA. We gathered thoughts and concerns of both the employer and apprentice. We also organised for the EPAO to meet the apprentices in advance to discuss EPA and answer any specific questions they had. One of the suggestions we received from the National Theatre was to map the training curriculum to the End Point Assessment. This was implemented informally at first, but we have found that with subsequent apprentices we have been clearer about indicating what elements of the training are critical for success in End Point Assessment. The BBC highlighted their concerns about whether the training prepared for the test or prepared for the job. To this end, we contextualised on-programme assessments to “feel” more industry like or be completed within the workplace. We also developed a strong culture of reflection, allowing the apprentices to review their work and identify for themselves the distance they had travelled. 





What helped the project succeed?

The National Theatre identified that being part of this process helped inform them about the realities of EPA and was very reassuring. We took on board feedback from the National Theatre that we needed to start preparing both the employer and the apprentice earlier for EPA. Having a very open and honest relationship with the National Theatre really helped this project





What challenges did the project face?

The biggest challenge we faced was the fact that one apprentice withdrew from the scheme just a few weeks short of completing the EPA and another couple of apprentices did not respond when receiving the Assessment information from the EPAO. This is one of the fundamental problems with the structure of EPA; once an apprentice has been employed for a year, they may feel that they are well placed to gain employment without taking the End Point Assessment. The BBC also voiced concern about their knowledge and understanding of the process, which raises an interesting point about the role of the Training Providers in EPA. 



		“The whole thing wouldn’t have happened without your direction and that in itself is a worry as we should have been led differently through what is quite a complex process for those who are not familiar with it.”



“The EPA can become disproportionately important to the apprentices, who are recruited for their creativity and not their ability to perform well in tests.”











What difference did the project make?

We learned several lessons during this project: 

-	De-mystifying EPA is important 

-	Using language appropriate for the learner and the employer

-	How to embed an understanding of EPA throughout the entire curriculum

As a consequence, we have been able to develop plans and strategies for new apprentices to make the progression to EPA less stressful and easy to understand from the outset. We start EPA preparation with employers from before recruitment, alerting them to the importance of the Assessment plan.



Where can i find more information?



[bookmark: _GoBack]All Spring Media are currently working on a short film to support this OTLA Research Project. martina@allspringmedia.co.uk http://www.allspringmedia.co.uk/ 







. 
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CASE STUDY: creative alliance and creative industries employers & Apprentices in the west midlands





What Was The Purpose of the Project?

Creative Alliance is an Independent Training Provider that operates as a social enterprise. We support apprentices in Creative, Digital and Marketing roles.





What did the project do?

Within this project, Creative Alliance focused on understanding the employer and learner perspective of ‘Understanding End Point Assessment (EPA)’ and ‘Preparation for EPA’. There were 5 participating learners and 3 participating Employers within this research. This difference in number was due to the availability of those involved. The research aimed to understand sentiment around the End Point Assessment at an early stage in the Apprenticeship programme and what further information employers and learners feel they need to feel prepared.  3 selected Development Coaches carried out the research as part of their normal supporting activity with employers and learners in the workplace. This research data was collected through recorded discussions and written evaluative points.



The employers involved were:

British Institute of Learning Disabilities (BILD), Birmingham Repertory Theatre, Clarke Associates, Royal Shakespeare Company.





What helped the project succeed?

· Support from leadership to encourage participation from employers and learners.

· A clear understanding of the purpose of the project and how the information can help to ensure effective support for employers and learners in the future.

· Encouraging the research to be recorded enabled better understanding and evaluation.



What challenges did the project face?

Availability of Employers was a challenge due to the nominated companies not necessarily being available within the timescale of carrying out the research. In more than once case, even when emphasis was placed on the purpose of the research, attendance was not always 100%.

There were variations in the way that the information was collected, therefore when evaluating, some information was interpreted.





What difference did the project make?

Carrying out research based on the beginning phases of employer and apprentice understanding of the End Point Assessment has enabled Creative Alliance to appreciate that all parties only know and feel as confident as the training provider does. 



[bookmark: _GoBack]This project has allowed Creative Alliance to understand the importance of sharing best practice between training providers and EPA organisations in order to ensure that employers and apprentices feel fully equipped to go forward through this process. Due to Creative Alliance not yet being at the point of sending an apprentice through the Gateway and onto EPA, it is difficult to draw from experience. However this was generally from the research what the employers and learners were looking for. Based on the research it is clear that there is a need for further support and guidance on the EPA process in order to prepare all parties efficiently and effectively. As yet, it is clear that there are employers and apprentices who do not understand the role of the EPA or even that one exists. Technically, however they were being well prepared.



		Apprentices 

‘I think my employer understands my end point assessment just as much as I do, in that we both think it will be some sort of review that Creative Alliance undertake of my skills and knowledge in my workplace. We both presume it will be Creative Alliance who set this assessment too.’

I am being prepared for my end point assessment by being set tasks and mini assessments by yourself as well as by my employer and colleagues. These give me an understanding of Automation in theatre as well as general engineering and general theatre practice too. All the work I do in learning how to use our equipment is equally as useful in preparing me’. 



‘In terms of the assessment it’s still very vague about what I’m supposed to be doing just in terms of preparation. I know there is a document explaining it but it needs to be more visible, in front of you all the time. Perhaps in the corner of OneFile so it’s constantly reminding you of what you’re working towards, because at the end of the day that’s going to be the make or break isn’t it?  An introduction and FAQ and maybe perhaps some examples of interview questions. Some things that are going to happen on the 4 day assessment.’

Employer 

‘not clear about how it would work to have someone observing [our apprentice] dealing with a customer in the office as the observation part of EPA. [She] ‘would like more ideas about how this has been done before.’











Where can i find more information?



More detailed information drawn from the recordings can be discussed with Noel Dunne: noel@creativealliance.org.uk 





. 
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CASE STUDY:  four creative industry employers in the sOUTH west





What Was The Purpose of the Project?

Cirencester College had been the first provider in the west of England to work with employers on the Creative and Digital Media apprenticeship framework. From 2011, the College had worked with around 50 employers who had hired more than 200 apprentices. The CDM framework and the approach to the apprenticeship, was familiar to these employers, but the arrival of the new Standards represented change, especially with the introduction of the End Point Assessment.



Working with partners with whom we’d built a working relationship, the purpose was:

 

· to discover what impression they had formed about the End Point Assessment within the new Standards.

· To provide clarification about some of the areas causing anxiety.

· To develop an approach which would be relevant to other prospective employers.





What did the project do?

The four companies selected had previously employed apprentices on the Creative and Digital Media framework. They were chosen to reflect a range of creative industries, from publishing to video production and from TV to community media. Two of them, Icon Films and Immediate Media are based in central Bristol; the others, Wolfgang and Corsham Institute were located in Gloucestershire and Wiltshire. Immediate Media is a large employer, Icon Films an SME at the larger end and the others much smaller organisations.



The one-hour long face to face interviews were carried out with representatives nominated by each company. These staff members were in dialogue with a representative from Cirencester College with whom they had worked over a period of three years or more. 



They were invited:

· to articulate any concerns about the change from Framework to Standard 

· to answer questions on specific topics which had been articulated as potential concerns amongst employers nationally

· to ask questions of their own





What helped the project succeed?

[bookmark: _GoBack]Each of the employers had hired three or more apprentices over a period of 3-7 years. These employers had become advocates for the current CDM framework approach. In each case, 90% of the apprentices who had completed the scheme had been given more permanent contracts. In all four cases, former apprentices now occupied more senior positions within the company. These employees were both ‘living proof’ of the success of the scheme as well as being champions for any newly recruited apprentices.





What challenges did the project face?

The biggest challenge we faced was that the employers were champions of the existing, older scheme and the introduction of the Standard with its End Point Assessment (EPA) represented change which some of the employers felt was unnecessary. They appreciated the fact that the new standards, Junior Content Producer and Broadcast Production Assistant were more up to date and offered the opportunity for more responsive training within the 20% off the job component.

However, the anxieties around the EPA and how it would function were significant.



		‘It’s not just the presentation. Some apprentices will be challenged by talking about their skills and evidence in an interview context.’











What difference did the project make?



We learned several lessons during this project. Specific employer anxieties about the EPA included:

· an apprentice who was successful in the workplace and in their training might ‘fail the test’ and this would be seen as unfair

· apprentices who had been recruited for their technical or creative skills would be disadvantaged if they didn’t possess confident communication skills

· the assessors might 1/ not be familiar with the context in which the apprentice worked 2/ speak in an assessment language which would not give the apprentice an opportunity to demonstrate their skills and experience 3/ adopt an approach like an ‘examiner’ which would disadvantage individual apprentices who were not confident communicators  



A number of the employer representatives were reassured in relation to their anxieties. They appreciated having their concerns articulated in the context of a research project. Some were able to see the benefits in working towards a moment which would enable the apprentice to showcase their skills and experience. There was also an appreciation that the presentation and interview skills required in the EPA were well worth developing during the apprenticeship. A number of potential approaches were identified which would be likely to dispel anxieties held by future employers and the apprentices they recruited.





Where can i find more information?



toby.carter@cirencester.ac.uk

andy.freedman@cirencester.ac.uk 
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wolfgang CASE STUDY



This small video production company, with fewer than 10 employees, based in Stroud, Gloucestershire makes corporate films for well-known brands and has employed creative apprentices for the past 5 years. One of them is now a key member of the company. They have continued in 2018 to use the Creative and Digital Media framework as it is familiar to them and incurs a lower employer contribution.  The input below is from the founder and managing director.





What sort of professional qualities would you expect in an end point assessor?



‘I wouldn’t expect them to be like a driving instructor who would create typically hostile environment. I would expect them to come in and be quite conversational and to put the apprentice at their ease because most apprentices have chosen an apprenticeship for a reason: they’ve chosen a non-exam based route unlike the academic route. The assessor’s approach and personality would be very important

‘They’d need to have some kind of media related background to understand the processes in a creative business, but I wouldn’t expect them to have necessarily film specialism’





good ways for an employer to be involved in preparation for the epa



‘It’ll be good to be more fully prepped on the things that they will be assessed on in the endpoint assessment and the things that the assessor wants to see.  For example, in this company I’d be happy to go through the topics with the person and see the kind of examples of experience and the evidence which they could prepare in readiness for the visit. So a good heads up for me may be part of the induction that we talked about earlier, so definitely at the beginning and definitely in the coaching visit near the end and practice sometimes in between. When the coach comes in, just a close look at that checklist and see what’s been done and what’s needed: it would definitely be good to go through with the apprentice before the assessment and see what we as employers can do to put them at their ease.’

[bookmark: _GoBack]





‘I’m not concerned because I think that anyone who can do their job well and can communicate and articulate about it should not fail’
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Corsham institute



This organisation, based in Wiltshire has been employing creative apprentices for 5 years. Initially on the Creative and Digital Media framework, the employer has in 2018 taken on two apprentices on the Junior Content Producer standard.

The End Point Assessment process is a new challenge, although one of the previous DDM apprentices volunteered to take part in End Point Assessment (EPA) trials.

Additionally, two of the staff now managing apprentices were themselves apprentices on the CDM 5 years ago. The comments below are from them





employers who are keen to help but concerned about the ‘one-off’ nature of the epa

‘We’d want to prepare them as much as possible for that pitch and the EPA. I would like more about how to do that. I’d be more than happy to help them. My only concern is how much hangs on one afternoon of the EPA. If we’re properly informed and can help them prepare, I see no reason why they shouldn’t pass’

‘No, we’re happy to do preparation: we do a lot of in-house training and skill building in our small organisation and we’re always keen to get other parts of the team involved with each other so that would be an opportunity to maybe get the apprentice to do a pitch to a team meeting.’





what qualities should an end point assessor possess?

‘I think they would have some understanding of creative industries and probably an education background. Like our assessor who is a freelancer who also works in college and understands both side of things. And just being an understanding person not intimidating. Someone who could put the apprentice at their ease. I don’t think it should be a horrible process not one that causes the apprentice masses of anxiety.’



what if a ‘good’ apprentice failed the epa?

‘You might be really good at working to a brief and working in a small team, but as soon as you ask them to speak in front of someone they don’t know very well… In the creative industry in particular there are a lot of people who are great at working on a computer and they’re introverts. That pressure is not always their strongest attribute.’ 

[bookmark: _GoBack]‘I would feel quite negative if an apprentice who had been excellent over twelve months ended up failing the EPA. I don’t think they would deserve that.  It’ll be good to have it reassessed. The great thing about apprenticeships is that it’s not like uni where it all depends on how you do in a two-hour exam.  You might be having an off day and suddenly all your previous year’s work is down the drain.’ 

‘The great thing about an apprenticeship is that it’s not that kind of pressure. Anything to jeopardise that will put me off it’
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ICON FILMS

This company makes Films and TV programmes for a wide range of broadcasters in the UK and globally. They employ just under 50 contracted staff and for the past seven years have taken apprentices on the Creative and Digital Media framework. Nearly all of the former apprentices still work for the company, some of them now in more senior positions.

The Junior Content Producer standard was welcomed for its flexibility and for being more up to date than the framework. The End Point Assessment (EPA) process represents a new challenge for employer, manager and apprentice. The interview was held with a manager who has been responsible for three creative apprentices in technical roles.





employer anxieties around the epa process



‘There would be a concern if apprentices whom the employer thinks are very good should fail the EPA. The employer is likely to hire them anyway’

‘The End Point Assessors need to have a level of industry knowledge and also to be empathic’

‘There’s a concern that some apprentices who have strong creative and/or technical skills will be disadvantaged by the communication skills required by the EPA’

‘One of the elements of the EPA is a presentation and the skills that go with that are things that we normally expect people to acquire in their mid-to-late 20s. People who work in education will have more experience of teaching people that, particularly the skill of being interviewed or speaking about what you’ve done and answering questions to a stranger.’







the value of induction and communication



‘Induction to the EPA at the start would be great but it needs to be very concise: time is very tight’

[bookmark: _GoBack]‘Presentation, pitching and interview skills are not what the apprentice is hired for, but great skills to develop. Providers need to teach these skills as they’re not likely to be part of the apprentice role.’





The epa process: positive employer feedback 

‘The EPA can be a good challenge and give focus to the apprenticeship if the employer and apprentice know far in advance what will be assessed.’

‘I’m intrigued by it. I think the EPA would offer a new challenge and a bit of additional focus. It's a target to work for and brings a different set of skills. It’ll be quite a nice way to mark the end of their apprenticeship and also include different challenges like asking them to stand up in front of people and talk about what they do.’



‘It’s not just the presentation. Some apprentices will be challenged by talking about their skills and evidence in an interview context, as well as the presentation.’
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OTLA Research Project – Framing the Questions Towards Defining the Characteristics of ‘Outstanding’ End Point Assessment (EPA)

N.B These questions should relate to EPA only and not be concerned with the recruitment of apprentices, employers, providers or delivery of the apprenticeship(s).



		Stakeholders

		Understanding EPA

		Preparation for EPA

		Delivery of EPA

		Outcome

		Process of EPA



		Employers

		What do you need to understand EPA and from whom?

What is your current understanding of the purpose of EPA?

What do you see as the most useful/relevant aspect of the EPA? 

What is your understanding of assessment as a recognisable measure of competence across the industry? 

As prospective apprentice employers, how much did you know about the EPA when embarking on the programme?

To what extent are you aware of the distinct roles of the provider and the EPAO?

When looking at an appropriate apprenticeship standard for prospective employees, to what extent did you consider the EPA? 

		How are you/ how do you think you can prepare your apprentice(s) for EPA

What support and from whom do you need in order to do this? 

Have there been/are there likely to be any company specific issues that are likely to impact on the EPA e.g. commercial confidentiality?

How will you assess Gateway readiness?

		To what extent have you / would you like to / do you think you need to be involved in the delivery of EPA? 

What would you expect to be the key professional qualities of the EPA assessor?

[bookmark: _GoBack]

		Have the apprentice results been as you expected?

Did any apprentices fail who you have still or would nevertheless consider employing? 

How important to you is the grading in EPA? 

What is your definition of a successful EPA outcome?

		How much about the process of EPA do you need /would you like to know? 

To what extent have you been involved /engaged in the process of the EPA?

How have you found / would you like to be, the relationship between yourself and the provider and the EPAO? 

How did the process of EPA impact on your apprentices and on their work?



		Providers

		What do you need to understand EPA and from whom?



		How are you/ how do you think you can prepare your apprentice(s) for EPA?

What support and from whom do you need in order to do this?

What is the relationship between yourselves, employer and EPAO? 

How confident are you that your apprentice(s) are ready for their EPA?

		What do you think are the important factors for a successful EPA? 

Have there been any specific issues that you, your apprentices or your employers have faced? 

What worries you about the EPA?

What were the most and least successful aspects of the EPA delivery?

How confident are you that your apprentice(s) are ready for their EPA?

How will you assess Gateway readiness?

		Have the apprentice results been as you expected? 

How valuable were the sample assessments?

How important to you is the grading in EPA?

How are you evaluating each EPA? 



		How much about the process of EPA do you need /would you like to know before recruiting apprentices/employers? 





		Apprentices

		What do you/did you need to understand EPA and from whom?

		How are you being/how were you prepared for your EPA? Who provided the support?

How well do you think your employer understood the requirements of your EPA? 



How valuable were sample assessments to help you prepare for the EPA?

		How comfortable did you feel during the EPA process?

Was the EPA as expected?

How difficult did you find each of the assessments?

Did you have any specific problems?

Did anything inhibit/enhance your experience of EPA?

Who was present for each of the assessment tasks?

		Was the outcome of your EPA as you expected? 

Did you achieve above or below your expectation? 

How valuable were the sample assessments/

		What do you feel about the process of EPA? 



		EPA Assessors

		What do you need in order to understand EPA and from whom?



		What are you doing to prepare to assess apprentices? 

What support and from whom do you need? 

What is your experience of assessment?

		What were the most and least successful aspects of the EPA delivery?

What, if anything, would you change for next time?

How well prepared do you think apprentices were?

		Were the outcomes of individual apprentice achievement in line with your expectations when preparing to assess them?

How difficult did you find making a judgement on grading?

What support did you/would you like to receive from the EPAO regarding grading?

		How much about the process of EPA do you need /would you like to know before deciding whether to work with a specific EPAO? 



What are the most important considerations for you as an End Point Assessor?



		EPAO

		What do you need in order to understand the specific EPAs for each Standard and from whom?



		To what extent are you negotiating and planning with employers and providers?

How are your preparing your assessors?

What support do you think employers, providers, assessors and apprentices need?

		What were the most and least successful aspects of the EPA delivery?

What, if anything, would you change for next time?

		How are you evaluating each EPA? 



		What have been the success and challenge points in the end to end EPA process? 

How will you know whether your aims in designing the assessments for the EPA have been achieved?



		Trailblazer Groups

		What do you need in order to understand EPA and from whom?

How important have you felt the assessment to be in relation to the content of your Standard? 

How easy has it been to design the assessment and what support did you/do you need and from whom? 

		

		

		How will you know whether your aims in designing the EPA have been achieved? 

		Have you considered the process of EPA as you have written the Standard and Assessment Plan?
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WHAT	THE	EXTENSION	WAS	AIMING	FOR 
In the first phase of the initial research project, it was evident this 
had only begun to scrape the surface of End-point assessment 
(EPA); a new, significant and challenging area. The extension sought 
to  further understand the developing nature of EPA and reflect 
more fully on the interpretation of Assessment Plans in practice and 
specifically focussed on discussion-based assessment methods.

WHAT	IT	ACHIEVED 

The research explored with key stakeholders how providers and 
employers can best prepare their apprentices for the discussion-
based elements of the EPA and how EPAOs can best support them.  
This resulted in a research report explaining the findings and the 
development of two case studies, a blog on the provider perspective 
and an ‘At a Glance Guide’.

HOW	PROVIDERS	CAN	USE	THE	FINDINGS	AND	 
THE	OUTPUTS

The research report has been written in a style that captures the 
viewpoints of direct participants and aims to provide: 

• Evidence for EPAOs to develop supportive guidance and   
 materials on how they have interpreted Assessment Plans. 

• Tips for providers to enhance their support for apprentice/  
 employer preparation for EPA. 

• Evidence for IfATE and Trailblazers as they seek to improve   
 Assessment Plans. 

The at a Glance Guide – “Preparing your Apprentices for their EPA”  
is an information sheet that highlights and translates the findings of 
this research into a practical document for training providers  
and employers.

A key finding of the research was the need for recognition by all 
stakeholders that every Assessment Plan is unique and there are 
likely to be varied interpretations and requirements for discussion-
based assessment methods. It is very important that, in addition 
to the EPAOs,  training providers and employers also have a good 
understanding of the Assessment Plans, the parameters and 
idiosyncrasies of individual assessment methods that will be 
deployed in the EPA and how they work together as a coherent 
whole. ‘There is nothing standard about Standards’.

EXTENSION OUTPUTS

	 1	 Extension	Report

 2 Discussion - a training providers perspective 

 3 Preparing your apprentices for their EPA 

 4 Survey questions for independent assessors 

	 5	 Survey	questions	for	providers	

 6 Survey questions for trailblazer secretariats 

 7 Survey questions for EPAO 

	 8	 Case	study	ROHASM	
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[bookmark: _Hlk19613646]Preparing for Discussion-Based Elements of

 End-Point Assessments



A Practitioner Research Resource led by AIM Assessment 




1.The Research Questions 

1.1 Background

This research represents an extension to the first Education Training Foundation (ETF) funded OTLA project on research into the emerging landscape of end-point assessment in the creative industries. You can read our first OTLA research report here into how creative industries are preparing for apprenticeships.

The purpose of our first research project was to undertake qualitative research into early days’ practice and challenges posed by end-point assessment (EPA) of apprentices employed in the creative and cultural industries. 

We wanted to consider how EPA is being approached by the range of stakeholders involved (employers, providers, assessors, AIM Awards as a specific and specialist EPAO for the sector and apprentices) to give us an understanding of the extent to which each stakeholder felt confident about EPA principles, practice and process. We also wanted to highlight any specific issues that might influence how EPA is delivered specifically in our sector and to suggest solutions as well as identifying opportunities for excellence. 

At the outset of our research we did not identify any specific outputs other than the written research report itself, but our hope was that it could be used to inform not only End-point Assessment Organisations (EPAOs), providers and employer practice, but that it would also be useful for future creative industries Trailblazer Groups as they develop Standards and Assessment Plans (AP).

We began our research with only 10 apprentices having been through EPA for two Standards in visual effects (the first ever Apprenticeships in this area of creative industries) and with other groups and individual apprentices on programme for Junior Content Producer and Broadcast Production Assistant. We wanted to consult also with employers that have apprentices currently on Frameworks to assess their readiness for transfer. 

Throughout this research we found much to contribute to the ambitions for the ETF OTLA Projects, but quickly realised that we had only just begun to scrape the surface of a new, significant and challenging area. A second, more focused piece of research looking in more detail at a range of Standards, that widened the scope to incorporate other industry sectors would enable a better understanding of the developing nature of EPA and reflect more fully on the interpretation of Assessment Plans in Practice.

One of the key findings of the first research was the recognition of the importance of a shared understanding and interpretation (by all stakeholders) of assessment methodologies from the articulation of these in assessment plans through to the consequent development of assessments by EPAOs and, ultimately, delivery with apprentices.  Training providers are often dealing with multiple EPAOs and the potential differences in articulation of common assessment methodologies across Standards was an area we were keen to explore further. Our proposal for an extension to the original research was to take one of the most commonly applied assessment methodologies across all Assessment Plans, regardless of industry sector and consider how it is being interpreted in practice.

Initially we selected ‘professional discussion’ as our identified assessment method. However, during the first desk research phase it became very clear that the term itself is open to interpretation. This research, therefore, looks at ‘discussion-based assessment methods’.

Given the scope of this research, we have only been able to take a small sample of Standards. We feel this is, however, sufficient to highlight the most significant issues and offer suggestions of how providers, employers and EPAOs might support the preparation of apprentices for an assessment. For some this will be a regular part of the job, but for others it may be quite out of their routine and very challenging. Several of our direct participants work with apprenticeships across multiple sectors.



[bookmark: _Hlk18506758]The extension to our first piece of research, then, is essentially the question ‘How can providers and employers best prepare their apprentices for the discussion-based elements of the EPA and how can EPAOs best support them?’



2.Context of the research questions – apprenticeship policy, apprenticeship practice and organisation. 

The Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE) doesn’t hold an exact breakdown of the various assessment methodologies used in Assessment Plans but, from information gathered over the past year, they estimate that discussion-based EPA features in over 200 published Assessment Plans.

It is important to note that the style and content of Assessment Plans have developed over time as directives and guidance from government (as BIS, IFA and IFATE) have become more consistent and comprehensive. The first Assessment Plans to be approved have now reached their 3-year review date and will be subject to sector wide statutory reviews.

'We have made significant strides, with over 400 apprenticeship standards now approved for delivery to date and more in the pipeline. Having reached this point, we have now turned our attention to the apprenticeship standards that were approved prior to the Institute coming into existence, exercising our responsibility to ensure that apprenticeship standards remain current and to improve quality. As occupations evolve, there is a need to take a holistic view and statutory reviews provide the opportunity to keep apprenticeships up to date, coherent and relevant.’[footnoteRef:1]. [1:  Statutory Review Report: Digital Route, Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education] 


In advance of the series of statutory reviews, where there is evidence of significant delivery problems with one or more of the assessment methods, it is possible for the Trailblazer group through the External Quality Assurance organisation (EQA) for the Standard to seek adjustments. 

As IfATE Guidance for Trailblazers, has evolved, current Assessment Plans look significantly different to their predecessors both in style and detail. This research reflects the interpretation of discussion-based assessments across this 3-4 year period which accounts for some of the findings and items in paragraph 9 – Key Models Towards Outstanding Practice in End Point Assessment.

As Assessment Plans are reviewed, some of the issues identified through our research will undoubtedly be resolved, but this will not be immediately and we think, therefore, that this report and our outputs will remain valid. Changing perceptions and behaviours of practitioners (training providers and EPAOs) and employers who have mixed and inconsistent beliefs/understandings is as crucial as any amendment to an Assessment Plan.

As the number of Assessment Plan submissions to IfATE has steadily increased and the sector spread of Standards has widened, IfATE has been more able to consider questions of standardisation and been able to provide more comprehensive and consistent guidance to Trailblazers during the support and submission processes. This is supported by positive action to understand the issues of practicability of EPA delivery through advisory panel workshops with EPAO practitioners. As a result of the dissemination of our first research and early dissemination of the intention of this second piece of research, our lead researcher was invited to attend this group.

Since the commencement of our research, from October 2019 the Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) will not fund apprentices to start on a new apprenticeship standard until an EPAO has given an ‘in principle’ commitment to deliver the EPA. This will further serve to enable the involvement of an EPAO in the development of the Assessment Plan. The questions that an EPAO will ask will provide the opportunity to write in the clarity that is currently missing from many Assessment Plans. This will make the task of articulating the requirements as actual assessment tasks very much easier for EPAOs and enable them to provide better supporting guidance for apprentices, employers and training providers.
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3.The Project team – participants and their roles 

		Name

		Job Title

		Research role



		Karen Hedger

		New Business Lead, Assessment

		Lead Researcher



		Martina Porter

		Director, All Spring Media

		Direct Participant  



		Marcia Deakin

		Games Manager, NextGen Skills Academy

		Direct Participant  



		Phil Attfield

		VFX Business Manager Lead, NextGen Skills Academy

		Direct Participant  



		Sara Whybrew

		Apprenticeships Manager, Creative & Cultural Skills

		Direct Participant  



		Nicole Suter

		Freelance Contractor, ScreenSkills

		Direct Participant  



		Gareth Metcalf

		Director of Product Integrity, AIM Assessment

		Direct Participant  



		Jordan Hind

		EPA Delivery Manager, AIM Assessment

		Direct Participant  



		Mary Barker-Harris

		Freelance provider consultant/ EPA Assessor & IQA

		Direct Participant  



		Denise Troughton

		EPA Assessor

		Direct Participant  



		Ruth Royle

		Apprenticeship Delivery Manager, City College Norwich

		Direct Participant  



		Katy Roberts

		Development Coach Bauer Media

		Direct Participant  



		Katerina Cleaver

		Manager, Chartered Management Institute

		Direct Participant  



		Kit Salt

		Apprenticeship Co-ordinator, Skills for Justice

		Direct Participant  







4. Research Methodology

4.1 Gathering the data. 

As this is a ‘state of play’ piece of research, it was important that all our direct participants should be current practitioners in interlinking stakeholder roles i.e EPAO staff, assessors and training providers. We also felt it would be of significant use to seek the views of trailblazer secretariats, where we could, in order to provide a sense of industry intention for the EPA at the inception of Assessment Plans. We were keen to understand how the involvement of EPAOs at an early stage might have, or could, inform the successful creation of assessment tasks. 

We began our research by issuing survey questions to each stakeholder group (appendices 4-7). The survey questions were differentiated according to the stakeholder type e.g. provider, EPAO, Trailblazer, Assessor. From this we asked two providers to produce more detailed case studies (appendices 1 and 2).

Between them, our assessor, EPAO and provider direct participants were working across 62 Standards in different industry sectors. In addition, our research team included 3 Trailblazer Secretariats working in the creative and cultural industries on Standards and Assessment Plans that have been approved or are in the process of approval. 

This research did not specifically involve employers other than via Trailblazers and, although we did ask the EQA for IFATE to be involved, they were unable to commit to participation due to time constraints at a time of contractual renewal. The new EQA Framework was not published at the beginning of this piece of Research and was not, therefore, considered within the research phase.



5. Research Outcomes

5.1 There is nothing standard about Standards

[image: ]

The IfATE guidance, ’Developing an End Point Assessment Plan’, designed to support Trailblazers choosing end-point assessment methods, describes ‘discussion-based’ assessment as follows:

		‘could be either an interview (where a series of questions is posed to the apprentice about an aspect of their occupation and how they have demonstrated different competencies) or a professional discussion or viva (which is an in-depth, two-way discussion between an assessor and apprentice to assess theoretical or technical knowledge)’.







Regardless of this or perhaps because of it, participants commonly identified the use of discussion as a selected assessment method that varies from Standard to Standard.  Dependent factors are its function as part of the overall assessment model (i.e. combination of assessment methods), the vision of individual Trailblazer groups for its purpose to assess specific knowledge, skills and behaviours and its appropriateness to the occupation and job role. The latter can, however, come up as a problem where the opportunity to deliver the Standard goes beyond the breadth of the originally considered work context and regular discursive activity might not, in practice, be part of the apprentice experience at work.

		‘In the Assessment Plan (AP) for Engineering Technician, we have an Occupational Competence Validation Interview, also described as ‘a viva’ that is more than a theoretical or technical knowledge assessment because it covers the ‘knowledge, skills and behaviours set out in the standard’. Or we have a ‘Reflective Discussion’ in Insurance Practitioner that is an interview covering competence not knowledge.’

Training Provider







		‘[Assessment Plans have been] created by different employer groups, reflecting a variety of approaches and methods and also the sector in which they are working.  Some interchange of language can therefore be found in the assessment activities.  For example, the interview may be called a professional discussion, or the reverse can also be the case.’

EPAO







		‘Training Providers should not assume that the delivery of each discussion is standard either. Some discussions have set questions that learners should prepare for. Others are free format and the Independent End Point Assessors try to bring out the breadth of the apprentice’s experience across the knowledge, skills, behaviours by asking a variety of questions focused around the gaps from portfolio or observation evidence.’

Assessor







		‘…, in the Business Fire Safety plan there is criteria that needs to be met in the Professional Discussion which apprentices do not cover in their role.  There are also some assessment plans, for example Custody and Detention, in which the same behaviours have to be evidenced in over 9 different contexts.’

EPAO







		‘…..we are concerned that some learners working outside of commercially driven environments, for example schools, are failing end-point assessment despite report commentary “ xxx interview showed a confident, well prepared candidate happy to discuss all aspects of their apprenticeship and on-the-job activities. They clearly work well within the limits of the school environment”. 

Assessor







There was also recognition that the move from Framework Apprenticeships to Standards has resulted in different interpretations of the purpose of discussions as a contribution to assessment. 

		‘The main issue is the interpretation of a professional discussion by the IfATE. It is a lot narrower than the previous use of Professional Discussion under the vocational qualification assessment model.’

Trailblazer Secretariat







There was concern from Trailblazer participants that despite the newest IfATE guidance for Trailblazers distinguishing between professional discussion and interview there remains too much emphasis on standardisation to the detriment of appropriateness to job role and the vision of the Trailblazer when they selected this assessment method.

		‘We wanted the discussions to be a two-way conversation, but the most recent feedback we have had is to specify the number of questions to be asked and how these align to the KSBs.’

Trailblazer Secretariat







		As a minimum the independent assessor must ask one lead discussion question in relation to ten areas. It was intended by the Trailblazer group that the assessor uses a format for the discussion that facilitates professional dialogue, rather than one that is just a straight Q and A.  However, we do realise that there is a wide area for the assessor to cover within a short time period.  Given the crossover between the skills, knowledge and behaviours chosen for this assessment method we do hope it will allow scope for a ‘real’ discussion of the apprentice’s experience in the workplace.’

Trailblazer Secretariat









		‘In most cases, two-way discussion is written into the assessment plans for the above, but clear parameters are set for the number of questions an assessor can ask etc to ensure parity between one assessment and another.’

EPAO







		‘Broadcast and Media Systems Technician Level 5 and Junior Animator Level 4 have both had knowledge tests added as a third method of assessment as IfATE felt that the number of criteria assigned to the PD was too large.’

Trailblazer Secretariat







In some Standards, where the parameters and ‘style’ of the discussion are aptly set, it can be a very powerful and beneficial assessment method.

		‘Discussion may be high stakes, but it is also high impact. It is a fantastic part of our job seeing an apprentice emerge from a discussion filled with confidence about having been able to talk confidently about themselves and their experiences to someone they have never met before.‘

Training Provider







We also asked about significant issues and risks that this method of assessment could provoke. Assessors drew attention to the importance of preparation of the apprentice and their role in ensuring that the apprentice feels comfortable with the format of the method, the process and what it would seek to achieve. Several identified the need to be prepared themselves and to be advised by the EPAO of any necessary adjustments for individual apprentices.

		‘The interview shouldn’t be a test of how well an apprentice interviews. It’s a tool for revealing how they behave at work.’

Assessor







5.2 Discussions in other assessment methods 

Regardless of whether there is a discussion-based assessment method identified in the Assessment Plan as a distinct but contributory assessment method, there are others that also require a discursive interaction between assessor and apprentice. For example, question and answer sessions usually follow a presentation or workplace observation. These are also often within a prescribed structure with the same potentially consequential restrictive issues noted above, but with the opportunity for apprentices to demonstrate the full extent of their learning and achievement.

		‘……Level 4 Public Relations and Communications Assistant as an example of this, as this standard does not include examination of a portfolio of evidence.  As such, achievement relies on scrutiny of a 2,500 word project report (based upon an 8 week project), a 10 minute presentation, and a 25 minute questioning session.  Within these assessment instruments the learner needs to achieve all criteria within the standard encompassing a wide range of knowledge, competency and behaviour criteria. The End Point Assessor therefore relies heavily on the questioning session to fill gaps in evidence to allow achievement and also to provide opportunity for the learner to provide a deeper level of detail which can potentially change a pass grade to distinction.’ 

Assessor







5.3 What is being tested by a professional discussion or interview? 

The purpose of each assessment method in an Assessment Plan is to most appropriately assess a mix of specific knowledge skills and behaviours (KSBs) identified by the Standard.  Our research indicates a variance in the use of professional discussion or interview between use to assess specific KSBs and as a catch all that enables the apprentice a further opportunity to enhance their performance in other assessments. For some Trailblazer groups it is an important method also not just for matching KSBs, but also because it exactly replicates the required style of industry working and a skill in its own right.  

		‘We chose the professional discussion as a method of assessment as this mirrors the workplace where an employee is expected to verbally communicate and demonstrate an understanding of their work. It also goes some way to reflect how assessments are done within our industries and for this occupation whereby a new employee would be subject to regular verbal performance reviews.’

Trailblazer Secretariat







		Most of the Standards we’ve supported have opted for professional discussion as employers have considered this a more holistic assessment method. Many of the roles in the sector have variables depending on the setting/context that one is working/learning in, so having a more rigid method, such as a test, would not accommodate any nuances that a professional discussion can.’ 

Trailblazer Secretariat









		‘In the workplace explaining, sharing or listening to a solution is a daily requirement. Evaluating the effectiveness of a solution and sharing or receiving feedback with colleagues is essential. The interview allows the assessor to gauge how the apprentice behaves in the workplace.’

Trailblazer Secretariat







		‘You can cover a wide range of KSBs using a professional discussion, that may not occur through other methods. In the creative industries most job interviews consist of a candidate taking a portfolio of work or showreel along to show prospective employers and then talking through their work. The use of professional discussion replicates industry practice, and also prepares apprentices for future recruitment if their apprenticeship placement completes. If carried out correctly, it can cover off linked knowledge and skills in their application in the workplace.’

Trailblazer Secretariat







		‘For the Standards within which I work, my firm view is that discussion-based assessment fit well with its companions in the assessment plans……they are extremely valuable in allowing gaps in evidence to be filled.  They complement observation and presentation assessment instruments to allow the assessor to contextualise the learner’s knowledge and to find the depth and breadth of their knowledge and also e-portfolio evidence to validate and authenticate learner statements, providing real evidence that the learner fully understands the impact of decisions made and processes followed and can justify why particular choices were made.’ 

Assessor







		‘It gives them a chance to give background information on the choices and challenges related to their work. It is almost like a safety net at the end of the assessment to showcase anything they think they may need to expand on, giving them a chance to display a deeper knowledge and understanding of the standard. For those who are maybe dyslexic it’s a better medium than report writing.’ 

Assessor









[bookmark: _Hlk19182909]5.4 Formulating Assessment Plans into discussion–based tasks

We were keen to learn, from EPAOs especially, about any issues, concerns or risks with developing materials for discussion-based assessments particularly given the inconsistency across Assessment Plans.

		‘Some assessment plans are extremely prescriptive in what needs to be covered in the professional discussion whilst at the same time indicating that the professional discussion should be used to address “gaps” in other evidence. Several standards also state that the EPAO must develop a question bank to use in the professional discussion.  If the professional discussion is used to address gaps in an apprentice’s portfolio, for example, it is not appropriate to ask questions from a bank.  Assessment Plans could therefore advise that EPAOs must develop sample questions for assessors to use.  A list of questions lends itself more to a question and answer session rather than a PD.’  

EPAO







		‘The newer assessment plans (Advertising &Media Executive and Public Relations &Communications Assistant) are very specific about the number of questions that should be asked and requiring questions to be set in advance – too prescriptive in my view, removing the ability for an assessor to use their questioning skills.

I think professional discussion is a term used incorrectly – most of these are a questioning session to cover KSBs not previously covered.  There is not the pre-planning for a conversation on a certain topic that you would expect to do with a professional discussion. These are more like a viva voce.’

EPAO







5.5 Delivering discussion - face to face or online? 

More recent Assessment Plans generally indicate that, if appropriate, some assessment methods may be conducted through online technologies rather than conducted face to face in person. EPAOs are at variance on this according to philosophy and issues of cost and practicability. Providers, assessors and apprentices, too, are divided. The biggest risk of conducting assessments at a distance through technology appears to be the functioning of technology on the day – it adds further risk to an already ‘high stakes’ assessment. 

		‘We have offered customers the opportunity to choose face to face or online and to date, everyone has chosen face to face.  That may be because technology can be an issue in the sectors we are working in and because of the “newness” of EPA.  Face-to-face does allow the Assessor to observe body language and provides an opportunity to show a more human side to EPA and take some of the fear out of it. However, face-to-face is sometimes difficult to schedule and of course more costly for us as an EPAO.’

EPAO







Whilst cost was identified by some EPAOs as the key significant factor, for others the risks outweigh this and they are trying to retain the in person format, planning assessment schedules such that two or more assessments will run consecutively - for example, scheduling a professional discussion to follow a set test or a workplace observation. This approach is not without its own risks.

		‘Timescales may also be an inhibiter to good performance, for example if the apprentice has struggled with a previous assessment, their frame of mind may mean they are unprepared for a professional discussion or interview later that day.  In this case, it is important that the end-point assessor logs any differences to the planned process and agree any changes to the plan with the IQA at the end-point assessment organisation.’

Training Provider







For some assessors and apprentices, however and particularly where the latter are more familiar with technologies, there is some evidence that conducting discussions online is a preferable approach, less formal and more comfortable. 

		‘I also think a video option could also be less intimidating than a face to face discussion. On a separate but related note, I’ve hired staff following skype interviews, so I strongly believe it’s possible to have a meaningful discussion/Q&A this way.’

Trailblazer Secretariat







		‘My experience from this EPAO is purely online. But I do conduct face to face assessments with apprentices for other awarding bodies. Online is harder as you have limited opportunities to read body language and to build up a rapport with candidate. The candidate ‘meets you’ for the first time online for their EPA, so little prospect of building any relationship or links.  Introduction of a ‘pen portrait’ of the candidate, their job role, experience and some background information has helped to glean a better understanding of them before you start.’

Assessor







Our research highlighted at least one Assessment Plan (Level 3 Insurance Practitioner) where responsibility for conducting the discussion is not in the hands of the assessor, although the assessment of the discussion is.

		‘Recorded evidence of professional discussions with their internal assessors with no breadth or depth of questioning and extremely positive praise given to candidate for poor quality responses that do not really answer the questions. Therefore, candidates given a false level of confidence of their capabilities on skills and behaviours before they come to their EPA.’

Trailblazer







Regardless of method of delivery or type of discussion-based assessment, an important consideration arises about the style of delivery that gives it a vocationally related tone, lifts it to a ‘professional’, or ‘technical’ discussion and one which is likely to enable the apprentice to achieve at a grade beyond ‘pass’. 

		‘Is it free-flow’ that is key here? Regardless of the strictures of content and any limiting parameters required by the Assessment Plan, is it the ‘style’ of the interaction between the assessor and apprentice that offers the opportunity for an apprentice to demonstrate the extent of their achievement?’ 

EPAO







6. Preparation and confidence is all 

Direct participants in this research unfailingly commented on the need for preparation by all stakeholders to ensure apprentice success in this type of assessment. The Royal Opera House/AllSpring Media case study (Appendix 1) illustrates how one employer and provider are jointly supporting their apprentice to develop the skills they will need to embrace the professional discussion element of their EPA whilst highlighting the difference between mentoring discussion on programme and the parameters of the professional discussion as part of the EPA. The provider perspective from City College Norwich (Appendix 2), raises several areas of note including the importance of enabling apprentices to understand and practice specific skills that might be new to them and with which they might not be familiar.

		‘One of our team at City College Norwich who also works as an Independent End Point Assessor (IEPA) says, “Sometimes people are going wrong with this because they are treating it like a professional discussion. In so many standards, it is more than that. It should be approached like an interview. They have to get in there and sell themselves”.’

Training Provider







Assessors commented on their own ways of preparing and how EPAOs are supporting them to do this through good practice training and providing sufficient time within the assessor allocation per apprentice to enable them to review evidence portfolios and prepare questions. It was clear that the way in which they need to do this is Assessment Plan dependent according to the boundaries specified for the discussion/interview. They also need to be confident in the format in which the discussion is to take place. 

		‘When I started doing my freelance IAA role 1 year ago, I was dubious about how the online (google hangouts) would work for the apprentice and the IAA as I am someone that prefers real people and face to face interaction rather than technology.  But I have been pleasantly surprised how easy it is to build a rapport with some candidates, read their body language and to have an interactive discussion whilst being ‘remote’. My ease and confidence has increased and I now find using skype and other remote methods easier, but would still choose meeting/seeing people over this method.’

Assessor







Assessors and IQAs were asked about their experience of apprentice confidence and apparent readiness to approach discussion-based assessments. There was a general feeling that apprentices do need to be more prepared and that their employers as well as providers can play a role in that but the skills of the assessor in conducting discussions are also key.

		‘Hard to know their expectations, very mixed levels, some study centres do mock EPAs some obviously don’t. I always ask at the beginning if they know what to expect and always give them an overview of the process to re-assure them at the start.’  

Assessor







		‘ESOL candidates can find verbal questioning harder because of the processing time and some terms are not familiar to them i.e. resilience – so IA assessor has to explain the meaning in a different way.’

Assessor







		‘The questions that I have heard asked encourage the apprentices to explain their approach to a task, problem or subject. Out of that a discussion arises around best practice and what they might do differently or new knowledge and skills they will seek to add to their “tool kit”.’

Assessor/IQA







		‘Overall, our assessors feel confident to conduct discussion-based assessment, as they are all trained assessors with experience of assessment and considerable sector competence.  However, because of the high stakes of EPA, ongoing training and sharing best practice is key to ensure that grading is standardised across assessors and that assessor delivery style follows some set guidelines.’

EPAO







		‘We have found it is essential, to draw in the employer’s support to help the apprentice to talk, talk, talk across their apprenticeship. This first builds their confidence. This is particularly important in apprenticeships like Customer Service Practitioner, where we have found learners need more support to develop this behaviour.’

Training Provider







		‘It would be a good idea, perhaps, to consider how preparing for the EPA could be linked to Functional Skills delivery where this is required and not to just teach the latter as a discrete part of the on programme delivery.’

EPAO







Whilst there was an acceptance that a number of EPAOs are producing useful guidance materials, there was a feeling that some could do more.

		‘It would be great if EPAOs had an employer briefing sheet about the EPA for employers to support their understanding, particularly around discussion, as for some of them, it seems a bit ‘woolly’. For example, some of our Motor Vehicle employers know where they are with a skills test but a discussion about behaviours is less clear or appears to be of less relevance to them.’  

Training Provider







 7.Practical Outputs 

The practical outputs developed and made available as a result of this research includes case studies and an at a glance guide for training providers and employers (Appendices 1-3).

7.1 Case Study- All Spring Media working with The Royal Opera House on how they are using discussion opportunities during the on-programme learning to support their apprentice to prepare for the Professional Discussion element of the EPA.  This is intended to provide insight to providers, employers and apprentices on EPA experiences. 

7.2 Provider Perspective from City College Norwich that considers preparation for EPA across a range of Standards and sectors. Also written to provide insight on EPA experiences both positive and negative, primarily for other providers and EPAOs.

7.3 At a Glance Guide –Preparing your Apprentices for their EPA is an information sheet that highlights and translates the findings of this research into a practical document for training providers and employers.  This is the first stage of ensuring a simple but consistent translation is available for all partners.  Had there been the time and resource under this phase we would have progressed this explore a model for summarising specific assessment plans for employers and apprentices which provides consistent information on assessment methods, details responsibilities and provides information on how the apprentice can be supported.  AIM Assessment are currently exploring this as a further development outside of this project.  

7.4 This Research Findings Report has been written in a style that captures the viewpoints of direct participants and aims to provide:

· Evidence for EPAOs to develop supportive guidance and materials on how they have interpreted Assessment Plans.

· Tips for Providers to enhance their support for apprentice/employer preparation for EPA.

· Evidence for IfATE and Trailblazers as they seek to improve Assessment Plans.



8.Evidence of Impact 

8.1 Impact on Direct Participants 

The impact of the research on the direct participants has been to offer the opportunity to review, revise and extend action plans and to enable a deeper understanding of the difference in stakeholder roles in terms of teaching and assessment. It has offered a lens through which to identify the importance of the relationship between employer, provider and EPAO that can lead to an informed and shared understanding of how the EPAO has interpreted the Assessment Plan and the relevance/impact of the apprentice’s work context to that understanding. 

For example, as lead researcher and direct participants, the AIM Assessment team has embarked on a process of reviewing guidance and support materials for providers and employers specifically and re-considering how they may need to be differently approached according to the purpose and function of the material and the needs of the audience at the most useful level of understanding.  

All project participants have taken the opportunity to reflect on their existing interpretations and practices whilst exploring the nuances in the interpretations of others.  This has resulted in participants reporting changes to their practices to be more mindful of the varying interpretations and to, where appropriate, take action to develop some consistency in understanding across partners, at the level of individual standards.  

A comprehensive but succinct articulation of the requirements of the Assessment Plan might be useful for a training provider during the set up phase with the employer, but a more specific, summary version, which nevertheless makes clear their responsibilities would be less onerous for line managers where time restrictions may make it less likely that they would read the fuller version. EPAO experience has shown that this is the case particularly in large organisations. As noted in para 7.3 AIM Assessment are exploring the development of this as part of our longer- term actions. 



[bookmark: _9.Key_Models_Towards][bookmark: _Hlk22218790][bookmark: _Hlk19534762]9.Key Models Towards Outstanding Practice in End-Point Assessment

Overall, our research has confirmed the variance in interpretation of discussion as an assessment tool across Standards and over time since the inception of the apprenticeship reforms and the publication of the first Standards that represents the starting point of our research. It has duly exposed the challenges that, as a team of participants, we were beginning to see play out in the delivery of end-point assessments: the ways in which providers are preparing apprentices and assessors are preparing themselves to conduct discussion-based assessments.  Taking the findings of this research into consideration we believe the following seven areas to be critical to outstanding practice: 

9.1 Effective communication between the assessor and the apprentice is key to the latter’s success at EPA, regardless of assessment method and it is, therefore, essential that training providers and employers ensure that discussion skills are inherent in their apprentice’s soft-skills toolkit. Whilst some apprentices will be required to engage in frequent verbal discussions as part of their job role, others may not and may require more practice. 

9.2 Mentoring discussions on programme are not the same as a professional discussion in the EPA and whilst the former are essential and offer confidence building opportunities to support the apprentice as they approach their EPA, professional discussion, interview or other discussion based methods will have specific parameters and require separate practice. See Appendix 1 – ‘All Spring Media and The Royal Opera House.

9.3 Careful consideration should be given by EPAOs as to whether discussion-based elements of the EPA are offered online or face to face. Training providers need to find this out from EPAOs at an early date and ensure that their apprentices are given opportunities to practice either way; ideally with someone they have never met. 

9.4 Assessment Plans should be as free from ambiguity as possible to enable EPAOs to produce appropriate assessment tasks and supporting guidance with standardisation/shared understanding activities across EPAOs where this is possible. 

9.5 Guidance from EPAOs should be clearly targeted towards the stakeholder type (i.e. employer, training provider, apprentice) with information that is immediately relevant and that details responsibilities. 

[bookmark: _Hlk19613823]9.6 All stakeholders should recognise that every Assessment Plan is unique and there are likely to be varied interpretations and requirements for discussion-based assessment methods. It is very important that, in addition to EPAOs, training providers and employers also have a good understanding of the Assessment Plans, the parameter and idiosyncrasies of individual assessment methods that will be deployed in the EPA and how they work together as a coherent whole. ‘There is nothing standard about Standards’. 

9.8 The Assessment Plan should be considered as part of the on boarding discussion between training providers and employers to ensure the appropriate match between apprentice job role, work context and Standard is of key importance to planning the skills development support for the apprentice. 



10.Case Studies and Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Case Study – All Spring Media and The Royal Opera House

Appendix 2 – Case Study - A Provider Perspective from City College Norwich

Appendix 3 – At a glance guide – Preparing Apprentices for their EPA 

Appendices 4-7 Survey Questions
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Discussion – A Training Provider’s Perspective 



Discussion – a word that, before Standards, most training providers would barely have raised an eyebrow at. We were all used to supporting learners to research and prepare knowledge-based discussion points, often with little input from an assessor, during the assessment session itself. It has been a fundamental part of vocational assessment for decades and considered one of the most valid forms of knowledge evidence there is. 



Enter Apprenticeship Standards and it is precisely the validity of discussion-based assessment that has seen its use populating prolific amounts of End Point Assessments (EPAs). The Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE) does not hold an exact figure of how many apprenticeship standards it appears in at this point in time but, from information gathered over the past year, they estimate that discussion-based EPA features in 211 End Point Assessments. For training providers, it is no longer a simple assessment method. In this case study, I will share some of our experiences of discussion at End Point to explain why. 



Fundamentally, the function of discussion has changed for training providers and so has the terminology around it. In the IfATE guidance, ’Developing an End Point Assessment Plan’, the section to support Trailblazers choosing an end point assessment method describes ‘discussion based’ assessment like this:



‘could be either an interview (where a series of questions is posed to the apprentice about an aspect of their occupation and how they have demonstrated different competencies) or a professional discussion or viva (which is an in-depth, two-way discussion between an assessor and apprentice to assess theoretical or technical knowledge)’.



However, some of the EPAs that use discussion have morphed to fit the requirements of the Trailblazer beyond this initial guidance. For example, in the Assessment Plan (AP) for Engineering Technicians, we have an Occupational Competence Validation Interview, also described as ‘a viva’ that is more than a theoretical or technical knowledge assessment because it covers the ‘knowledge, skills and behaviours set out in the standard’. Or we have a ‘Reflective Discussion’ in Insurance Practitioner that is an interview covering competence not knowledge. 



So, the first thing we learnt is - there is nothing standard about Standards. 



As we looked at more and more standards (one thing about having over 1000 on-programme apprenticeships supported by your organisation is that you have a lot of research material), we soon realised that the use of discussion varies from Standard to Standard, because the function of it as part of the assessment model varies. This is because Trailblazer need is specific and individualised not standardised.  



As a wider team and in our course areas, we have spent hours poring over Apprenticeships, discussing, emailing organisations, going to seminars and asking questions to make sure we understand the requirements of each individual one. Discussion and the function of it, is applied slightly differently in each standard. Training Providers need to be alert to the nuances of what they are delivering to ensure they are optimising the chances of success for each learner. So, as much support as we can get from End Point Assessment Organisations (EPAOs) with information about their approach to EPA, the better. 



Training Providers also must be capable of supporting preparation for a discussion at End Point when it extends beyond a knowledge-based assessment. 



One of our team at City College Norwich who also works as an Independent End Point Assessor (IEPA) says, ‘Sometimes people are going wrong with this, because they are treating it like a professional discussion. In so many standards, it is more than that. It should be approached like an interview. They have to get in there and sell themselves.’ 



Thinking of it like a CBI (criteria-based interview) has been useful to prepare for Standards where discussion is used more broadly at EPA. Telling learners to have examples of times when they have done things that link to the Standard and being prepared to talk them through in a way that demonstrates good communication skills is vital. We have even used STAR-type models (situation, task, action, result) to help people prepare. 



Simply put, there is no getting away from the high stakes’ element of EPA – we must give our apprentices the best chance of succeeding by honest conversation and practice. This real-time demonstration of competence in discussion is what makes them so powerful, popular and effective an assessment method. It is also the most revealing. For the unprepared or poorly prepared learner, it is painfully obvious, to those conducting the assessment that they are not at the required standard. 



We have found it is essential to draw in the employer’s support to help the apprentice to talk, talk, talk across their apprenticeship. This first builds their confidence. This is particularly important in apprenticeships like Customer Service Practitioner where we have found learners need more support to develop this behaviour. Then can come the skills-based practice - mock EPAs; taking a lead role in team meetings; discussions with people they don’t know.  You can only build this in when the confidence is there. Feedback at these points is vital from all stakeholders. Taking the time to get a new employer feeling confident with the requirements of a Standard is a great investment. They can help and feedback when you are not around to do so – just how it should be. 



To enable us to give best support to discussion, delineations of requirements for these assessments are vital. 



For example, the best APs have clear descriptors around each method of assessment that link to individual knowledge, skills, behaviour criteria of the Standard. Where the assessment does not have a binary measure of competence, they also outline distinction descriptors, to ensure that we know how to support development of higher-level skills when preparing apprentices for discussion at EPA. How to achieve a distinction should not be a dark art. Our learners’ chances of success are maximised when we know what the EPA is looking for. 



Training Providers should not assume that the delivery of each discussion is standard either. Some discussions have set questions that learners should prepare for. Others are free format and the Independent End Point Assessors try to bring out the breadth of the apprentice’s experience across the knowledge, skills and behaviours by asking a variety of questions focused around the gaps from portfolio or observation evidence. 



The best support in this area for training providers is to have this information in an easily accessible format up front to help both learners and employers. It would be great if EPAOs had an employer briefing sheet about the EPA for employers to support their understanding, particularly around discussion, as for some of them it seems a bit ‘woolly’. For example, some of our Motor Vehicle employers know where they are with a skills test, but a discussion about behaviours is less clear or appears to be of less relevance to them. 



Or perhaps the IfATE could produce an AP overview with the key points – what happens, who does what, how long will it take and what are the possible timescales as we find this is one of the areas where employers tend to need the most support to understand the process. This is particularly true for our SMEs who don’t necessarily have a training or HR function to support them. 



Having well-trained IEPAs is obviously key to the success of a discussion. Also, in Standards where the discussion is now passed on to the Training Provider (like Insurance Practitioner) or the employer (like Engineering Technician)  to complete and then upload for final EPAO assessment, provision of relevant training is essential for us as well so we can all do our best for apprentices.  



One of the worst experiences for us around discussion has been around technical support on the day. One of the appeals of discussion is that it is more cost-effective than a site observation by an IEPA. Discussion allows remote assessment but still an extremely valid real-time assessment to take place. To do this, often technology must be involved, and we have been promised contact centre support or dedicated resource to ensure this runs smoothly. Unfortunately, the reality is often far from this. 



We have had repeated challenges with EPAO support for remote discussion in one apprenticeship Standard, in particular. The most notable incident where this broke down, eventually involved several members of staff: one calming down the highly anxious apprentice; another with technical support urgently trying to get the web login code to work and the apprenticeship manager trying for half an hour with every one of the four numbers we had been given for ‘dedicated’ support with all going to voicemail. By the time we finally got hold of someone, who knew less than we did about how the technology worked, it was too late - the IEPA had left to move on to another assessment. It was farcical but with a distinctly unfunny impact to a young person’s experience. Unfortunately, this was the second time they had been unable to complete their discussion assessment because of EPAO issues. It’s taken a lot of persuasion to get them back in the room, for a third go. 



From our experience, we would say that on the day of discussion, providers need:

· A genuine support network that is available in real time during remote discussion assessments, staffed by knowledgeable team members

· Clear training on any nuances of an EPAOs process e.g. logging in through email links than via a portal 

· A contingency method to connect the apprentice to the IEPA

· Ideally, a contact number for the IEPA (some EPAOs won’t allow this). Where we have this, we can alert IEPAs swiftly to issues to either allow them to manage the learner’s expectations if they don’t have availability to wait, or to offer an additional layer of reassurance and expertise. 



Finally, we have learnt that, though we may not be completing summative assessment, there needs to be enough relevant formative assessment, either through us, or the employer, to provide good quality feedback for the strong and ongoing development of apprentice skills, knowledge and behaviours. This is particularly relevant to the world of discussion where hard and soft skills are blended together to provide a mix of evidence across the Standard. 



Discussion may be high stakes, but it is also high impact. It is a fantastic part of our job seeing an apprentice emerge from a discussion filled with confidence about having been able to talk confidently about themselves and their experiences to someone they have never met before. 



We are not experts, but I hope that by sharing some of the challenges and successes we have had preparing learners for discussion, it shows ways we may all best support apprentices to achieve their goals. 



Ruth Royle	

Apprenticeship Delivery Manager 	

City College Norwich   August 2019
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At a Glance Guide

Preparing your Apprentice for their End-Point Assessment



[bookmark: _GoBack]

Ensure you have selected the most appropriate Standard including the EPA

It’s important that everyone recognises that each Assessment Plan is unique and has been written as a map against a specific Standard. As part of the onboarding discussions between training provider and employer, consider the breadth of the Standard and its Assessment Plan to ensure that the End-Point Assessment is achievable for the apprentice in their job role and specific work context. If there are gaps, then it is the responsibility of the training provider and employer to provide opportunities for the apprentice to fill them. 

A good example is the Level 4 Public Relations & Communications Assistant – in the EPA, apprentices will be tested on their knowledge of the job role in an internal communications context as well as a PR agency. 



Don’t make assumptions about the assessment methods – get to know the Assessment Plan 

There are likely to be varied interpretations and requirements for assessment methods unique to each Assessment Plan. It is very important that, in addition to EPAOs, training providers and employers also have a good understanding of the Assessment Plans, the parameter and idiosyncrasies of individual assessment methods that will be deployed in the EPA and how they work together as a coherent whole. ‘There is nothing standard about Standards’. 

For example, is a professional discussion a two-way discussion about the apprentice’s own job role in the specific context of their organisation and their journey as an apprentice or is it a technical discussion about a specific aspect of the work? Is it an interview with prescribed and time guided questions? 

What input is required on the part of the employer? Is it expected that they will attend any parts of the EPA – if so, what is the extent of their role? Are there any significant issues of commercial confidentiality vis a vis the assessments that you need to pass on to the EPAO?   



Make early contact with your selected EPAO - ask questions and tell them about employers and apprentices

Doing this will help you with the points illustrated above. EPAOs will have guidance materials and sample assessments but the more you tell them and the more questions you ask the better as this supports their understanding too, enabling them to appoint the most appropriate assessors and improve guidance materials. 

Ask them about the format of the assessments within the EPA – will any of them be online or are they all face-to -face? Is there a choice? 

What additional resources do they provide? Some EPAOs will have videos that you can share with apprentices. 

Can they offer any workshops to help employers and training providers understand Assessment Plans and/or prepare for any specific assessment methods? 



Register your apprentices with the EPAO as soon as you can 

Many EPAOs release sample assessments at this point and it is in the interest of the apprentice, of course, to understand their EPA well before the Gateway. Using sample assessments for mock EPAs are a very good means of preparing apprentices and sharing these with employers and line managers will enable them to understand and support their apprentice. This will also further your understanding of the Assessment Plan.



Practice, Practice, Practice 

Once you know what’s in the Assessment Plan, offer opportunities for your apprentice to practice responding to the type of assessment method as well as demonstrating the knowledge, skills or behaviours that are mapped to it.

This is especially important if, in their job role, this style of assessment or interaction is not familiar. For example, is the apprentice required to discuss their work with anyone as a regular job activity or will sitting down with a stranger within a formal discussion setting be totally unfamiliar? Remember that although you and the employer may have regular mentoring sessions with the apprentice, this is not the same thing as a more formal and timed professional question and answer interaction about technical aspects of the job. 

How are you formatively assessing the apprentice’s acquisition of knowledge? It could be a good idea to set regular timed knowledge tests if this type of assessment appears in the Assessment Plan.

Online assessments or face-to face? Once you’ve found this out from the EPAO, give your apprentice the opportunity to practice this too – you are looking to prevent anything regarding the conduct of the EPA being a surprise. 



The EPA is intended to be ‘high stakes’ and there will always be a risk of failure, but success rates are showing that the better prepared the apprentice, the greater the chance of them not only passing the EPA, but doing so at a grade beyond Pass and enjoying the experience of demonstrating their achievement. 



Above all, remember:

· There is nothing standard about Standards

· Get to know the Assessment Plan

· Ask questions of the EPAO

· Practice, practice, practice

· The EPA is the opportunity for the Apprentice to demonstrate their achievement





This document was produced as an output of an ETF funded Outstanding Teaching, Learning & Assessment (OTLA) Research Project led by AIM Assessment. The full research paper, Preparing for Discussion-Based Elements of the EPA, and case studies are available through the ETF website and AIM Assessment]
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OTLA Extension Research - Discussion-Based Assessment in End-Point Assessment



Survey Questionnaire for Independent Assessors/IQA



		1. Which discussion-based assessments are you working with and for which Standards? Please also identify the EPAO.







		2. In your experience what are the benefits of using this assessment method in relation to the Standard? 





		3. Have you identified any issues, concerns or risks with using this assessment method? 







		4. Do you think this method, for each Standard that you work with, effectively enables the apprentices to meet the knowledge, skills and behaviours to which it is mapped in the Assessment Plan?





		5. How well do you think this assessment fits with its companions in the Assessment Plan(s)?  

 



		6. What are your thoughts about the grading for the discussion-based assessment in each of the Standards with which you are working in principle and in practice? Have there been any issues when it comes to standardisation? 





		7. How much discussion does the Assessment Plan(s) you are working with allow for i.e. is there opportunity for two-way conversation or is this limited by the required structure/ specific questions? 





		8. Have you conducted this type of assessment face to face or online? What are your views of the benefits and challenges of both? 





		9. Can you share any of your experiences of conducting discussions? Any specific examples (anonymous) of particularly good or challenging examples. What do you think were the expectations of apprentices? Were they accurate? How well prepared did the apprentices appear to be?





		10. How confident do you feel about conducting discussion-based assessment in the context of high stakes EPA?  Why do you feel like this? How do you prepare for this type of assessment?





		11. What guidance/support do you receive from the EPAO(s)?





		12. Any other thoughts? 









Thank you so much for completing this survey. This data will inform our research and the report will be published on the ETF website.



Please complete this box with your name and email address if you are happy to be named as a direct participant in this project. None of your responses will be directly attributed to you.

[bookmark: _GoBack]

		













Please return to karen.hedger@aimawards.org.uk 
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OTLA Extension Research   -  Discussion Based Assessment in End-Point Assessment



Survey Questionnaire for Providers



		1. Which discussion based assessments are you working with and for which Standards? Please also identify the EPAO.







		2. In your experience what are the benefits of using this assessment method in relation to the Standard? 





		3. Have you identified any issues, concerns or risks with using this assessment method? 







		4. Do you think this method, for each Standard that you work with, effectively enables the apprentices to meet the knowledge, skills and behaviours to which it is mapped in the Assessment Plan?





		5. How well do you think this assessment fits with its companions in the Assessment Plan(s)?  

 



		6. How much discussion does the Assessment Plan(s) you are working with allow for i.e. is there opportunity for two-way conversation or is this limited by the required structure/ specific questions? 





		7. How are you preparing apprentices for this assessment method?



		8. What guidance/support do you receive from the EPAO(s)?





		9. Any other thoughts? 











Thank you so much for completing this survey. This data will inform our research and the report will be published on the ETF website.



Please complete this box with your name and email address if you are happy to be named as a direct participant in this project. None of your responses will be directly attributed to you.
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Please return to karen.hedger@aimawards.org.uk 
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Survey Questionnaire for Trailblazer Secretariats



		1. Which discussion-based assessments are you/have you been working with and for which Standards? Please also identify the EPAO if there is one.





		2. In your experience what are the benefits of using this assessment method in relation to the Standard? 





		3. Have you/your Trailblazer group identified any issues, concerns or risks with this assessment method or its potential delivery in practice? 





		4. Which knowledge, skills and behaviours have been mapped to this assessment method?



		5. How does this assessment fit with its companions in the Assessment Plan(s)?  Are there, for example, any specific links? Have you given it a specific % of overall achievement?

 



		6. What are your thoughts about the grading for the discussion-based assessment in each of the Standards with which you are working in principle and in practice? How easy was it to decide criteria for pass/merit/distinction?





		7. How much discussion does the Assessment Plan(s) you are working with allow for i.e. is there opportunity for two-way conversation or is this limited by the required structure/ specific questions? 





		8. To what extent has the Trailblazer Group been guided/required by IfATE to design the discussion-based assessment to a specific format? 





		9. What input/advice have you requested from any potential EPAOs? How much guidance have you provided for them to interpret the requirements of this assessment method?





		10. Any other thoughts? 











Thank you so much for completing this survey. This data will inform our research and the report will be published on the ETF website.



Please complete this box with your name and email address if you are happy to be named as a direct participant in this project. None of your responses will be directly attributed to you.



		













Please return to karen.hedger@aimawards.org.uk 
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OTLA Extension Research   -  Discussion Based Assessment in End-Point Assessment



Survey Questionnaire for Providers



		1. Which discussion based assessments are you working with and for which Standards? Please also identify the EPAO.







		2. In your experience what are the benefits of using this assessment method in relation to the Standard? 





		3. Have you identified any issues, concerns or risks with using this assessment method? 







		4. Do you think this method, for each Standard that you work with, effectively enables the apprentices to meet the knowledge, skills and behaviours to which it is mapped in the Assessment Plan?





		5. How well do you think this assessment fits with its companions in the Assessment Plan(s)?  

 



		6. How much discussion does the Assessment Plan(s) you are working with allow for i.e. is there opportunity for two-way conversation or is this limited by the required structure/ specific questions? 





		7. How are you preparing apprentices for this assessment method?



		8. What guidance/support do you receive from the EPAO(s)?





		9. Any other thoughts? 











Thank you so much for completing this survey. This data will inform our research and the report will be published on the ETF website.



Please complete this box with your name and email address if you are happy to be named as a direct participant in this project. None of your responses will be directly attributed to you.
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Professional Discussion: All Spring Media and The Royal Opera House



Background, Purpose and Activity 

As part of the off the job training delivered by All Spring Media, we regularly use professional discussion as a tool to reflect on, enhance and support the apprentices’ learning. As well as being an excellent way to encourage the apprentices to reflect, we believe it is fantastic preparation for the end- point assessment, where they will be required to have a professional discussion with an external assessor. 



The Royal Opera House wants to give everyone access to exceptional ballet and opera.  The Royal Ballet, The Royal Opera and the Orchestra of the Royal Opera House bring together the world's most extraordinary artists in more than 500 performances every year on two world-class stages. As part of that commitment, The Royal Opera House has also embraced Apprenticeships. Danielle Patrick was employed by The Royal Opera House early in 2019 in the Communications Department on the Broadcast Production Apprenticeship programme. For this case study, Danielle, her line manager at The Royal Opera House and her training mentor at All Spring Media, together on the process of professional discussion and how, working with it during the 20% off site learning and the 80% in work element of the apprenticeship is preparing Danielle for her end-point assessment for the Broadcast Production Assistant Standard.



 



Findings

Generally, a professional discussion by All Spring trainer/mentors lasts approximately 45-60 minutes. In the early stages of the apprenticeship, they are more likely to cover a wide range of topics while the trainer/mentor and apprentice get to know each other, and we build up a picture of key work duties. The trainer/mentor will plan the broad themes they want to cover, often informed by what has been covered in the recent training, while keeping it flexible to allow the apprentice to discuss recent workplace experiences. 



All trainer/mentors make sure the apprentice is comfortable about discussing all the various aspects before recording the discussion. The recording is made available to the apprentice through the e-portfolio system so that they can listen back to it and gauge their improvement over time. In addition, these discussions are also mapped against the AIM Level 3 Certificate in Creative Content and Production which we use as an optional qualification to support our delivery and which is offered to apprentices and employers as an added value to the programme. 



Our trainer/mentors meet the apprentices monthly but every quarter they focus on reviewing progress with the employer. This means that during a 12-month period, an apprentice would have 8 professional discussion opportunities. The key difference between conducting a professional discussion with an apprentice and a mentoring session is that the professional discussion will be impartial and will be focusing on the requirements of the apprenticeship. During a meeting with an apprentice, a trainer/mentor may conduct both a professional discussion and a mentoring session, but they will be kept separate. 



Danielle is not due to complete her EPA until early 2020, but already she feels confident in the process of professional discussion. Working in a busy office, the ability to take time out and talk through her work, is something that Danielle values. 



		“I personally find it more helpful to talk about my experiences, especially being so busy at work all the time. It’s a lot harder to do written assessments than to meet up and talk about it. I find it easier to talk than to write, so I definitely prefer it.” 

Danielle – Apprentice







[bookmark: _GoBack]As an experienced trainer/mentor, Claire is very familiar with this apprenticeship Standard. This is vital in conducting professional discussions as this allows her to get the most out of the process. It also means that sometimes the discussions can cover much more than planned. They can also help the apprentice appreciate their learning journey and evaluate it in the context of the apprenticeship Standard.

 

		“What I find useful about it is that when you are talking and explaining things, I can think about the criteria that needs to be met and ask you something specific.”

Claire – Trainer/Mentor









[bookmark: _Hlk18479664]Claire has also included line managers in professional discussions, which can bring in an added dimension to the apprentice reflection. Sometimes apprentices do not know they are doing something well or need to improve on aspects of their job. By including line managers, the trainer/mentor is creating a positive environment for the discussion. 



The other benefit of pursuing this approach to embedding professional discussion into the programme is that the trainer/mentor is able to support the apprentice to enhance or reinforce any written work that has been submitted. The trainer/mentor is also able to check the apprentice’s understanding of key processes that might be important to demonstrate during the EPA. 



		“You can see the end product and that somebody is able to do these things, but sometimes it’s good to talk through and ask ‘How did you organise this?’ because then it shows it was your work and that you’ve understood all the background processes.”

Danielle - Apprentice







Claire and her fellow Trainer/Mentors at All Spring Media highlight from the start that this process of measuring progression is also making them more at ease and comfortable with using professional discussions to identify knowledge, skills and behaviours gained during the apprenticeship. 



[bookmark: _Hlk18476777]Throughout the apprenticeship, the apprentices keep a monthly reflective log. This charts their experiences throughout the course of the month and reflects on what they have learned. From the outset we explain that in the run up to end-point assessment, the apprentices can print off the reflective log and highlight the experiences they want to talk about during their EPA Professional Discussion. So, for us the reflective log and workplace professional discussions combine to help prepare apprentices both from a practice and content point of view. 



This approach to professional discussions is demonstrably having an impact with over half of All Spring Media apprentices gaining a Distinction in this part of the EPA. 



Opportunities/suggestions for Good Practice in the future 

Professional discussions on programme are a vital tool for self-reflection throughout the apprenticeship regardless of whether it forms part of the EPA.



· Trainers, mentors and employers can use the process of professional discussion to supplement and reinforce learning. 



· Using professional discussions regularly during the apprenticeship, including the participation of line managers, prepares the apprentice for End-Point Assessment (EPA). Including line managers often supports the creation of a positive environment for the discussion. 



· Trainers and mentors need to be familiar with the Standard to make the full use of professional discussion. 



· The use of discussion not only prepares apprentices for this element of the EPA but it is useful to support the development of their writing and critical thinking skills that they will need for other aspects of the EPA. 



· Recording discussions during the on - programme training means that apprentices will be comfortable with this when it is required for the EPA. 



· Encouraging the apprentice to keep a reflective log supports their discursive skills and their confidence in taking part in a professional discussion both from a practice and content point of view. 



· It is important to recognise that a professional discussion with an apprentice and a mentoring session are separate activities. The professional discussion should emulate the style as detailed in the Assessment Plan.

This resource has been commissioned and funded by the Education and Training Foundation                           
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CONTEXT 
DACES developed and delivered a bespoke workplace mentor 
training programme, designed for employers delivering 
apprenticeship standards and linked to the 2014 Professional 
Teaching Standards. The programme “Preparing for the mentor  
role” commenced Oct 2018 to March 2019, delivered to more  
than 30 Derbyshire County Council (DCC) employees across a  
range of Departments.

This project carried out a review and evaluation of all aspects of  
the Programme in collaboration with project partners and 
determined an evidence-based solutions approach to further 
improve and develop the mentoring programme offer, to prepare 
mentors for supporting apprentices up to level 7. This included 
the contextualisation of the mentoring process from L2 – L7 and 
analysing if the requirements for mentors may change between  
the levels. 

The partnership recruits approximately 200+ apprentices annually 
across a wide breadth of occupational sectors – from L2 to L7.

PARTNERS 

The partners include Derbyshire Adult Community Education 
Service, Derbyshire County Council and The University of Derby.

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

The mentoring skills developed via this project will be applied 
throughout stages of the apprenticeship journey leading to the 
gateway and preparation for end-point assessment.

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS

• Does training the workforce managers to develop new skills in  
 mentoring enhance high quality apprenticeship provision?

• Does the deployment of trained workplace mentors, help   
 identified apprentices to become more successful in their   
 workplaces and to secure jobs in the future?

• Does the training of workforce managers in mentoring benefit  
 our staff and learners to bring together diverse people to benefit  
 society as a whole?
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Mentoring Toolkit
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Planning for Successful Mentoring 


Conversations


 Prepare for the session


 Plan time and place where you will mentor


 Ensure you are in an environment conducive 


to learning


 De-clutter head


 Minimise distractions


 Invest time


 Commit to active listening


 Be present 







Helping someone to solve their own 


problems 


Pull (non-directive)


Push (directive)


Solving someone’s problems for them


Mentoring Approaches







Listening to understand


Paraphrasing


Summarising


Asking questions that raise awareness


Making Suggestions


Giving Feedback


Offering Guidance


Giving Advice


Instructing


Telling


Reflecting


PULL: Non- DirectiveHelping someone to 


solve their own 


problems


PUSH: 


Directive


Solving someone’s 


problems for them
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Active Listening Skills







The Listening Spectrum


Just hear


words


Me too
Here’s what 


I’d do


Emotional 


listening


Intuitive 


listening


Listener is 


focused 


on self


Listener is 


focused 


on other
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Introduction to GROW


Goal – establish the goal


Reality – examine the reality


Options – consider all options


Will – confirm the will to act
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Goal


 What do you want to achieve? 


 Where do you want to be? 


 What will be the most 


successful outcome for you?
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Reality


 Describe your current situation…. 


 What is happening now? 


 What made you realise you need 


to change?
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Options


 What could you do to move yourself 


forward?


 What options do you have?


 What else?


 What else?
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Will 


 What action(s) will you take next? 


 How will you make that happen? 


 What will you need to achieve that?







Emotional Intelligence


Self Others


A
w


are
n


e
ss


Self
Awareness


Social  
Awareness


A
ctio


n
s


Self
Management


Relationship
Management


Goleman’s EI Model
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Awareness


Self Awareness Social Awareness


• Awareness of your own 
feelings


• Having empathy


• Aware of your reactions to
situations


• Understanding others


• Aware of the impact you/your
emotions/reactions have on 
others


• Listening attentively


• Tuning in to others


• Aware of your own strengths
and areas for development


• Have organisational awareness
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Actions


Self Management Relationship Management


• Motivated • Building relationships effectively


• Remaining positive and calm • Responding to others 
appropriately


• High emotional self-control • Influencing others


• Adaptable • Motivating and inspiring others


• Takes calculated risks • Coaching and supporting others


• Regulates self in difficult times • Managing conflict effectively


• Strong team work
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Ice-berg


Behaviours


Feelings
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Looking Beyond the Behaviour


Behaviour 


of learner 


Influences 
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The Batari Box


How I feel & 
think


How you feel 
& think


Affects


How I behave


Affects


Affects


How you 
behave


Affects
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Root cause analysis


• Based around 5 concepts


• Define the problem


• Collect evidence


• Dig deeper


• Identify the cause


• Plan solutions


Define 
the 


problem


Collect 
evidence


Dig 
deeper


Identify 
the 


cause


Plan 
solutions
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The Learning Cycle
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Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle
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How does this image make you feel and why?
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The 4 Stages of Competency
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The Comfort, Learning (Stretch) and 


Panic Zone







The belief that skills, 


intellect and talents 


can be developed 


through practice and 


perseverance


The belief that skills, 


intellect and talents 


are set and 


unchangeable


Which Mindset do you have?
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Gibbs Reflective Cycle 
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Reflective Model
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This handbook is supported by a 3 day Mentor Training Programme to enable 


employees to develop and practice the knowledge, skills and attitudes required 


to become a successful workplace mentor.  
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1. What is Mentoring? 


Mentoring is a relationship between two people – the "mentor" and the "mentee." As 


a mentor, you pass on valuable skills, knowledge and insights to your mentee to help 


them develop personally and in their career. 


Mentoring is a developmental approach that involves a professional 


dialogue/conversation usually on a 1:1 basis, aimed at helping the mentee to 


develop and progress more effectively.  


The mentoring relationship is designed to build confidence and support the mentee, 


so they are able to take control of their own development and work. 


A mentor can be considered an expert in the subject area, who gives advice, shares 


personal narratives, experiences, mistakes, gives examples and provides solutions 


to the mentee in an encouraging and supporting manner, to initiate change. A 


mentor can lead and instruct and frequently uses the past and personal experience 


as the foundation of what not to do or what to do. 


Mentoring promotes copying and duplication of others’ methods and can also 


promote creative development and long-term personal change with greater 


ownership and accountability.   


Essentially mentoring is a supportive and developmental processes that can help 


people to overcome barriers and fears. It does, however, require rapport and trust to 


be truly effective. 


A mentor is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as an “experienced and trusted adviser”. 


This description reflects how we would like to see mentors work with their mentees.  


Your role as mentor will cover at least some of the following: 


• Active listening 


• Ask questions to help develop your and the mentee’s understanding of a 


situation or problem 


• Provide information and knowledge and share informal networks 


• Provide advice on career development 


• Offer different perspectives 


• Provide support and encouragement 


• Provide an insight into your work and career 


• Offer guidance and advice in regard to qualifications 


• Be a sounding board 


• Be a critical friend 


• Encourage self-reflection  


• Help mentees identify areas for development  


As a mentor you will have the opportunity to use your experience and knowledge in a 


facilitative manner to support the development of the mentee. However, the 


responsibility for making things happen and putting plans into action lies primarily 


with the mentee - not with you.  
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2. When to use Mentoring 


Mentoring can be used for a wide variety of situations and different points in 


someone’s working life for example: 


• Induction for a new starter.  


• Individuals working towards promotion. 


• Staff who have changed roles in the department or across the organisation. 


• Staff on structured learning programmes for example Apprenticeship. 


• Changes to job roles for example following a restructure.  


• Continuous Professional Development (CPD). 


Why mentoring 


• It has flexibility – mentoring can happen in so many ways and under lots of 


different circumstances 


• Is an offline activity- it is not a role carried out by the mentee’s line manager 


although mentoring conversations can become part of day to day activity and 


don’t always need to be scheduled 


• It relates to work and the job 


• It is individual – each relationship will be unique to those two individuals 


involved 


• It is people centred 


• It provides a feedback system- feedback is central to mentoring and is a great 


tool to enhance and embed learning 


• It is broad in focus – it should meet the needs of the mentee and mentor 


• It is not exclusive – but actually complements other methods of learning  


 


3. The Benefits of mentoring? 


When carried out well, mentoring can help the mentee feel more confident and 
therefore move toward greater development and self-reliance.  They will 
develop greater self- awareness and improve vital skills required to succeed in 
the workplace and the wider world. 


 
For an organisation, mentoring is a good way of transferring valuable 
competencies from one person to another, in a way which makes sense to that 
particular organisation. It therefore complements training and external support.  
Mentoring can help to build strong teams and can form part of succession 
planning, ensuring the skills vital to business success are developed and 
nurtured within the workplace.  Many Apprenticeship schemes are based on the 
principles of mentoring. 


 
The apprentice’s learning is their responsibility; as a mentor you are there to 
facilitate their learning by helping to manage the mentoring relationship. Both 
parties have responsibility for the quality of the relationship and making it work. 
It is worthwhile spending some time with the learner when you first meet, 
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agreeing the “ground rules‟ for how you will work together. The Initial meeting 
might include: getting to know each other informally to begin to build trust and 
identify areas of common interest; discussing the mentee’s learning needs and 
aspirations for career development; setting the ground rules in terms of 
timeliness for set meetings, honesty, openness, respect, directness of feedback, 
preferred communication style; and what records or formal papers will be 
required to document the relationship. 


 
It is essential that you discuss confidentiality and the types of information that 
will be confidential, but also that as a mentor you would be duty bound to 
report to appropriate colleagues, e.g. anything illegal or where you believe the 
mentee may be at risk of harm to himself / herself or others. 
 


Mentoring is a mutual way of learning and allows both mentors and mentees to 
develop transferable skills. In addition to establishing a mutual partnership with 
your mentee, it will offer a significant development opportunity for you as mentor. It 
may: 
 


• Help you to develop in areas such as leadership, communication and 
interpersonal skills 


• Provide new perspectives on your own practice, enrich your reflective practice 
and assist you in developing your pedagogical skills and/or subject knowledge  


• Enhance your skills in challenging and supporting others  
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Benefits for the Mentor Benefits for the Mentee Benefits for the Department/Organisation 


• Job satisfaction from seeing 


others develop 


• Increased recognition from peers 


• Challenge and stimulation 


• Having identified future potential 


of the person they are mentoring 


• Learning and developing yourself 


from the process 


• Satisfaction at the success of the 


mentee 


• Recognition of your mentoring 


skills by your Service/Department 


• Motivation from self-development 


and responsibility 


• Increased self-confidence and 


motivation 


• Support and challenge in 


formulating a clear sense of 


personal direction 


• Understanding of the formal and 


informal culture and structures at 


DCC 


• An opportunity to develop skills by 


observing others 


• A source of knowledge and 


experience to tap into 


• A sounding board to discuss ideas 


and approaches before action is 


taken 


• An opportunity to think about 


things in a different way 


• Increased levels of motivation from 


those involved 


• Employees who have a clear direction 


and clear objectives 


• Improved communication at all levels 


and across levels 


• Sharing of knowledge and experiences 


and best practice as standard working 


practice 


• Tangible and measurable gains if work 


tasks and projects are used as a 


development tool 


• Innovation and continuous improvement 


in the way that employees approach 


their work 
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4. What is an Apprenticeship and how do Apprenticeships work? 


An Apprenticeship offers a learner the opportunity to earn a wage while they 
train in a job, gaining a formal qualification and supporting their journey towards 
progressing in their career. Depending on the sector and level, the 
Apprenticeship may take anything from 12 months to over four years. 
Apprenticeships may be offered to both new and existing staff within an 
organisation. As a rule they will require the Apprentice to work for at least 30 
hours a week, although this may be reduced in certain circumstances and by 
adding to the length of the learning programme. 


An apprentice is generally paid as a regular member of staff, however there 
are set minimum guidelines which can be seen at www.gov.uk/national-
minimum-wage-rates 


 


Apprenticeships are available at: 


• Intermediate level – level 2 


• Advanced level – level 3, and 


• Higher level – level 4-7 


 
Apprenticeships can be in over 190 sectors with over 2000 job roles being 
covered. Alongside the nationally recognised qualification at the appropriate 
level to the requirement of their role, the Apprentice will also develop 
functional skills in English, maths and IT and a technical certificate based on 
an assessment of the background knowledge they will need to carry out their 
job role and complete their qualification. 


 


 
5. The roles and responsibilities within Apprenticeships 


Apprenticeships involve a tripartite relationship between the Apprentice, the 


employer and a learning provider. Each has their respective roles and responsibilities 


within the Apprenticeship relationship and these are flexed in each situation, 


depending on the particular needs and abilities of the parties involved. 


The apprentice is responsible for: 
 


• Upholding the requirements of the job role 


• Carrying out the planned tasks and targets in line with training goals 


• Acting in accordance with the employer requirements & their organisational 
policies 


• Ensuring they maintain a safe and healthy work environment 


• Maintaining high levels of attendance at work and / or training (if off site) 


• Participating in regular reviews 


• Setting stretching targets for personal development. 



http://www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates

http://www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates
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The employer responsibilities include: 
 


• To employ the Apprentice and pay their salary, providing a contract of 
employment 


• To provide an induction, including personal safety 


• To provide a safe and healthy work environment 


• To safeguard the Apprentice 


• To provide a work role whereby the Apprentice has access to 


relevant work experience to complement the chosen 


Apprenticeship qualification 


• To pay the required contribution towards training costs (if applicable) 


• Allowing the apprentice time off for study 


• Supervisory & mentor support. 


The learning provider’s responsibilities include: 
 


• To support the employer with the identification of an appropriate 


Apprenticeship framework 


• To help develop job descriptions and person specifications 


• To support recruitment 


• Initially assessing the candidates to ensure they receive the appropriate 


learning support to maximise the chances of them achieving their 


Apprenticeship 


• To create and update as appropriate, an Individual Learner Record and 


Learning Plan to document the Apprenticeship 


• Registering the Apprentice with appropriate awarding bodies for their framework 


• Providing advice, guidance and materials to support the building of an 


evidence portfolio 


• To support the apprentice’s workplace induction 


• To develop and implement a bespoke training programme in line with 


employer and apprentice requirements 


• Manage the required paperwork to ensure the provider can claim the 


Government funding available for the training within the Apprenticeship 


• To manage their Ofsted responsibilities 


• To regularly monitor, review and assess progress and provide feedback to 


both the employer and Apprentice 


• To support with additional training where such needs are identified 


• To provide pastoral care to Apprentices whilst on programme. 
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6. Links between the workplace and the external learning support 


In collaboration with your organisation, the learning provider will provide sets of 
standards for the qualifications that the apprentice is working towards. These will 
provide details of the knowledge, skills and experience required to be evidenced and 
how these must be evidenced and assessed. Discussing these criteria with the 
apprentice and the assessor assigned to your organisation by your learning provider, 
will ensure that the opportunities for gathering evidence from the workplace are 
maximised and your role as mentor is as effective as possible. It will also ensure that 
the Apprenticeship standards/or framework units to be completed are relevant to 
your organisation and the role that the apprentice is expected to perform within it. 


Capturing the agreed plans for evidence building into a formal training/action plan 
will aid explicitness and provide a visible reference to support day to day target 
setting. Your training provider assessor will work with you to do this. This plan will 
link to an assessment plan, with qualification units, timing for their completion and 
the assessment evidence required. This will enable formal assessment visits to be 
scheduled to enable you and the apprentice to fit the planned schedule and help 
motivate the apprentice through unit achievement. 


 


7. Managing the mentoring relationship 


The mentoring relationship needs to be treated with respect. It should focus on the 
mentee’s needs, and use the skills of smart questioning, active listening, and 
feedback to achieve the best outcome. 


 


Ground rules 
 


Establish some rules for the mentoring arrangement, with desired outcomes. This 
could be a set agenda for points to cover, or some performance goals for the 
mentee to pursue outside of their regular appraisal structure. This clarity ensures 
that all parties know explicitly what the mentoring relationship is for and what 
success of the relationship looks like. One of the key reasons that mentoring can fail 
is that there is a fundamental misunderstanding about what is expected from either 
party. It is important to ensure that the mentoring relationship is not confused with 
the line management relationship. 


 
Set regular mentoring meetings 


 
Mentoring is based on mutual trust and respect. You will need to set regular 
meetings to ensure you have opportunities to work together on planned activities 
and reviewing progress against actions set. Your own time management and 
reliability are important features to ensure that the mentoring time is respected and 
treated as a priority. If possible, conduct mentoring meetings away from the 
mentee's normal working environment. This will help provide the right environment 
and provides an opportunity to create an environment which enables a different 
perspective to be accessed. 
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Lead by example 


 
The mentoring conversation may be informal, but the overall arrangement is 
important and should be professional. This needs to be modelled by the mentor if 
the mentee is to understand the importance and treat the relationship 
appropriately. Consistency is key, showing that you have a consistent approach to 
development, the relationship and your commitment to the development of the 
mentee. 


 
Be honest and open 


 
Discuss current issues or concerns in an honest conversation. You will 
need to be approachable and show respect for your mentee. 
 


Build sustainable improvements, not quick fixes 


 
Use the mentoring session to exchange views and give the mentee guidance. It is 
important not to just give the mentee immediate answers to a problem. A simple 
answer to a problem is rarely as valuable as understanding how to approach such 
problems in the future. Mentoring is a great way to progress a person's professional 
and personal development, and help create a more productive organisation. It can 
also be very rewarding – for the mentor and the mentee. To keep the mentoring 
relationship on track, set regular mentor meetings, be honest and open, and do not 
look for quick fixes. Mentoring is a long-term commitment. 


 


8. Managing the mentoring meetings 


As a mentor you should take on the role of a facilitator during the meetings using 
questions and a non-directive, non-judgemental approach. Following the GROW 
model will be really helpful during the meetings. The purpose of the meetings could be 
for some or all of the following reasons: 


• Reviewing and identifying the mentee’s experience 
• Helping the mentee to identify individual strengths and areas for development 
• Discussing professional and work issues 
• Agreeing what support is required 
• Exploring the options open to the mentee 
• Coaching on specific skills 
• Supporting the mentee to set achievable realistic and stretching action plans 


 
Remember meetings will not be the only form of contact with your mentee. Telephone 
calls, emails and briefs on the job discussions will also be a part of the process, but 
you should have an agreed number of scheduled meetings with your mentee set to fit 
around the action plan of the mentee, and around specific points in their development. 
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Making the mentoring meetings work 


 


• Have a clear structure and purpose. Before the meeting consider the structure and 
the time parameters. These should be agreed during the initial meeting when you 
are contracting with the mentee. Having a clear structure and purpose in mind will 
be the best and most effective use of your time and their time. 


• Think about the content of the meetings. There should be a balance of looking 
back and reviewing the mentee experiences and reviewing if objectives set have 
been met or, if not, why not? There should also be a balance of discussing current 
issues and thinking about the future and ensuring the mentee sets realistic 
objectives for their action plan. 


• Keep to dates and times set. It is easy to let the day job get in the way, but try to 
focus on the benefits to everyone (including the organisation) of engaging in this 
process. Give it the priority it requires to be successful. 


• Enjoy the experience!  


 


9. Stages in the mentoring relationship  


There are 4 key stages in the mentoring relationship: 


 


1. Getting to know each other – establishing rapport and building a relationship 
of trust. At this stage it is essential to ensure that expectations of both parties 
are explicitly understood. 


 


2. Goal setting – agreeing learning expectations by: 


 identifying potential learning opportunities at work and how these will fit with 
the off the job training element. 


 agreeing a schedule of meetings. 


 confirming the “ground rules‟ and perhaps formally recording these. 


 


3. Progress – this should be the longest stage in the relationship. Using the 
series of meetings agreed you will meet to review, assess and provide 
feedback on targets as well as together agree future goals and targets. All will 
contribute to the off the job training provided by the learning provider. 


 


4. End – it may be difficult to end the relationship, as if built on trust it may develop 
into a close working relationship. However, defining the end of the relationship is 
important. A final meeting may be helpful here to provide a final review, a 
reflection on distance travelled and confirming future support strategies which 
may be in place for the apprentice’s future development and career journey. It 
may also include a celebration of achievement. 
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10. The Mentoring Process 


 


 


 


Initial Meeting  Mentor Sessions  


 


Moving On  


 


• explain the purpose 
of the mentoring 
relationship  


• the format of the 
meetings and how 
these will work  


• what you will 
commit to and your 
role  


• what is expected 
from mentees and 
their role 


• review experience  


• identify objectives  


• provide feedback  


• identify strengths 
and achievements  


• identify areas of 
development  


• explore options  


• coaching on 
specific areas if 
required  


• discuss 
professional 
issues  


• agree support 
needs  


• set targets for 
future actions  


• create 
opportunities for 
mentees to gain 
experience 


 


identifying when the 


relationship reaches a 


natural end  


review and sign off 


objectives  


helping the mentee to 


identify the next steps 


(possibly a different 


mentor)  


Self-reflection and 
review on the 
effectiveness of the 
relationship by both 
parties 
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11. Action planning, setting SMART targets 


One way to be helpful to the mentee will be to support them to progress towards 
their targets and helping them to set effective targets. 


 
SMART targets help develop explicitness in goal setting.  SMART stands for: 


 
S Specific 
M Measurable 
A Achievable 
R Realistic 
T Time-bound 


 
SMART targets set out what is going to happen, who's going to do it, by when and 
how achievement will be measured. Such targets should be set by the apprentice 
to ensure that they “own‟ them and therefore feel greater commitment to their 
achievement. 


Specific 
The goal needs to be specific not general. This means the target is clear and 
unambiguous. To make goals specific, they must state exactly what is expected and 
will generally answer the "W" questions: 
What: What do I want to accomplish? 
Why: Specific reasons, purpose or benefits of accomplishing the goal; 
Who: Who is involved? Where: which location; 
Which: Identify requirements and constraints. 
 
Measurable 
Requires the need for concrete criteria for measuring progress towards 
achievement in order to know if the target is complete. 
A measurable goal will usually answer questions such as: How much? or How many? 
 


Achievable 
This requires the target to be realistic and attainable. It may be stretching, but 
should never be impossible. A measure of achievability may be the ability of the 
apprentice to answer questions around how they plan to achieve the target. 


 


Relevant 
Relevance is about ensuring that the target matters. That it will make a difference to 
the apprentice and their role. A relevant target would be one that when asked, “Does 
this seem worthwhile?” would gain the response “YES”. 


 


Time-bound 
Requires the identification of a time frame or end date. This provides a focus 
for the effort and prioritisation. By answering the question “by when” the 
target will be time- bound. 
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12. Good practice and skills of mentors 


To be a good mentor, you need to have experience relevant to the mentee's 
situation. This can be technical experience, management experience, or life 
experience. Mentoring is about transferring information, competence, and 
experience to mentees, so that they can use it to build their confidence. As a 
mentor, you are there to encourage, nurture, and provide support because 
you have already travelled the same road. 


 
In terms of the process the mentor must be in charge of timekeeping, keeping 
the mentee on track and focused; holding the mentee accountable for setting 
goals and strategies to achieve these outcomes. The mentor role is to reflect 
back, provide pathways and structure to enable clarity of thinking and generation 
of positive ideas for growth and development. 


 
Therefore to be an effective mentor, you need to: 


 


• Want to help others – you will need to be willing to spend time helping 
someone else to understand aspects of work, work life and the skills 
required for tasks and be available to generally provide information, 
guidance and act as a sounding board. 


• Be Positive - be approachable in order to encourage questions. 


• Be Accessible – you should be willing and able to commit sufficient time to 


your mentee to offer support and guidance. 


• Be Understanding –You should be prepared to try to understand different 


perspectives, approaches and possibly backgrounds of different mentees. 


• Show Empathy – ensure that the mentee understands that you are 
supportive and were once in their position and so understand their 
concerns and challenges. 


• Be Credible – you should have personal and professional credibility. This 
may include being a member of relevant organisations 


• Understand what motivates development and personal growth – 
through continuing your own personal development you become a role 
model for others on the journey of careers development. To help others 
develop, you need to value your own development and promote through 
role modelling the idea of lifelong learning. 


• Be Self-Aware – you should have a good understanding of your own 
strengths and development needs 


• Have Confidence – with the ability to offer feedback and challenge to 
your mentee in a way that is non-threatening and helps them to look at 
situations from different perspectives. 


• Have Organisational know-how – you should know how to get things 
done at DCC and how things work 


• Ask the right questions – it is useful as a mentor to ask the questions 
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that enable your mentee to do the thinking. One way to achieve this is to 
think of what you want to tell the mentee and to find a question that will 
help the mentee come to the same conclusion. Open questions are 
critical here, those that cannot be answered with just yes or no. Also, 
challenge the responses offered by the mentee to ask why they offered 
that answer, are there other perspectives? It is important to ask rather 
than make your own assumptions about a situation or area of 
development. This may be achieved by summarising your understanding 
and asking if your summary is correct. 


• Observe progress – you will need to be able to objectively observe skills 
and abilities being implemented and provide feedback on these. 


• Motivate and encourage – ensuring that through your support the 
mentee is motivated towards their learning and feels supported, even 
when things are not going as well to plan as they may hope. 


• Ability to empower – you should be able to create a working 
environment where it is safe for individuals to try out different things, 
allowing them to contribute in different ways 


• Listen actively – this involves attentively listening not only to what is said, 
but also the way it is said in terms of tone, body language and perhaps 
what is not said. Showing that you are listening is an invaluable skill; it 
shows that you value that person’s view and that you will not interrupt 
them. This requires patience, practice and time. 


• Provide feedback – feedback is critical to ensure that the mentee 
understands the progress they are making and areas for further 
development. It should be delivered objectively and supported by specific 
task-based evidence to make it tangible. This provides another opportunity 
to suggest alternatives to a chosen approach from discussion and 
adopting a different perspective. It should also include some alternatives 
and suggestions for continued improvement and development. They may 
well need ideas and even advice at this stage. This feedback will 
contribute to the apprentice’s overall assessment by their learning 
provider. 


• Notice – a key to good mentoring may be merely noticing how the 
apprentice is. Sometimes this may be more about what is not said than 
what is said. Are there any changes in their motivation, commitment, 
attendance and so forth that may need support and discussion? There 
may be subtle indicators that the apprentice has an issue with work or 
interpersonal relationships that with support they can overcome. 


• Agree future goals and targets – in order to understand how to 
progress to the next stage the mentee needs help with setting specific, 
measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound goals and recording 
these in some form of action plan to enable you together to review 
progress against these at the next opportunity. 


Mentoring is about supporting structured development. As a mentor you should 
not feel pressured to have to tell the mentee everything you know about a 
subject, at every opportunity. What is more important is helping the mentee to 
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identify suitable opportunities to gain skills, knowledge and experience at work, 
preferably within everyday tasks. Opportunities might include, but not be limited 
to the following ideas: 
 


• reading appropriate manuals, procedures 


• work observation or shadowing 


• learning a new job, procedure or practice 


• attending relevant meetings 


• solving work-based problems 


• managing tasks or systems 


• attending internal training 
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13. Different roles a mentor may be required to take: 


Coaching 


Core skills needed: 


• Listening with an open mind and being non-judgemental 


• Looking at an issue from a different perspective to that of the mentee 


• Identifying behaviour that needs to develop and or change 


• Helping mentees to recognise their own individual strengths and areas 


for development 


• Providing constructive feedback 


• Setting tasks that will stretch the mentee 


• Clarifying understanding so that both parties have a shared 


understanding 


• Being able to take a mentee back through an experience, to help them 


to evaluate it and to recognise what could have been done differently. 


This is a very active role for the mentor where you will be working with the 


mentee to encourage them in the development of relevant skills and attitudes 


for the future. The focus of the coaching role is on the ability to help the 


mentee see beyond the current situation and to identify what the future can 


look like and what needs to happen to help achieve this. This is helpful in 


setting goals and identifying what actions an individual needs to take next. 


 


Counselling 


Core skills needed: 


• Listening – withholding comments unless it helps the mentee to clarify 


their thoughts 


• Focusing on observable behaviours rather than personality traits 


• The ability to handle negative information without sending the mentee 


into an emotional corner 


• Avoiding unconstructive arguments 


• Being able to help move the mentee into constructive problem solving 


mode 


• Knowing when to refer/call in specialist advice. 


In counselling mode, the mentor acts as a sounding board when the mentee is 


solving a problem or making a difficult decision. As a confidant, the mentor 


helps the mentee to clarify the real issues involved and to see the bigger 


picture. 
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Networking 


Core skills needed: 


• The ability to define and understand networks, what adds value and 


why 


• Understanding key areas you need to influence and who are the key 


individuals 


• Creating opportunities for mentees to meet others who will help provide 


information or opportunities to help develop gaps in the mentee’s 


knowledge 


In the role of networking the mentor alerts the mentee to the use of contacts, 


both ‘formal’ and ‘informal’, outside of the official structure of the 


service/department. They also explain how these individuals can add value to 


the mentee in the achievement of their goals. 


 


Facilitating 


Core skills needed: 


• Being clear about what needs to happen and why 


• Recognising potential barriers and what causes them 


• Provides advice and guidance on ways to overcome barriers 


• An understanding of the politics of management 


• Smoothing the path for mentees for example by providing introductions, 


backing ideas and spreading the word on projects the mentee is 


working on 


The mentor as facilitator takes action that will indirectly smooth the way for 


something else to happen. This could be as simple as passing on a phone 


number or making an introduction to someone who will be helpful for the 


mentee either now or in the future. By facilitating you are starting a process 


that will help the mentee to pursue their goals. 
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14. Mentoring using the GROW model 


  
The GROW model is a good way to structure a mentoring meeting/mentoring 
conversation with your mentee. You can start with the goal and work logically 
through the model or you can move the model around, starting with the reality 
and then the goal, if this works best. Remember to always finish with the way 
forward and ensure that this is set and owned by the mentee. The model is 
outlined below. 
 


 


 


Goal – Get the mentee to focus on the future and on what THEY want to achieve as 


an individual. It is not where you think they should be aiming. 


Reality – Ask questions to help the mentee establish where they are now. If you 


work with the individual directly you may need to give feedback on actual 


performance. Encourage the individual to get feedback on their performance from 


their direct line manager if you do not work with them directly as this will help them to 


identify their current reality. 


Options – help the mentee to identify what different options are open to them and 


ask questions to help them explore the reality of each of these options. Share your 


own experiences if the mentee is struggling to identify sufficient options and beware 


of being too directive. 


Way Forward – Encourage the mentee to design an action plan which they have set 


and encourage them to set SMART objectives, objectives that are specific, 
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measurable, achievable and realistic for the mentee in their current position and that 


have clear timescales attached. 


 
Remember to 
  


• Focus on what the mentee needs to achieve 


• Listen more than you talk 


• Support and encourage the mentee 


• Encourage the mentee to address challenging issues 


• Keep an open mind. 


 


 


Don’t 


• Take responsibility for the action plan 


• Assume that what worked for you will work for your mentee 


• Take action on behalf of the mentee unless you jointly agree that this is 


the best course of action 


• Assume you know what the problem or the answer is. 
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15. Examples of GROW Mentoring Questions 


Here are some examples of GROW mentoring questions you might want to use 
during each stage of the GROW model. They certainly aren’t intended as an 
exhaustive list and the questions you will ask during your mentoring conversation will 
be determined by the dialogue you are having with your mentee at any one point in 
time. 


These GROW mentoring questions do however serve as examples to help illustrate 
the different stages of GROW. 


Goal 


• What do you want to achieve? 


• What is important to you right now? 


• What would you like to get from the next 30 minutes? 


• What areas do you want to work on? 


• Describe your ideal world 


• What do you want to achieve as a result of this session? 


• What will make you feel this time has been well spent? 


 


Reality 


• Where are you now in relation to your goal? 


• On a scale of 1 -10, where are you? 


• What has contributed to your success so far? 


• What skills/knowledge/attributes do you have? 


• What progress have you made so far? 


• What is working well right now? 


• What is required of you? 


 


Options 


• What are your options? 


• How have you tacked this/ a similar situation before? 


• What could you do differently? 


• Who do you know who has encountered a similar situation? 


• Give me 5 options 


• If anything was possible what would you do? 


• What would your best friend /mother suggest? 
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• What else? 


 


Wrap up/Will 


• Which options work best for you? 


• What one small step are you going to take now? 


• What actions will you take? 


• When are you going to start? 


• Who will help you? 


• How will you know you have been successful? 


• How will you ensure that you do it? 


• On a scale of 1 -10 how committed /motivated are you to doing it? 


Note how all of the questions above are open questions therefore eliciting a 
response from the mentee of more than a "yes" or a "no". 


It's also worth noting that none of the questions above start with the word "why". The 
reasons for this are that questions that start with the word "why" tend to imply 
judgement of some sort and this may change the thought process of the mentee. 


For example, "Why do you want to take this particular approach?" Whilst it is a valid 
question that will elicit an open response it may also cause the mentee to think that 
you, the coach, might believe an alternative approach is better. 


For this reason, questions starting with the word "why" are best avoided. 
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16. Support for Mentors 


At times you may feel that you need a little support yourself as a mentor; you 


may have faced or be dealing with a situation with your mentee and be unsure 


how to approach it. There are a range of support methods available to 


mentors. 


• Your colleagues and peers 


• Your line-manager 


• Your own mentor if you have one (a good idea if you are going to 


mentor others) 


• DCC Corporate Learning and Development Team (Sarah MacLaurin) 


• Mentor development sessions/programmes  


• On-line resources and tools, including information provided for DCC 


mentors on Derbyshire Learning Pool  


• DACES Mentoring Leads (Vikki Trace and Jill Cadman) 


• DCC employee counselling service - based in the Occupational Health Unit 


at County Hall, Matlock and can normally be contacted during office hours, 


8.30am to 5pm tel: 01629 536954. An answer machine will be in operation for 


out of hours calls (This service can also be accessed by your apprentice) 


 


17. Your Reflective Practice 


In order to improve and develop your mentoring practice it is good practice to 


reflect on your mentoring sessions, particularly as a new/inexperienced 


mentor. –The reflective template in Appendix E will help you to structure your 


reflections. 
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Appendix A 


 


DACES Ethical Code of Practice for Mentoring 


• The Mentor’s role is to respond to the Mentee’s developmental needs 
and agenda – not to impose their own 


• Mentors must work within the current agreement with the Mentee 
regarding confidentiality that is appropriate within the context 


• Mentor and Mentee should aim to be open and truthful with each 
other and themselves about the relationship itself 


• The Mentoring relationship must not be exploitative in anyway, nor 
can it be open to misinterpretation 


• Both should respect each other’s time and other responsibilities, 
ensuring that they do not impose beyond what is reasonable 


• The Mentor will not intrude into areas the Mentee wishes to keep 
private. However, they should help the Mentee recognise how other 
issues might relate to those areas 


• Mentor’s should empower their Mentees – and generally promote the 
Mentee’s autonomy 


• Mentors should operate within the limits of their own competence 


• Mentors have a responsibility to develop their own competence in the 
practice of Mentoring 


• Both share responsibility for the smooth winding down of the 
relationship 


• Either may dissolve the relationship – but have responsibility to 
discuss it first as part of mutual learning 


• Mentor and Mentee should be aware that all records are subject to 
statutory regulations under the Data Protection Act 1998 
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Appendix B 


DACES – Developmental Mentoring Agreement 


This is a mentoring agreement between: 


Mentor  Mentee  


email  email  


Tel No.  Tel No.  


 


Start date  Expected End date  


Total number of 


sessions planned 


 Frequency of sessions  


 


Introduction 


We are both entering into a mentoring relationship from which we both expect to benefit.  We 


understand each other’s expectations and have mutually agreed upon the following ground 


rules (terms and conditions of our relationship) 


 


The Role of the Mentor: The Role of the Mentee 


▪ To be non-judgmental, objective and 
open throughout the mentoring process.  


▪ To focus on the goal(s) and outcome(s) 
of the mentee. 


▪ To encourage and challenge the mentee 
to reach their full potential. 


▪ To support the mentee during their 
development. 


▪ To ensure the location of sessions is 
conducive to development. 


▪ To observe confidentiality of all 
discussions at all times unless there is a 
potential for, or a risk to others. 


▪ To agree with the mentee when an issue 
cannot be dealt with through this 
mentoring agreement. 


 


▪ To recognise the mentoring process is 
an investment in your development. 


▪ To be honest and open with your mentor. 
▪ Be willing to embrace any necessary 


change to aid attainment of goal(s). 
▪ Be prepared to take on board 


constructive feedback you receive. 
▪ To be open to challenges to your 


thoughts, ideas, working practices 
▪ To commit to the principles of mentoring 


to aid your development. 


• To give at least 24 hours’ notice if unable 
to attend a mentoring session. 
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.Agreed contract for mentoring meetings 


• We understand that we will organise at least X sessions and no more than X sessions 


over a period of 12 months 


• We share the responsibility for maintaining contact and of reviewing and rescheduling 


sessions as necessary 


• We agree to hold the session in an appropriate and mutually comfortable space that 


maintains our privacy  


• We agree the mentoring will take place: Face to Face / Skype / Phone  


• We agree to making contact via– email / Phone / Skype and agree on the frequency (or 


not) of contact between sessions concerning mentoring issues 


• We agree/understand the length of the sessions will be approx. 1 hour 


• Following each session the mentor will email session notes and actions to the mentee 


• 2 days prior to the next session - mentee will email the Mentor with an up-date on 


progress 


• We understand the nature of this professional relationship and will stay mindful of 


maintaining confidentiality, objectivity and equal partnership 


• In the event of one of us believing it is no longer productive for us to continue, we agree 


to abide by one another’s decision.   


• Other ground rules if any: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


I have read and agree to the above terms. 


At any time this agreement can be discussed, reviewed and/or re-negotiated, as 


required. 


 


Signed Mentee  


 


Date  


Signed Mentor  


 


Date  
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Appendix C 


DACES – Mentor Session Notes  


Mentor Name:   Mentee 


Name: 


 


Date of session:  Number of 


session 


 


Method of 


communication 


 Length of 


session 


 


Topics Discussed  


 


 


Goals and progress 


towards them: 


 


 


 


Presenting issues 


or incidents 


  


 


 


 


Outcomes and 


actions agreed 


 


 


 


 


Follow-up (any 


information/guidanc


e Mentor agrees to 


forward to Mentee) 


 


 


 


Other comments  


 


 


Date /time/venue of 


next meeting  
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Appendix D 


DACES - Mentoring Action Plan 


Mentee Name 
 


 Mentor Name  Action Plan Date  


Overall 


Developmental Goal  


 


 


 


Outcomes/Actions Agreed (these should be SMART) By whom By when Review Date 


1.     


2.     


3.     


4.     


5.     


Support required  
 
 


 


Review date   


Follow up actions 
Next Steps 
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Appendix E 


Reflective Journal – Classroom Session 
Date 


What am I learning about myself? 


  
 
 
 


What did I find most useful in the session? 


 
 
 
 
 


What did I find most challenging in the session today? 


 


What would I like to know more about? 


 


What are my strengths as a mentor? 


 
 
 
 


What are my areas for development as a Mentor? 


 
 
 


What action will I take as result on this reflection 
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Appendix F 


Reflect on your mentoring practice sessions (1 should be from the 


classroom practice and at least 1 from your workplace session) 


What went well? 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


What did not go as well as expected and why? 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Describe how you have used key mentoring skills – give 3 examples 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Describe how you have addressed key values of mentoring (eg. Confidentiality, 
Equality & Diversity) 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Consider the boundaries associated with mentoring and reflect on how you have 
addressed them 


 
 
 
 
 
 


Have you referred matters others – if so who and why? 
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Appendix F - Signpost for additional support: websites and phone numbers 


Organisation  Type of support available Contact Details Support for? 


Citizens Advice 
Bureau.   


Free advice on legal and other issues https://www.citizensadvice.or
g.uk/ 


A variety of legal 
and other issues 


The Samaritans The Samaritans are a charity available 24hrs a day 
offering confidential advice and support to anyone in 
distress.  They also work to raise awareness of 
issues related to suicide and depression. 


www.samaritans.org.uk 
Tel – 116 123 
Email – jo@samaritans.org 


Anyone in distress 


Need to talk – 
24hrs/day 


Mind The most well-known mental health charity 
organisation throughout England and Wales who 
work to improve the quality of life for those with 
mental health difficulties 


www.mind.org.uk 
Mind Infoline: 0300 123 3393 
Text: 86463 
Email – info@mind.org.uk 


Anyone seeking 
advice on mental 
health issues 


SANE SANE exists to provide emotional support an 
information to anyone affected by mental health 
illness 


www.sane.org.uk 
Helpline – 0300 304 7000 
Email info@sane.org.uk 


Emotional support 
for anyone effected 
by mental illness 


Anxiety UK Information, counselling, helpline and online support 
for those with anxiety disorders 


www.anxietyuk.org.uk 
Helpline – 08444 775 774 
Text – 07537 416 905 
Email support@anxietyuk.org.uk 


Anyone effected 
with anxiety 
disorders 


Bullying UK Parentline 24/7 or email with trained support worker. 
Advice for young people, parents and schools. 
Advice about cyberbullying and case studies 


www.bullying.co.uk 
Parentline- 0808 800 2222 


Anyone effected by 
bullying 


Cruse 
Bereavement Care  


Site for people who have recently been bereaved. 
Information on where you can find your local 
branches. 


www.cruse.org.uk 
Helpline 0808 808 1677 


Anyone effected by 
bereavement 


DCC Domestic 
Abuse Support 
line 


24/7 phone line – links to Women’s Aid in areas 08000-198-668 Anyone effected by 
Domestic Violence 



https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/

https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/

http://www.samaritans.org.uk/

mailto:jo@samaritans.org

http://www.mind.org.uk/

http://www.sane.org.uk/

http://www.anxietyuk.org.uk/

http://www.bullying.co.uk/

http://www.cruse.org.uk/
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Output #2 Handbook for Workplace Mentors v3.pdf




Vikki Trace and Jill Cadman


Preparing for the role 


of Workplace Mentor
Day 1







The Blob Tree







Initial Assessment 







Welcome and 


Introductions


• Introductions


• Timetable


• Fire Alarm


• Active Participation


• Be open to learning 


• Have fun


• Ground Rules / Share Values







Shared Values


We would like you to sign up to these values for today


✓ Consider this environment a “blame free” learning environment” –


where questions and mistakes are welcomed 


✓ Actively listen to others, take an interest in what people are saying, 


listen to understand, not to respond


✓ Respect all points of view, as often there is no one “right” answer


✓ Be aware of your body language and behaviour and the impact this 


can have on others


✓ Speak from your own experience and say ‘I’ and not ‘we’, enable 


inclusive practice – giving all group members time to speak


✓ Be present, respect timings, be ready to learn


✓ Be open to learning, participate to the fullest of your ability


✓ Share your ideas and experiences







Warm up Activity







Learning Outcomes


To be an evaluative 


practitioner 


To become a 


reflective 


practitioner


To be able to 


describe the 


concept of 


mentoring


To be able to carry 


out the role of a 


mentor including 


keeping records, 


addressing H & S, 


EDI and 


confidentiality


To be able to 


describe 


situations were 


the mentor should 


refer on to others 


To be able to 


explain why 


empathy, 


sensitivity, 


confidentiality and 


respect are 


important in 


mentoring


To be able to 


describe key 


skills of a 


mentor and 


why these are 


important


To be able to 


describe the 


benefits of 


mentoring


To be to 


explain the 


responsibilities 


of a mentor


To be to explain 


the boundaries 


of the mentor 


role and the 


importance of 


working within 


them







Learning Outcomes Day 1


▪ To be able to describe the concept of mentoring


▪ To be able to describe the benefits of mentoring


▪ To be able to describe key skills of a mentor and why 


these are important


▪ To be able to explain why empathy, sensitivity, 


confidentiality and respect are important in mentoring


▪ To be an evaluative practitioner


▪ To become a reflective practitioner







so how do you evidence 


your learning?..


Portfolio evidence that includes: 


✓ written assignments


✓ photos


✓ witness statements


✓ action plans 


✓ mentoring plans 


✓ reflective log







Structure of the course


Day 1


▪ Introductions, enrolment, Apprenticeship team, expectations


▪ To be able to describe the concept of mentoring


▪ To be able to describe the benefits of mentoring


▪ To be able to explain why empathy, sensitivity, confidentiality and respect are important in 
mentoring


▪ To be an evaluative practitioner and to become a reflective practitioner


• Complete Assignment 1 and Complete Assignment 3b to be submitted by 4th January 2019


Day 2 


▪ To be able to describe key skills of a mentor and why these are important


▪ To be to explain the responsibilities of a mentor


▪ To be to explain the boundaries of the mentor role and the importance of working within them


▪ To be able to describe situations were the mentor should refer on to others


▪ To be able to carry out the role of a mentor and to demonstrate key skills as a mentor


• Complete Assignment 2  and Assignment 3a to be submitted by 28th January 2019


Day 3


▪ To be able to carry out the role of a mentor and to demonstrate key skills as a mentor


▪ To be an evaluative practitioner and to become a reflective practitioner


▪ To be able to evidence the units effectively 


• Complete Assignment 4 and 5 plus portfolio evidence by 25th February 2019







Learning Pool


DACES Learning Pool – Virtual Learning Environment


https://derbyshire.learningpool.com


Name:  DCC Payroll Number


Password: Welcome1



https://derbyshire.learningpool.com/





Office lens – a 


useful tool! 


Office Lens


https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/store/p/officelens/9wzdncrfj3t8



https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/store/p/officelens/9wzdncrfj3t8





Task 1 
Understanding mentoring


Activity - Discuss in table groups


• What is your understanding of mentoring?


• What is it for?


• Who benefits?


• Use – flipchart – to express your ideas – and to 


feedback to whole group 
• (Understanding Mentoring LO1.1 and LO1.2) 







Tea Break







Helping someone to solve their own 
problems


Pull (non-directive)


Push (directive)


Solving someone’s problems for them


Mentoring Approaches







Listening to understand


Paraphrasing


Summarising


Asking questions that raise awareness


Making Suggestions


Giving Feedback


Offering Guidance


Giving Advice


Instructing


Telling


Reflecting


PULL: Non- DirectiveHelping someone to 


solve their own 


problems


PUSH: 


Directive


Solving someone’s 


problems for them







Task 2


What are the key qualities, 


values and skills of a mentor?


1. Decide who is going to present to the large group 


2. Ensure that everyone contributes to the task


3. Consider the cards given 


4. Discuss in small groups what you think the meanings are in 


relation to mentoring. 


5. Rank them in order of priority and explain and describe why these 


skills are important to the mentor


6. Take a photo for your portfolio 


7. Prepare to explain your priorities to the group as a whole 
(Understanding Mentoring LO3.1)







Ice-berg


Behaviours


Feelings







Identity, views and 


behaviors


Your beliefs


(Ideas you hold to be 


true)


Your values


(What is important to you)


Your attitudes 


(how you treat others deal 


with situations)


Your behaviour


(how you act, what you say)


Culture Faith


Experience Education


Wealth


FamilyCareer


Happiness


Being


professional


respect understanding


empathy


Beliefs and 


Values







Task 3 


1. Building on Task 2


2. In groups of 3


3. Explain why empathy, sensitivity, 
confidentiality and respect are important 
in mentoring


4. (Understanding Mentoring LO 3.2)







Lunch Time







Core Mentoring Skills







The Chinese verb


‘to..............’
On top







The Chinese verb


‘to..............’ LISTEN







Active Listening Skills







The 3 levels of Listening


Level 1 
Internal Listening


Listening to self


Level 2 
Focused  Listening


Listening to Reply


Level 3
Global Listening


Listening to Understand


At what level should an effective Mentor be listening and why?


Co-Active®  Mentoring 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7jpEsy2Z-8





The Listening Spectrum


Just hear


words


Me too
Here’s what 


I’d do


Emotional 


listening


Intuitive 


listening


Listener is 


focused 


on self


Listener is 


focused 


on other







Active Listening – Let’s 


have a go…


Activity - do not take any notes !


1. A reads out their statements while B, and C listens carefully.  


2. B + C take turns to paraphrase A’s statement back to A 


3. A to share back reflections after the round. 


4. Start process again with B reading their statement etc. 


In groups of 3, one person to be A , one B and one C


Write 1 sentence 


“What are you hoping to gain from attending this course”


2nd Sentence 


What, if any are your fears/concerns regarding this course?


Do not let anyone see your written statements







Active Listening –


Debrief


Gain Trust 


Establish rapport  


Encourages Active 


Problem Solving 


Encourages Deeper 


Thinking and Learning


1. What does it feel like to be listened to at this level of 


concentration?


2. What does it feel like to listen at this level of concentration?


3. What are the benefits of active listening?


Increases Self-


confidence


Increases Motivation







Asking Questions


Why do you mentors ask questions?
– To focus attention


– To raise awareness


– To follow interest


– To generate responsibility


What type of questions are there, which type 


would make good mentoring questions?
– Open


– Closed


– Probing


– clarifying







Questioning Activity


What is a powerful Mentoring question?


In pairs – using the handout provided, plan 4 good 


questions that you could use when mentoring


We will then share as a group and discuss







Examples of powerful


mentoring questions…


✓ Tell me about…


✓ How did you…


✓ How do you feel about ….


✓ What happened then….


✓ What could you do….


✓ What else is happening…


✓ How did that affect you…


✓ How does that relate to you…...







What is a Mentoring Conversation?


A way of approaching a situation by 


helping people develop themselves 


and/or solve problems/issues 







Structuring Mentoring 


Conversations 


Use a mentoring model – to frame your 


conversation/session


• GROW


• OSCAR


• OSKAR







The GROW model 


Goal – establish the goal


Reality – examine the reality


Options – consider all options


Will – confirm the will to act







The Grow Model







Goal


• What do you want to achieve? 


• Where do you want to be? 


• What will be the most successful outcome 


for you?







Reality


• Describe your current situation…. 


• What is happening now? 


• What made you realise you need to 


change?







Options


• What could you do to move yourself 


forward?


• What options do you have?


• What else?


• What else?







Will 


• What action(s) will you take next? 


• How will you make that happen? 


• What will you need to achieve that?







Time to practice


Peer to Peer Mentoring


• 1 Mentor


• 1 Mentee


Allow 10 minutes per mentoring session + 5 mins for feedback


• Then repeat – so that you both get a go


• Reflect together – Which mentoring skills were being 


used?


• What do you need to practice?







Tea Break







Reflect on your mentoring session using 


the Questions below


Reflective Practice


• What went well?


• What not so well?


• How did you feel being mentored?


• How did you feel when you were mentoring?


• Were there any difficulties?


• How did you resolve those difficulties?


• How did you find using the GROW Model?


• What would you do differently next time?







Learning Outcomes Day 1


▪ To be able to describe the concept of mentoring


▪ To be able to describe the benefits of mentoring


▪ To be able to describe key skills of a mentor and why 


these are important


▪ To be able to explain why empathy, sensitivity, 


confidentiality and respect are important in mentoring


▪ To be an evaluative practitioner


▪ To become a reflective practitioner







Homework Activities


• Think about how you can evidence your learning


• Complete Assignment 1 and Assignment 3b in 


your learner portfolio – email to JC by 4th


January 2019


• Complete your reflective journal – email to JC by 


4th January 2019


• Remember to access the Online learning 


elements of the course – via Learning Pool



http://www.daces.org.uk/





What has been your 


key learning today? 
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 Lesson Plan 


 
Tutor Jill Cadman & Vikki Trace  No. of Learners  22/11/2018  


Subject/Topic Mentoring L2  Level  2 


Subject Area Mentoring    6 hrs  


 
Lesson Content Learning Aim(s)/Objectives 


To develop a better understanding of current mentoring theory and practices 
methods to better support those working  


✓ To define the principle of mentoring 


✓ To be able to describe key qualities, values and skills of the 
mentor 


✓ Explore and practice using core mentoring skills as part of a 
mentoring conversation  


✓ Construct an action plan for a mentee 


Learning Outcomes How are English, Maths and Digital skills embedded into your session? 


• Learners will be able to: 


• Describe the concept of mentoring 


• Describe the benefits of mentoring 


• Describe key skills of a mentor and why these are important 


• Explain why empathy, sensitivity, confidentiality and respect are 


important in mentoring 


• To be an evaluative practitioner 


• To become a reflective practitioner 


 


 


 


✓ Active questioning of peers [E]  
✓ Use of speaking and listening to check understanding [E] 
✓ Identify key questioning pro nouns associated with asking 


questions [E] 
✓ Understand how to write an action plan with timing and with 


collaboration [M +E] 
✓ Ranking key qualities of a mentor –what is meant by ranking [M] 


Opportunities to further research mentoring using the Moodle 
website with links to relevant websites for research 


What are the EDI and British Values - considerations for this session? 


To develop and embed ground rules, fairness concepts. 


To listen and be careful to be respectful in discussions & to contribute 


To manage group work effectively and share experiences to support the 
main Learning outcome 
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 To ensure a safe working environment, to ensure democratic voice of 
learners – choice in groups for some activities & to ensure all are included 
and contribute to discussions 


To be respectful of each other’s views –ground rules  at start 


 
Time Lesson Content 


Learners will be able 
to: 


Teaching Method Learner Activity 
Assessment 


Resources ✓
1 


 
9:30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5 
mins  


 
Introduction to the session  
Brief session management/ 
ground rules 
 
 
Self  assessment    
 
Pre course tasks  


 


Have a better 
understanding of the 
course aims and 
objectives 


To develop a group 
identity 


To be able to carry out 
and initial assessment 
activity 


 


Presentation to the group 
 
Tutor exposition 
 
Use of Q & A  
 
 
 
 


Contribute to ground 
rules  
 
Listening to 
understand  
 
Ask Questions for 
clarification 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Tutor and self 
assessment  
 
Ranking 
exercise on Key 
qualities of an 
assessor [M] 
 
Tutor 
observations of 
q & a 
 
Tutor/Witness 
statements 


 
Mentor 
Handbook 
Learner  
 
Assessment 
booklet 
 
ppt 
 
 
self ass task  
 
 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 


3-4 
mins  


Office lens  Introduction to the 
Office lens tool to 
evidence materials   


ESD and ICT  


Tutor 
Demonstration/discussion 


Practice and use 
Office lens  


Photos of tasks 
completed  
 
Varied 
questioning 
approach [E] 
 
Collaborative 
tasks [E] 


Mobile phone 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 


                                            
1 In the final column – indicate the elements that are embedded in the learning activity (EDI – Equality, Diversity and Inclusion, BV – British Values, E+M – 


English and maths Skills, DS – Digital Skills,  ESD – Sustainability)  
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9:40- 
9:45 
 


Warm up activities EDI 
 


 Invite learners to choose a 
card as they enter the 
session 
5 mins 


1. Give name 
2. Why have you 


chosen that card? 
3. Why have you 


decided to join this 
course? 


4. What skills and 
attributes would 
you like to develop 
from this course? 


5. What do you think 
you can bring to this 
course? 


5 Mins 
Continuum/ corners of the 
room 
1- Are you currently working 
with an apprentice? 
2 –Has anyone here been 
mentored in the workplace? 
3 Has anyone actually 
Mentored in the workplace 


EDI, BV, E+M 


Group on tables to 
discuss key 
learning points 
(embedding 
speaking and 
listening skills) 


Share with whole 
group. 


Identify how the 
group will present 
their ideas to the 
group  


 


 
Tutor 
observations of 
q & a 


 


 
 
 
Flip chart  
Pens  
Use flip 
charts to 
record 
evidence 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 
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10:20 
– 
10:45 


 


To develop a better 
understanding of current 
mentoring theory and 
practices methods to 
better support those 
working 


• To be able to 


describe the 


concept of 


mentoring 


• To be able to 


describe the 


benefits of 


mentoring 


 


Task 1– Discuss in table 
groups 


What is your 
understanding of 
Mentoring? 
10- mins to complete task 
15 mins to feedback (3 
groups at 5 mins)  


• What is your 
understanding of 
mentoring? 


• What is it for? 
• Who benefits? 
• Use – flipchart – to 


express your ideas 
– and to feedback 
to whole group  


• (Understanding 
Mentoring LO1.1 
and LO1.2)  


note differentiation here  


BV, ESD Manage Q&A 
Clarify and concepts to check 
understanding  


Collaborative  task  


 


Develop skills for 
presentation – 
communication  


  


Led by nominated 
person 


Assignment 1 
Tutor obs 
Photos 
W/statements 
– group and 
leaner 


Flip chart  
Pens  
 
 
Task 1 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 


Coffee break  
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11:00 
– 
11:15 


 


To develop a better 
understanding of current 
mentoring theory and 
practices methods to 
better support those 
working 


To be able to describe 


key skills of a mentor 


and why these are 


important 


EDI,BV, E+M 


Activity  
in groups place the word 
cards in the correct order 
in terms of Pull-Push – 
Directive or non-directive.  
Five minutes to discuss 
with colleagues 
EDI,BV, E+M 


Collaborative  task  


 


Develop skills for 
presentation – 
communication  


 


 Flip chart  
Pens  
 
 
Photos and 
tutor witness 
statement 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 


11:15 
– 
11:40 


 


To develop a better 
understanding of current 
mentoring theory and 
practices methods to 
better support those 
working 


To be able to describe 
key qualities, values 
and skills of the 
mentor 


EDI,BV, E+M 


Task 2 
Consider the cards given  


10 mins to feedback- 
completed task to be put 
on the wall for all groups 
to see  
Use blue tac to stick the 
cards to laminated sheet 
– them put up on wall – to 
discuss  
 
Rank them in order of 
priority with a clear reason 
for your choices [M] 
Take a photo for your 


portfolio DS 
 
 
Prepare to explain your 
priorities to the group as a 
whole  


 


 
Take photos using 
office lens or 
phones  


Assignment 2 
Photos 
W/statements 
– group and 
leaner 


Blu Tac 
Task 2 
Flip chart  
Pens  
 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 
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11:40 
– 
– 
12:15 


 


 To develop a better 
understanding of current 
mentoring theory and 
practices methods to 
better support those 
working 


To be able to explain 


why empathy, 


sensitivity, 


confidentiality and 


respect are important 


in mentoring 


 
 


Task 3 
1. Building on Task 2 
2. In groups of 3 
3. Explain why 


empathy, 
sensitivity, 
confidentiality and 
respect are 
important in 
mentoring 


4. Use iPads to 
research  or 
mobile phones 


5. Use task sheet 3 
6. (Understanding 


Mentoring LO 3.2) 
  


Discussion based  
task  


 


 
 


Assignment 3b 
Photos 
W/statements 
– group and 
leaner 


Ppt 
presentation  
 
Task 3 
 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 


Lunch break 
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1:00 
-1:45  
 


To develop a better 
understanding of current 
mentoring theory and 
practices methods to 
better support those 
working 


To know about  and 
use key qualities of a 
mentor Active 
listening skills Active 
listening task 
Vikki – 5 mins 
Core Mentoring Skills 
– we are going to look 
at 2 core skills in more 
depth 


✓ Building 
Rapport 


✓ Actively 
Listening 


✓ Questioning 
techniques 


✓ Reflecting 
back/Summari
sing 


✓ Being self-
aware – 
reading body 
language 


 


presentation and  short 
lecture 
Active listening skills – 
we do not just use our 
ears 
The importance of 
listening 
Q- to group Active 
listening – what are these 
skills? 
Remove distractions 
Be in the present 
Clear head/thoughts – 
prepare to listen 
Eye contact 
Nodding – yes – um – I 
see 
Re-cap/Re-itterate 
Paraphrase  
Reflect back 
Summarise 
Clarify 
EDI,BV, E+M 


A and B take a 
card 


1. A reads out 
their 
statement 
while B, 
and C 
listens 
carefully.   


2. B + C take 
turns to 
paraphrase 
A’s 
statement 
back to A  


3. A to share 
back 
reflections 
after the 
round.  


4. Start 
process 
again with 
B reading 
their 
statement 
etc.  


 


Assignment 2  
Photos 
W/statements 
– group and 
leaner 


Reflections in 
journal or 
notes 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 
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1:45-
1:50 
 


To know about  and use 
key qualities of a mentor - 
questioning technique 


Q to whole group 
To focusing attention 
To raise awareness 
To following interest 
To generate 
responsibility 
 


Tutor led Q & A  
EDI,BV, E+M 


Leaner responses 
and differentiated 
questioning 
technique 


 Witness 
statements 
 
Portfolio 
booklet 
 
Reflections  


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 


1:50-
2:10 
 


To know about  and use 
key qualities of a mentor - 
questioning technique 


 
 


In pairs– develop 4 good 
mentoring questions that 
you could when 
mentoring 
When these are 
completed– pin them up 
on the wall for others to 
see 
EDI,BV, E+M 


In pairs – using the 
post-it notes 
provided, write 4 
good mentoring 
questions (1 per 
post-it) 


We will then share 
as a group and 
discuss 


 


 Witness 
statements 
 
Portfolio 
booklet 
 
Reflections 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 


2:10-
2:30  
 


To know about  and use 
key qualities of a mentor - 
questioning technique 


GROW model  
One of the most 
popular and easy to 
remember and use – 
especially for a new 
Mentor 
Relies on powerful 
questions 
Follows a simple and 
effective structure 
 


Tutor led discussion and 
presentation about the 
use of the GROW model  
EDI,BV, E+M 


Learner 
participation and Q 
& A  


 Portfolio 
booklet 
 
Reflections EDI 


BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 
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Coffee break 
2:30-2:45   


 


2:45 
– 
3:15 
 


To know about  and use 
key qualities of a mentor - 
questioning technique 


30 mins 
10 mins each to do 
each role – 20 mins 
5 mins each for 
feedback /reflection– 
10 mins 
Think of an issue  
 


Explain the learner task  
about how to the use of 
the GROW model 
 


Develop practice of the 
tool  


Peer to Peer Mentoring 


EDI,BV, E+M 


 


Carry out the task 
in pairs 


• Reflect 
together – 
Which 
mentoring 
skills were 
being used? 


• What do 
you need to 
practice? 


 Portfolio 
booklet 
 
Reflections 
 
Tutor 
assessment 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 
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3:15-
3:30 


To develop a better 


understanding of current 


mentoring theory and 


practices methods to 


better support those 


working 


To be an evaluative 


practitioner 


 


To become a reflective 


practitioner 


 


What went well? 
What not so well? 
How did you feel being 
mentored? 
How did you feel when 
you were mentoring? 
Were there any 
difficulties? 
How did you resolve 
those difficulties? 
How did you find using 
the GROW Model? 
What would you do 
differently next time? 
 


EDI,BV, E+M,DS 


 


Part of previous 
activity – put up on 
screen for 
delegates to read 
through – show 
page in learner 
portfolio for 
learners to 
complete 


In your Mentoring 
pairs – discuss the 
Qs above –  


If time – get the 
group to share 
some of their 
reflections/thought
s with the whole 
group 


 


Assignment 4 
and 5 
 
Learner/Tutor 
assessment 


 


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 
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3:30-
4☺  
 


 To develop a better 
understanding of current 
mentoring theory and 
practices methods to 
better support those 
working 


To be an evaluative 


practitioner 


 


To become a reflective 


practitioner 


 


Recap and review of 
learning outcomes 
Homework activities  
Key learning points 


• Complete 
Assignment 
1 and 
Assignment 
3b in your 
learner 
portfolio – 
email to JC 
by 12th 
November 
2018 


• Complete 
your 
reflective 
journal – 
email to JC 
by 12th 
November 
2018 


Remember 
to access 
the Online 
learning 
elements of 
the course 
– via 
Learning 
Pool 


  


EDI 
BV 
E+M 
DS 
ESD 


 Evaluation       


 



http://www.daces.org.uk/

http://www.daces.org.uk/



Double click to download
Output #4 Preparing for the Role of Mentor Day 1 - Lesson Plan - v2.pdf
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Derbyshire Adult Education (DACES) and the University of Derby (UoD) Case Study

Coaching and Mentoring for Apprenticeship Success: is a collaborative research and development project that aimed to develop, share and embed effective workplace mentoring/coaching approaches into apprenticeship workplaces.

This research project involved working with stakeholders from Derbyshire Adult Education (DACES) and the University of Derby (UoD). DACES, as project lead collaborated with Derbyshire County Council’s (DCC) Corporate HR Apprenticeship Team to improve and further develop their bespoke workplace mentor training pilot programme, which took place from Jan 2018 to March 2018 

Both DACES and the UoD, although working with different cohorts of learners, were interested in developing an effective mentoring model to support new apprentices to include degree and high level apprentices and young, disadvantaged and vulnerable apprentices, to transition successfully from school, college, university and/or unemployment effectively into their new workplace.

This action research project has enabled the development of new approaches, tools and practices based on the findings and evaluation of DACES mentoring pilot project - to include: 

· A new 3 day mentor training programme for workplace mentors - leading to a level 2 Gateway accredited Award in Mentoring	

· The development and use of tools and techniques in the form of a Tool kit for easy use to support the one to one mentoring process

· A workplace mentoring handbook

· A learner assessment booklet linked to the accredited learning outcomes

· An A5 card pack with hints, tips, learning and mentoring models included – also available online in PDF format

· An accreditation process that offered a greater use of holistic evidence rather than portfolio based, as workplace managers struggled with time pressures in the workplace 

· An online learning resource for all learners to access for support outside of the classroom learning environment.

· A one day mentee training programme for new apprentices to attend

The UoD have developed a formal mentor training programme that has both face to face and online versions which are available as “just in time” rather than simply at the beginning of a programme of study

What helped the project succeed?



· The close collaboration between DACES OTLA project planning staff and DCC Corporate HR Apprenticeship Team has been key to the projects’ success - ensuring that the appropriate workplace supervisors were committed and motivated to attend the 3 days of training and complete the qualification.

· The close collaboration between DACES and UoD, enabled both parties to learn from each other and develop their mentoring programmes accordingly

· The time and space for DACES staff to invest in the development of the Apprenticeship mentoring toolkit



What challenges did the project face?



· Working across Local Authority departments and bringing Workplace Mentors together for the training package required a high level of cooperation. This included a confidence that the right workplace managers were identified.



· The choice of qualification and accreditation body was the ‘best fit’ for the intended outcomes.



· That the teaching, learning and assessment methods were learner centred, active, challenging and collaborative as well as being evaluative and reflective practitioners to have the greatest impact on learning.



What difference did the project make? 

The project has enabled a complete overhaul and updated resources to be developed for Workplace mentors/facilitators working with apprentices, as well as enabling:



· 100% achievement across 10 Workplace Mentors



· At least 60% improvement in core mentoring skills with an average improvement of 84% in total for the 10 mentors

· ‘As a mentor I feel that I’m also on a journey, appreciating how diverse mentees are and appreciating how much mentees can contribute to the workplace. I have identified my own strengths and weaknesses, looking at ways I could further improve my skills and abilities. …I think the more sessions I do with the mentee the more confident and relaxed I’ll become. Developing these skills would benefit the mentor and the mentee’. 

· ‘In one of the role play mentoring sessions I discovered that the mentee came to me and I found the solution for him. It would be much better to encourage the mentee to come up with possible solutions to the problem themselves’ 

· ‘I feel that I offered support for the mentee and the relationship has blossomed. 



· ‘I can take these models I have used and use them on future employees and other staff members 



Where can I find more information? 

[bookmark: _GoBack]Full evaluation reports, teacher and training resources, the Mentoring Tool Kit, the Mentoring Handbook and Assessment packs are all available on request from Derbyshire Adult Community Education Service  Vikki.trace@derbyshire.gov.uk Learning and Skills Manager – Quality and Performance Derbyshire Adult Community Education Service | Direct dial 01629 536577 | Mobile 07789-926702



‘As a mentor I feel that I’m also on a journey, appreciating how diverse mentees are and appreciating how much mentees can contribute to the workplace’ (JO 2019- Trainee mentor in the Care Sector)



image1.png



Double click to download
Case Study #1 DACES - OTLA Case study v1.docx
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Derbyshire Adult Community Education Service (DACES)
Effective mentoring support in the workplace02

Project

Project Extension

AIM:	COACHING	AND	MENTORING	FOR	APPRENTICESHIP	
SUCCESS 
A collaborative research and development project to develop, share 
and embed effective workplace mentoring/coaching approaches for 
supervisors working closely with new apprentices, often vulnerable 
young adults who required a more supportive working environment.  

FINDINGS:	WHAT	DIFFERENCE	DID	THE	PROJECT	MAKE?	 

To employers:

• 30 Derbyshire County Council (DCC) workplace supervisors   
 attended a 3 day mentoring programme (‘Preparing to Mentor  
 in the Workplace’) (10 learners in 3 cohorts) 

• 93% success rate of DCC workplace supervisors achieving a   
 Gateway Qualifications L2 Award in Mentoring (2 withdrew from  
 the programme after the first session – citing lack of time as a  
 reason for withdrawing)

• As progression we have developed and are delivering a L3 Award 
  in Mentoring qualification programme to underpin the L3   
 Learning Mentor Apprenticeship Standard.

All the workplace supervisors have increased their confidence of 
and knowledge in understanding and using the core mentoring 
skills they developed during the programme – enabling them to 
more effectively support their apprentices using evidence based 
mentoring and coaching approaches.

To apprentices:

50+ DCC Apprentices were mentored by the workplace supervisors 
taking part in the mentor training.  Of these apprentices: 

• 100% of those achieved are now in paid employment

• The retention rate of apprentices across DCC has increased from  
 88% to 91% from AY17/18 to AY18/19 

• The success/achievement rate of Apprenticeships across DCC  
 has increased from 73% to 79% from AY17/18 to AY18/19 

• Apprentice responders (32% of the 50+ apprentices) also   
 confirm that from the start of their apprenticeship their   
 Confidence/Motivation/Communication/Reliability/ 
 Problem Solver/Resilience skills have improved.

HOW	CAN	YOU	USE	THE	LEARNING	AND	DEVELOPMENT	
FROM	THIS	PROJECT	TO	IMPROVE	YOUR	APPRENTICESHIP	
DELIVERY?

Mentor training, leading towards a qualification has been a success 
for us.  We can see the early impact coming through from our work 
with workplace supervisors and apprentices.  Originally only two 
cohorts were planned. However, due to the demand by DCC and  
the popularity of the programme, a third cohort was commissioned 
with a further two cohorts planned to commence October 2019.   
See link to project developed and trialled Workplace Mentor  
Training resources.
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Derbyshire Adult Community Education Service (DACES)
Effective mentoring support in the workplace02

Project

EXTENSION OUTPUTS

1	 Mentoring	toolkit	-	updated

2 DACES handbook for workplace mentors

3 DACES learner portfolio - assessment booklet - level 2 mentoring - updated

4	 DACES	final	case	study	-	extension	project
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Qualification 
 
Level 2 Award in Mentoring  
 
Overview of Units 
 


Ref Unit Title Level 
T/506/1123 1. Understanding Mentoring 2 


L/506/1127 2. Mentoring Practice 2 


 


Title: Understanding Mentoring 


Level: 2 


Credit value: 2 


Learning outcomes (the learner 
will) 


Assessment criteria (the learner can) 


 
LO1  
Know about the concept and 
benefits of mentoring  


 
1. Describe the concept of mentoring 
2. Describe the benefits of mentoring 


 
LO2  
Understand the role of mentor  


 
1. Explain the responsibilities of the 


mentor 
 


2. Explain the boundaries of the 
mentor role and the importance of 
working within these. 


 
3. Describe situations where a 


mentor should refer matters to 
another person or organisation 


 
LO3 
Understand good practice in 
mentoring 


 
1. Describe the skills needed by 


mentors and why these are 
important to a mentor 


 
2. Explain why empathy, sensitivity, 


confidentiality and respect are 
important in mentoring 
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Level 2 Award in Mentoring  
 
Overview of Units 
 


Ref Unit Title Level 
T/506/1123 1. Understanding Mentoring 2 


L/506/1127 2. Mentoring Practice 2 


 


Title:    Mentoring Practice 


Level:  2 


Credit value:  2 


Learning outcomes (the 
learner will) 


Assessment criteria (the learner can) 


 


LO1  


Be able to carry out own role 
as a mentor.  


1.1 Demonstrate in their practice the key skills 
and values associated with mentoring.  


1.2 Carry out own role in a way that is consistent 
with relevant guidelines or legislation (e.g. for 
health and safety, for equality and diversity or to 
maintain confidentiality).  


1.3 Work within the boundaries of own role, 
referring matters to and seeking help from 
appropriate others when necessary.  


 


 
LO2  
Be able to evaluate own     
performance as a mentor. 


2.1 Use own reflections and feedback from others 
to describe strengths and weaknesses of own 
performance as a mentor.  


2.2 Explain how the mentoring they have 
provided has benefited a specific person being 
mentored.  


2.3 Explain the skills they used to fulfil their 
mentoring role effectively.  


2.4 Describe further learning and skills 
development needed to improve own 
performance as a mentor.  
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Initial Assessment - Core Mentoring Competences 
Self-asses your core mentoring competences – Rank from 1-3  
1 – Very competent, 2 - Competent, 3 Not yet competent 


Self-asses your mentoring competences over a time period: 
This will help you to see what your developmental needs are 


Beginning of 
the course 


End of the 
course 


3 months 
post course 


Knowledge:  As a mentor you need to understand: Rank 1-3 Rank 1-3 Rank 1-3 


 What the mentoring process involves    


 What developmental approaches underpin your role 
as a mentor 


   


 What personal and professional capabilities your 
mentee needs to develop 


   


 How to build rapport and manage an effective 
mentoring relationship 


   


 How to set appropriate boundaries    


 How people develop and learn    


 How to develop and foster a “Growth” mind-set     


 How to support young people who are in their first job    


 How to manage and support disengaged people    
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Self-asses your mentoring competences over a time period: 
This will help you to see what your developmental needs are 


Beginning of 
the course 


End of the 
course 


3 months 
post course 


Skills:  As a mentor you need to be able to: Rank 1-3 Rank 1-3 Rank 1-3 


 Actively listen    


 Communicate effectively at different levels    


 Ask searching questions    


 Paraphrase and summarise effectively    


 Give constructive, developmental feedback     


 Be empathetic    


 Demonstrate confidence in yourself and your mentee    


 Facilitate goal setting    


 Be challenging    


 Be authentic    


 Always act with integrity and in the best interest of 
your mentee 


   


 Review your own mentoring practice    
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Self-asses your mentoring competences over a time period: 
This will help you to see what your developmental needs are 


Beginning of 
the course 


End of the 
course 


3 months 
post course 


Behaviours:  As a mentor you should…. Rank 1-3 Rank 1-3 Rank 1-3 


 Encourage self-discovery    


 Act as a role model    


 Be non-judgemental    


 Use humour appropriately    


 Illustrate that you value diversity    


 Always maintain confidentiality    


 Seek to build your mentee’s confidence and self-
esteem 


   


 Signpost your mentee to other sources of support as 
appropriate 


   


 Critically evaluate your own effectiveness    


 


 Where you rank yourself as 1 – you are assessing yourself as very competent and these areas are your strengths 


 Where you rank yourself as 2 – you are assessing yourself as competent and these areas are your norms, you 


may want to develop these areas further in-order for them to be seen as your strengths 


 Where you rank yourself as 3 – you are assessing yourself as not yet competent and these areas will be your 


areas for development 
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How to Evidence Unit 1: Understanding Mentoring 
 


NOTE:  
 


When writing at Level 2 you will be asked to use language appropriate to that level. Where 
the exam board is looking for ‘understanding’ they will ask for you to explain ideas or 
concepts. Typical questions would use: classify, describe, discuss, explain, identify, locate, 
recognise, report, select, translate, paraphrase.  


Please use the sub-headings shown below 
when structuring your Assignment Assessment Criteria 


LO 1 The concept and benefits of mentoring 
 
LO1.1 Describe the concept of mentoring 


 
 


LO1.2 Describe the benefits of mentoring  
 
 


 


Assignment 1 - in at least 400 words  
  


 Outline and describe your 
understanding of mentoring.  


 


 Identify the benefits of mentoring 
and give examples of at least 3 
in detail.  


 
You can add to your evidence from the 
tasks carried out in the training session. 
You can include photos and witness 
statements. 


 
LO 2 The concept and benefits of mentoring 
 
LO2.1 Explain the responsibilities of a mentor 
 


 
 
 


LO2.2 Explain the boundaries of the mentor role   
and the importance of working within these. 


 
 
 


LO2.3 Describe situations where a mentor should 
refer matters to another person or organisation 


 
 


Assignment 2 - In at least 200 words 
 
 


 Outline what you understand are 
the key responsibilities of the 
mentor. 


 
In at least 200 words  


 Explain the boundaries of the 
mentor role and outline the 
importance of working within these 
boundaries giving at least one 
example 


 Describe situations where a mentor 
should refer matters to another 
person or organisation give at least 
one example and explain. 


 
You can add to your evidence from the 
tasks carried out in the training session. 
You can include photos and witness 
statements.  
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LO3 Understand good practice in mentoring 
 
 
LO3.1 Describe the skills needed by mentors and why 
these are important to a mentor 
 


 
LO3.2 Explain why empathy, sensitivity, confidentiality 
and respect are important in mentoring  
  


In at least 200 words  
Assignment 3a 


 Identify and describe the 
skills needed to be a 
mentor. Include why those 
skills are important to a 
mentor 


 
In at least 200 words  


Assignment 3b 


 Summarise and explain 
why empathy, sensitivity, 
confidentiality and respect 
are important in mentoring  


 
You can add to your evidence 
from the tasks carried out in the 
training session. You can 
include photos and witness 
statements.  


 


By submitting I confirm that this assignment is my own work 


Learner Name:  


Learner Signature:  


Date of Submission:  
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How to Evidence Unit 2: Mentoring Practice 
 


NOTE:  
 


When writing at Level 2 you will be asked to use language appropriate to that level. Where 
the exam board is looking for ‘understanding’ they will ask for you to explain ideas or 
concepts. Typical questions would use: classify, describe, discuss, explain, identify, 
locate, recognise, report, select, translate, paraphrase. This assignment asks you to 
complete a diary or log of activity with reflections over the course of the practical mentoring 
activity you have undertaken. 
 
 


Please use the sub-headings shown 
below when structuring your 
Assignment 


Assessment Criteria 


1. Be able to carry out own role as a 
mentor.  


1.1 Demonstrate in their practice the key 
skills and values associated with 
mentoring.  


1.2 Carry out own role in a way that is 
consistent with relevant guidelines or 
legislation (e.g. for health and safety, for 
equality and diversity or to maintain 
confidentiality).  


1.3 Work within the boundaries of own role, 
referring matters to and seeking help from 
appropriate others when necessary 
 


 
 
 
Note: There is a requirement of a minimum 
of 5 Reflective Journals that need to be 
submitted with this course, made up of  


 1 Reflective Journal from each of 
the 3 teaching sessions  


 A total of 2 or more from the face to 
face mentoring sessions 


 


 


 


Assignment 4 


A. Include your detailed mentoring 
contract for at least two mentoring 
practices – one that can be simulated 
and one from your workplace 
 


B. A witness statement from your tutor for 
the simulated mentoring practice 
 


C. A detailed reflective account of both 
the simulated and workplace mentoring 
practice. The reflective accounts need 
to address how you have applied key 
skills and values associated with 
mentoring, addressed Equality and 
Diversity, Health and Safety and 
maintained confidentiality.  
 


D. Within your reflective account address  
 
(i) how you have addressed 


working within the boundaries of 
your role as mentor 


(ii)  where you have referred 
matters to (if appropriate) or 
where you have sought help if 
necessary 
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2. Be able to evaluate own     


performance as a mentor. 
 


2.1 Use own reflections and feedback from 
others to describe strengths and 
weaknesses of own performance as a 
mentor.  


2.2 Explain how the mentoring they have 
provided has benefited a specific person 
being mentored.  


2.3 Explain the skills they used to fulfil their 
mentoring role effectively.  


2.4 Describe further learning and skills 
development needed to improve own 
performance as a mentor. 
 


 


 
Assignment 5 - In at least 400 words  
 


A. Use own reflections and feedback from 
others to describe strengths and 
weaknesses of own performance as a 
mentor. 
 


B. Explain how the mentoring you have 
provided has benefited a specific 
person being mentored. 
 


 


C. Explain the skills you have used to fulfil 
your mentoring role effectively. 
 


D. Describe further learning and skills 
development needed to improve own 
performance as a mentor. 
 


 
 


By submitting I confirm that this assignment is my own work 


Learner Name:  


Learner Signature:  


Date of Submission:  
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Course Plan/Timetable 


 


Day 1- 31 Oct 2019 


 Introductions, enrolment, Apprenticeship team, expectations 


 To be able to describe the concept of mentoring 


 To be able to describe the benefits of mentoring 


 To be able to explain why empathy, sensitivity, confidentiality and respect are 
important in mentoring 


 To be an evaluative practitioner and to become a reflective practitioner 


 


Complete Assignment 1 and Complete Assignment 3b to be submitted 
electronically 


 


 


Day 2 – 28 Nov 2019 


 To be able to describe key skills of a mentor and why these are important 
 To be to explain the responsibilities of a mentor 
 To be to explain the boundaries of the mentor role and the importance of 


working within them 


 To be able to describe situations where the mentor should refer on to others 


 To be able to carry out the role of a mentor and to demonstrate key skills as a 
mentor 


 


Complete Assignment 2 and Assignment 3a to be to be submitted electronically 


 


  


Day 3 – 9 Jan 2020 


 To be able to carry out the role of a mentor and to demonstrate key skills as a 
mentor 


 To be an evaluative practitioner and to become a reflective practitioner 
 To be able to evidence the units effectively 


  


Complete Assignment 4 and 5 and your portfolio evidence to be to be submitted 
electronically 
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Learner Induction Checklist  
 Yes No 


I have enrolled on to my chosen course by fully completing the enrolment form and 


signed the learner agreement 


  


I am aware of the emergency evacuation procedures, fire exits, toilet, refreshment and 


centre facilities 


  


If I have difficulties exiting the building I have agreed and signed my Personal Emergency 


Egress Plan (PEEP) 


  


I have been given information about the course content and learning aims   


I am aware of the specific learning materials and equipment I need for my learning   


I have been given information on how my learning will be assessed and I am aware of 


DACES’ Appeals Procedure 


  


I have the relevant telephone number in order to contact in case I am unable to attend   


I am aware that I will be asked to give my opinion on my learning experience (complete 


Learner views surveys) 


  


I understand the contents of the learner guide and am aware of the support available to 


me www.derbyshire.gov.uk/theguide 


  


I have enrolled on to my chosen course by fully completing the enrolment form and 


signing the learner agreement 


  


I am aware of the appropriate learning progression routes for this course   


I know where to go and who to contact for any advice and guidance relating to my 


learning 


  


I know where to go if I have a problem or wish to make a complaint, comment or 


suggestion 


  


I am aware of DACES’ Code of Behaviour for learners and together with the tutor we 


have set agreed ground rules 


  


I have been made aware of DACES commitment to keep me safe and understand if I 


have any concerns about others or myself I can talk to my Tutor.  I understand that this 


information may have to be passed on. 


  


Signature   


 



http://www.derbyshire.gov.uk/theguide
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Learner induction 


At the first session you attend for your course, you will be required to complete the 


Derbyshire County Council Learner induction checklist and a range of forms relating to 


your award.  


Please tick to confirm that you have taken part/ or being given the following as part of 


learner induction         


 
Learners Induction Checklist  
 
Contract between you and your placement/employer          
 
Enrolment form  
 
Learner agreement form /Profile form  
 
Course criteria  
 
Please sign below 
 
 
 
 


I have read and understood the above policies and procedures  
 
Learners signature and date 
 
 


Tutors signature and date 
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Level 2 Award in Mentoring 601/2769/7                                 Criteria checklist 


 
Understanding Mentoring  
 


Evidence  Pages Supporting Evidence 


LO1 Know about the concept and benefits of mentoring  
LO1 Describe the concept of mentoring Assignment 


1 
 Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 
LO2 Describe the benefits of mentoring Assignment 


1  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 
Journal 


LO2 Understand the role of the mentor  
LO1 Explain the responsibilities of the mentor 
 


Assignment 
2  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 
LO2 Explain the boundaries of the mentor role and the 
importance of working within these 


Assignment 
2  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 
LO3 Describe situations where a mentor should refer matters 
to another   organisation. 


Assignment 
2  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 
LO3 Understand good practice in mentoring  
LO1 Describe the skills needed by mentors and why these 
are important to the mentor 


Assignment 
3a  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 
LO2 Explain why empathy, sensitivity, confidentiality and 
respect are important in mentoring  


Assignment 
3b  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 
 


Mentoring Practice Evidence  Pages Supporting Evidence 


LO1 Be able to carry out own role as a mentor 
  
1.1 Demonstrate in their practice the key skills and values 
associated with mentoring.  


Assignment 
4  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 


1.2 Carry out own role in a way that is consistent with 
relevant guidelines or legislation (e.g. for health and safety, 
for equality and diversity or to maintain confidentiality).  


Assignment 
4  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 
Nb – 5 reflective journals are required  
3 classroom and 2 mentoring practice 
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1.3 Work within the boundaries of own role, referring matters 
to and seeking help from appropriate others when necessary. 


Assignment 
4  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 


 
LO2 Be able to evaluate own performance as a mentor 
 


Evidence  Pages Supporting Evidence  


2.1 Use own reflections and feedback from others to describe 
strengths and weaknesses of own performance as a mentor.  


Assignment 
5  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 


2.2 Explain how the mentoring they have provided has 
benefited a specific person being mentored. 


Assignment 
5  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 


2.3 Explain the skills they used to fulfil their mentoring role 
effectively.  


Assignment 
5  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 


2.4 Describe further learning and skills development needed 
to improve own performance as a mentor. 
 


Assignment 
5  Photos/Witness statements/Reflective 


Journal 
NB 5 reflective Journal entries 3 X 
classroom and 2X mentoring practice 


 


 
 
 


 
Learners signature and date 
 
 


Tutors signature and date 
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COACHING AND MENTORING FOR APPRENTICESHIP SUCCESS: 

A collaborative research and development project to develop, share and embed effective workplace mentoring/coaching approaches for supervisors working closely with new apprentices, often vulnerable young adults who required a more supportive working environment.  The research questions were as follows:

· Does training the workforce managers to develop new skills in mentoring enhance high quality apprenticeship provision?



· Does the deployment of trained workplace mentors, help identified apprentices to become more successful in their workplaces and to secure jobs in the future?



· Does the training of workforce managers in mentoring benefit our staff and learners to bring together diverse people to benefit society as a whole?



This research project took place at Derbyshire County Council (DCC) – where Derbyshire Adult Community Learning Service (DACES) since April 2018 – had become the prime/employer provider of apprenticeships across DCC.





What did the project do?



In order for DACES to measure the success and impact of this project, we devised the following model to gather both qualitative and quantitative data:

[image: ]

· All learners (workplace mentors) completed a standardised core-skills questionnaire.  This questionnaire asked the learners to self-assess their knowledge, skills and understanding of the role of a mentor. This questionnaire was administered at the beginning and end of the training, and again 3 months post course. 



· Gathered photographic and audio records from the learner portfolios across all 3-days of training from all 3 cohorts, as part of the qualification/Awarding Body requirements.

· The Learner Portfolio/Assessment Booklets were further refined and edited to include a new initial assessment, clearer assessment guidance and a more structured criteria checklist for learners and assessment/IQA staff to more easily follow.

· The Reflective Journal templates were further developed to ensure that they more easily met the course criteria and were included into the Learner Portfolios

· The Mentoring Session Notes and Mentee/Apprenticeship Action Plans were further developed for ease of use and added to the Learner Portfolios

· The Surveys/Questionnaires for Apprentices/ Workplace Mentors to complete.  During the first phase these were developed and analysed using Survey Monkey. However these were deemed by DCC to be non-GDPR compliant, so for subsequent cohorts (2 and 3) Office 365 was used to support the collation of data as well as enabling easier analysis and evaluation/measurement of impact. 



What helped the project succeed? 



· Collaborative practice – of the whole team working towards a common purpose.

· Reflective practice - we have continuously developed and reflected on our knowledge, skills and behaviours as practicing coaches/mentors/tutors.

· As an additional consequence of the project, all of the team are now more familiar with the Professional Standards and where they link to this project and within our core teaching and learning practices. Being able to explain and illustrate them to colleagues and embed them in further developmental CPD training has been useful and we are all more confident in developing this across all of our relevant work.



What challenges did the project face? 



Working across different departments of a large local authority to gather the impact data required a high level of co-operation from all involved, especially over the holiday period (July/August). Therefore it has been very difficult to collate the data from the post course evaluations as not all workplace supervisors have responded in a timely manner, and in some cases not at all.



As the project used a new Awarding Body for the accreditation of the mentoring programme we found delays that were not in our control such as acquiring ‘direct claims’, which impacted on the timeliness of certification/achievement evidence. 



What difference did the project make? 



50+ DCC Apprentices were mentored by the workplace supervisors taking part in the mentor training.  Of these apprentices: 



· 21% have achieved their apprenticeship 

· 100% of those achieved are now in paid employment

· 71% are continuing their apprenticeships as most apprenticeship programmes within DCC are 2 to 3 year learning programmes

· 8% have withdrawn from the apprenticeship citing financial reasons

· The retention rate of apprentices across DCC has increased from 88% to 91% from AY17/18 to AY18/19

· The success/achievement rate of Apprenticeships across DCC has increased from 73% to 79% from AY17/18 to AY18/19

[bookmark: _GoBack]

Workplace supervisor quote 1: “I wasn't a mentor before I did the course, but it has given me the tools to undertake the role with confidence.”



Workplace supervisor quote 2: “Before this course I had very limited experience of mentoring. I really had no understanding’. I believe this course has given me the opportunity to develop skills as a mentor and I need time to be able to put what I have learnt into practice. As I grow and learn the better the experience the mentee will have and hopefully will grow her skills and she will become a positive, valuable team member’.”



Where can I find more information? 



Full evaluation reports, teacher and trainer resources, the mentoring toolkit and the summary of the OTLA Project extension report are all available on request from DACES – Vikki.trace@derbyshire.gov.uk Learning and Skills Manager 01629-536577
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Planning for Successful Mentoring 


Conversations


 Prepare for the session


 Plan time and place where you will mentor


 Ensure you are in an environment conducive 


to learning


 De-clutter head


 Minimise distractions


 Invest time


 Commit to active listening


 Be present 
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Helping someone to solve their own 


problems 


Pull (non-directive)


Push (directive)


Solving someone’s problems for them


Mentoring Approaches







Listening to understand


Paraphrasing


Summarising


Asking questions that raise awareness


Making Suggestions


Giving Feedback


Offering Guidance


Giving Advice


Instructing


Telling


Reflecting


PULL: Non- DirectiveHelping someone to 


solve their own 


problems


PUSH: 


Directive


Solving someone’s 


problems for them







Active Listening Skills
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The Listening Spectrum


Just hear


words


Me too


Here’s what 


I’d do


Emotional 


listening


Intuitive 


listening


Listener is 


focused 


on self


Listener is 


focused 


on other
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Introduction to GROW
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Ice-berg


Behaviours


Feelings







Looking Beyond the Behaviour


Behaviour 


of learner 


Influences 







The Batari Box


How I feel & 
think


How you feel 
& think


Affects


How I behave


Affects


Affects


How you 
behave


Affects







Root Cause Analysis


• Based around 5 concepts


• Define the problem


• Collect evidence


• Dig deeper


• Identify the cause


• Plan solutions


Define 
the 


problem


Collect 
evidence


Dig 
deeper


Identify 
the 


cause


Plan 
solutions
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The OSCAR Model


O Outcome
What  


outcome do 
you want?


S Situation


Scale


What is the 
situation 


now?


C Choices
What  


choices do 
you have?


R Review
Where are 
you now? 


A Actions
What  are 
your next 


steps?
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SCALING


• What’s already happening which has helped 
you get to where you are now?


• Where do you feel you currently are on the 
Scale of 1-10?


• What would it take to get you to X?


• What does10 look like?
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The Learning Cycle
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Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle
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How does this image make you feel and why?







Multiple Intelligences
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The 4 Stages of Competency
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The belief that 


skills, intellect and 


talents can be 


developed through 


practice and 


perseverance


The belief that 


skills, intellect and 


talents are set and 


unchangeable


Which Mindset do you have?
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Gibbs Reflective Cycle 
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Reflective Model
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Post Card Action Plan


35


1. One change I will make in the way I communicate with my apprentice.


2. One thing I will do differently as a result of participating in this mentoring 
course.


3. One thing I will remember a month from now.


4. One thing I’d like to find out more about.


5. One thing I am going to discuss with colleagues.


Choose any of the 3 points below – and write the 3 actions you will take 
on the back of your postcard
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What are your next steps?
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This mentoring handbook is supported by a 3 day mentor training course at 


level 2 and level 3 - to enable employees to develop and practice the 


knowledge, skills and attitudes required to become a successful workplace 


mentor.  
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1. What is Mentoring? 


Mentoring is a relationship between two people – the "mentor" and the "mentee." As 


a mentor, you pass on valuable skills, knowledge and insights to your mentee to help 


them develop personally and in their career. 


Mentoring is a developmental approach that involves a professional 


dialogue/conversation usually on a 1:1 basis, aimed at helping the mentee to 


develop and progress more effectively.  


The mentoring relationship is designed to build confidence and support the mentee 


so they are able to take control of their own development and work. 


A mentor can be considered an expert in the subject area, who gives advice, shares 


personal narratives, experiences, mistakes, gives examples and provides solutions 


to the mentee in an encouraging and supporting manner, to initiate change. A 


mentor can lead and instruct and frequently uses the past and personal experience 


as the foundation of what not to do or what to do. 


Mentoring promotes copying and duplication of others’ methods, and can also 


promote creative development and long-term personal change with greater 


ownership and accountability.   


Essentially mentoring is a supportive and developmental processes that can help 


people to overcome barriers and fears. It does however require rapport and trust to 


be truly effective. 


A mentor is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as an “experienced and trusted adviser”. 


This description reflects how we would like to see mentors work with their mentees.  


Your role as mentor will cover at least some of the following: 


• Active listening 


• Ask questions to help develop yours and the mentee’s understanding of a 


situation or problem 


• Provide information and knowledge and share informal networks 


• Provide advice on career development 


• Offer different perspectives 


• Provide support and encouragement 


• Provide an insight into your work and career 


• Offer guidance and advice in regards to qualifications 


• Be a sounding board 


• Be a critical friend 


• Encourage self-reflection  


• Help mentees identify areas for development  


As a mentor you will have the opportunity to use your experience and knowledge in a 


facilitative manner to support the development of the mentee. However, the 


responsibility for making things happen and putting plans into action lies primarily 


with the mentee - not with you.  
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2. When to use Mentoring 


Mentoring can be used for a wide variety of situations and different points in 


someone’s working life for example: 


• Induction for a new starter.  


• Individuals working towards promotion. 


• Staff who have changed roles in the department or across the organisation. 


• Staff on structured learning programmes for example Apprenticeship. 


• Changes to job roles for example following a restructure.  


• Continuous Professional Development (CPD). 


Why mentoring 


• It has flexibility – mentoring can happen in so many ways and under lots of 


different circumstances 


• Is an off line activity- it is not a role carried out by the mentee’s line manager 


although mentoring conversations can become part of day to day activity and 


don’t always need to be scheduled 


• It relates to work and the job 


• It is individual – each relationship will be unique to those two individuals 


involved 


• It is people centred 


• It provides a feedback system- feedback is central to mentoring and is a great 


tool to enhance and embed learning 


• It is broad in focus – it should meet the needs of the mentee and mentor 


• It is not exclusive – but actually complements other methods of learning  


 


3. The Benefits of mentoring? 


When carried out well, mentoring can help the mentee feel more confident and 
therefore move towards greater development and self-reliance.  They will 
develop greater self- awareness and improve vital skills required to succeed in 
the workplace and the wider world. 


 
For an organisation, mentoring is a good way of transferring valuable 
competencies from one person to another, in a way which makes sense to that 
particular organisation. It therefore complements training and external support.  
Mentoring can help to build strong teams and can form part of succession 
planning, ensuring the skills vital to business success are developed and 
nurtured within the workplace.  Many Apprenticeship schemes are based on the 
principles of mentoring. 


 
The apprentice’s learning is their responsibility; as a mentor you are there to 
facilitate their learning by helping to manage the mentoring relationship. Both 
parties have responsibility for the quality of the relationship and making it work. 
It is worthwhile spending some time with the learner when you first meet, 
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agreeing the “ground rules‟ for how you will work together. The Initial meeting 
might include: getting to know each other informally to begin to build trust and 
identify areas of common interest; discussing the mentee’s learning needs and 
aspirations for career development; setting the ground rules in terms of 
timeliness for set meetings, honesty, openness, respect, directness of feedback, 
preferred communication style; and what records or formal papers will be 
required to document the relationship. 


 
It is essential that you discuss confidentiality and the types of information that 
will be confidential, but also that as a mentor you would be duty bound to 
report to appropriate colleagues, e.g. anything illegal or where you believe the 
mentee may be at risk of harm to himself / herself or others. 
 


Mentoring is a mutual way of learning and allows both mentors and mentees to 
develop transferable skills. In addition to establishing a mutual partnership with 
your mentee, it will offer a significant development opportunity for you as mentor. It 
may: 
 


 Help you to develop in areas such as leadership, communication and 
interpersonal skills 


 Provide new perspectives on your own practice, enrich your reflective practice 
and assist you in developing your pedagogical skills and/or subject knowledge  


 Enhance your skills in challenging and supporting others  
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Benefits for the Mentor Benefits for the Mentee Benefits for the Department/Organisation 


 Job satisfaction from seeing 


others develop 


 Increased recognition from peers 


 Challenge and stimulation 


 Having identified future potential 


of the person they are mentoring 


 Learning and developing yourself 


from the process 


 Satisfaction at the success of the 


mentee 


 Recognition of your mentoring 


skills by your Service/Department 


 Motivation from self-development 


and responsibility 


 Increased self-confidence and 


motivation 


 Support and challenge in 


formulating a clear sense of 


personal direction 


 Understanding of the formal and 


informal culture and structures at 


DCC 


 An opportunity to develop skills by 


observing others 


 A source of knowledge and 


experience to tap into 


 A sounding board to discuss ideas 


and approaches before action is 


taken 


 An opportunity to think about 


things in a different way 


 Increased levels of motivation from 


those involved 


 Employees who have a clear direction 


and clear objectives 


 Improved communication at all levels 


and across levels 


 Sharing of knowledge and experiences 


and best practice as standard working 


practice 


 Tangible and measurable gains if work 


tasks and projects are used as a 


development tool 


 Innovation and continuous improvement 


in the way that employees approach 


their work 
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4. What is an Apprenticeship and how do Apprenticeships work? 


An Apprenticeship offers a learner the opportunity to earn a wage while they 
train in a job, gaining a formal qualification and supporting their journey towards 
progressing in their career. Depending on the sector and level, the 
Apprenticeship may take anything from 12 months to over four years. 
Apprenticeships may be offered to both new and existing staff within an 
organisation. As a rule they will require the Apprentice to work for at least 30 
hours a week, although this may be reduced in certain circumstances and by 
adding to the length of the learning programme. 


An apprentice is generally paid as a regular member of staff, however there 
are set minimum guidelines which can be seen at www.gov.uk/national-
minimum-wage-rates 


 


Apprenticeships are available at: 


 Intermediate level – level 2 


 Advanced level – level 3, and 


 Higher level – level 4-7 


 
Apprenticeships can be in over 190 sectors with over 2000 job roles being 
covered. Alongside the nationally recognised qualification at the appropriate 
level to the requirement of their role, the Apprentice will also develop 
functional skills in English, maths and IT and a technical certificate based on 
an assessment of the background knowledge they will need to carry out their 
job role and complete their qualification. 


 


 
5. The roles and responsibilities within Apprenticeships 


Apprenticeships involve a tripartite relationship between the Apprentice, the 


employer and a learning provider. Each has their respective roles and responsibilities 


within the Apprenticeship relationship and these are flexed in each situation, 


depending on the particular needs and abilities of the parties involved. 


The apprentice is responsible for: 
 


 Upholding the requirements of the job role 


 Carrying out the planned tasks and targets in line with training goals 


 Acting in accordance with the employer requirements & their organisational 
policies 


 Ensuring they maintain a safe and healthy work environment 


 Maintaining high levels of attendance at work and / or training (if off site) 


 Participating  in regular reviews 


 Setting stretching targets for personal development. 



http://www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates

http://www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates
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The employer responsibilities include: 
 


 To employ the Apprentice and pay their salary, providing a contract of 
employment 


 To provide an induction, including personal safety 


 To provide a safe and healthy work environment 


 To safeguard the Apprentice 


 To provide a work role whereby the Apprentice has access to 


relevant work experience to complement the chosen 


Apprenticeship qualification 


 To pay the required contribution towards training costs (if applicable) 


 Allowing the apprentice time off for study 


 Supervisory & mentor support. 


The learning provider’s responsibilities include: 
 


 To support the employer with the identification of an appropriate 


Apprenticeship framework 


 To help develop job descriptions and person specifications 


 To support recruitment 


 Initially assessing the candidates to ensure they receive the appropriate 


learning support to maximise the chances of them achieving their 


Apprenticeship 


 To create and update as appropriate, an Individual Learner Record and 


Learning Plan to document the Apprenticeship 


 Registering the Apprentice with appropriate awarding bodies for their framework 


 Providing advice, guidance and materials to support the building of an 


evidence portfolio 


 To support the apprentice’s workplace induction 


 To develop and implement a bespoke training programme in line with 


employer and apprentice requirements 


 Manage the required paperwork to ensure the provider can claim the 


Government funding available for the training within the Apprenticeship 


 To manage their Ofsted responsibilities 


 To regularly monitor, review and assess progress and provide feedback to 


both the employer and Apprentice 


 To support with additional training where such needs are identified 


 To provide pastoral care to Apprentices whilst on programme. 
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6. Links between the workplace and the external learning support 


In collaboration with your organisation, the learning provider will provide sets of 
standards for the qualifications that the apprentice is working towards. These will 
provide details of the knowledge, skills and experience required to be evidenced and 
how these must be evidenced and assessed. Discussing these criteria with the 
apprentice and the assessor assigned to your organisation by your learning provider, 
will ensure that the opportunities for gathering evidence from the workplace are 
maximised and your role as mentor is as effective as possible. It will also ensure that 
the Apprenticeship standards/or framework units to be completed are relevant to 
your organisation and the role that the apprentice is expected to perform within it. 


Capturing the agreed plans for evidence building into a formal training/action plan 
will aid explicitness and provide a visible reference to support day to day target 
setting. Your training provider assessor will work with you to do this. This plan will 
link to an assessment plan, with qualification units, timing for their completion and 
the assessment evidence required. This will enable formal assessment visits to be 
scheduled to enable you and the apprentice to fit the planned schedule and help 
motivate the apprentice through unit achievement. 


 


7. Managing the mentoring relationship 


The mentoring relationship needs to be treated with respect. It should focus on the 
mentee’s needs, and use the skills of smart questioning, active listening, and 
feedback to achieve the best outcome. 


 


Ground rules 
 


Establish some rules for the mentoring arrangement, with desired outcomes. This 
could be a set agenda for points to cover, or some performance goals for the 
mentee to pursue outside of their regular appraisal structure. This clarity ensures 
that all parties know explicitly what the mentoring relationship is for and what 
success of the relationship looks like. One of the key reasons that mentoring can fail 
is that there is a fundamental misunderstanding about what is expected from either 
party. It is important to ensure that the mentoring relationship is not confused with 
the line management relationship. 


 
Set regular mentoring meetings 


 
Mentoring is based on mutual trust and respect. You will need to set regular 
meetings to ensure you have opportunities to work together on planned activities 
and reviewing progress against actions set. Your own time management and 
reliability are important features to ensure that the mentoring time is respected and 
treated as a priority. If possible, conduct mentoring meetings away from the 
mentee's normal working environment. This will help provide the right environment 
and provides an opportunity to create an environment which enables a different 
perspective to be accessed. 
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Lead by example 


 
The mentoring conversation may be informal, but the overall arrangement is 
important and should be professional. This needs to be modelled by the mentor if 
the mentee is to understand the importance and treat the relationship 
appropriately. Consistency is key, showing that you have a consistent approach to 
development, the relationship and your commitment to the development of the 
mentee. 


 
Be honest and open 


 
Discuss current issues or concerns in an honest conversation. You will 
need to be approachable and show respect for your mentee. 
 


Build sustainable improvements, not quick fixes 


 
Use the mentoring session to exchange views and give the mentee guidance. It is 
important not to just give the mentee immediate answers to a problem. A simple 
answer to a problem is rarely as valuable as understanding how to approach such 
problems in the future. Mentoring is a great way to progress a person's professional 
and personal development, and help create a more productive organisation. It can 
also be very rewarding – for the mentor and the mentee. To keep the mentoring 
relationship on track, set regular mentor meetings, be honest and open, and do not 
look for quick fixes. Mentoring is a long-term commitment. 


 


8. Managing the mentoring meetings 


As a mentor you should take on the role of a facilitator during the meetings using 
questions and a non-directive, non-judgemental approach. Following the GROW 
model will be really helpful during the meetings. The purpose of the meetings could be 
for some or all of the following reasons: 


• Reviewing and identifying the mentee’s experience 
• Helping the mentee to identify individual strengths and areas for development 
• Discussing professional and work issues 
• Agreeing what support is required 
• Exploring the options open to the mentee 
• Coaching on specific skills 
• Supporting the mentee to set achievable realistic and stretching action plans 


 
Remember meetings will not be the only form of contact with your mentee. Telephone 
calls, emails and briefs on the job discussions will also be a part of the process, but 
you should have an agreed number of scheduled meetings with your mentee set to fit 
around the action plan of the mentee, and around specific points in their development. 
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Making the mentoring meetings work 


 


 Have a clear structure and purpose. Before the meeting consider the structure and 
the time parameters. These should be agreed during the initial meeting when you 
are contracting with the mentee. Having a clear structure and purpose in mind will 
be the best and most effective use of your time and their time. 


 Think about the content of the meetings. There should be a balance of looking 
back and reviewing the mentee experiences and reviewing if objectives set have 
been met or, if not, why not? There should also be a balance of discussing current 
issues and thinking about the future and ensuring the mentee sets realistic 
objectives for their action plan. 


 Keep to dates and times set. It is easy to let the day job get in the way, but try to 
focus on the benefits to everyone (including the organisation) of engaging in this 
process. Give it the priority it requires to be successful. 


 Enjoy the experience!  


 


9. Stages in the mentoring relationship  


There are 4 key stages in the mentoring relationship: 


 


1. Getting to know each other – establishing rapport and building a relationship 
of trust. At this stage it is essential to ensure that expectations of both parties 
are explicitly understood. 


 


2. Goal setting – agreeing learning expectations by: 


 identifying potential learning opportunities at work and how these will fit with 
the off the job training element. 


 agreeing a schedule of meetings. 


 confirming the “ground rules‟ and perhaps formally recording these. 
 


3. Progress – this should be the longest stage in the relationship. Using the 
series of meetings agreed you will meet to review, assess and provide 
feedback on targets as well as together agree future goals and targets. All will 
contribute to the off the job training provided by the learning provider. 


 


4. End – it may be difficult to end the relationship, as if built on trust it may develop 
into a close working relationship. However, defining the end of the relationship is 
important. A final meeting may be helpful here to provide a final review, a 
reflection on distance travelled and confirming future support strategies which 
may be in place for the apprentice’s future development and career journey. It 
may also include a celebration of achievement. 
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10. The Mentoring Process 


 


 


 


Initial Meeting  Mentor Sessions  


 


Moving On  


 


 explain the purpose 
of the mentoring 
relationship  


 the format of the 
meetings and how 
these will work  


 what you will 
commit to and your 
role  


 what is expected 
from mentees and 
their role 


 review experience  


 identify objectives  


 provide feedback  


 identify strengths 
and achievements  


 identify areas of 
development  


 explore options  


 coaching on 
specific areas if 
required  


 discuss 
professional 
issues  


 agree support 
needs  


 set targets for 
future actions  


 create 
opportunities for 
mentees to gain 
experience 


 


identifying when the 


relationship reaches a 


natural end  


review and sign off 


objectives  


helping the mentee to 


identify the next steps 


(possibly a different 


mentor)  


Self-reflection and 
review on the 
effectiveness of the 
relationship by both 
parties 
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11. Action planning, setting SMART targets 


One way to be helpful to the mentee will be to support them to progress towards 
their targets and helping them to set effective targets. 


 
SMART targets help develop explicitness in goal setting.  SMART stands for: 


 
S Specific 
M Measurable 
A Achievable 
R Realistic 
T Time-bound 


 
SMART targets set out what is going to happen, who's going to do it, by when and 
how achievement will be measured. Such targets should be set by the apprentice 
to ensure that they “own‟ them and therefore feel greater commitment to their 
achievement. 


Specific 
The goal needs to be specific not general. This means the target is clear and 
unambiguous. To make goals specific, they must state exactly what is expected and 
will generally answer the "W" questions: 


What: What do I want to accomplish? 
Why: Specific reasons, purpose or benefits of accomplishing the goal; 
Who: Who is involved? Where: which location; 
Which: Identify requirements and constraints. 
 
Measurable 
Requires the need for concrete criteria for measuring progress towards 
achievement in order to know if the target is complete. 
A measurable goal will usually answer questions such as: How much? or How many? 
 


Achievable 
This requires the target to be realistic and attainable. It may be stretching, but 
should never be impossible. A measure of achievability may be the ability of the 
apprentice to answer questions around how they plan to achieve the target. 


 


Relevant 
Relevance is about ensuring that the target matters. That it will make a difference to 
the apprentice and their role. A relevant target would be one that when asked, “Does 
this seem worthwhile?” would gain the response “YES”. 


 


Time-bound 
Requires the identification of a time frame or end date. This provides a focus 
for the effort and prioritisation. By answering the question “by when” the 
target will be time- bound. 
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12. Good practice and skills of mentors 


To be a good mentor, you need to have experience relevant to the mentee's 
situation. This can be technical experience, management experience, or life 
experience. Mentoring is about transferring information, competence, and 
experience to mentees, so that they can use it to build their confidence. As a 
mentor, you are there to encourage, nurture, and provide support because 
you have already travelled the same road. 


 
In terms of the process the mentor must be in charge of timekeeping, keeping 
the mentee on track and focused; holding the mentee accountable for setting 
goals and strategies to achieve these outcomes. The mentor role is to reflect 
back, provide pathways and structure to enable clarity of thinking and generation 
of positive ideas for growth and development. 


 
Therefore to be an effective mentor, you need to: 


 


 Want to help others – you will need to be willing to spend time helping 
someone else to understand aspects of work, work life and the skills 
required for tasks and be available to generally provide information, 
guidance and act as a sounding board. 


 Be Positive - be approachable in order to encourage questions. 


 Be Accessible – you should be willing and able to commit sufficient time to 


your mentee to offer support and guidance. 


 Be Understanding –You should be prepared to try to understand different 


perspectives, approaches and possibly backgrounds of different mentees. 


 Show Empathy – ensure that the mentee understands that you are 
supportive and were once in their position and so understand their 
concerns and challenges. 


 Be Credible – you should have personal and professional credibility. This 
may include being a member of relevant organisations 


 Understand what motivates development and personal growth – 
through continuing your own personal development you become a role 
model for others on the journey of careers development. To help others 
develop, you need to value your own development and promote through 
role modelling the idea of lifelong learning. 


 Be Self-Aware – you should have a good understanding of your own 
strengths and development needs 


 Have Confidence – with the ability to offer feedback and challenge to 
your mentee in a way that is non-threatening and helps them to look at 
situations from different perspectives. 


 Have Organisational know-how – you should know how to get things 
done at DCC and how things work 


 Ask the right questions – it is useful as a mentor to ask the questions 
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that enable your mentee to do the thinking. One way to achieve this is to 
think of what you want to tell the mentee and to find a question that will 
help the mentee come to the same conclusion. Open questions are 
critical here, those that cannot be answered with just yes or no. Also, 
challenge the responses offered by the mentee to ask why they offered 
that answer, are there other perspectives? It is important to ask rather 
than make your own assumptions about a situation or area of 
development. This may be achieved by summarising your understanding 
and asking if your summary is correct. 


 Observe progress – you will need to be able to objectively observe skills 
and abilities being implemented and provide feedback on these. 


 Motivate and encourage – ensuring that through your support the 
mentee is motivated towards their learning and feels supported, even 
when things are not going as well to plan as they may hope. 


 Ability to empower – you should be able to create a working 
environment where it is safe for individuals to try out different things, 
allowing them to contribute in different ways 


 Listen actively – this involves attentively listening not only to what is said, 
but also the way it is said in terms of tone, body language and perhaps 
what is not said. Showing that you are listening is an invaluable skill; it 
shows that you value that person’s view and that you will not interrupt 
them. This requires patience, practice and time. 


 Provide feedback – feedback is critical to ensure that the mentee 
understands the progress they are making and areas for further 
development. It should be delivered objectively and supported by specific 
task-based evidence to make it tangible. This provides another opportunity 
to suggest alternatives to a chosen approach from discussion and 
adopting a different perspective. It should also include some alternatives 
and suggestions for continued improvement and development. They may 
well need ideas and even advice at this stage. This feedback will 
contribute to the apprentice‟s overall assessment by their learning 
provider. 


 Notice – a key to good mentoring may be merely noticing how the 
apprentice is. Sometimes this may be more about what is not said than 
what is said. Are there any changes in their motivation, commitment, 
attendance and so forth that may need support and discussion? There 
may be subtle indicators that the apprentice has an issue with work or 
interpersonal relationships that with support they can overcome. 


 Agree future goals and targets – in order to understand how to 
progress to the next stage the mentee needs help with setting specific, 
measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound goals and recording 
these in some form of action plan to enable you together to review 
progress against these at the next opportunity. 


Mentoring is about supporting structured development. As a mentor you should 
not feel pressured to have to tell the mentee everything you know about a 
subject, at every opportunity. What is more important is helping the mentee to 
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identify suitable opportunities to gain skills, knowledge and experience at work, 
preferably within everyday tasks. Opportunities might include, but not be limited 
to the following ideas: 
 


 reading appropriate manuals, procedures 


 work observation or shadowing 


 learning a new job, procedure or practice 


 attending relevant meetings 


 solving work based problems 


 managing tasks or systems 


 attending internal training 
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13. Different roles a mentor may be required to take: 


Coaching 


Core skills needed: 


• Listening with an open mind and being  non-judgemental 


• Looking at an issue from a different perspective to that of the mentee 


• Identifying behaviour that needs to develop and or change 


• Helping mentees to recognise their own individual strengths and areas 


for development 


• Providing constructive feedback 


• Setting tasks that will stretch the mentee 


• Clarifying understanding so that both parties have a shared 


understanding 


• Being able to take a mentee back through an experience, to help them 


to evaluate it and to recognise what could have been done differently. 


This is a very active role for the mentor where you will be working with the 


mentee to encourage them in the development of relevant skills and attitudes 


for the future. The focus of the coaching role is on the ability to help the 


mentee see beyond the current situation and to identify what the future can 


look like and what needs to happen to help achieve this. This is helpful in 


setting goals and identifying what actions an individual needs to take next. 


 


Counselling 


Core skills needed: 


• Listening – withholding comments unless it helps the mentee to clarify 


their thoughts 


• Focusing on observable behaviours rather than personality traits 


• The ability to handle negative information without sending the mentee 


into an emotional corner 


• Avoiding unconstructive arguments 


• Being able to help move the mentee into constructive problem solving 


mode 


• Knowing when to refer/call in specialist advice. 


In counselling mode the mentor acts as a sounding board when the mentee is 


solving a problem or making a difficult decision. As a confidant, the mentor 


helps the mentee to clarify the real issues involved and to see the bigger 


picture. 
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Networking 


Core skills needed: 


• The ability to define and understand networks, what adds value and 


why 


• Understanding key areas you need to influence and who are the key 


individuals 


• Creating opportunities for mentees to meet others who will help provide 


information or opportunities to help develop gaps in the mentee’s 


knowledge 


In the role of networking the mentor alerts the mentee to the use of contacts 


both ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ outside of the official structure of the 


service/department. They also explain how these individuals can add value to 


the mentee in the achievement of their goals. 


 


Facilitating 


Core skills needed: 


• Being clear about what needs to happen and why 


• Recognising potential barriers and what causes them 


• Provides advice and guidance on ways to overcome barriers 


• An understanding of the politics of management 


• Smoothing the path for mentees for example by providing introductions, 


backing ideas and spreading the word on projects the mentee is 


working on 


The mentor as facilitator takes action that will indirectly smooth the way for 


something else to happen. This could be as simple as passing on a phone 


number or making an introduction to someone who will be helpful for the 


mentee either now or in the future. By facilitating you are starting a process 


that will help the mentee to pursue their goals. 
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14. Mentoring using the GROW model 


  
The GROW model is a good way to structure a mentoring meeting/mentoring 
conversation with your mentee. You can start with the goal and work logically 
through the model or you can move the model around, starting with the reality 
and then the goal, if this works best. Remember to always finish with the way 
forward and ensure that this is set and owned by the mentee. The model is 
outlined below. 
 


 


 


Goal – Get the mentee to focus on the future and on what THEY want to achieve as 


an individual. It is not where you think they should be aiming. 


Reality – Ask questions to help the mentee establish where they are now. If you 


work with the individual directly you may need to give feedback on actual 


performance. Encourage the individual to get feedback on their performance from 


their direct line manager if you do not work with them directly as this will help them to 


identify their current reality. 


Options – help the mentee to identify what different options are open to them and 


ask questions to help them explore the reality of each of these options. Share your 


own experiences if the mentee is struggling to identify sufficient options and beware 


of being too directive. 


Way Forward – Encourage the mentee to design an action plan which they have set 


and encourage them to set SMART objectives, objectives that are specific, 
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measurable, achievable and realistic for the mentee in their current position and that 


have clear timescales attached. 


 
Remember to 
  


• Focus on what the mentee needs to achieve 


• Listen more than you talk 


• Support and encourage the mentee 


• Encourage the mentee to address challenging issues 


• Keep an open mind. 


 


 


Don’t 


• Take responsibility for the action plan 


• Assume that what worked for you will work for your mentee 


• Take action on behalf of the mentee unless you jointly agree that this is 


the best course of action 


• Assume you know what the problem or the answer is. 
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15. Examples of GROW Mentoring Questions 


Here are some examples of GROW mentoring questions you might want to use 
during each stage of the GROW model. They certainly aren’t intended as an 
exhaustive list and the questions you will ask during your mentoring conversation will 
be determined by the dialogue you are having with your mentee at any one point in 
time. 


These GROW mentoring questions do however serve as examples to help illustrate 
the different stages of GROW. 


Goal 


 What do you want to achieve? 


 What is important to you right now? 


 What would you like to get from the next 30 minutes? 


 What areas do you want to work on? 


 Describe your ideal world 


 What do you want to achieve as a result of this session? 


 What will make you feel this time has been well spent? 


 


Reality 


 Where are you now in relation to your goal? 


 On a scale of 1 -10 where are you? 


 What has contributed to your success so far? 


 What skills/knowledge/attributes do you have? 


 What progress have you made so far? 


 What is working well right now? 


 What is required of you? 


 


Options 


 What are your options? 


 How have you tacked this/ a similar situation before? 


 What could you do differently? 


 Who do you know who has encountered a similar situation? 


 Give me 5 options 


 If anything was possible what would you do? 


 What would your best friend /mother suggest? 
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 What else? 


 


Wrap up/Will 


 Which options work best for you? 


 What one small step are you going to take now? 


 What actions will you take? 


 When are you going to start? 


 Who will help you? 


 How will you know you have been successful 


 How will you ensure that you do it? 


 On a scale of 1 -10 how committed /motivated are you to doing it? 


Note how all of the questions above are open questions therefore eliciting a 
response from the mentee of more than a "yes" or a "no". 


It's also worth noting that none of the questions above start with the word "why". The 
reasons for this are that questions that start with the word "why" tend to imply 
judgement of some sort and this may change the thought process of the mentee. 


For example "Why do you want to take this particular approach?" Whilst it is a valid 
question that will elicit an open response it may also cause the mentee to think that 
you, the coach, might believe an alternative approach is better. 


For this reason, questions starting with the word "why" are best avoided. 
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16. Support for Mentors 


At times you may feel that you need a little support yourself as a mentor; you 


may have faced or be dealing with a situation with your mentee and be unsure 


how to approach it. There are a range of support methods available to 


mentors. 


• Your colleagues and peers 


• Your line-manager 


• Your own mentor if you have one (a good idea if you are going to 


mentor others) 


• DCC Corporate Learning and Development Team (Sarah MacLaurin) 


• Mentor development sessions/programmes  


• On-line resources and tools, including information provided for DCC 


mentors on Derbyshire Learning Pool  


• DACES Mentoring Leads (Vikki Trace and Jill Cadman) 


• DCC employee counselling service - based in the Occupational Health Unit 


at County Hall, Matlock and can normally be contacted during office hours, 


8.30am to 5pm tel: 01629 536954. An answer machine will be in operation for 


out of hours calls (This service can also be accessed by your apprentice) 


 


17. Your Reflective Practice 


In order to improve and develop your mentoring practice it is good practice to 


reflect on your mentoring sessions, particularly as a new/inexperienced 


mentor. –The reflective template in Appendix E will help you to structure your 


reflections. 
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Appendix A 


 


DCC Ethical Code of Practice for Mentoring 


 The Mentor’s role is to respond to the Mentee’s developmental needs 
and agenda – not to impose their own 


 Mentors must work within the current agreement with the Mentee 
regarding confidentiality that is appropriate within the context 


 Mentor and Mentee should aim to be open and truthful with each 
other and themselves about the relationship itself 


 The Mentoring relationship must not be exploitative in anyway, nor 
can it be open to misinterpretation 


 Both should respect each other’s time and other responsibilities, 
ensuring that they do not impose beyond what is reasonable 


 The Mentor will not intrude into areas the Mentee wishes to keep 
private. However, they should help the Mentee recognise how other 
issues might relate to those areas 


 Mentor’s should empower their Mentees – and generally promote the 
Mentee’s autonomy 


 Mentors should operate within the limits of their own competence 


 Mentors have a responsibility to develop their own competence in the 
practice of Mentoring 


 Both share responsibility for the smooth winding down of the 
relationship 


 Either may dissolve the relationship – but have responsibility to 
discuss it first as part of mutual learning 


 Mentor and Mentee should be aware that all records are subject to 
statutory regulations under the Data Protection Act 1998 
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Appendix B 


DCC – Developmental Mentoring Agreement 


This is a mentoring agreement between: 


Mentor  Mentee  


email  email  


Tel No.  Tel No.  


 


Start date  Expected End date  


Total number of 


sessions planned 


 Frequency of sessions  


 


Introduction 


We are both entering into a mentoring relationship from which we both expect to benefit.  We 


understand each other’s expectations and have mutually agreed upon the following ground 


rules (terms and conditions of our relationship) 


 


The Role of the Mentor: The Role of the Mentee 


 To be non-judgmental, objective and 
open throughout the mentoring process.  


 To focus on the goal(s) and outcome(s) 
of the mentee. 


 To encourage and challenge the mentee 
to reach their full potential. 


 To support the mentee during their 
development. 


 To ensure the location of sessions is 
conducive to development. 


 To observe confidentiality of all 
discussions at all times unless there is a 
potential for, or a risk to others. 


 To agree with the mentee when an issue 
cannot be dealt with through this 
mentoring agreement. 


 


 To recognise the mentoring process is 
an investment in your development. 


 To be honest and open with your mentor. 
 Be willing to embrace any necessary 


change to aid attainment of goal(s). 
 Be prepared to take on board 


constructive feedback you receive. 
 To be open to challenges to your 


thoughts, ideas, working practices 
 To commit to the principles of mentoring 


to aid your development. 


 To give at least 24 hours’ notice if unable 
to attend a mentoring session. 
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.Agreed contract for mentoring meetings 


 We understand that we will organise at least X sessions and no more than X sessions 


over a period of 12 months 


 We share the responsibility for maintaining contact and of reviewing and rescheduling 


sessions as necessary 


 We agree to hold the session in an appropriate and mutually comfortable space that 


maintains our privacy  


 We agree the mentoring will take place: Face to Face / Skype / Phone  


 We agree to making contact via– email / Phone / Skype and agree on the frequency (or 


not) of contact between sessions concerning mentoring issues 


 We agree/understand the length of the sessions will be approx. 1 hour 


 Following each session the mentor will email session notes and actions to the mentee 


 2 days prior to the next session - mentee will email the Mentor with an up-date on 


progress 


 We understand the nature of this professional relationship and will stay mindful of 


maintaining confidentiality, objectivity and equal partnership 


 In the event of one of us believing it is no longer productive for us to continue, we agree 


to abide by one another’s decision.   


 Other ground rules if any: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


I have read and agree to the above terms. 


At any time this agreement can be discussed, reviewed and/or re-negotiated, as 


required. 


 


Signed Mentee  


 


Date  


Signed Mentor  


 


Date  
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Appendix C 


DCC – Mentor Session Notes  


Mentor Name:   Mentee 


Name: 


 


Date of session:  Number of 


session 


 


Method of 


communication 


 Length of 


session 


 


Topics Discussed  


 


 


Goals and progress 


towards them: 


 


 


 


Presenting issues 


or incidents 


  


 


 


 


Outcomes and 


actions agreed 


 


 


 


 


Follow-up (any 


information/guidanc


e Mentor agrees to 


forward to Mentee) 


 


 


 


Other comments  


 


 


Date /time/venue of 


next meeting  
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Appendix D 


DCC - Mentoring Action Plan 


Mentee Name 
 


 Mentor Name  Action Plan Date  


Overall 


Developmental Goal  


 


 


 


Outcomes/Actions Agreed (these should be SMART) By whom By when Review Date 


1.     


2.     


3.     


4.     


5.     


Support required  
 
 


 


Review date   


Follow up actions 
Next Steps 
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Appendix E  
DCC Reflective Journal – Classroom Session 


 


Date of session:  


What am I learning about myself? 


  
 
 
 


What did I find most useful in the session? 


 
 
 
 


What did I find most challenging in the session today? 


 


What would I like to know more about? 


 


What are my strengths as a mentor? 


 
 
 
 


What are my areas for development as a mentor? 


 
 
 


What action will I take as result on this reflection 
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Appendix F 


DCC Reflective Journal – Workplace Mentoring  
Reflect on your mentoring practice sessions (1 should be from the mentoring practice during 


the classroom session and 1 from your workplace mentoring) 


What went well and why? 


 


What did not go as well as expected? 


 


What would you do differently next time 


 


Describe how you used your key mentoring skills – and give 3 examples 


 


Describe how you have address the key values of mentoring (e.g. Confidentiality, Equality and 
Diversity, Trust etc…) 


 


Consider the boundaries associated with mentoring and reflect on how you have addressed 
them 


 


Did you refer matters on to others – if so, who and why? 
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Appendix F - Signpost for additional support: websites and phone numbers 


Organisation  Type of support available Contact Details Support for? 


Citizens Advice 
Bureau.   


Free advice on legal and other issues https://www.citizensadvice.or
g.uk/ 


A variety of legal 
and other issues 


The Samaritans The Samaritans are a charity available 24hrs a day 
offering confidential advice and support to anyone in 
distress.  They also work to raise awareness of 
issues related to suicide and depression. 


www.samaritans.org.uk 
Tel – 116 123 
Email – jo@samaritans.org 


Anyone in distress 


Need to talk – 
24hrs/day 


Mind The most well known mental health charity 
organisation throughout England and Wales who 
work to improve the quality of life for those with 
mental health difficulties 


www.mind.org.uk 
Mind infoline: 0300 123 3393 
Text: 86463 
Email – info@mind.org.uk 


Anyone seeking 
advice on mental 
health issues 


SANE SANE exists to provide emotional support an 
information to anyone affected by mental health 
illness 


www.sane.org.uk 
Helpline – 0300 304 7000 
Email info@sane.org.uk 


Emotional support 
for anyone effected 
by mental illness 


Anxiety UK Information, counselling, helpline and online support 
for those with anxiety disorders 


www.anxietyuk.org.uk 
Helpline – 08444 775 774 
Text – 07537 416 905 
Email support@anxietyuk.org.uk 


Anyone effected 
with anxiety 
disorders 


Bullying UK Parentline 24/7 or email with trained support worker. 
Advice for young people, parents and schools. 
Advice about cyberbullying and case studies 


www.bullying.co.uk 
Parentline- 0808 800 2222 


Anyone effected by 
bullying 


Cruse 
Bereavement Care  


Site for people who have recently been bereaved. 
Information on where you can find your local 
branches. 


www.cruse.org.uk 
Helpline 0808 808 1677 


Anyone effected by 
bereavement 


DCC Domestic 
Abuse Support 
line 


24/7 phone line – links to Women’s Aid in areas 08000-198-668 Anyone effected by 
Domestic Violence 



https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/

https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/

http://www.samaritans.org.uk/

mailto:jo@samaritans.org

http://www.mind.org.uk/

http://www.sane.org.uk/

http://www.anxietyuk.org.uk/

http://www.bullying.co.uk/

http://www.cruse.org.uk/
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Profile Development and Training/KATO
Induction: Designing and mapping on and off-the-job training with the employer03

Project

CONTEXT 
Employer participation is a vital component many aspects of an 
apprenticeship: planning, delivery, achievement and progression. 
Outstanding learning requires effective coordination of on-the-job 
and off-the-job training that is planned through effective 
collaboration with employers. 

Initial assessment plays an important role in creating informed,  
credible learning plans and is key to fully preparing the  
employer to support and manage an apprentice into and  
through their programme.

The project identified gaps in understanding of how to support  
an apprentice effectively and then plan how deploy learning 
solutions through employer/learner/provider voice  
pre-apprenticeship initial assessment. 

The employer and provider will have a clear structure to develop  
the learning opportunities and be able to use the outcomes from 
initial assessment to create a training plan.

PARTNERS 

Kent Association of Training Organisations (KATO), Profile 
Development and Training, Social Enterprise Kent (SEK),  
University of Kent.

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

The project focuses on the initial assessment phase of the 
apprenticeship journey. The outcomes will affect the quality  
of the training plan and the therefore the training delivery up  
to the gateway.

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS	&	KEY	LESSONS	LEARNED

• What induction, support and training is needed for an employer  
 prior to the start of any apprenticeship programme?

• What skills/knowledge and activities will an employer require   
 to effectively support the apprentice and the training  
 programme though the apprentice journey to end-point   
 assessment and beyond?

• What are the building blocks needed for timely and effectively  
 planned on and off-the-job learning that lead to seamless   
 delivery and progression to gateway? 

01 Aim Awards

02  Derbyshire Adult   
 Community Education 
 Service

03	 Profile	Development		 	
 and Training/KATO

04 West Yorkshire Learning  
 Providers (WYLP)

05 Popcorn

06 Chichester College

07 Kendal College

08 Plumpton College

09	Sheffield	Hallam	 
 University

10 Shipley College

Introduction

The Projects

Apprenticeship
Standards

Summary – Emerging 
Effective Practice

Project Extensions

Phase 1
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Profile Development and Training/KATO  (CONTINUED)

Induction: Designing and mapping on and off-the-job training with the employer03
Project

PRACTICAL OUTPUTS

1	 	 Employer	confidence	and	readiness	tool	

  Designed to prompt and structure a dialogue between the 
employer and the provider to ensure all parties feel confident 
in engaging with learners, developing outstanding practice 
and complying with funding rules.  

  The editable PDF document is designed for use on-screen 
as this allows the summary sheet on page 4 to be populated 
automatically, however, it can be downloaded and printed if 
this is not practical in your setting. 

CASE STUDY
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PROFILE DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING



Project Purpose and Structure: 

Employer participation is a vital component for planning, delivering, achievement and progressing an apprentice on an apprenticeship standard. 

The research project questions focussed on identifying gaps in understanding of how to support an apprentice effectively and what planning is required between the employer/learner/provider for effective collaborative working prior to apprenticeship standard delivery.

Early reported messages identified the need for the employer to be fully prepared for the required support to manage an apprentice into and through an apprenticeship standard towards gateway and end point assessment. A key area of focus considered the planning and preparedness that included initial assessment (IA) and preparing all parties with informed and credible learning plans.

Organisations and participants directly involved within the project were Kent Association of Training Organisations (KATO), Profile Development and Training, Social Enterprise Kent (SEK), and the University of Kent. The project teams consisted of 2 training providers delivering apprenticeships, a University as a critical friend and the local provider network to provide access to delivery staff within the membership (60 provider members). The project team had 9 direct participants across these organisations consisting of employer engagement, teaching and assessment staff and programme leaders. Of the 9 participants within the project 5 undertook direct contact with employers completing reviews using the draft review instrument. The role of KATO was to lead on the coordination of the project and undertake the indirect collection of data with over 40 employers and 18 providers delivering within the KATO network.



Project Aims:

When exploring the feedback from Ofsted, Department for Education (DfE) and Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) during the early development activities to both support and develop the implementation of apprenticeship standards and end point assessment, we identified and agreed several research questions. These were:

· How do we explore and agree what induction, support and training is needed for an employer prior to the start of any apprenticeship programme? What skills/knowledge and activities does an employer require to ensure they can effectively support the apprentice and the training programme through the apprentice journey to end-point assessment and beyond? 

· What are the views of employers and how can these be captured to establish the role they will play and activities they lead as part of the training programme? (Captured through participants engaging with 50 Kent and Medway employers, directly working with 3 employers and 2 providers, (prime and sub) delivering the Business Administrator and Adult Care Worker Standards) 

· To define, refine and evaluate the building blocks needed for timely and effectively planned on- and off-the-job learning that lead to seamless delivery and progression to gateway.



Project Method: 

The approach taken to address the project research questions involved the project team devising a two-stage approach to engaging both training providers and employers. The initial stage involved devising 2 research questionnaires that were targeted at local training providers and employers across Kent and Medway. These were initially tested with a small sample of providers to evaluate that the focus and content was accurate and would allow us to further understand the needs of training providers and their expectations of employers they work with. Once refined and agreed these were sent to the key partners to distribute to local employers delivering Apprenticeships and providers providing the assessment and training. 

The second stage involved developing the instrument that would be used to facilitate the conversations with the employer and provider at the planning stage for the delivery of the apprenticeship standard.  

Once agreed, this was further tested and then refined to ensure that the focus and content captured the actual position and further development activities required by all parties involved. This stage has been on-going and reflected the learning and knowledge gained throughout the research activities along with external peer review of the instrument.
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Project Outputs:

[image: ]The main output from the research and development is the Employer Confidence & Readiness instrument which has been designed to prompt, structure and record the dialogue between the employer and the provider to ensure all parties feel confident in engaging with learners, developing outstanding practice and complying with funding rules.  



Recommendations and messages from the development of the instrument:

· The editable PDF document is recommended for use online as this allows the summary sheet on page 4 to be populated automatically. However, it can be downloaded and printed if this is not practical in the setting.

· The questions have been revised several times following their use in the field and feedback from direct participants as well as an external peer review.

· Guidance for providers, employers and learners to use on effective actions and impacts contain links to further resources and can be accessed on-line during discussions.

· Exemplar and short case studies have been developed to demonstrate the journey and for all parties [employers, practitioners and learners] involved in the planning phases.





Project Impact: 



There is no doubt that we “have built positive and collaborative relationships with colleagues and learners” not just within our circle of participants, but with wider networks at the dissemination event and within our own organisations. Collaboration and networking within the project team has built good relationships that could lead to a wider reach of employers and the sharing of good practice.  

The support and guidance from the SDN team was invaluable. They were genuinely committed, supporting us through the project from the start. 

The opportunity for a more structured but, nevertheless, open discussion with employers has served to “maintain and update knowledge of our subject and/or vocational area” and also “maintain and update teaching and training expertise and vocational skills through collaboration with employers”.  For example, in discussing the types of intervention training that the apprentices can be given, such as Better Reading Partnership, Clever Hands and Jolly Phonics, the provider could ask for the latest information on these types of intervention and the way they are carried out.

The utilisation of time to complete the initial employer engagement activity has proved beneficial in selecting appropriate employers to deliver apprenticeships. It contributes to a robust screening opportunity and, in effect, a due diligence process for a successful future working relationship. An example of this is of the initial four employers SEK identified as direct participants. It was decided, after the first visit, that the employer's realisation of commitment involved and their unwillingness to commit, that SEK declined to provide apprenticeships to this employer. This was fully understood by the employer who decided to look at alternative options to suit their organisation.





Lessons Learnt:



The utilisation of time to complete the initial employer engagement activity has proved both a challenge and success; beneficial in selecting appropriate employers to deliver apprenticeships, it can also identify employers who are not willing to commit and engage in the process.  At this point the training provider needs to consider the offer of apprenticeships to that employer. An example of this is one of the initial four employers SEK identified as direct participants. It was decided, after the first visit, that the employer was unwilling to commit fully after realising the extent of this commitment, so SEK declined to provide apprenticeships to this employer. This was fully understood by the employer who decided to look at alternative options to suit their organisation. 



Lessons have been learned - our quantitative data drawn from the initial surveys allowed us to drill down by sector type and whether it was a framework or a standard. We couldn’t however break it down by organisation size. So, in hindsight, a question on the number of employees, and if they were levy payers, would have increased the usefulness and added another dimension to the findings. 

It has not been possible to address fully the 3rd question which was “to define, refine and evaluate the building blocks needed for timely and effectively planned on and off the job learning that lead to seamless delivery and progression to gateway.”  Unfortunately, the duration of the project has been insufficient to research this in enough depth.



Capacity within organisations to spend time on the project at times was challenging and has provided lessons learned to ensure the appropriate people are assigned to the project and increased planning required to ensure the organisation has the capacity to release staff for the activity.  





What difference did the project make? 



Drawing on the data collected from using the instrument generally, employers were aware of the new standards across both subject areas (Health and Social Care and Teaching Assistants).  However, their knowledge and understanding of the EPAs was limited.  This was apparent from their responses and the qualitative data, but less obvious when looking at the CRAG rating.  This was to be expected, as no apprentices had yet reached that point and, in relation to the Teaching Assistant Standards, there were no EPAOs while the research project was undertaken. 



Overall, the Levy employers in Health and Social Care were more confident and knowledgeable. This may be a reflection of the length of time they had been in place and the fact that they were paying the Levy.



As the outputs were being developed, delivery staff involved in the project continued to work with employers using the current version of the instrument. This enabled them to contribute to feedback regarding the response and engagement from employers, as well as how user friendly the instrument was and whether it was fit for purpose. As a result, the two training providers have now embedded the use of the instrument within their own employer engagement services with employers. 



Positive outcomes for employers include being able to make an informed decision as to whether apprenticeships are the right option for their organisation or specific staff they may be considering for the programme. Employers are embarking on the apprenticeship journey with appropriate information advice and guidance that will lead to positive outcomes for apprentices.





Project Continuation: 



Since the output has been finalised it has been presented at various meetings to promote the activity and gain further feedback on the instrument. These presentations included KATO network meeting, a Local Authority, Skills for Care and the Kent and Medway Sustainability and Transformation Partnership. These meetings have since generated more interest in the instrument and how it can be used to support other areas. The project could continue to further these conversations and potentially broaden the scope of the instrument



[bookmark: _GoBack]“In my opinion, this work is extremely valuable to ensure that all Apprentices are recruited and supported on to success driven Apprenticeships where the employer is fully aware and acknowledging of all of their responsibilities when engaging in this challenging yet extremely rewarding provision.  As we are all aware at present the landscape for both Independent Training Providers and Further Education Colleges is trying, with the need for more delivery expectations on similar or reducing funding caps.  If this engagement work with employers is to be valued and fulfilling; we need to ensure that the right individuals are recruited on to the best Apprenticeship standards aligned to job roles within a business.  Employers were placed to "lead" this provision but greatly rely on support that ITP's and FE personnel give to them to ensure that they too get it right.  Therefore, this work should be funded to ensure the best outcomes for our Apprentices, the development of world recognised skills and optimal sector focused growth!” (Nicola Hollands, WBL Regional Account Manager, Pearson UK)



“The Employer Confidence and Readiness Tool is an excellent piece of work that helps employers identify and workforce plan their services. The interaction of the tool makes it very adaptable and intuitive which makes it highly useable for employers. Apprenticeships are a vital element of workforce planning and this toolkit gives employers a purposeful document with outcomes.” (Nathan Pascall-Smith, Workforce Programme Manager (Academy Lead) Kent and Medway Sustainability and Transformation Partnership)
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Apprenticeship Standards OTLA Programme 


The Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment 
(OTLA) programme for apprenticeships has been an 
opportunity for practitioners to explore, understand 
and share what ‘outstanding’ looks like in the context 
of new apprenticeship standards. The introduction of 
apprenticeship standards, end-point assessment and the 
new funding regime has required a significant shift in the 
way teaching, learning and assessment is approached. 
The role of the trainer and assessor is changing; 
employers are taking a greater lead in the design and 
delivery of apprenticeships and the focus is now firmly  
on achieving competence rather than qualifications.  
The programme has given practitioners the vital space 
they need to explore changes to their practice and 
establish what ‘outstanding’ looks like. 


This tool has been developed by a consortium of  
Kent-based providers who have come together under  
the banner of the Kent Association of Training 
Organisations (KATO). The project is an early exploration 
of how providers can facilitate a rigorous approach to 
developing effective engagement and participation of 
employers during initial assessment. The aim was to start 
to uncover effective methods in this area with a view to 
developing outstanding practice


The project explored what induction, support and 
training are needed for an employer before the start of 
any apprenticeship programme, identifying the skills, 
knowledge and activities an employer requires so that they 
can effectively support the apprentice and the training 
programme through the apprentice journey to end-point 
assessment and beyond. Partners engaged with 50 Kent 
employers delivering the Business Administrator and Adult 
Care Worker standards to establish the role the employer 
will play and activities they lead and engage on.


The EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS and  
SELF-ASSESSMENT FOR EMPLOYERS FOR THE 
DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS tool 
has been developed through collaboration between 
practitioners within four independent training providers,  
a University, Local Authorities, employers and the local 
provider network.


The purpose of the document is to facilitate meaningful 
dialogue between the employer and provider, ensuring a 
comprehensive and robust programme of employer-led 
delivery for the relevant standard. The document can 
be completed either electronically or paper-based; for 
the sake of accessing the development links, electronic 
versions may be more appropriate. 


Who should attend the review meetings? It is proposed 
that the most senior member of staff from both the 
provider and employer should participate in these review 
meetings, ideally the decision makers, to ensure actions 
and changes can be agreed and implemented after review 
meetings. This may vary depending on the organisation’s 
planning and decision making, but experienced and 
articulate reviewers, who can evaluate and readily identify 
solutions, are essential. Staff participating in the review 
need to ensure conversations are focused and outcome/
output led, capturing the current position and further 
actions required to progress through a traffic light system 
from red (less than 50%) toward blue (100% achieved).


EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS
SELF-ASSESSMENT WITH EMPLOYERS FOR THE DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Introduction
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the Review
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Model to ensure well planned programme delivery – 
who should be involved and when?


Employer:


a) More than one person within the organisation need  
 to be included in the decision, planning and delivery  
 of the apprenticeship; 


b) these need to be the (i) decision maker, the (ii)   
 manager/mentor and the (iii) HR staff/person   
 responsible for the training and development.


Provider staff:


a) Business Development team making the initial   
 contact and outlining commitment and suitability  
 leading to contracting;


b) Apprenticeship delivery staff (tutor leading the   
 programme, building greater knowledge and how this  
 could look as a timeline (what each visit/meeting  
 could look like and who’s participating):


1. Stage 1 – Initial contact with the employer –  
 (pre-recruitment of apprentice) by the business   
 development team and the decision maker   
 (employer). The outcome leads to the employer   
 agreeing the contract and planning for apprentice  
 recruitment or existing staff enrolled.  
 (Toolkit questions - 1, 3,4,9,11)


2. Stage 2 – Recruitment of apprentice/pre sign up  
 onto apprenticeship – the business development  
 team and the apprenticeship delivery specialist   
 agree with the employer’s HR staff/person   
 responsible for the training and development the  
 finer details of the programme and undertake review.  
 (Toolkit question 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10)


3. Stage 3 – Pre sign-up of apprentice – the   
 apprenticeship delivery specialist reviews the 
  progress with the manager/mentor progress   
 on all the key questions within the review toolkit  
 until CRAG rating blue achieved.  
 (Toolkit question 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11)


4. Stage 4 – Final toolkit outcomes and grading are  
 shared with the decision maker (stage 1) to advise  
 on progress and address shortfalls.


EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT WITH EMPLOYERS FOR THE DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Introduction (continued)
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Clarifying the involvement of staff within the assessment and planning


01


02


03


04


05


06


07


08


09


10


11


Employer induction is aligned to the standard being delivered


The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


The Employer understands the end-point assessment criteria and process requirements for the standard(s)


Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location and identified staff have sufficient knowledge 
and competence to support the apprentice throughout the apprenticeship


Employer has knowledge and understands the commitment to meet the 20% off the job training requirement 
and are able to identify and plan appropriate activity  


Employer staff are aware of induction and initial assessment activities undertaken by provider and gaps they need to address


Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP


Employers understand their responsibilities for progress monitoring


Employer understands the importance of linking the apprenticeship to their existing performance management system


The apprenticeship job specification reflects the knowledge, skills and behaviours needed for the standard


Employer readiness for the commitment and delivery clearly meets the requirements of the standards


EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT WITH EMPLOYERS FOR THE DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Introduction (continued)


A – Decision Maker        B – Manager/Mentor        C – HR Staff or B (from above) (responsible for recruitment and T&D)
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There are 11 key questions that need to be “worked 
through” with the employer during the review. Each 
question has two sections: 


Section 1 contains discussion points and guidance 
that can be used to lead conversation between the 
employer and provider, supported with links to information 
that can focus development and best practice. 


Section 2 is where the participants capture the 
outcomes/outputs from the review discussion, identifying 
the date of the meeting, the evidence and summative 
comments along with the post review actions needed 
to move practice forward. During the review meeting all 
participants agree on the CRAG rating using this guidance:


CRAG Rating


Post review the document is updated, and participants 
record the key findings and actions to facilitate the shift 
towards fully completed and compliant with both funding, 
IFA, ESFA and Ofsted requirements (see useful links).  
A date for the next review meeting will also be agreed.  
It is perceived that both provider and employer staff will 
have actions that are needed to develop practice. 


Planning and undertaking further review meetings will 
occur when participants identify significant development 
activity and gaps in knowledge, understanding and 
practice for the delivery of learning and assessment of the 
standard. These may only be focused on a few of the 12 
questions that are currently at red and amber, although, 
where outstanding practice is the focus, then questions 
are at green.


Sharing and monitoring the document is essential for 
relevant parties to take ownership of the development 
activity and address priorities and actions. Monitoring 
should occur between review meetings and can be 
undertaken virtually, either using Skype or similar 
technology to reduce travel, and include multiple parties 
within the relevant organisations. ‘Snapshot’ development 
can be captured within Section 2 of the document during 
these meetings and progress captured within the evidence 
and comments and CRAG updated.


Further working allows for up to four review meetings  
to occur, though, if further reviews are required, a  
second document can be used to capture and record  
the outcomes.


EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT WITH EMPLOYERS FOR THE DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Introduction (continued)


Fully completed (C) 100%:  Fully in place and compliant with sector requirements No action required


Green (G) 80%:  Almost completely in place with measurable impact Minimal action required to bring it up to ‘C’


Amber (A) 50–70%:  Some evidence and with some discernible impact Some action required to bring the area up to ‘C’


Red (R) Less than 50%:  Not in place/minimal or no evidence Significant/substantial action required to bring area up to ‘C’
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Summary


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


Visit
0111 Key Questions Visit


02
Visit
03


Visit
04


01


03


05


09


07


11


02


04


06


10


08


Employer induction is aligned to the standard being delivered


The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding  
of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


The Employer understands the end-point assessment criteria  
and process requirements for the standard(s)


Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location that will  
be required to support, mentor and manage the training of the apprentice(s)  
and identified staff have sufficient knowledge and competence to support the  
apprentice throughout the apprenticeship


Employer has knowledge and understands the commitment to meet the 20% off 
the job training requirement and are able to identify and plan appropriate activity 


Employer staff are aware of induction and initial assessment activities  
undertaken by provider and gaps they need to address


Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP


Employers understand their responsibilities for progress monitoring


Employer understands the importance of linking the apprenticeship to their  
existing performance management system


The apprenticeship job specification reflects the knowledge,  
skills and behaviours needed for the standard


Employer readiness for the commitment and delivery  
clearly meets the requirements of the standards
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01 The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding  
of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker


• What does the training provider’s delivery model look like and what  
 are the options?


Decision Maker & Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person  
Responsible for the Training and Development


• Is the employer aware of the difference between standards and   
 frameworks?


• Does the employer understand the core components;  
 knowledge, skills and behaviours  that are within a standard?  


• Explain what Gateway is and how to transition to this point.  


• Discuss and explain the role and responsibilities of the employer.


• Explain the grading and grading criteria.


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person  
Responsible for the Training and Development


• Discuss the initial assessment process and what is eligible as   
 recognised prior learning.


• Explain what the on-programme learning element is and what  
 this includes. 


• The above discussion will include mandatory qualifications and   
 entry requirements.


Guidance
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01 The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding  
of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


Useful links:


 IFA


 Ofsted


 Specification of Apprenticeship Standards


 Employer Obligations


 What Does Good Training Look Like


 Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE) 


 


 Ofsted – Education Inspection Framework  


 Guidance for Employers Recruiting an Apprentice


 IFA Adult Care Worker Standard and Assessment Plan  


 Training Provider Questions  


 Apprenticeship Ambassador Contacts


 Training Needs Analysis 


Guidance



https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8g.1-What-does-good-training-look-like-v2-0.pdf

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/education-inspection-framework

https://www.kato-training.org/information-for-employers/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/adult-care-worker/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-5.1-Training-Provider-Questions.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-7.1-Apprenticeship-Ambassador-Networks-v2-0.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8a.1-Training-Needs-Analysis.docx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8g.1-What-does-good-training-look-like-v2-0.pdf

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/education-inspection-framework

https://www.kato-training.org/information-for-employers/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/adult-care-worker/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-5.1-Training-Provider-Questions.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-7.1-Apprenticeship-Ambassador-Networks-v2-0.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8a.1-Training-Needs-Analysis.docx
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C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01 The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding  
of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor


• What are the expectations of the employer in relation to deciding   
 and co-ordinating when end point assessment takes place? 


• What does the assessment plan state regarding retake of    
 assessments?


• Discuss additional costs that may be incurred as a result of retakes  
 or missed assessments


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Discuss the costs of EPA and how this links to the Service Level   
 Agreement.


• Explain that the employer has a choice of EPA organisation and what  
 this means.


• What documentation is required at the Gateway and what does it   
 look like?  


• Discuss the preparation required and readiness for planned   
 assessment methods.


• Explain the different types of assessment methods in relation to  
 the assessment plan and employer’s involvement within these. 


• Discuss and think about how you know the apprentice is ready  
 for the Gateway?


• Include and consider the following:


 • The mandatory Gateway requirements. 


 • The types of evidence used to demonstrate that the apprentice is  
  ready for EPA.


 • The employer’s responsibility in confirming the apprentice is   
  competent and ready for the end-point assessment.


Guidance


02 The Employer understands the end-point assessment 
criteria and process requirements for the standard(s)
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Useful links:


 IFA – Developing an Assessment Plan


 Register of End Point Assessment Organisations (EPAO) 


 SDN Preparation for Gateway Guidance 


 SDN Webinar – Preparing your Apprenticeship for Gateway


 SDN – What Should We Be Asking an End Point Assessment   
 Organisation 


 Excellence Gateway – Apprenticeship Standards –  
 Checklists and Mock End-Point Assessment Project Report


 


 


 


Guidance


02 The Employer understands the end-point assessment 
criteria and process requirements for the standard(s)



https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/developing-new-apprenticeships/developing-an-end-point-assessment-plan/

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/register-of-end-point-assessment-organisations

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/blog-preparation-for-gateway/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8h.1-Is-the-apprentice-EPA-ready.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/asking-apprenticeship-assessment-organisation-aao/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/asking-apprenticeship-assessment-organisation-aao/

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf2819

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf2819

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/developing-new-apprenticeships/developing-an-end-point-assessment-plan/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8h.1-Is-the-apprentice-EPA-ready.docx

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf2819

)https://www.gov.uk/guidance/register-of-end-point-assessment-organisations

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/blog-preparation-for-gateway/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/asking-apprenticeship-assessment-organisation-aao/
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02 The Employer understands the end-point assessment 
criteria and process requirements for the standard(s)


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker


• Who will be responsible for the apprentice as a line manager?


• Who will support in a mentoring capacity? (supervisor/manager)


• Does the employer understand what a mentor is and their role within  
 the apprenticeship?


• What skills and experience do mentors need to have?


• Does the employer have, or need, a job specification for the  
 mentor role?


• Is the individual with the responsibility as mentor the most   
 appropriate person to support the apprentices?


• Do they have the capacity to support the apprentice?


• Identify any CPD requirements for the mentor before working  
 with apprentices.


• Consider if they have a personal development plan in place. Are they  
 current within their own required training?


• How will the employer support the process and ensure the mentor is  
 supervised? 


• How often will direct support be given to the apprentice and what   
 might this look like?


Decision Maker & Manager/Mentor; HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• The employer is confident that the identified mentor(s) is/are in  
 an appropriate role with sufficient knowledge and experience to   
 support the apprentice.


•  Have the identified mentors received a robust induction for   
 mentoring? 


•  Can the employer identify development and CPD activity that will   
 support them in the role?


•  Will mentors be given time/rewards for their efforts?


• Is the employer able to complete a skills analysis to standard?   
 Guidance for this from the provider may be required. 


•  How will the mentor role link to performance management and   
 subsequent personal training and development plan?  


Guidance


03 Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location that will be required to support, 
mentor and manage the training of the apprentice(s) and identified staff have sufficient knowledge  
and competence to support the apprentice throughout the apprenticeship
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Useful links:


 A Guide to Understanding the Role of a Mentor


 Training Available


 CIPD – Coaching and Mentoring


 Apprenticeship Mentoring handbook


 Eight Qualities of a Good Mentor


 Mentoring Skills


 


 Kato guidance – Recruiting an Apprentice  


 Employer Obligations  


 Employer Guidance for Apprenticeships


 Employer Guide Skills for Care


 Guidance for Mentors


Guidance


03 Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location that will be required to support, 
mentor and manage the training of the apprentice(s) and identified staff have sufficient knowledge  
and competence to support the apprentice throughout the apprenticeship



https://www.thebalancecareers.com/a-guide-to-understanding-the-role-of-a-mentor-2275318

https://sektraining.org.uk/

https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/fundamentals/people/development/coaching-mentoring-factsheet

http://alphi.org.uk/Mentoring-Handbook.pdf

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/qualities-of-a-good-mentor-1986663

https://www.skillsyouneed.com/learn/mentoring-skills.html

https://www.kato-training.org/information-for-employers/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/search-for-apprenticeship-standards

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://apprenticeships.blog.gov.uk/2018/11/28/how-to-be-an-outstanding-apprenticeship-mentor/

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/a-guide-to-understanding-the-role-of-a-mentor-2275318

https://sektraining.org.uk/

http://alphi.org.uk/Mentoring-Handbook.pdf

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/qualities-of-a-good-mentor-1986663

https://www.kato-training.org/information-for-employers/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/search-for-apprenticeship-standards

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://apprenticeships.blog.gov.uk/2018/11/28/how-to-be-an-outstanding-apprenticeship-mentor/

https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/fundamentals/people/development/coaching-mentoring-factsheet
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03 Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location that will be required to support, 
mentor and manage the training of the apprentice(s) and identified staff have sufficient knowledge  
and competence to support the apprentice throughout the apprenticeship


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker


• Explain what the requirement of 20% off the job training (OTJ) is


• What will this look like and how is this agreed within the    
 Commitment Statement?


Decision Maker & Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Explain what the requirement of 20% off the job training (OTJ) is.


• What types of activity counts as 20% off the job training?


• What does a personal development plan look like and how will this   
 assist in the planning of the apprentice CPD.


• Discuss the use of skills analysis and how to use the results from a  
 skills analysis to support the 20% OTJ.


• Discuss any ambassadorial opportunities to represent sectors.


• Explain and discuss appropriate methods of recording the 20% OTJ  
 agreed with the employer and provider. 


• Demonstrate the OTJ calculator and how to work out 20% off the job  
 hours/days required. 


• Discuss and consider how they are going to allocate the time that   
 fits with the needs of the business.


• Discuss who and how the 20% off the job training will be monitored  
 and reviewed by the employer and provider.  


Useful links:


 DFE Policy Background for Off-the-job Training


 AELP Guidance 


 Skills for Care – Care Ambassadors


 Employer Obligations


 Off-the-job Training Guidance


 Skills for Care OTJT Guidance


 Young Apprentice Ambassador Network


 


Guidance


04 Employer has knowledge and understands the commitment to meet the 20% off 
the job training requirement and are able to identify and plan appropriate activity  



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/621565/OTJ_training_guidance.pdf

https://www.aelp.org.uk/media/2248/otj-guidance-and-case-study-may-2018-final.pdf

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Recruitment-retention/I-Care...Ambassadors/I-Care...Ambassadors.aspx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-off-the-job-training

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Documents/Learning-and-development/Apprenticeships/20-off-the-job-training-and-apprenticeships.pdf

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/621565/OTJ_training_guidance.pdf

https://www.aelp.org.uk/media/2248/otj-guidance-and-case-study-may-2018-final.pdf

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Recruitment-retention/I-Care...Ambassadors/I-Care...Ambassadors.aspx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-off-the-job-training

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Documents/Learning-and-development/Apprenticeships/20-off-the-job-training-and-apprenticeships.pdf

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/
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04 Employer has knowledge and understands the commitment to meet the 20% off 
the job training requirement and are able to identify and plan appropriate activity  


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Do the employers existing job descriptions link to the apprenticeship  
 standard?


• If not, how can this be addressed?


•  Is there an Apprenticeship Agreement within the Commitment   
 Statement or is it a separate document?  


• Ensure employer is aware that an employment contract is still   
 required in addition to the Apprenticeship Agreement.


• Look at the employer’s induction. Map across to provider’s induction 
  to ensure the employer’s processes complement the requirements   
 for the apprenticeship. 


• What training is included within the employer’s induction as this can  
 count towards 20% OTJ?


• Explain that the training provider’s induction does not count as  
 20% OTJ.


• Refer to Ofsted CIF regarding safeguarding and British Values to   
 embed into induction. 


Useful links:


 Skills for Care – Care Certificate guidance


 IFA 


 Skills for Care – Common Induction Standards 


 Ideas for Including in Induction Training 


 Guidance on the Need For, and Importance of, Initial Assessment   
 (IA) and Recognition of Prior Learning 


 Employer Guide Skills for Care


Guidance


05 Employer induction is aligned to the standard being delivered



https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Learning-development/inducting-staff/care-certificate/Care-Certificate.aspx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/quality/

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Document-library/Standards/Common-Induction-Standards/CommonInductionStandardsguidancefornewworkers.pdf

https://www.experthub.info/business/staff/managing-staff/what-to-include-in-your-induction-training/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-recognition-of-prior-learning/apprenticeships-initial-assessment-to-recognise-prior-learning

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-recognition-of-prior-learning/apprenticeships-initial-assessment-to-recognise-prior-learning

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://www.experthub.info/business/staff/managing-staff/what-to-include-in-your-induction-training/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-recognition-of-prior-learning/apprenticeships-initial-assessment-to-recognise-prior-learning

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Learning-development/inducting-staff/care-certificate/Care-Certificate.aspx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/quality/

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Document-library/Standards/Common-Induction-Standards/CommonInductionStandardsguidancefornewworkers.pdf
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05 Employer induction is aligned to the standard being delivered


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Is the employer aware of the learner record service and what a   
 learner record is and looks like? Discuss the use of a skills analysis  
 with the employer and the 2018/19 funding rules: 


	 P19.	You	and	the	employer	must	be	satisfied	that	the	apprenticeship	is 
  the most appropriate learning programme for the individual and you   
	 must	have	evidence	that	it	is	either:	


		 P19.1:	A	new	job	that	requires	new	knowledge	and	skills;	or	


		 P19.2:	An	existing	job	role,	where	the	individual	needs	significant	new		 	
	 knowledge	and	skills	to	be	occupationally	competent.


• Have any gaps been identified based on previous questions and is   
 development within the employer induction required?


• Discuss how staff will be clearly informed of the initial assessment  
 activity carried out by the training provider  and the importance   
 of a robust process to ensure individuals are placed on the correct   
 programme at the correct level.


• Does the employer understand the importance of initial assessment  
 and pre-engagement activity, as well as ongoing skills analysis   
 for compliance and qualitative purposes in apprenticeships?


Useful links:


 Apprenticeship Employer Funding Rules and Guidance


 Apprenticeship Provider Funding Rules and Guidance


 Specification of Apprenticeship Standards August 18  
 (Example of Proxy Quals for Functional Skills)  


 Excellence Gateway – Effective Functional Skills and  
 Initial Assessment


 Apprentice Interview Questions


Guidance


06 Employer staff are aware of induction and initial assessment 
activities undertaken by provider and gaps they need to address



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733034/1819_Employer_Rules_v1.0.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733050/1819_Provider_Rules_v1.0.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf

https://toolkits.excellencegateway.org.uk/functional-skills-starter-kit/section-3-developing-effective-practice/assessment-functional-skills/initial-assessment

https://toolkits.excellencegateway.org.uk/functional-skills-starter-kit/section-3-developing-effective-practice/assessment-functional-skills/initial-assessment

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8d.1-Interview-Questions.docx

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733034/1819_Employer_Rules_v1.0.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733050/1819_Provider_Rules_v1.0.pdf

https://toolkits.excellencegateway.org.uk/functional-skills-starter-kit/section-3-developing-effective-practice/assessment-functional-skills/initial-assessment

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8d.1-Interview-Questions.docx

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf
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06 Employer staff are aware of induction and initial assessment  
activities undertaken by provider and gaps they need to address


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker 


• Can the employer clearly describe what they are going to provide   
 and how they are going to support the apprentice?


• Use the Commitment Statement and SLA to discuss roles and  
 responsibilities for all parties and what the employer’s duties are   
 within this.


• Is the Apprenticeship Agreement within the Commitment Statement  
 or a separate document?  


•  Clarify the Commitment Statement and SLA to discuss roles and   
 responsibilities for all parties and what the employer’s duties   
 are within this.


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Discuss and talk through the Individual Learning Plan.


• Discuss Gateway requirements as key milestones in the ILP/review/ 
 tracking document.


• Plan and timetable reviews and discuss how the employer’s   
 performance management policies align to these.


• How will the mentor support be communicated and recorded within  
 the ILP?


• How is the apprentice’s training plan and 20% off the job training   
 identified linked to the ILP? 


• How will this information be shared, acknowledging confidentiality   
 and data protection?


Guidance


07 Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP
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Useful links:


 Making an Apprenticeship Agreement 


 Excellence Gateway – Effective Practice Guide to Individual  
 Learning Plans


 KATO – Effective Practice for ILPs 


 KATO – Effective Practice for ILPs Checklist


 Funding Rules


 Making an Apprenticeship Agreement


 Guidance on the Commitment Statement


 Excellence Gateway – Effective Practice Guide to Individual   
 Learning Plans


 Training Provider Checklist


Guidance


07 Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP



https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.kato-training.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/LSISs-effective-practice-guide-individual-learning-plans.pdf

https://www.kato-training.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Effective-practice-in-using-ILPs-checklist.docx

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apprenticeship-funding-rules

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeship-commitment-statement-template

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8c.1-Training-Provider-Checklist.docx

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.kato-training.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Effective-practice-in-using-ILPs-checklist.docx

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8c.1-Training-Provider-Checklist.docx

https://www.kato-training.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/LSISs-effective-practice-guide-individual-learning-plans.pdf

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeship-commitment-statement-template
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07 Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Can the employer clearly describe what they are going to provide   
 and how they are going to support and monitor the progress of   
 the apprentice?


• How is the starting point identified and distance travelled monitored  
 and recorded?


• Is there functionality within the e-portfolio for the employer to have  
 access to progress and outcomes?


• How will the Individual Learning Plan be used as a live document to  
 monitor progress?


• Plan and timetable reviews including links to the organisation’s   
 performance management policies.


Useful links:


 Monitoring and Recording Individual Progress 


 Chris Jones, HMI, Specialist Adviser for Apprenticeships,  
 on Recording the Progress that Apprentices Make


Guidance


08 Employers understand their responsibilities for progress monitoring



http://apprenticeship-toolkit.data.alpha.jisc.ac.uk/assessment/progress-checking-monitoring-and-review/monitoring-and-recording-individual-progress.html

https://educationinspection.blog.gov.uk/2018/07/20/chris-jones-hmi-specialist-adviser-for-apprenticeships-on-recording-the-progress-that-apprentices-make/

https://educationinspection.blog.gov.uk/2018/07/20/chris-jones-hmi-specialist-adviser-for-apprenticeships-on-recording-the-progress-that-apprentices-make/

http://apprenticeship-toolkit.data.alpha.jisc.ac.uk/assessment/progress-checking-monitoring-and-review/monitoring-and-recording-individual-progress.html

https://educationinspection.blog.gov.uk/2018/07/20/chris-jones-hmi-specialist-adviser-for-apprenticeships-on-recording-the-progress-that-apprentices-make/
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08 Employers understand their responsibilities for progress monitoring


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker 


• You will have discussed in the previous two questions and  
 identified links and alignment to organisations Performance   
 Management Policies?


• Do staff leading and undertaking reviews have a working  
 knowledge of the standard and can they identify links to the   
 organisation’s processes?


• Discuss and agree on any development or adjustments with   
 their current processes which could align better with  
 apprenticeship requirements.


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Does the monitoring link to the organisation’s performance   
 management policy?


• Review the current performance management system and identify   
 links and gaps to the standard, to include:


 • Induction/orientation – Job role/description – Appraisal/ 
  1-1 meetings and review process – Training and development   
  plan – Links between achievement and pay reviews – etc


• Is there an organisation training plan/matrix in place and does it link  
 to the standard?


Useful links:


 Example Training Matrix


 ACAS information on Performance Management


 Employer Obligations


 Employer Guide Skills for Care


Guidance


09 Employer understands the importance of linking the apprenticeship  
to their existing performance management system



https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=20&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjVm5HGtenkAhWrQxUIHVqWDvcQFjATegQIBhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.exeter.ac.uk%2Fmedia%2Funiversityofexeter%2Fhumanresources%2Fdocuments%2Flearningdevelopment%2Ftechnicians%2FTechnicians_Training_Resource_Matrix.xls&usg=AOvVaw37Lb2JNn3U9hso9HzU-mLb

https://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=6608

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=20&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjVm5HGtenkAhWrQxUIHVqWDvcQFjATegQIBhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.exeter.ac.uk%2Fmedia%2Funiversityofexeter%2Fhumanresources%2Fdocuments%2Flearningdevelopment%2Ftechnicians%2FTechnicians_Training_Resource_Matrix.xls&usg=AOvVaw37Lb2JNn3U9hso9HzU-mLb

https://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=6608

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf
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09 Employer understands the importance of linking the apprenticeship  
to their existing performance management system


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development 


• Discuss how it will be useful to have a copy of the job specification  
 linked to the standard to identify knowledge, skills and behaviours. 


• Explain apprentices will be required to look at it as part of their  
 first assignment.


• Are there any areas that may need specific planning as not part  
 of normal role (e.g. 1-2-1 and small group interventions in  
 secondary schools, liaising with parents and outside professionals,  
 making contributions).


• Skills scans are available for many standards – training provider to  
 research the availability of these to support the employer.


• Within the initial assessment, there will be an activity to assess the  
 level of knowledge, skills and behaviours. This will need discussion  
 in terms of RPL and personal development plan.


• Can the job specification incorporate activity which is eligible for   
 20% OJT, for example, sector ambassador activity, industry visits  
 or competitions?


Useful links:


 IFA


 ACAS


 IFA Developing an Apprenticeship Standard 


 Young Apprenticeship Ambassador Network


 Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE)


 Employer Guide Skills for Care


 Ofsted EIF


 Cost Benefit Analysis


 


Guidance


10 The apprenticeship job specification reflects the knowledge,  
skills and behaviours needed for the standard



https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1461

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/developing-new-apprenticeships/developing-new-apprenticeship-standards-overview/

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/801429/Education_inspection_framework.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8b.1-Cost-Benefit-Analysis.docx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1461

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/ 

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8b.1-Cost-Benefit-Analysis.docx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/developing-new-apprenticeships/developing-new-apprenticeship-standards-overview/

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/801429/Education_inspection_framework.pdf
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10 The apprenticeship/job spec reflects the behaviours, 
knowledge and skills needed for the standard


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker & Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible 
for the Training and Development 


How well does the employer understand:


• Considering all the information discussed as part of this activity,   
 does the organisation recognise where it is on the CRAG and are,   
 they committed to working towards ‘complete’?


• What sort of time frame is realistic and what are the next steps?


• Any signposting for additional support to help the employer work   
 towards post review actions? 


• Any issues of concern that need to be addressed before moving on  
 with the apprenticeship.


Useful links:


 Employing an Apprentice


 Further Education and Skills Inspections and Outcomes Data  
 and Associated Published Reports


 Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE)


 Ofsted Inspections of Apprenticeships


 Exploring Delivery in Apprenticeship Standards


Guidance


11 Employer readiness for the commitment and delivery 
clearly meets the requirements of the standards



https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-management-information-ofsteds-further-education-and-skills-inspections-outcomes-from-december-2015

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-management-information-ofsteds-further-education-and-skills-inspections-outcomes-from-december-2015

https://mesma.co.uk/resources/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/employers/

https://vimeo.com/359481548/ddad187c5d

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3087

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-management-information-ofsteds-further-education-and-skills-inspections-outcomes-from-december-2015

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/employers/

https://vimeo.com/359481548/ddad187c5d

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3087
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11 Employer readiness for the commitment and delivery  
clearly meets the requirements of the standards


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT FOR EMPLOYERS FOR APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Apprenticeship  
An apprenticeship is a job with training to industry 
standards. It should be in a recognised occupation  
and involve a substantial programme of on- and  
off-the-job training.


Apprenticeship framework   
Old-style apprenticeship based on qualifications, currently 
being phased out in England in favour of apprenticeships 
based on standards developed by employers.


Apprenticeship standard   
Apprenticeship standards are developed by employer 
groups known as ‘trailblazers’. The standards are concise 
documents which outline what an apprentice will be doing 
and the knowledge, skills and behaviours required of them, 
by job role. This, along with the end-point assessment 
plan, forms the foundation from which training providers 
develop their curriculum.


Assessment plans  
Each apprenticeship standard has an end-point 
assessment plan produced by trailblazers. This outlines 
the methodology for the end-assessment, criteria for 
grading and how each aspect of the apprenticeship  
will be assessed by independent End Point Assessors. 


Assessment Organisations 
Department for Education (DfE) is responsible for  
children’s services and education, including higher and 
further education policy, apprenticeships and wider skills 
in England.


Duty / duties   
The activities/competencies that will be carried out by 
a competent person in a specific occupation; requiring 
the application of knowledge, skills and behaviours in the 
workplace. Duties always begin with a verb.


Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA)  
The ESFA brings together the former responsibilities of 
the Education Funding Agency (EFA) and Skills Funding 
Agency (SFA) to create a single agency accountable for 
funding education and skills for children, young people  
and adults.


End-point assessment   
A rigorous, robust and independent assessment 
undertaken by an apprentice at the end of training to test 
that the apprentice can perform in the occupation they 
have been trained in and can demonstrate the duties, 
knowledge, skills and behaviours (KSBs) set out in the 
occupational standard.


End-point assessment organisation   
The EPAO is an organisation approved to deliver end-point 
assessment for a particular apprenticeship standard; 
EPAOs must be on the register of end-point assessment 
organisations. Employers must select an end point 
assessment organisation from the ESFA Register of  
End-Point Assessment Organisations, approved to  
deliver this particular standard:  
www.gov.uk/government/publications/register-of-
apprentice-assessment-organisations


Gateway  
Any requirements that must be completed/achieved as 
a pre-requisite to undertaking the end-point assessment 
are termed the Gateway. For example, English and maths 
minimum requirements. The Gateway components are, 
therefore, the key outputs of the on-programme training 
period. The trainer and the employer must be confident 
that the apprentice is fully competent and can meet any  
of the potential assessment criteria for knowledge, skills  
or behaviours.


Holistic / synoptic   
Assessment of an apprentice’s knowledge, skills and 
behaviours in an integrated way i.e. assessing a number  
of KSBs at the same time.


Institute for Apprenticeships (‘the Institute’)  
The body responsible for improving the quality of 
apprenticeships in England.


Individual Learning Plan  
An ILP is a document that outlines the learner’s specific 
goals for future attainment and considers their starting 
point and any individual needs. 


Induction activities  
Induction is the process for welcoming newly recruited 
employees/ learners into the organisation and supporting 
them to adjust to their new roles and working 
environments. Activities can include getting to know  
their way around, health & safety requirements and 
knowledge of any learning programmes.


Glossary and abbreviations



http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/register-of-apprentice-assessment-organisations

http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/register-of-apprentice-assessment-organisations
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EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT FOR EMPLOYERS FOR APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Initial assessment activities  
Initial assessments are to establish the current knowledge 
and skills levels of the learner. Activities can include  
self-evaluation forms, maths and English assessments  
and discussion.


Integrated degree apprenticeship standard   
An apprenticeship that mandates a full bachelor’s or 
master’s degree, which incorporates the end-point 
assessment. The higher education institution delivering 
the degree must be on the Register of Apprenticeship 
Training Providers (RoATP) and the Register of End-Point 
Assessment Organisations (RoEPAO).


Independent Assessor  
Individuals involved in administering and delivering the 
end-point assessment are commonly termed the assessor, 
end-point assessor (EPA) or independent assessor and 
must be appointed by an approved end- point assessment 
organisation. The terminology and approaches to ensuring 
independence of assessment may vary with different 
assessment plans.


Job specification  
A written statement of the educational qualifications, 
specific qualities, level of experience, physical, emotional, 
technical and communication skills required to perform  
a job.  


Knowledge, skills and behaviours   
These are the requirements to competently undertake  
the duties required for an occupational standard.


Mentor  
Someone who will support the growth and development of 
the apprentice. They should be occupationally competent 
and able to offer advice and guidance on the role, including 
reflecting on the training received and on the practical 
experiences in the workplace.  


Route / Pathway   
Grouping of sectors initially devised as part of the reforms 
to technical education. There are 15 different routes; 
pathways are groupings of occupations within a route.


Occupation  
The job requirements for the relevant sector(s), not just 
those required by a single employer.


Occupation level   
The level assigned to an occupation based on its difficulty 
and degree of autonomy.


Occupational profile   
Description of what someone in the occupation does, 
including duties


Occupational standard  
Document that details what someone competent in the 
occupation does and the knowledge, skills and behaviours 
they require to do it; the basis for apprenticeship standards 
and T-levels.


Off-the-job training  
Learning which is undertaken outside of the normal 
day-to-day working environment and leads towards the 
achievement of an apprenticeship. This can include 
training that is delivered at the apprentice’s normal place 
of work but must not be delivered as part of their normal 
working duties. 


On-programme  
This is the period from start until the end-point 
assessment Gateway is met. Apprentices must require 
a minimum period of 12 months on-programme training, 
with 20% off-the-job training prior to taking the end-point 
assessment to meet funding eligibility requirements.  It 
will include training to develop the skills, knowledge and 
behaviours detailed on the standard and completion of 
any mandated qualifications, including English and maths 
where required. Preparation for the end-point assessment 
should be completed in this phase. This is the area of 
significant interest for apprenticeship training providers.


Performance Management System  
This may also be known as an appraisal system.  
The performance of the employee is documented and 
evaluated. They should be a part of career development 
and consist of regular reviews and target setting.


Standard occupational classification   
Common classification of occupational information for  
the UK; used to classify workers into occupational 
categories for the purpose of collecting, calculating,  
or disseminating data.


Glossary and abbreviations (continued)
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Route Panel  
15 sector-based Route panels of industry experts and 
assessment experts who review and make considered 
determinations on whether or not to approve new or 
revised apprenticeship standards and assessment plans. 
Their recommendations feed into the Approval and 
Funding Committee via the Executive.


Trailblazer group  
A group of employers developing an apprenticeship 
standard; recognised by the Institute as representative  
of those who employ people in the occupation.


Training provider   
Any organisation that delivers apprenticeship training 
e.g. college, higher education institution, private training 
organisation; training providers delivering training in 
relation to apprenticeships must be on the register of 
apprenticeship training providers.


Trainer  
The term trainer is commonly used in relation to roles 
within the on-programme period. A trainer may be 
appointed by the employer or training provider to deliver 
some or all parts of the on-programme phase of training. 
This includes delivering any mandated qualifications, 
preparation for the end-point assessment and all Gateway 
components. The trainer has no status within the  
end-point assessment, unless specifically referenced 
and approved within the end-point assessment plan 
(for example being a signatory to a portfolio or a panel 
interview). The terminology may differ slightly within 
different end-point assessment plans.


Glossary and abbreviations (continued)
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Profile Development and Training/KATO  (CONTINUED)

Induction: Designing and mapping on and off-the-job training with the employer03
Project

Project Extension

The focus of the project explored the impact on both apprentices 
and employers undertaking new apprenticeship standards engaged 
during the phase 1 development in 2018/19. It involved the team:

• Revisiting (face to face and telephone calls) the employers   
 engaged in initial research to establish distance travelled and 
  messages about the impact the toolkit had on their readiness  
 and preparedness for delivery of apprenticeship standards. 

• Refining the original Employer	Confidence	&	Readiness	Planning		
 and Assessment: Support for Apprenticeship Standards  
 by reviewing the 12-key questions, guidance  
 (discussion points), useful links to support future reviews. 

• Engaging two additional non-levy employers to establish   
 readiness needs and implications for SME employers working  
 with apprenticeship standards. 

The aim was to consider the impact of the initial activity; identifying 
from employers what worked for them and, from apprentices, what 
their experiences and perceptions of training were.  The work was 
undertaken by the original research team delivering to both large 
levy and non-levy employers and the new research team focussing 
on SMEs delivering apprenticeship standards for the first time.

Findings from the employer interviews, apprentice surveys and 
engagement of new non-levy employers led the group to re-evaluate 
the focus, structure, timings and approach for engagement of the 
employer by the provider staff when using the Toolkit. 

Overall the project has benefitted the apprentice, employer and 
provider as there is now a clearer process to plan and prepare for a 
standard that does not involve an accredited qualification and has a 
final external assessment plan.

EXTENSION OUTPUTS

	 ETF	toolkit	2019

	 KATO	findings	from	the	employer	interview	

	 KATO	final	case	study

01 Aim Awards

02  Derbyshire Adult   
 Community Education 
 Service

03	 Profile	Development		 	
 and Training/KATO

04 West Yorkshire Learning  
 Providers (WYLP)

05 Popcorn

06 Chichester College

07 Kendal College

08 Plumpton College

09	Sheffield	Hallam	 
 University

10 Shipley College

Introduction

The Projects

Apprenticeship
Standards

Summary – Emerging 
Effective Practice

Project Extensions




EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE  
& READINESS


PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT:  
SUPPORT FOR THE DELIVERY OF  
APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS
ETFOUNDATION.CO.UK


Employer


Organisation


Contact/Role


Organisation


Contact/Role


Provider


Standards


List your 
apprentice 
standards 
details


Title Level



http://www.etfoundation.co.uk
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Apprenticeship Standards OTLA Programme 


The Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment 
(OTLA) programme for apprenticeships has been an 
opportunity for practitioners to explore, understand 
and share what ‘outstanding’ looks like in the context 
of new apprenticeship standards. The introduction of 
apprenticeship standards, end-point assessment and the 
new funding regime has required a significant shift in the 
way teaching, learning and assessment is approached. 
The role of the trainer and assessor is changing; 
employers are taking a greater lead in the design and 
delivery of apprenticeships and the focus is now firmly  
on achieving competence rather than qualifications.  
The programme has given practitioners the vital space 
they need to explore changes to their practice and 
establish what ‘outstanding’ looks like. 


This tool has been developed by a consortium of  
Kent-based providers who have come together under  
the banner of the Kent Association of Training 
Organisations (KATO). The project is an early exploration 
of how providers can facilitate a rigorous approach to 
developing effective engagement and participation of 
employers during initial assessment. The aim was to start 
to uncover effective methods in this area with a view to 
developing outstanding practice


The project explored what induction, support and 
training are needed for an employer before the start of 
any apprenticeship programme, identifying the skills, 
knowledge and activities an employer requires so that they 
can effectively support the apprentice and the training 
programme through the apprentice journey to end-point 
assessment and beyond. Partners engaged with 50 Kent 
employers delivering the Business Administrator and Adult 
Care Worker standards to establish the role the employer 
will play and activities they lead and engage on.


The EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS and  
SELF-ASSESSMENT FOR EMPLOYERS FOR THE 
DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS tool 
has been developed through collaboration between 
practitioners within four independent training providers,  
a University, Local Authorities, employers and the local 
provider network.


The purpose of the document is to facilitate meaningful 
dialogue between the employer and provider, ensuring a 
comprehensive and robust programme of employer-led 
delivery for the relevant standard. The document can 
be completed either electronically or paper-based; for 
the sake of accessing the development links, electronic 
versions may be more appropriate. 


Who should attend the review meetings? It is proposed 
that the most senior member of staff from both the 
provider and employer should participate in these review 
meetings, ideally the decision makers, to ensure actions 
and changes can be agreed and implemented after review 
meetings. This may vary depending on the organisation’s 
planning and decision making, but experienced and 
articulate reviewers, who can evaluate and readily identify 
solutions, are essential. Staff participating in the review 
need to ensure conversations are focused and outcome/
output led, capturing the current position and further 
actions required to progress through a traffic light system 
from red (less than 50%) toward blue (100% achieved).


EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS
SELF-ASSESSMENT WITH EMPLOYERS FOR THE DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Introduction


Employers
Staff


Preparing for 
the Review


Summative 
evaluation of 


cycle by
participants


Collaborative
Development


Feedback and 
Reporting


Review
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Model to ensure well planned programme delivery – 
who should be involved and when?


Employer:


a) More than one person within the organisation need  
 to be included in the decision, planning and delivery  
 of the apprenticeship; 


b) these need to be the (i) decision maker, the (ii)   
 manager/mentor and the (iii) HR staff/person   
 responsible for the training and development.


Provider staff:


a) Business Development team making the initial   
 contact and outlining commitment and suitability  
 leading to contracting;


b) Apprenticeship delivery staff (tutor leading the   
 programme, building greater knowledge and how this  
 could look as a timeline (what each visit/meeting  
 could look like and who’s participating):


1. Stage 1 – Initial contact with the employer –  
 (pre-recruitment of apprentice) by the business   
 development team and the decision maker   
 (employer). The outcome leads to the employer   
 agreeing the contract and planning for apprentice  
 recruitment or existing staff enrolled.  
 (Toolkit questions - 1, 3,4,9,11)


2. Stage 2 – Recruitment of apprentice/pre sign up  
 onto apprenticeship – the business development  
 team and the apprenticeship delivery specialist   
 agree with the employer’s HR staff/person   
 responsible for the training and development the  
 finer details of the programme and undertake review.  
 (Toolkit question 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10)


3. Stage 3 – Pre sign-up of apprentice – the   
 apprenticeship delivery specialist reviews the 
  progress with the manager/mentor progress   
 on all the key questions within the review toolkit  
 until CRAG rating blue achieved.  
 (Toolkit question 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11)


4. Stage 4 – Final toolkit outcomes and grading are  
 shared with the decision maker (stage 1) to advise  
 on progress and address shortfalls.


EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT WITH EMPLOYERS FOR THE DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Introduction (continued)
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Clarifying the involvement of staff within the assessment and planning


01


02


03


04


05


06


07


08


09


10


11


Employer induction is aligned to the standard being delivered


The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


The Employer understands the end-point assessment criteria and process requirements for the standard(s)


Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location and identified staff have sufficient knowledge 
and competence to support the apprentice throughout the apprenticeship


Employer has knowledge and understands the commitment to meet the 20% off the job training requirement 
and are able to identify and plan appropriate activity  


Employer staff are aware of induction and initial assessment activities undertaken by provider and gaps they need to address


Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP


Employers understand their responsibilities for progress monitoring


Employer understands the importance of linking the apprenticeship to their existing performance management system


The apprenticeship job specification reflects the knowledge, skills and behaviours needed for the standard


Employer readiness for the commitment and delivery clearly meets the requirements of the standards


EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT WITH EMPLOYERS FOR THE DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Introduction (continued)


A – Decision Maker        B – Manager/Mentor        C – HR Staff or B (from above) (responsible for recruitment and T&D)
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There are 11 key questions that need to be “worked 
through” with the employer during the review. Each 
question has two sections: 


Section 1 contains discussion points and guidance 
that can be used to lead conversation between the 
employer and provider, supported with links to information 
that can focus development and best practice. 


Section 2 is where the participants capture the 
outcomes/outputs from the review discussion, identifying 
the date of the meeting, the evidence and summative 
comments along with the post review actions needed 
to move practice forward. During the review meeting all 
participants agree on the CRAG rating using this guidance:


CRAG Rating


Post review the document is updated, and participants 
record the key findings and actions to facilitate the shift 
towards fully completed and compliant with both funding, 
IFA, ESFA and Ofsted requirements (see useful links).  
A date for the next review meeting will also be agreed.  
It is perceived that both provider and employer staff will 
have actions that are needed to develop practice. 


Planning and undertaking further review meetings will 
occur when participants identify significant development 
activity and gaps in knowledge, understanding and 
practice for the delivery of learning and assessment of the 
standard. These may only be focused on a few of the 12 
questions that are currently at red and amber, although, 
where outstanding practice is the focus, then questions 
are at green.


Sharing and monitoring the document is essential for 
relevant parties to take ownership of the development 
activity and address priorities and actions. Monitoring 
should occur between review meetings and can be 
undertaken virtually, either using Skype or similar 
technology to reduce travel, and include multiple parties 
within the relevant organisations. ‘Snapshot’ development 
can be captured within Section 2 of the document during 
these meetings and progress captured within the evidence 
and comments and CRAG updated.


Further working allows for up to four review meetings  
to occur, though, if further reviews are required, a  
second document can be used to capture and record  
the outcomes.


EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT WITH EMPLOYERS FOR THE DELIVERY OF APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Introduction (continued)


Fully completed (C) 100%:  Fully in place and compliant with sector requirements No action required


Green (G) 80%:  Almost completely in place with measurable impact Minimal action required to bring it up to ‘C’


Amber (A) 50–70%:  Some evidence and with some discernible impact Some action required to bring the area up to ‘C’


Red (R) Less than 50%:  Not in place/minimal or no evidence Significant/substantial action required to bring area up to ‘C’
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Summary


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R C     G    A     R


Visit
0111 Key Questions Visit


02
Visit
03


Visit
04


01


03


05


09


07


11


02


04


06


10


08


Employer induction is aligned to the standard being delivered


The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding  
of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


The Employer understands the end-point assessment criteria  
and process requirements for the standard(s)


Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location that will  
be required to support, mentor and manage the training of the apprentice(s)  
and identified staff have sufficient knowledge and competence to support the  
apprentice throughout the apprenticeship


Employer has knowledge and understands the commitment to meet the 20% off 
the job training requirement and are able to identify and plan appropriate activity 


Employer staff are aware of induction and initial assessment activities  
undertaken by provider and gaps they need to address


Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP


Employers understand their responsibilities for progress monitoring


Employer understands the importance of linking the apprenticeship to their  
existing performance management system


The apprenticeship job specification reflects the knowledge,  
skills and behaviours needed for the standard


Employer readiness for the commitment and delivery  
clearly meets the requirements of the standards
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01 The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding  
of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker


• What does the training provider’s delivery model look like and what  
 are the options?


Decision Maker & Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person  
Responsible for the Training and Development


• Is the employer aware of the difference between standards and   
 frameworks?


• Does the employer understand the core components;  
 knowledge, skills and behaviours  that are within a standard?  


• Explain what Gateway is and how to transition to this point.  


• Discuss and explain the role and responsibilities of the employer.


• Explain the grading and grading criteria.


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person  
Responsible for the Training and Development


• Discuss the initial assessment process and what is eligible as   
 recognised prior learning.


• Explain what the on-programme learning element is and what  
 this includes. 


• The above discussion will include mandatory qualifications and   
 entry requirements.


Guidance
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01 The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding  
of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


Useful links:


 IFA


 Ofsted


 Specification of Apprenticeship Standards


 Employer Obligations


 What Does Good Training Look Like


 Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE) 


 


 Ofsted – Education Inspection Framework  


 Guidance for Employers Recruiting an Apprentice


 IFA Adult Care Worker Standard and Assessment Plan  


 Training Provider Questions  


 Apprenticeship Ambassador Contacts


 Training Needs Analysis 


Guidance



https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8g.1-What-does-good-training-look-like-v2-0.pdf

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/education-inspection-framework

https://www.kato-training.org/information-for-employers/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/adult-care-worker/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-5.1-Training-Provider-Questions.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-7.1-Apprenticeship-Ambassador-Networks-v2-0.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8a.1-Training-Needs-Analysis.docx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofsted

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8g.1-What-does-good-training-look-like-v2-0.pdf

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/education-inspection-framework

https://www.kato-training.org/information-for-employers/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/adult-care-worker/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-5.1-Training-Provider-Questions.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-7.1-Apprenticeship-Ambassador-Networks-v2-0.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8a.1-Training-Needs-Analysis.docx
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C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01 The Employer has a working knowledge and understanding  
of both the standard & assessment plan for the standard(s)


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor


• What are the expectations of the employer in relation to deciding   
 and co-ordinating when end point assessment takes place? 


• What does the assessment plan state regarding retake of    
 assessments?


• Discuss additional costs that may be incurred as a result of retakes  
 or missed assessments


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Discuss the costs of EPA and how this links to the Service Level   
 Agreement.


• Explain that the employer has a choice of EPA organisation and what  
 this means.


• What documentation is required at the Gateway and what does it   
 look like?  


• Discuss the preparation required and readiness for planned   
 assessment methods.


• Explain the different types of assessment methods in relation to  
 the assessment plan and employer’s involvement within these. 


• Discuss and think about how you know the apprentice is ready  
 for the Gateway?


• Include and consider the following:


 • The mandatory Gateway requirements. 


 • The types of evidence used to demonstrate that the apprentice is  
  ready for EPA.


 • The employer’s responsibility in confirming the apprentice is   
  competent and ready for the end-point assessment.


Guidance


02 The Employer understands the end-point assessment 
criteria and process requirements for the standard(s)
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Useful links:


 IFA – Developing an Assessment Plan


 Register of End Point Assessment Organisations (EPAO) 


 SDN Preparation for Gateway Guidance 


 SDN Webinar – Preparing your Apprenticeship for Gateway


 SDN – What Should We Be Asking an End Point Assessment   
 Organisation 


 Excellence Gateway – Apprenticeship Standards –  
 Checklists and Mock End-Point Assessment Project Report


 


 


 


Guidance


02 The Employer understands the end-point assessment 
criteria and process requirements for the standard(s)



https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/developing-new-apprenticeships/developing-an-end-point-assessment-plan/

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/register-of-end-point-assessment-organisations

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/blog-preparation-for-gateway/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8h.1-Is-the-apprentice-EPA-ready.docx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/asking-apprenticeship-assessment-organisation-aao/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/asking-apprenticeship-assessment-organisation-aao/

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf2819

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf2819

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/developing-new-apprenticeships/developing-an-end-point-assessment-plan/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8h.1-Is-the-apprentice-EPA-ready.docx

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf2819

)https://www.gov.uk/guidance/register-of-end-point-assessment-organisations

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/blog-preparation-for-gateway/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/asking-apprenticeship-assessment-organisation-aao/
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02 The Employer understands the end-point assessment 
criteria and process requirements for the standard(s)


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker


• Who will be responsible for the apprentice as a line manager?


• Who will support in a mentoring capacity? (supervisor/manager)


• Does the employer understand what a mentor is and their role within  
 the apprenticeship?


• What skills and experience do mentors need to have?


• Does the employer have, or need, a job specification for the  
 mentor role?


• Is the individual with the responsibility as mentor the most   
 appropriate person to support the apprentices?


• Do they have the capacity to support the apprentice?


• Identify any CPD requirements for the mentor before working  
 with apprentices.


• Consider if they have a personal development plan in place. Are they  
 current within their own required training?


• How will the employer support the process and ensure the mentor is  
 supervised? 


• How often will direct support be given to the apprentice and what   
 might this look like?


Decision Maker & Manager/Mentor; HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• The employer is confident that the identified mentor(s) is/are in  
 an appropriate role with sufficient knowledge and experience to   
 support the apprentice.


•  Have the identified mentors received a robust induction for   
 mentoring? 


•  Can the employer identify development and CPD activity that will   
 support them in the role?


•  Will mentors be given time/rewards for their efforts?


• Is the employer able to complete a skills analysis to standard?   
 Guidance for this from the provider may be required. 


•  How will the mentor role link to performance management and   
 subsequent personal training and development plan?  


Guidance


03 Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location that will be required to support, 
mentor and manage the training of the apprentice(s) and identified staff have sufficient knowledge  
and competence to support the apprentice throughout the apprenticeship
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Useful links:


 A Guide to Understanding the Role of a Mentor


 Training Available


 CIPD – Coaching and Mentoring


 Apprenticeship Mentoring handbook


 Eight Qualities of a Good Mentor


 Mentoring Skills


 


 Kato guidance – Recruiting an Apprentice  


 Employer Obligations  


 Employer Guidance for Apprenticeships


 Employer Guide Skills for Care


 Guidance for Mentors


Guidance


03 Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location that will be required to support, 
mentor and manage the training of the apprentice(s) and identified staff have sufficient knowledge  
and competence to support the apprentice throughout the apprenticeship



https://www.thebalancecareers.com/a-guide-to-understanding-the-role-of-a-mentor-2275318

https://sektraining.org.uk/

https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/fundamentals/people/development/coaching-mentoring-factsheet

http://alphi.org.uk/Mentoring-Handbook.pdf

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/qualities-of-a-good-mentor-1986663

https://www.skillsyouneed.com/learn/mentoring-skills.html

https://www.kato-training.org/information-for-employers/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/search-for-apprenticeship-standards

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://apprenticeships.blog.gov.uk/2018/11/28/how-to-be-an-outstanding-apprenticeship-mentor/

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/a-guide-to-understanding-the-role-of-a-mentor-2275318

https://sektraining.org.uk/

http://alphi.org.uk/Mentoring-Handbook.pdf

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/qualities-of-a-good-mentor-1986663

https://www.kato-training.org/information-for-employers/

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/search-for-apprenticeship-standards

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://apprenticeships.blog.gov.uk/2018/11/28/how-to-be-an-outstanding-apprenticeship-mentor/

https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/fundamentals/people/development/coaching-mentoring-factsheet
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03 Discuss and explore the roles of staff within the employer’s location that will be required to support, 
mentor and manage the training of the apprentice(s) and identified staff have sufficient knowledge  
and competence to support the apprentice throughout the apprenticeship


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker


• Explain what the requirement of 20% off the job training (OTJ) is


• What will this look like and how is this agreed within the    
 Commitment Statement?


Decision Maker & Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Explain what the requirement of 20% off the job training (OTJ) is.


• What types of activity counts as 20% off the job training?


• What does a personal development plan look like and how will this   
 assist in the planning of the apprentice CPD.


• Discuss the use of skills analysis and how to use the results from a  
 skills analysis to support the 20% OTJ.


• Discuss any ambassadorial opportunities to represent sectors.


• Explain and discuss appropriate methods of recording the 20% OTJ  
 agreed with the employer and provider. 


• Demonstrate the OTJ calculator and how to work out 20% off the job  
 hours/days required. 


• Discuss and consider how they are going to allocate the time that   
 fits with the needs of the business.


• Discuss who and how the 20% off the job training will be monitored  
 and reviewed by the employer and provider.  


Useful links:


 DFE Policy Background for Off-the-job Training


 AELP Guidance 


 Skills for Care – Care Ambassadors


 Employer Obligations


 Off-the-job Training Guidance


 Skills for Care OTJT Guidance


 Young Apprentice Ambassador Network


 


Guidance


04 Employer has knowledge and understands the commitment to meet the 20% off 
the job training requirement and are able to identify and plan appropriate activity  



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/621565/OTJ_training_guidance.pdf

https://www.aelp.org.uk/media/2248/otj-guidance-and-case-study-may-2018-final.pdf

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Recruitment-retention/I-Care...Ambassadors/I-Care...Ambassadors.aspx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-off-the-job-training

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Documents/Learning-and-development/Apprenticeships/20-off-the-job-training-and-apprenticeships.pdf

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/621565/OTJ_training_guidance.pdf

https://www.aelp.org.uk/media/2248/otj-guidance-and-case-study-may-2018-final.pdf

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Recruitment-retention/I-Care...Ambassadors/I-Care...Ambassadors.aspx

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-off-the-job-training

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Documents/Learning-and-development/Apprenticeships/20-off-the-job-training-and-apprenticeships.pdf

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/
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04 Employer has knowledge and understands the commitment to meet the 20% off 
the job training requirement and are able to identify and plan appropriate activity  


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Do the employers existing job descriptions link to the apprenticeship  
 standard?


• If not, how can this be addressed?


•  Is there an Apprenticeship Agreement within the Commitment   
 Statement or is it a separate document?  


• Ensure employer is aware that an employment contract is still   
 required in addition to the Apprenticeship Agreement.


• Look at the employer’s induction. Map across to provider’s induction 
  to ensure the employer’s processes complement the requirements   
 for the apprenticeship. 


• What training is included within the employer’s induction as this can  
 count towards 20% OTJ?


• Explain that the training provider’s induction does not count as  
 20% OTJ.


• Refer to Ofsted CIF regarding safeguarding and British Values to   
 embed into induction. 


Useful links:


 Skills for Care – Care Certificate guidance


 IFA 


 Skills for Care – Common Induction Standards 


 Ideas for Including in Induction Training 


 Guidance on the Need For, and Importance of, Initial Assessment   
 (IA) and Recognition of Prior Learning 


 Employer Guide Skills for Care


Guidance


05 Employer induction is aligned to the standard being delivered



https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Learning-development/inducting-staff/care-certificate/Care-Certificate.aspx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/quality/

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Document-library/Standards/Common-Induction-Standards/CommonInductionStandardsguidancefornewworkers.pdf

https://www.experthub.info/business/staff/managing-staff/what-to-include-in-your-induction-training/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-recognition-of-prior-learning/apprenticeships-initial-assessment-to-recognise-prior-learning

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-recognition-of-prior-learning/apprenticeships-initial-assessment-to-recognise-prior-learning

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://www.experthub.info/business/staff/managing-staff/what-to-include-in-your-induction-training/

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-recognition-of-prior-learning/apprenticeships-initial-assessment-to-recognise-prior-learning

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Learning-development/inducting-staff/care-certificate/Care-Certificate.aspx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/quality/

https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Document-library/Standards/Common-Induction-Standards/CommonInductionStandardsguidancefornewworkers.pdf
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05 Employer induction is aligned to the standard being delivered


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Is the employer aware of the learner record service and what a   
 learner record is and looks like? Discuss the use of a skills analysis  
 with the employer and the 2018/19 funding rules: 


	 P19.	You	and	the	employer	must	be	satisfied	that	the	apprenticeship	is 
  the most appropriate learning programme for the individual and you   
	 must	have	evidence	that	it	is	either:	


		 P19.1:	A	new	job	that	requires	new	knowledge	and	skills;	or	


		 P19.2:	An	existing	job	role,	where	the	individual	needs	significant	new		 	
	 knowledge	and	skills	to	be	occupationally	competent.


• Have any gaps been identified based on previous questions and is   
 development within the employer induction required?


• Discuss how staff will be clearly informed of the initial assessment  
 activity carried out by the training provider  and the importance   
 of a robust process to ensure individuals are placed on the correct   
 programme at the correct level.


• Does the employer understand the importance of initial assessment  
 and pre-engagement activity, as well as ongoing skills analysis   
 for compliance and qualitative purposes in apprenticeships?


Useful links:


 Apprenticeship Employer Funding Rules and Guidance


 Apprenticeship Provider Funding Rules and Guidance


 Specification of Apprenticeship Standards August 18  
 (Example of Proxy Quals for Functional Skills)  


 Excellence Gateway – Effective Functional Skills and  
 Initial Assessment


 Apprentice Interview Questions


Guidance


06 Employer staff are aware of induction and initial assessment 
activities undertaken by provider and gaps they need to address



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733034/1819_Employer_Rules_v1.0.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733050/1819_Provider_Rules_v1.0.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf

https://toolkits.excellencegateway.org.uk/functional-skills-starter-kit/section-3-developing-effective-practice/assessment-functional-skills/initial-assessment

https://toolkits.excellencegateway.org.uk/functional-skills-starter-kit/section-3-developing-effective-practice/assessment-functional-skills/initial-assessment

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8d.1-Interview-Questions.docx

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733034/1819_Employer_Rules_v1.0.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/733050/1819_Provider_Rules_v1.0.pdf

https://toolkits.excellencegateway.org.uk/functional-skills-starter-kit/section-3-developing-effective-practice/assessment-functional-skills/initial-assessment

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8d.1-Interview-Questions.docx

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/734414/Specification_of_apprenticeship_standards_for_England.pdf
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06 Employer staff are aware of induction and initial assessment  
activities undertaken by provider and gaps they need to address


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker 


• Can the employer clearly describe what they are going to provide   
 and how they are going to support the apprentice?


• Use the Commitment Statement and SLA to discuss roles and  
 responsibilities for all parties and what the employer’s duties are   
 within this.


• Is the Apprenticeship Agreement within the Commitment Statement  
 or a separate document?  


•  Clarify the Commitment Statement and SLA to discuss roles and   
 responsibilities for all parties and what the employer’s duties   
 are within this.


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Discuss and talk through the Individual Learning Plan.


• Discuss Gateway requirements as key milestones in the ILP/review/ 
 tracking document.


• Plan and timetable reviews and discuss how the employer’s   
 performance management policies align to these.


• How will the mentor support be communicated and recorded within  
 the ILP?


• How is the apprentice’s training plan and 20% off the job training   
 identified linked to the ILP? 


• How will this information be shared, acknowledging confidentiality   
 and data protection?


Guidance


07 Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP
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Useful links:


 Making an Apprenticeship Agreement 


 Excellence Gateway – Effective Practice Guide to Individual  
 Learning Plans


 KATO – Effective Practice for ILPs 


 KATO – Effective Practice for ILPs Checklist


 Funding Rules


 Making an Apprenticeship Agreement


 Guidance on the Commitment Statement


 Excellence Gateway – Effective Practice Guide to Individual   
 Learning Plans


 Training Provider Checklist


Guidance


07 Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP



https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.kato-training.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/LSISs-effective-practice-guide-individual-learning-plans.pdf

https://www.kato-training.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Effective-practice-in-using-ILPs-checklist.docx

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apprenticeship-funding-rules

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeship-commitment-statement-template

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8c.1-Training-Provider-Checklist.docx

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice/apprenticeship-agreement

https://www.kato-training.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Effective-practice-in-using-ILPs-checklist.docx

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/eg5377

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8c.1-Training-Provider-Checklist.docx

https://www.kato-training.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/LSISs-effective-practice-guide-individual-learning-plans.pdf

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeship-commitment-statement-template
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07 Employers clearly understand the commitment statement and their role in ILP


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Can the employer clearly describe what they are going to provide   
 and how they are going to support and monitor the progress of   
 the apprentice?


• How is the starting point identified and distance travelled monitored  
 and recorded?


• Is there functionality within the e-portfolio for the employer to have  
 access to progress and outcomes?


• How will the Individual Learning Plan be used as a live document to  
 monitor progress?


• Plan and timetable reviews including links to the organisation’s   
 performance management policies.


Useful links:


 Monitoring and Recording Individual Progress 


 Chris Jones, HMI, Specialist Adviser for Apprenticeships,  
 on Recording the Progress that Apprentices Make


Guidance


08 Employers understand their responsibilities for progress monitoring



http://apprenticeship-toolkit.data.alpha.jisc.ac.uk/assessment/progress-checking-monitoring-and-review/monitoring-and-recording-individual-progress.html

https://educationinspection.blog.gov.uk/2018/07/20/chris-jones-hmi-specialist-adviser-for-apprenticeships-on-recording-the-progress-that-apprentices-make/

https://educationinspection.blog.gov.uk/2018/07/20/chris-jones-hmi-specialist-adviser-for-apprenticeships-on-recording-the-progress-that-apprentices-make/

http://apprenticeship-toolkit.data.alpha.jisc.ac.uk/assessment/progress-checking-monitoring-and-review/monitoring-and-recording-individual-progress.html

https://educationinspection.blog.gov.uk/2018/07/20/chris-jones-hmi-specialist-adviser-for-apprenticeships-on-recording-the-progress-that-apprentices-make/
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08 Employers understand their responsibilities for progress monitoring


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker 


• You will have discussed in the previous two questions and  
 identified links and alignment to organisations Performance   
 Management Policies?


• Do staff leading and undertaking reviews have a working  
 knowledge of the standard and can they identify links to the   
 organisation’s processes?


• Discuss and agree on any development or adjustments with   
 their current processes which could align better with  
 apprenticeship requirements.


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development


• Does the monitoring link to the organisation’s performance   
 management policy?


• Review the current performance management system and identify   
 links and gaps to the standard, to include:


 • Induction/orientation – Job role/description – Appraisal/ 
  1-1 meetings and review process – Training and development   
  plan – Links between achievement and pay reviews – etc


• Is there an organisation training plan/matrix in place and does it link  
 to the standard?


Useful links:


 Example Training Matrix


 ACAS information on Performance Management


 Employer Obligations


 Employer Guide Skills for Care


Guidance


09 Employer understands the importance of linking the apprenticeship  
to their existing performance management system



https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=20&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjVm5HGtenkAhWrQxUIHVqWDvcQFjATegQIBhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.exeter.ac.uk%2Fmedia%2Funiversityofexeter%2Fhumanresources%2Fdocuments%2Flearningdevelopment%2Ftechnicians%2FTechnicians_Training_Resource_Matrix.xls&usg=AOvVaw37Lb2JNn3U9hso9HzU-mLb

https://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=6608

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=20&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjVm5HGtenkAhWrQxUIHVqWDvcQFjATegQIBhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.exeter.ac.uk%2Fmedia%2Funiversityofexeter%2Fhumanresources%2Fdocuments%2Flearningdevelopment%2Ftechnicians%2FTechnicians_Training_Resource_Matrix.xls&usg=AOvVaw37Lb2JNn3U9hso9HzU-mLb

https://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=6608

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8f.1-Employer-Obligations.docx

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf
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09 Employer understands the importance of linking the apprenticeship  
to their existing performance management system


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible  
for the Training and Development 


• Discuss how it will be useful to have a copy of the job specification  
 linked to the standard to identify knowledge, skills and behaviours. 


• Explain apprentices will be required to look at it as part of their  
 first assignment.


• Are there any areas that may need specific planning as not part  
 of normal role (e.g. 1-2-1 and small group interventions in  
 secondary schools, liaising with parents and outside professionals,  
 making contributions).


• Skills scans are available for many standards – training provider to  
 research the availability of these to support the employer.


• Within the initial assessment, there will be an activity to assess the  
 level of knowledge, skills and behaviours. This will need discussion  
 in terms of RPL and personal development plan.


• Can the job specification incorporate activity which is eligible for   
 20% OJT, for example, sector ambassador activity, industry visits  
 or competitions?


Useful links:


 IFA


 ACAS


 IFA Developing an Apprenticeship Standard 


 Young Apprenticeship Ambassador Network


 Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE)


 Employer Guide Skills for Care


 Ofsted EIF


 Cost Benefit Analysis


 


Guidance


10 The apprenticeship job specification reflects the knowledge,  
skills and behaviours needed for the standard



https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1461

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/developing-new-apprenticeships/developing-new-apprenticeship-standards-overview/

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/801429/Education_inspection_framework.pdf

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8b.1-Cost-Benefit-Analysis.docx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1461

https://www.social-care.tv/downloads/skills-for-care-apprenticeships---guide-for-employers.pdf

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/yaan/ 

https://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Employer-Resources-TOOL-8b.1-Cost-Benefit-Analysis.docx

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/developing-new-apprenticeships/developing-new-apprenticeship-standards-overview/

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/801429/Education_inspection_framework.pdf
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10 The apprenticeship/job spec reflects the behaviours, 
knowledge and skills needed for the standard


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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Discussion points to be considered with:


Decision Maker & Manager/Mentor & HR Staff/Person Responsible 
for the Training and Development 


How well does the employer understand:


• Considering all the information discussed as part of this activity,   
 does the organisation recognise where it is on the CRAG and are,   
 they committed to working towards ‘complete’?


• What sort of time frame is realistic and what are the next steps?


• Any signposting for additional support to help the employer work   
 towards post review actions? 


• Any issues of concern that need to be addressed before moving on  
 with the apprenticeship.


Useful links:


 Employing an Apprentice


 Further Education and Skills Inspections and Outcomes Data  
 and Associated Published Reports


 Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE)


 Ofsted Inspections of Apprenticeships


 Exploring Delivery in Apprenticeship Standards


Guidance


11 Employer readiness for the commitment and delivery 
clearly meets the requirements of the standards



https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-management-information-ofsteds-further-education-and-skills-inspections-outcomes-from-december-2015

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-management-information-ofsteds-further-education-and-skills-inspections-outcomes-from-december-2015

https://mesma.co.uk/resources/

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/employers/

https://vimeo.com/359481548/ddad187c5d

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3087

https://www.gov.uk/take-on-an-apprentice

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/monthly-management-information-ofsteds-further-education-and-skills-inspections-outcomes-from-december-2015

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/employers/

https://vimeo.com/359481548/ddad187c5d

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3087
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11 Employer readiness for the commitment and delivery  
clearly meets the requirements of the standards


C     G    A     R


Visit Date Performance  
Measure (CRAG)


Evidence and comments Post review action needed


01


02
C     G    A     R


03
C     G    A     R


04
C     G    A     R
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EMPLOYER CONFIDENCE & READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT FOR EMPLOYERS FOR APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS


Apprenticeship  
An apprenticeship is a job with training to industry 
standards. It should be in a recognised occupation  
and involve a substantial programme of on- and  
off-the-job training.


Apprenticeship framework   
Old-style apprenticeship based on qualifications, currently 
being phased out in England in favour of apprenticeships 
based on standards developed by employers.


Apprenticeship standard   
Apprenticeship standards are developed by employer 
groups known as ‘trailblazers’. The standards are concise 
documents which outline what an apprentice will be doing 
and the knowledge, skills and behaviours required of them, 
by job role. This, along with the end-point assessment 
plan, forms the foundation from which training providers 
develop their curriculum.


Assessment plans  
Each apprenticeship standard has an end-point 
assessment plan produced by trailblazers. This outlines 
the methodology for the end-assessment, criteria for 
grading and how each aspect of the apprenticeship  
will be assessed by independent End Point Assessors. 


Assessment Organisations 
Department for Education (DfE) is responsible for  
children’s services and education, including higher and 
further education policy, apprenticeships and wider skills 
in England.


Duty / duties   
The activities/competencies that will be carried out by 
a competent person in a specific occupation; requiring 
the application of knowledge, skills and behaviours in the 
workplace. Duties always begin with a verb.


Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA)  
The ESFA brings together the former responsibilities of 
the Education Funding Agency (EFA) and Skills Funding 
Agency (SFA) to create a single agency accountable for 
funding education and skills for children, young people  
and adults.


End-point assessment   
A rigorous, robust and independent assessment 
undertaken by an apprentice at the end of training to test 
that the apprentice can perform in the occupation they 
have been trained in and can demonstrate the duties, 
knowledge, skills and behaviours (KSBs) set out in the 
occupational standard.


End-point assessment organisation   
The EPAO is an organisation approved to deliver end-point 
assessment for a particular apprenticeship standard; 
EPAOs must be on the register of end-point assessment 
organisations. Employers must select an end point 
assessment organisation from the ESFA Register of  
End-Point Assessment Organisations, approved to  
deliver this particular standard:  
www.gov.uk/government/publications/register-of-
apprentice-assessment-organisations


Gateway  
Any requirements that must be completed/achieved as 
a pre-requisite to undertaking the end-point assessment 
are termed the Gateway. For example, English and maths 
minimum requirements. The Gateway components are, 
therefore, the key outputs of the on-programme training 
period. The trainer and the employer must be confident 
that the apprentice is fully competent and can meet any  
of the potential assessment criteria for knowledge, skills  
or behaviours.


Holistic / synoptic   
Assessment of an apprentice’s knowledge, skills and 
behaviours in an integrated way i.e. assessing a number  
of KSBs at the same time.


Institute for Apprenticeships (‘the Institute’)  
The body responsible for improving the quality of 
apprenticeships in England.


Individual Learning Plan  
An ILP is a document that outlines the learner’s specific 
goals for future attainment and considers their starting 
point and any individual needs. 


Induction activities  
Induction is the process for welcoming newly recruited 
employees/ learners into the organisation and supporting 
them to adjust to their new roles and working 
environments. Activities can include getting to know  
their way around, health & safety requirements and 
knowledge of any learning programmes.


Glossary and abbreviations
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Initial assessment activities  
Initial assessments are to establish the current knowledge 
and skills levels of the learner. Activities can include  
self-evaluation forms, maths and English assessments  
and discussion.


Integrated degree apprenticeship standard   
An apprenticeship that mandates a full bachelor’s or 
master’s degree, which incorporates the end-point 
assessment. The higher education institution delivering 
the degree must be on the Register of Apprenticeship 
Training Providers (RoATP) and the Register of End-Point 
Assessment Organisations (RoEPAO).


Independent Assessor  
Individuals involved in administering and delivering the 
end-point assessment are commonly termed the assessor, 
end-point assessor (EPA) or independent assessor and 
must be appointed by an approved end- point assessment 
organisation. The terminology and approaches to ensuring 
independence of assessment may vary with different 
assessment plans.


Job specification  
A written statement of the educational qualifications, 
specific qualities, level of experience, physical, emotional, 
technical and communication skills required to perform  
a job.  


Knowledge, skills and behaviours   
These are the requirements to competently undertake  
the duties required for an occupational standard.


Mentor  
Someone who will support the growth and development of 
the apprentice. They should be occupationally competent 
and able to offer advice and guidance on the role, including 
reflecting on the training received and on the practical 
experiences in the workplace.  


Route / Pathway   
Grouping of sectors initially devised as part of the reforms 
to technical education. There are 15 different routes; 
pathways are groupings of occupations within a route.


Occupation  
The job requirements for the relevant sector(s), not just 
those required by a single employer.


Occupation level   
The level assigned to an occupation based on its difficulty 
and degree of autonomy.


Occupational profile   
Description of what someone in the occupation does, 
including duties


Occupational standard  
Document that details what someone competent in the 
occupation does and the knowledge, skills and behaviours 
they require to do it; the basis for apprenticeship standards 
and T-levels.


Off-the-job training  
Learning which is undertaken outside of the normal 
day-to-day working environment and leads towards the 
achievement of an apprenticeship. This can include 
training that is delivered at the apprentice’s normal place 
of work but must not be delivered as part of their normal 
working duties. 


On-programme  
This is the period from start until the end-point 
assessment Gateway is met. Apprentices must require 
a minimum period of 12 months on-programme training, 
with 20% off-the-job training prior to taking the end-point 
assessment to meet funding eligibility requirements.  It 
will include training to develop the skills, knowledge and 
behaviours detailed on the standard and completion of 
any mandated qualifications, including English and maths 
where required. Preparation for the end-point assessment 
should be completed in this phase. This is the area of 
significant interest for apprenticeship training providers.


Performance Management System  
This may also be known as an appraisal system.  
The performance of the employee is documented and 
evaluated. They should be a part of career development 
and consist of regular reviews and target setting.


Standard occupational classification   
Common classification of occupational information for  
the UK; used to classify workers into occupational 
categories for the purpose of collecting, calculating,  
or disseminating data.


Glossary and abbreviations (continued)
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Route Panel  
15 sector-based Route panels of industry experts and 
assessment experts who review and make considered 
determinations on whether or not to approve new or 
revised apprenticeship standards and assessment plans. 
Their recommendations feed into the Approval and 
Funding Committee via the Executive.


Trailblazer group  
A group of employers developing an apprenticeship 
standard; recognised by the Institute as representative  
of those who employ people in the occupation.


Training provider   
Any organisation that delivers apprenticeship training 
e.g. college, higher education institution, private training 
organisation; training providers delivering training in 
relation to apprenticeships must be on the register of 
apprenticeship training providers.


Trainer  
The term trainer is commonly used in relation to roles 
within the on-programme period. A trainer may be 
appointed by the employer or training provider to deliver 
some or all parts of the on-programme phase of training. 
This includes delivering any mandated qualifications, 
preparation for the end-point assessment and all Gateway 
components. The trainer has no status within the  
end-point assessment, unless specifically referenced 
and approved within the end-point assessment plan 
(for example being a signatory to a portfolio or a panel 
interview). The terminology may differ slightly within 
different end-point assessment plans.


Glossary and abbreviations (continued)
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Fig 1. Findings from the employer interview
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		Did using the self-assessment instrument help in any way?



		To some extent, we had already worked with Profile in the past and so were already aware of many of the requirements. Useful for the OJT element and the mentor commitment

		It gave us information at the beginning, so we knew what needed putting in place.  We are still gathering more information as the TP learns more about the EPA process.  

		Yes, and it helped that it was completed with different members of staff so that the relevant people had all the information.  

		yes, very much and it was a very useful way of focussing on the information we needed

		Yes, this process has overall helped to identify the requirements set on the employer around recruitment and the ongoing employment of an apprentice. Its processes helped identify what further considerations and systems and monitoring processes were needed to be put in place in order to better support an apprentice. 

		Very helpful, helped management to make slight alterations to the systems and processes in place to tailor for the employment of an apprentice.

		Yes, it helped us to understand the requirements and know where we needed to learn more. It was informative and I personally learnt a lot to move forward. 

		Yes, with the guidance of the training provider in terms of terminology it helped us to understand the requirements and how involved we needed to be. 

		Very Helpful, we had some understanding but this clarified points and enabled us to ask questions. 



		 What has been the impact on practice?



		We had to include TA in the appraisal system and identify a more appropriate mentor.  The mentor has borne the brunt of the employer commitment.

		We had to organise suitable members of staff to be mentors and plan for OJT time like teachers’ PPA.

		Organising mentors and off job training time.  It has been difficult to incorporate apprentices into performance review system.  Time has been an issue.  We will be more careful with recruitment of apprentices

		Dedicating time for the mentor to meet with apprentices and provide training as necessary.  Length of apprenticeship has been discussed and reviewed to make it fit better with school year

		The impact on the practice has been numerous, from the Director better understanding the financial support and funding available, to the needs of internal mentorship and in-house training.

		[bookmark: _GoBack]Impacted on the overall job description and the inherent job role and responsibilities. The apprentice role is better tailored and aligned to the skills demonstrated within the selected apprenticeship. Support systems are in place to make sure the apprentice has all the support and development opportunities via management and colleagues. The company induction process has been updated to consider the apprenticeship 

		The apprentice is better supported and allocated a mentor. Further work needed to align with job specs.

		Support to the apprentices and involvement continuously through the programme. JDs are in process of being aligned as the reference to behaviours is a positive step.

		Enabled us to align with the organisation within departments. However will take longer within a large organisation to get there. Support and review of apprentices has improved within line manager’s role and communication of progress is better. 



		Did revisiting the questions help (2nd, 3rd, 4th time)?



		It was not overly useful.  The initial meeting covered everything and regular visits from the tutor ensured everything was in place and running smoothly.

		Not really, after all the initial information there was nothing new to add.  We knew what we needed to do

		Maybe if the questions were different it would have been more useful

		To some extent, but it will be more useful once there is more understanding of how the EPA process will work.  We now have more information, but it will be good to have gone through one.

		Yes, MJ Plumbing is a new organisation and this is the first time recruiting an apprentice, so much of the guidance and implementation are new concepts. Revisiting these questions had reinforced information and reflected on current systems and where further development could be made as knowledge and understanding grows.  

		It has helped to go over these questions again, the organisation has employed several IT apprentices in the past, but this is the first under the new Standards. With that, our requirements and process need to change, which is a learning process and needs review and evaluating. Revisiting these questions helped with that process. 

		It has helped to reconfirm areas we were unsure of especially as our staff turnover is high. Knowing the visits will continue to support us is reassuring.

		It helped clarify areas we were unsure of.  Our learners struggled with E&M and as a result we found they were turning down additional support. The visits helped with our decision-making process.

		Not overly helpful as we were aware of our requirements as a Levy employer. Useful to have the option.



		Has there been an impact on the apprentice’s experience?



		Yes – we have had positive feedback from TP about our mentor and the training the apprentice has received.

		Certainly, better mentoring and a better idea of the input we needed to provide for training.

		Apprentices have benefitted from having a mentor each, but also having each other and a dedicated tutor.  The employer role document was a useful checklist of what we should be doing with apprentices.

		Yes, it has felt much more organised and we have all worked well to deal with any issues that have arisen (mentor, apprentice and tutor)

		Without question, with the support of the training provider along with assisting documents and toolkits such as this, MJ Plumbing have been able to better understand how we can improve on the service and support given to the apprenticeship, which incredibly enriches the apprentice’s overall experience.   

		With the changes embedded within the new Standards for an IT apprenticeship, many quality changes have been made which has had a very positive experience on the apprentice. With this toolkit, we have been able to put the best possible systems and processes in place so the apprentice has the best opportunity possible to excel.  

		Yes, the involvement of all parties in reviews has been positive and feedback taken through to their regular supervisions. 

		Unfortunately, not a real positive one as 3 of the 5 apprentices have now moved across to diplomas due the E&M element causing issues and viability of the programme in line with other models available. 

		EPA is a positive step and apprentices are challenged by the opportunity of a Pass, Merit or Distinction. Feedback has been positive in reviews and they are clear on expectations. 
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What was the purpose of the project? 



The focus of the project explored the impact on both apprentices and employers undertaking new apprenticeship standards engaged during the phase 1 development in 2018/19. It involved the team undertaking the following:

· Revisiting (face to face and telephone calls) the employers engaged in initial research to establish distance travelled and messages on the impact the toolkit had on their readiness and preparedness for delivery of apprenticeship standards. 

· Refining the original Employer Confidence & Readiness Planning and Assessment: Support for Apprenticeship Standards by reviewing the 12-key questions, guidance (discussion points), useful links to support future reviews. 

· Engage with 2 non-levy employers to establish readiness needs and implications for SME employers working with apprenticeship standards. 

The aim was to consider the impact of the initial activity; identifying from employers what worked for them and, from apprentices, what their experiences and perceptions of training were.  The work was undertaken by the original research team delivering to both large levy and non-levy employers and the new research team focussing on SMEs delivering apprenticeship standards for the first time.



What did the project do? 



[bookmark: _GoBack][image: ]After the initial research and development activity we agreed to revisit the employers delivering the new standards and explore with apprentices their experiences and the impact on their training and progress. The initial phase worked on the model (below) where staff from the provider will follow a cycle of planning for the review, undertaking the review and agreeing actions to prepare with the employer who then implements and confirms development through a red, amber, green and blue grading system(where blue is outstanding practice). 







Below identifies the measure of progress towards outstanding practice and meeting the requirements of the toolkit and requirements of the apprenticeship standards under review. A few assumptions need to be applied and these are:

· That employers may not necessarily start at red as they may already have many of the needs and requirements in place.

· That the full four visits identified within the toolkit are not always necessary or required by the employer.

· That the right staff are involved in the visit to advise and support (training provider) and the employer has an initial meeting with the key decision maker to ensure understanding and capacity is understood and agreed.

· Follow up visits will be other staff leading or managing the apprenticeship delivery to facilitate the changes needed.

[image: ]



The phase 2 activity involved: 

· revisiting the employers now they have used the new standards with current apprentices over a 6-12-month period

· broadening the reach of the project to include two new apprenticeship standards 

· engaging 2 new providers delivering apprenticeship standards (2 smaller independent providers engaging with non-levy employers and a local authority engaged in promoting new standards to employers) 

· identifying employers in different sectors (ideally, private companies and potentially non-levy employers)  

· refining the guidelines and supporting materials with an exemplar for organisations and employers to visualise the process and outcomes. 

[image: ]The process undertaken with both existing and new employers (levy and non-levy) and apprentices to review and identify impact is shown here.









Findings from the employers (phase 1) interviews, apprentice surveys (phase 1 cohort and control group) and engagement of the new non-levy employers (phase 2) led the group to re-evaluate the focus, structure, timings and approach for engagement of the employer by the provider staff when using the Toolkit. The new layout of the toolkit is driven by the following principles:

[image: ]

Only a few employers felt that once they understood the principles and requirements then the process should finish. Many reported that engaging over a number of meetings established a strong understanding that allowed for well-planned programmes. 





We identified that for a whole organisational approach there needed to be key employer staff engaged by specialists from the training provider.



What helped the project succeed? 



The project identified a number of successes that have had a significant impact on the achievement of the apprentices. 



1. The Toolkit (self-assessment instrument) had a very positive impact with the employer in supporting them to identify the direction of travel, the resources and processes that need to be implemented for outstanding delivery. This has been confirmed by both the levy and non-levy employers engaged in phase 1 and 2 of the project. The project research allowed for the time of the sales and marketing and delivery team to spend significant time with the employer to explore and develop the programme.

2. Identification and development of the role and function of the workplace mentor to support and coordinate learning and guide the apprentice with the needs of the standards and prepare for gateway. Apprentice feedback has identified the value of the role and impact on their progression.

3. The role of the employer and their responsiveness to a new approach to working through a toolkit. They understood the importance of the changes within apprenticeship standards and the requirements and need for their responsibility. 

4. Apprentices reported that the experience on the new standard was very favourable and felt supported by both their tutor and their workplace mentor. They benefitted from the employer having a comprehensive oversight of the delivery of the apprenticeship so they could offer an outstanding experience.



What challenges did the project face? 



Overall the project has benefitted the apprentice, employer and provider as there is now a clearer process to plan and prepare for a standard that does not involve an accredited qualification and has a final external assessment plan.

It was identified that:

1. Some of the larger levy employers were slower in their response to the changes that apprenticeship standards require. Particular action was identified in the need to adopt new approaches to changes in job descriptions that align to the skills, knowledge and behaviours within the apprenticeship standard. Smaller organisations were able to adapt and change faster and adapt to the change. This was confirmed by the responses from the apprentices.

2. Overall most of the employers and apprentices found the linkage between the standard and the appraisal process a challenge, compounded by the issue with job descriptions and organisational driven appraisals that cannot ‘flex’ to incorporate the progression within the standard and link to incentives.

3. The debacle with some of the end point assessment organisations has had a negative impact on apprentices understanding what this means and what they need to prepare for. Once this has been overcome and providers have the clarity they need, this can be communicated to the employer at the initial planning stage and reinforced at the induction of the apprentice after initial assessment and ILP stage.



What difference did the project make? 



Success has been identified as apprentices feeling valued, supported and achieving the apprenticeship standard in a way that allows them to become meaningful ambassadors for apprenticeships.



A few of the key messages from the activity have been:

· The toolkit used at the outset of planning ensures the programme is well structured and has a positive impact on the apprentice.

 “With the changes embedded within the new Standards for an IT apprenticeship, many quality changes have been made which has had a very positive experience on the apprentice. With this toolkit, we have been able to put the best possible systems and processes in place so the apprentice has the best opportunity possible to excel.” Communicate Technology PLC (non-levy employer).

“The document provides a fundamental toolkit for conversations around workforce planning. Apprenticeships provide an excellent opportunity for employers to develop, upskill and grow their own workforce of the future. Supporting employers in the development and use of the apprenticeship standards is crucial in delivering local care and best outcomes for are populations health. The new iteration of the document makes some great adjustments in engaging key members and team within the organisation, at the best point. This new holistic approach adopts good OD practice and helps to identify the roles and responsibilities of each stakeholder. Starting the conversation around workforce planning is so often missed and this allows us to support employers in having those conversation and thus maximising the return on investment for; learners, employers and patients.”  Kent and Medway Sustainability and Transformation Partnership (NHS)

· Off the job training has been embedded and managed well for the employers engaged in the project. 88% apprentices who took part in the survey or were interviewed responded that they felt they had a good understanding of the requirements and this was reinforced by the employer’s commitment. One apprentice commented. “I have been allowed time at work to complete work for training and access to learning resources as well as guidance on whom to speak to within the company about specific topics that I may need assistance with.”

· The majority of apprentices within the project group reported that their employers understood their responsibilities for ‘monitoring your progress’ and were undertaking this effectively. One employer reported “Apprentices have benefitted from having a mentor each but also having each other and a dedicated tutor.  The employer role document was a useful checklist of what we should be doing with apprentices.” Astor School (levy employer)



Where can I find more information? 



The Toolkit for Employer Confidence & Readiness: Self-Assessment For Employer For Apprenticeship Standard can be found here [Link to follow]



The full report and findings from the phase 2 research and development can be found here [Link to follow]



Initial phase 1:

· Report can be found here 

· Case Study can be found on the Excellence Gateway

· Toolkit can be found here 
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West Yorkshire Learning Providers (WYLP)
Effective training planning with the employer04

Project

CONTEXT 
This project is geared towards pushing practitioners out of their 
comfort zone and embracing the opportunity to have a safe 
space to explore new approaches to delivering apprenticeship 
programmes. We are particularly interested in addressing training 
planning as an area for improvement. Trainers need to work with 
employers to create a detailed training plan that can be the basis for 
developing the required knowledge, skills and behaviours set out in 
the standard. Currently they are focusing on workbook completion 
and professional discussions to meet unit criteria. As such, 
feedback is brief, focusing on work completed and the percentage 
measures on an e-portfolio system. 

This was a key message from Ofsted including our inspection 
stating, ‘For a minority of the most able apprentices, trainers do not 
use information about starting points to plan learning that provides 
sufficient challenge to enable them to make the progress of which 
they are capable.’ (WYLP 2017)

PARTNERS 

West Yorkshire Learning Providers [network], Skills for Work 
(Bradford Metropolitan District Council), CMS Vocational Training, 
The Link Academy, Learning Innovations Training Team, YH Training.

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

The project focussed on practitioner skills’ development and how 
this will enhance achievement for learners and their development 
through planning and delivering effective learning programmes. 

This has the potential to significantly improve the learner journey by 
providing practitioners with guidance and templates for a detailed 
and structured training plan, and will provide employers with clarity 
as to their collaborative role in the apprenticeship.

We hope the quality of learning will be improved as the practitioners 
develop and produce challenging sessions for apprentices to meet 
the structured training plan.

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS	&	KEY	LESSONS	LEARNED

• How can practitioners use training plans to support the   
 consistent delivery of outstanding teaching learning and   
 assessment?

• How can the practitioner role support the delivery of good   
 training plans results in outstanding teaching learning and   
 assessment for apprenticeships. 

• How practitioners will maintain and develop expertise focusing  
 particularly on developing programmes which provide   
 outstanding learning experiences and enable a true partnership  
 with employers to provide high quality challenging programmes.

• How can training planning address required skills, knowledge   
 and behaviours given there is now less reliance on qualification  
 achievements? 
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(CONTINUED)

PRACTICAL OUTPUTS

1	 Individual	learning	plan	template	and	guide

2 Video to show how ILP template has been used in practice 

CASE STUDY

  Case study
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WEST YORKSHIRE LEARNING PROVIDERS (WYLP)





How can practitioners use training plans to support the consistent delivery of outstanding teaching learning and assessment?



What was the purpose of the project? 



The question we explored was:

‘How can practitioners use training plans to support the consistent delivery of outstanding teaching learning and assessment?’



We considered how to develop and maintain practitioner expertise, focusing particularly on developing programmes which provide outstanding learning experiences and enable a true partnership with employers to provide high quality, challenging programmes.



We have seen a massive change in the apprenticeship sector with the reforms to put the employer in an ever more central role with the implementation of the levy and off the job (OTJ) requirement. Planning for apprenticeships has never been more in the spotlight especially now employers are in the driving seat and standards require an external end point assessment.  As standards require knowledge, skills and behaviours to be planned and there is less reliance of qualification achievement to plan against, it’s vital that milestones are planned effectively to ensure successful gateway progression. 







What did the project do? 



The approach to the research was as follows:





A project launch meeting was held to bring together the direct participants/provider representatives which provided an open platform to start the project.  We conducted a piece of initial research that enabled providers to self-assess against the ETF Professional Standards. 

CPD took place for Employer Engagement Advisors that not only increased their knowledge, but highlighted how to guide a discussion with an employer around the 20% OTJ requirement.  

Questionnaires were issued at the beginning and end of the project as an impact measure. This worked well for the initial round, which was paper based. However, for the final questionnaires, which were electronic, we had minimal completed.   

Observations were completed to highlight the good practice and where improvements could be made to existing practice for planning.  

An ILP template was created to be rolled out across the practitioners to plan for learning with the employers and learners.  Each provider tailored this to compliment their own systems and the standards which they delivered.

To gain a wider insight into good practice for planning for apprenticeships with employers, we posted onto the UNEVOC Unesco Forum receiving global feedback as to good practice to explore, highlighting an interesting paper written by Colleges and Institutes Canada, “The Role of Programme Advisory Committees (PAC)”.

Video recording commenced at the end of the programme to run alongside the ILP that had been created.  This gives insight into the ILP and how this should be used to plan an apprenticeship.



What helped the project succeed? 



The project team were all enthusiastic to take part. This can be an issue with projects as many will see this as ‘something else to do’, but they were keen and happy to share with the other project members.  Project members remained open minded to new practices and happy to spend time with others to share experiences.



Dedicated time was provided away from the workplace to enable practitioners to explore and share their experiences. This was invaluable for the team.  We would have regular face to face and webinar meetings for updates and good practice sharing. Survey feedback provided a platform for the project as we established what was working well and what wasn’t for all three parties – employers, apprentices and practitioners.



“Learning more about forthcoming plans and changes of presentation to employers. Presenting to employers in a standard way in order to find out more about their business, their requirements, why they would like an apprentice, matching their needs with the apprentice/learner’s needs. Learning more about 20% off the job and how to present to employers to ensure that they are able to do this.” 

Employer Engagement Officer



[bookmark: _GoBack]“Yes as I feel that they set out clear directions for the learner, practitioner and employer to follow.”

Practitioner



“It makes it more structured and easier to deliver specifically, the visits are better for timing especially needed in childcare.”

Practitioner





What challenges did the project face? 



Unfortunately, two providers had to exit the project which had an impact on numbers for reach and breadth of provision. As the project was commissioned close to the summer holidays, this delayed the project.  Staff changes had an impact causing delays to the project. Though surveys provided a basis for project development, we found using them difficult as getting these completed and returned was a challenge, even when provided in both paper and online format.  This wasn’t with just employers and learners, as we thought could be the case initially, but the actual practitioners too. Time was the major challenge which came up consistently through the project, as although providers were keen and willing, the day to day demands of working for a small ITP take over and research is not seen as a priority. This can make it difficult to maintain and increase momentum for projects.





What difference did the project make? 



Attitudes to planning have changed significantly. Prior to the project, the ILP was seen as a paper exercise to meet funding requirements.  Now practitioners are seeing the value this can hold, particularly when working with the employers to have a well-structured plan which all parties can use and to meet the needs of the learner and advance knowledge, skills and behaviours.



There was an improvement to the level of detail captured on the learning plans, which were much more specific and explicitly linked to the new apprenticeship standards.  This has also resulted in learners and employers identifying that they feel more involved and that the ILP can be used as a basis for apprentice appraisals and for HR departments to plan CPD. 



Communication between staff teams has improved and they started sharing more effectively the information shared during the initial meetings with employer engagement advisors.



“It helps me to see if I am on track with my training by giving you targets that you should achieve by the different weeks shown and also show to my employer what I should be able to do and if I am doing okay!” Learner



“It means I can focus on my work and prioritise the most important tasks first and look for areas of improvement.” Learner





Where can i find more information? 



ETF Professional Standards:

http://uat.et-foundation.co.uk/SUPPORTING/SUPPORT-PRACTITIONERS/PROFESSIONAL-STANDARDS/
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“How can practitioner training plans support the consistent delivery of outstanding teaching, learning assessments (OTLA) for apprenticeship standards?”

ILP Template & Guide





Introduction



This guide has been created in line with the Indivdual Learning Plan (ILP) produced for the ETF OTLA project ‘How do training plans contribute to outstanding teaching, learning and assessment?’  



This guide was produced following feedback from practitioners regarding the change from frameworks to standards. The sector has seen a radical change with the apprenticeship reforms – the unit based qualifications approach of frameworks has now shifted to the knowledge, skills and behaviours set out in the standards. For many, the reforms have been unsettling and there is a lack of confidence in the delivery of standards to ensure learners are successful at end-point assessment (EPA).  



As a project group, we were mindful of the assumption that every organisation uses an e-portfolio system. It is not always financially viable for small providers to purchase it. We also found during our research that for some providers, apprentices haven’t always engaged with e-portfolio software when they have piloted it. As many of the providers in our network are small independent providers, we aimed to research alternative approaches to developing robust training plans which do not rely on technology.



This guide, complementing our ILP template, sets out key considerations for practioners when planning and creating a structured, challenging programme of learning alongside the employer. For a programme of learning to be successful, our research told us that apprentices and employers need to be clear about the training that is to take place on and off-the-job. Apprentices should also have the ability to accelerate and direct their own learning, working at a pace which is right for them, and allowing them to work towards and access correct levels of support to prepare for gateway and end-point assessment. 



This guide has been created through the collaboration of CMS Vocational Training, Learning Innovations Trainng Team,The Link Academy and the wider West Yorkshire Learning Provider network. The group has worked with employers and apprentices to obtain their views and create and pilot the ILP.
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Individual Learning Plan 



	

		SECTION 1 - PERSONAL DETAILS (all information will be treated in confidence)



		Learner	



		

Name: _____________________________Mr/Miss/Mrs/Ms       Address:_____________________________________________ 

Tel: ____________________________________________                          _____________________________________________

Date of birth: ____________________________________                           _____________________________________________                       

                                                                                                                                  





		Employer



		

Company Name: ___________________________________     

Address: _____________________________________________  

Tel: ______________________________________________                      _____________________________________________

Contact  Name: ____________________________________                      _____________________________________________                       

                                                                                                                                  

Delivery location Y                             N      N                         

If no please specify………………………………………………………………………………………



		Training Provider



		

Company Name: ___________________________________     

Address : _____________________________________________  

Tel: _____________________________________________                       _____________________________________________

Contact Name: ____________________________________                      _____________________________________________                       

                                                                                                                                  



		Occupation



		

Job Title:                                                               Standard:                                



Planned Duration of Apprenticeship:                     



Contracted Hours of Work Per Week: 



Outline of duties and responsibilities (please tell us how long you have been in the role and how this differs from previous role if applicable):









		Please detail any experience or achievements relevant to the apprenticeship that you have gained both in and outside your current job role	



		









		Please detail any learning and skills you carry out in your job role outside of named qualifications



		









		What are your personal, career and progression objectives? 



		



















Section 1



This section is to be completed by the employer, with guidance from the trainer, to encourage reflection on what the learner would like to gain from the apprenticeship that they are completing.  



Considerations for completion



Apprentices should be encouraged to bring their CV and any prior certificates along to the session to enable them to reflect on what they have already achieved and their role within the workplace. This should also include employer contributions about the role and progression / development opportunities for the future.








Section 2



		[bookmark: _Hlk531170180]Visit 

		Learner sessions face to face/

off the job  

		Off the job hrs

		Learner Tasks 

On/Off the job training

		Off the job hrs

		Employer training

On/Off the job training

		Off the job hrs

		Total Hours



		



Induction session week 1

		

































		

22

		

		



		

		



		

















		



Month 1

		

































		



		

		

		

		



		



































Section 2



It is essential that section 2 is completed with the apprentice and employer. Discussions about what elements of the training will be fulfilled by the employer and provider should be identified. This will then provide an overview of what activities will take place in the workplace for off-the-job learning.  If this is a new employer, the off-the-job learning needs to be discussed right from the beginning. The importance of the off-the-job learning should be emphasised, as well as the intention to track and monitor it. It should be made clear how many hours will be required and what constitutes off-the-job learning, to avoid any confusion. Providing examples of this will help to give clarity. This exercise will create a basis from which training can be monitored, to check the progress of the learner at different stages and allow this to be a working document for all parties. 



Considerations for completion include:



· Gather comments on apprentice behaviour and performance so far – if an employer engagement advisor has collated information, utilise this for the planning.

· Clarify what development has taken place so far.

· Clarify the expectations for development in the next 3-4 months (this is a working document so it can be revisited and expanded throughout the programme) - including Equality and Diversity training, Health and Safety, etc.

· Explain the content of the apprenticeship and how this will run, aligning with the employer’s training.

· Discuss tripartite reviews and the requirement for all parties to be involved. Explain this learning plan will be discussed at each review.

· Confirm the employer’s understanding of 20% off-the-job learning, providing guidance as to what constitutes off-the-job learning with examples.

· Explain the structure of the programme and the type of visits – including use of initial assessment, additional learning support requirements, teaching, learning and assessments during the programme, portfolios and gathering evidence, preparation for gateway and end-point assessment, communications (including email, via e-portfolio portal, newsletters, etc), ILP, visit frequency, etc

· If day release is part of the programme, provide a full schedule as to what, when and where this will take place.







This is intended to be a working document and should be used when working with the apprentice to review their progress. Any additional support can be identified or where the apprentice feels they can progress at an increased rate, milestones can be reviewed. This discussion should involve both the apprentice and employer to ensure there is full agreement. This would then provide the basis for a well-rounded review, showing the distance travelled and setting new milestone based on progress feedback.










Section 3



Section 3 will provide details of specific training provision for the knowledge, skills and behaviours (KSB) elements of the standard. This will show clearly (with timescales) what training will take place for each of the KSB elements, whether this will be conducted on or off-the-job, with dates in place to show clear progress against each element. The employer and apprentice will be able to provide their own input and ideas, so that the plan not only benefits the apprentice, but also the company for which they work. KSB’s should be monitored and reviewed regularly to identify any further support and training required, and to ensure that any opportunities to accelerate learning, or stretch and challenge the apprentice, aren’t missed. Support needs to be implemented at the correct time to prevent the apprentice from falling behind or being unsuccessful at the gateway and EPA stage.

 

The aim is to support the apprentice to develop the right skills, at the right time in the apprenticeship.  It is important that the apprentice and employer both actively seek opportunities where the apprentice could take on additional duties and responsibilities, to contribute to their progression within the organisation.  



Considerations for completion include:



· The apprentice’s starting point, and any initial assessment information, should be used to create a unique learning plan.

· Employer input about areas that require focus should be included at agreed review meetings.

· Keep employer’s organisation priorities in mind when planning out the programme and use any opportunities for development.

· Include any planned training that the employer will be running in the workplace.











































Customer Service Practitioner Delivery Model – as an example

Section 3



		Induction 

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		Health and safety 

		









		ERR - working hours, breaks and pay etc.

		



		Company policies and procedures 

		



		Company value and mission statements 

		



		Shadowing experienced colleagues across the role 

		



		Create a personal development plan 

		



















		Knowledge



		Knowing your customers 

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		Typical customer profile (who are your customers)

		



		Organisational rules on initial customer approach

		



		Organisational loyalty scheme

		



		Organisational procedures for unique customers

		



		Organisational procedure for different methods of purchasing orders and service offers (delivery)

		



		Organisational complaints policy and procedure

		



		Organisations policies and procedures on social media

		



		Brand trends, your customers buying habits

		



		Meeting regulations and legislations 

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		Handling of confidential information with the organisation 

		



















		Health and safety at work act 

		



		Company codes of practice 

		













		Understanding your organisation 

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		What is the organisations business type and purpose 

		



		Companies core values 

		



		Organisational culture 

		



		Policy and procedures 

		



		Complaints procedure 

		



		Systems and resources

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		Different equipment used with the organisation 

		





















		Different working systems within the organisation 

		



		Technology used in the organisation 

		



		Measurement tools used on in monitoring and evaluating service levels 

		



		Your role and responsibilities  

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		Organisations targets and goals and how they are set 

		











		Customer experience

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		Own and organisation’s rules on customer experience 

		





























		Organisations procedures for building with customers

		



		Product and Service 

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		Where to identify your organisations product / service knowledge

		



















		How do you keep up to date on business brands, products and services e.g. notice boards;

		





















		Skills



		Interpersonal skills 

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		

1.1	 Use a range of questioning skills, including listening and responding in a way that builds rapport, determines customer needs and expectations and achieves positive engagement and delivery (Observation, shadowing and mentoring)



		













		Communication (The organisations typical style and methods of communication used)

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		2.1 Depending on your job role and work environment



2.1a	 Use appropriate verbal and non-verbal communication skills, along with summarising language during face-to-face communications; and/or

 

2.1b	 Use appropriate communication skills, along with reinforcement techniques (to confirm understanding) during non-facing customer interactions

 

2.2 Use an appropriate ‘tone of voice’ in all communications, including written and digital, that reflect the organisation’s brand



		









































		Influencing skills  

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		

3.1	 Provide clear explanations and offer options in order to help customers make choices that are mutually beneficial to both the customer and your organisation

 

		











		Personal organisation   

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		

4.1	 Be able to organise yourself, prioritise your own workload/activity and work to meet deadlines



		











		Dealing with customer conflict and challenges  

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		5.1	 Demonstrate patience and calmness

 

5.2 Show you understand the customer’s point of view

 

5.3	 Use appropriate sign-posting or resolution to meet your customers’ needs and manage expectations

 

5.4	 Maintain informative communication during service recovery



		









































































		Behaviours



		Developing self

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		

1.1 Take ownership for keeping your service knowledge and skills up-to-date



1.2	 Consider personal goals and propose development that would help achieve them



		





















		Being open to feedback

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		

2.1	 Act on and seek feedback from others to develop or maintain personal service skills and knowledge



		











		Team working

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		

3.1	 Frequently and consistently communicate and work with others in the interest of helping customers efficiently



3.2	 Share personal learning and case studies with others, presenting recommendations, and improvement to support good practice



		



















		Equality – treating all customers as individuals

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		

4.1	 Treat customers as individuals to provide a personalised customer service experience


4.2 Uphold the organisations core values and service culture through your actions



		





















		Presentation – dress code, professional language

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		

5.1	 Demonstrate personal pride in the job through appropriate dress and positive and confident language



		













		“Right first time”

		Describe the On/Off the job developmental activities to be carried out (and when)



		

6.1	 Use communication behaviours that establish clearly what each customer requires and manage their expectations



6.2	  Take ownership from the first contact and then take responsibility for fulfilling your promise
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Project Extension

The research focus for the extension was to better understand  
the impact of the individual learning planning approach and 
supporting documentation introduced during phase one of the  
OTLA programme.

The project team evolved the research to further their thinking and 
ideas when considering how employers can play an active role in 
curriculum design at the outset of an apprenticeship. 

The project team was extended to include new providers,  
delivering in sectors not covered by phase 1, including textiles and 
transport and logistics, with some practitioners being new  
to delivering apprenticeships.

Whilst phase 1 drew heavily on the results of surveys to benchmark 
progress, the project team chose, during this phase, to undertake 
their research using professional discussions at individual and 
group level to bring greater depth to understanding the impact of 
the new individual learning planning process from the employer, 
apprentice and training practitioner’s perspectives. They were also 
able to draw on the outcomes from Ofsted inspections and ESFA 
audits which took place during the lifetime of the project.

In summary, the overall impact of the more rigorous detailed 
individual learner planning approach has been positive. 
Practitioners have found it has provided greater structure to the 
design of the programme and the engagement of all parties. 
Apprentices have stated it has given them more clarity over their 
planned apprenticeship journey and the progress they are making 
throughout. Employers have given a mixed response with half in 
favour of the changes introduced. There is some commonality in 
those that have found it more challenging to work with, in that they 
are small business owners, who have found it difficult to maintain 
the required level of engagement before and during the programme 
to update the plan. Further work is needed to consider how best to 
support these employers better.

The project was less successful in achieving its goal of introducing 
an Employer Advisory Group. The providers involved in this project 
mainly work with small businesses who, whilst expressing interest 
in being involved, were not able to commit the time. 

Primarily, the project team has delivered an individual learning plan 
template and guidance with exemplars from different sectors in 
recognition that not all employers, apprentices or providers use 
e-portfolio solutions as part of their apprenticeship delivery model.
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“How can practitioner training plans support the consistent delivery of outstanding teaching, learning assessments (OTLA) for apprenticeship standards?”

ILP Template & Guide





Introduction



This guide has been created in line with the Indivdual Learning Plan (ILP) produced for the ETF OTLA project ‘How do training plans contribute to outstanding teaching, learning and assessment?’  



This guide was produced following feedback from practitioners regarding the change from frameworks to standards. The sector has seen a radical change with the apprenticeship reforms – the unit based qualifications approach of frameworks has now shifted to the knowledge, skills and behaviours set out in the standards. For many, the reforms have been unsettling and there is a lack of confidence in the delivery of standards to ensure learners are successful at end-point assessment (EPA).  



As a project group, we were mindful of the assumption that every organisation uses an e-portfolio system. It is not always financially viable for small providers to purchase it. We also found during our research that for some providers, apprentices haven’t always engaged with e-portfolio software when they have piloted it. As many of the providers in our network are small independent providers, we aimed to research alternative approaches to developing robust training plans that do not rely on technology.



This guide, complementing our ILP template, sets out key considerations for practioners when planning and creating a structured, challenging programme of learning alongside the employer. For a programme of learning to be successful, our research told us that apprentices and employers need to be clear about the training that is to take place on and off-the-job. Apprentices should also have the ability to accelerate and direct their own learning, working at a pace which is right for them and allowing them to work towards and access correct levels of support to prepare for gateway and end-point assessment. 



This guide has been created through the collaboration of CMS Vocational Training, Learning Innovations Trainng Team,The Link Academy and the wider West Yorkshire Learning Provider network. The group has worked with employers and apprentices to obtain their views and create and pilot the ILP.
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Section 1 – Learning Agreement



This section is to be completed by the employer, with guidance from the trainer, to encourage reflection on what the learner would like to gain from the apprenticeship that they are completing.  This identifies the responsibilities of the learner, apprentice and employer and should be discussed at length detailing the specifics of the requirements and commitments to ensure there is a complete understanding as to the apprenticeship standards.

 

Considerations for completion



Apprentices should be encouraged to bring their CV and any prior certificates along to the session to enable them to reflect on what they have already achieved and their role within the workplace. This should also include discussion with the employer about the role and progression / development opportunities for the future and ensure that this is a true apprenticeship.



Section 2 – Summary of initial assessment



This section is to be completed with the learner, employer and provider to review and capture any approved prior learning to build a solid basis for the starting point of the learner in relation to the direction of learning.



Considerations for completion



For this section it is essential that the learner has completed all initial assessment and diagnostics.  This includes any discussions which have taken place with employer engagement advisers which can ensure that there is a well-rounded view of not only the learners needs but employers need to build a solid basis for the apprenticeship. Where learners have exemptions, this will need to be captured as well as how learner’s knowledge will be extended for English and maths. This should capture learners previous experience and any approved prior learning (APL) so learning is not repeated.



Section 3 – Progress & Registration



This section will provide the learner and employer with oversight as to what the learner will complete and dates for when reviews will be undertaken to monitor progress against milestone achievements. This will be updated ongoing to give a clear visual as to the progress of the learner of all areas of the apprenticeship.



Considerations for completion



Careful consideration should be taken as to the milestone and review dates.  For some there will need to be industry considerations to take into account such as summer shut down or Christmas.  This should be built around the learners starting point as to the support and time which will be required and also any employer needs where particular elements (such as projects) may have to start within a particular month to meet the needs of the business. An example of this could be where a learner needs to start work on a website in month two rather than month 6 and so training would need to be accelerated for this.









Section 4 – Off the Job Delivery Plan



Off the job (OTJ) is a key aspect to the delivery of the apprenticeship standards, this section is to explore and plan the off the job learning which will take place over the duration of the programme and reinforce the employer’s commitment to the training. This may require additional documentation to show clearly what is off the job training such as an employer handbook of handout which will be explored with the employer to ensure clear understanding of what this will entail. Calculation is to be completed to show exactly how the off the job hours are calculated and how many are required for the apprenticeship



Considerations for completion



Planning prior to the visit with the employer so that they can provide and training schedules for the workplace to map this into the standard. Where this is a large organisation ensure it is the right member off staff who is included in the planning as confusion can arise where directors or senior management plan OTJ but it is the supervisor who will be working with the employer on a day to day basis.



Section 5 – Full Overview



A clear oversight of the programme will enable the learner, employer and practitioner to be able to see exactly what will be required on a month by month basis for the whole programme.  This pull together all the information which has been gathered on the learner to shape a fully tailored programme which can be used with and by all parties to ensure this meets the needs of all concerned.  Detail is essential and should be reflective of the learners starting point to build and extend knowledge.  Support will need to be detailed to show the learner not only what they will be completing but how they will be supported to do this whether it be through OTJ training, classroom learning, e-learning, professional discussion etc.



Considerations for completion



Allow plenty of time for this to be completed as this isn’t a quick exercise.  All parties will need to be involved to ensure that they fully understand their role and also responsibility in ensuring the apprenticeship is a success and that this is a complete tripartite arrangement. This section will be used as a working document which can be adjusted ongoing and at varying stages of the programme to ensure learners get the right skills at the right tine and as such sessions can be planned to meet these needs.



Section 6 – Learner Induction Checklist & Safety Assessment



Learner induction checklist to ensure they have been correctly induced into the company and are fully aware of all policies and procedures as well as how to keep themselves safe in the workplace as well as who to contact should they have any concerns. The learners at work safety assessment is to be completed alongside the employer to ensure that the learners safety is paramount and that the adjustments have or will be made with this detailed in the comments section and the H&S Assessment Action Plan completed detailing specifics where this is not met.



Considerations



This isn’t just a ‘tick box’ exercise for the learner, time needs to be taken to question the learner to check their understanding and is there are any issues this should be clarified as soon as possible.



Section 7 – Amendments to learning agreement



If there should be any changes which will impact the apprentices learning this will need to be captured here – this could include where a learner requires a break in learning and adjustments are required or changes to the milestones which have been agreed.





Section 8 – Learning Activity Summary



This section concludes the training and will capture the planned and actual end date of the programme.  Should there be any reason the learner doesn’t complete within the detailed timescale or is a non-completion this will need to be detailed in this section. This can then be used to track and monitor the reasons for late completion or unsuccessful completion of the apprenticeship programme.




Section 1

		 Apprenticeship Learning Agreement



		Personal Details

*For information on the data we collect and how we use this data, please visit our website. (Privacy Notice)



		Learner’s full name: 

		D of B 



		Contact name & number 

in case of emergency: 



		Home telephone number: 

		Mobile number: 



		Email address: 



		Job title and role: 



		Contracted Working Hours (normally 30 hours or over)



		Please detail your usual working hours and days so we can ensure we plan visits around your availability:







		Employer Details



		



Company name & address:





		











		Telephone number:

		



		Company contact name:

		



		Job Title:

		



		Company contact’s email address:

		



		Supervisor’s/Mentor’s name:

		Supervisor



		Mentor





		Job Title:

		

		



		Supervisor’s/Mentor’s email address:

		

		



		Training Provider Details



		Approved training provider:

		



		Training provider’s postal address:

		



		

		



		Contact telephone number:

		



		Tutor’s/Assessor’s name/s:

		



		Tutor’s/Assessor’s email address:

		



		Safeguarding Officer’s Name:

		



		Safeguarding Officer’s email address:

		







		Learner Declaration

· I confirm that I am a UK resident and have been for more than a 3-year period (residency eligibility means applicants must be legally resident in the UK for 3 years prior to start of enrolling on any funded programme).

· I agree to Provider checking my eligibility on my behalf to ascertain whether funding can be granted and will provide any evidence required to support this.

· I confirm that I am not enrolled on any other Apprenticeship or Government funded training programme.

·   Any student loans from a prior full time further or higher education course have been terminated.

· I agree that the information* I supply may be used by appropriate organisations to issue me with a Unique    Learner Number (ULN) and to create my Personal Learning Record (PLR). https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/learning-records-service-the-plr-for-learners-and-parents

· I agree to undertake the training identified in this Learning Agreement and have read and understood the commitment statement and learner handbook.  

· I understand that Provider will ask you to provide feedback via surveys at certain periods during your training.

· Any changes to this plan will be agreed with me and recorded accordingly.

* How We Use Your Personal Information-

For information on the data we collect and how we use this data, please visit our website. (Privacy Notice)



		Learner name (print):





		Learner signature:



		Date:









		Employer Declaration

· I confirm that the learner named above has been issued with a contract of employment (to include an apprenticeship agreement) which is long enough for the learner to complete their apprenticeship. The company also holds evidence of their proof of identity. If selected for future audits the company will allow Provider, agencies acting on Provider behalf, the Skills Funding Agency or its appointed representatives and the European Commission, access to evidence confirming the employee’s identity and employment

· I agree that the information* I supply may be used by appropriate organisations to create or identify an Employer Reference Number (ERN) 

· I confirm that the Apprentice will spend at least 50% of their working hours in England over the duration of the Apprenticeship including time spent on off-the-job training.

· I confirm this is a new job role or an existing job role requiring significant new knowledge and skills

· I confirm the apprentice we be allowed to complete the apprenticeship within their normal working hours including maths and English and the learner will spend a minimum of 20% off the job training during normal working hours

· I have read and understood the services agreement, commitment statement and employer handbook.

· The company will attend the company standard information session and will be been issued with the Provider company standard pack.

· I further confirm that the above learner will receive the support required whilst they are undertaking the learning objectives as outlined and that Provider will ask you to provide feedback via surveys at certain periods during learning.

* How We Use Your Personal Information-

For information on the data we collect and how we use this data, please visit our website. (Privacy Notice)





		Employer Representative (print):







		Signature:



		Date:









		Provider Declaration

Representative filling out this Apprenticeship paperwork

· I have checked eligibility, 

· Learner has provided any required eligibility evidence. (ILR)

· Learner is able to complete the apprenticeship within the time they have available.



		Staff completing induction (Print):



		Signature:



		Date:









Section 2

		Summary of Initial Assessment 

Functional Skills assessment, Prior Attainment and Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)



		Learner has a qualification in Maths?

		Yes

		No

		Title & grade: - 



		Learner has a qualification in English?

		Yes

		No

		Title & grade: - 



		

		Date completed

		Completed by

		Score

		Level



		English skills:

		



		

		

		



		Maths skills:

		



		

		

		



		Level of Prior Attainment:

(Tick applicable)

		No Qualifications   

		Entry level

		Level 1

		Full Level 2

		Level 3 

		Level 4 or above



		

		



		



		



		



		



		





		

RPL- Recognition of any prior learning and or experience: 

Evidence that the content of the apprenticeship will allow the individual to acquire substantive new skills and you can evidence that the content of the training is different from any prior qualification or previous apprenticeship. (LRS, Details of previous qualification/modules units compared to, demonstrating how they are different, skills gap analysis etc)

































		Preferred Learning Style: 



		Findings and Recommendations from Initial Assessment & Enrolment



		Findings:

















		Recommendations and IAG:





































		Progress Record

		Registration



		Programme Title & Level:

		

		(QCF/NVQ) Awarding Organisation: 

		



		Start date:

		

		Technical Certificate Awarding Organisation:

		



		Planned End Date:

		

		End point Assessment Organisation

		



		Learner’s Name:

		

		Functional Skills awarding organisation English:

		



		Assessor’s Name:

		

		Functional Skills awarding organisation Maths:

		



		IQA’s Name:

		

		Functional Skills awarding organisation ICT:

		









Section 3





		

		

		REVIEW



		
 Progress Record

		Expected Date

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10

		11

		12

		13

		14

		15

		16

		17

		18

		IQA date



		Maths L1 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Maths L 2 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		English L1

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		English L2

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		ICT L1

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		ICT L2

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Employer Rights & Responsibilities (ERR) 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Personal Learning & Thinking Skills (PLTS)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		









		

		REVIEW



		Progress Record

		K S B

		Expected Date

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10

		11

		12

		12

		14

		15

		16

		17

		18

		IQA date



		Leading People

		K

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Managing People

		K

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Building Relationships

		K

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Communication

		K

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Operational Management

		K

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Project Management

		K

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Finance

		K

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Awareness of Self

		C

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Management of Self

		C

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Decision Making

		C

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Leading People

		S

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Managing people

		S

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Building Relationships

		S

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Communication

		S

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Operational Management

		S

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Project Management

		S

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Finance

		S

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Takes responsibility

		B

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Inclusive

		B

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Agile

		B

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Professionalism

		B

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		







N = NOT STARTED              OFF = OFF TRACK                ON = ON TRACK              A = AHEAD               C=COMPLETED

(This has been partially populated as an example)

Section 4 - Off the Job Delivery Plan  

The purpose of this overview is to plan delivery of the 20% off the job training that an apprentice is to complete. All learners will be required to complete their individual logs on a weekly basis. 

The form MUST be signed by all parties.

Off the Job Training Calculation:   Programme: 

Programme length – 78 weeks less 6 weeks holidays = 69 weeks

30 hours worked per week = Calculation: 30 x 69 x weeks x 0.2 = 414hours OTJ Training

37.5 hours worked per week = Calculation:  37.5 x 69 weeks x 0.2 = 517.5 hours OTJ Training 

40 hours worked per week = Calculation:  40 x 69 x weeks x 0.2 = 552 hours OTJ Training

(These are example calculations to show what would be included)









ACTUAL No of hours per week                      No of weeks holiday                    Total OTJ Hrs

		Off the Job Training

		Evidenced by:

		Number of Hours

		Total number of hours



		







		

		

		



		







		

		

		



		







		

		

		



		







		

		

		



		







		

		

		



		







		

		

		



		







		

		

		



		







		

		

		





 									Total hours of OTJ –   

I commit to undertaking OTJ hours as identified above. 

		

		Print Name

		Sign

		Date



		Apprentice



		

		

		



		Employer



		

		

		



		Assessor



		

		

		









		Section 5



		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English 

		Maths 

		Assessment

		Milestone



		

























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		























		













		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English

		Maths

		Assessment

		Milestone



		

























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		



























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English

		Maths

		Assessment

		Milestone



		

























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		



























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English

		Maths

		Assessment

		Milestone



		





















		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		





























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English

		Math

		Assessment

		Milestone



		



















		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		































		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		



























		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		













Section 6

		Learner Induction Checklist



The learner has been inducted into the company and received information and guidance on the following areas:





		General

		Tick if complete



		· Introduction to company staff and supervisors 

		



		· Tour of plant/workplace (including offices, production, warehouses etc.)

		



		· Hours of work, breaks

		



		· Holiday, time off

		



		· Company terms & conditions/contract of employment

		



		· Rates of pay, bonuses etc.

		



		· Discipline, grievance procedure (expected behaviour)

		



		· Sickness notification, certification

		



		· Absenteeism 

		



		· Equality and diversity

		



		Health & Safety

		Tick if complete



		· The company’s health & safety policy (location & content)

		



		· Safety information leaflets, booklets, posters, personnel

		



		· Fire precautions, arrangements and emergency evacuation

		



		· Risk assessments and safe systems of work

		



		· Accident reporting procedures

		



		· Location of first aid provision and first aid personnel 

		



		· Personal protective equipment

		



		· Safe lifting and handling procedures 

		



		· Hazard awareness and identification (what to do)

		



		· Dangerous substances, the rules and how to act safely

		



		· Machinery, forklift trucks, gangways, vehicles etc.

		



		· Safeguarding – who to see if you have a query

		



		· Housekeeping requirements

		



		I confirm the Checklist has been completed

		Date

		Learner Initials



		

		

		

























		1. Learner’s ‘At Work’ Safety Assessment



		

		Management of learner’s health and safety

		

		

Evidence / comments



		A



		Have you assessed the risks to the learner, taking into account their age, experience, maturity and awareness of risks? In particular there must be an assessment if the learner is under the age of 18

		

 Yes    No

		



		B

		Have the assessments taken into account any other special needs or circumstances including any disability, medical or health condition?

		

 Yes    No

		



		C

		Have you put in place control measures for the learner as a result of the assessments and have you informed the learner and their supervisor(s)?

		

 Yes    No

		



		D

		Do you provide, free of charge, any necessary personal protective equipment (as determined by the risk assessment) and ensure/enforce its proper and effective use?

		



 Yes    No

		



		E

		Do you provide competent supervision for the learner and do they have a designated person to take overall responsibility?  

		

 Yes    No

		Supervisor(s) name(s):





		F

		Are documented safe systems of work available for the learner’s job?

		

 Yes    No

		









		G

		Detail any necessary prohibitions and restrictions identified by the risk assessments that apply to the learner. In particular specific restrictions must be identified if the learner is under the age of 18

		















		

		

		Met          

		Not met          







		The Employer or their representative:

(Please sign to agree that this is an accurate record of the learner requirements)



		



		



Signed: 





		

		



Print name: 



		



		



Job title: 





		

		



Date: 









		Provider Name Representative:

Assessment undertaken by:



		



		



Signed: 





		

		



Print name: 



		



		



Job title: 





		

		



Date: 





		







If required complete action plan overleaf







		H&S Assessment Action Plan



		

Page         of



		Ref



		Action required

		By whom

		Target date

		Completed

(signed off and dated)



		









		

		

		

		



		







		









		

		

		



		









		

		

		

		



		

		









		

		

		



		

		









		

		

		



		

		









		

		

		



		

		









		

		

		













		Action plan 

prepared by:

		Provider Name:

		Agreed by:

		For Company:







		

		

		

		



		

Signed:



		



		

Signed:



		



		



		Date:

		





		

		



		





		Action plan 

review dates:

		



		

		

		

		

















Section 7

		Amendments to the learning agreement: The following amendments have been agreed: -



		Date

		Details

		Learner Initials

		Provider

Initials



		

		



		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		







		Section 8



		Learning Activity Summary





		Planned end date:

		

		Actual end date:

		



		

[bookmark: _GoBack]Was the Planned Learning End Date met?



		

Yes



		

No





		

If No, what was the reason for any late or non-completion?

		





















		

Declaration (to be signed when the learner has completed the apprenticeship)





		

I agree that the learning activities and delivery mentioned above have taken place.





		Learner name print:





		Signature:

		Date:



		Supervisor’s name:





		Signature:

		Date:



		Tutor / Assessor Name:





		Signature:

		Date:
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		 Apprenticeship Learning Agreement



		Personal Details

*For information on the data we collect and how we use this data, please visit our website. (Privacy Notice)



		Learner’s full name: James Smith

		D of B 03/03/1984



		Contact name & number 

in case of emergency: Mary Smith 07887 552448



		Home telephone number: 01484 550200

		Mobile number: 07698 552013



		Email address: james.smith@gmail.com



		Job title and role: Warehouse Team Leader



		Contracted Working Hours (normally 30 hours or over)



		Please detail your usual working hours and days so we can ensure we plan visits around your availability:

Mon – Fri 8:30am – 4:30pm





		Employer Details



		



Company name & address:





		



Jones Distribution

Red Doles Lane

Huddersfield

HD2 1YF











		Telephone number:

		01484 387556



		Company contact name:

		Mohammed Naseer



		Job Title:

		Training Manager



		Company contact’s email address:

		Mnaseer@jonesdist.co.uk



		Supervisor’s/Mentor’s name:

		Supervisor

Karen Howard

		Mentor

Mohammed Naseer



		Job Title:

		Logistics Manager

		As above



		Supervisor’s/Mentor’s email address:

		khoward@jonesdist.co.uk

		As above



		Training Provider Details



		Approved training provider:

		Huddersfield Textile Training Ltd



		Training provider’s postal address:

		Textile House, Red Doles Lane, 



		

		Huddersfield, HD2 1YF



		Contact telephone number:

		01484 346500



		Tutor’s/Assessor’s name/s:

		Martin Nowak



		Tutor’s/Assessor’s email address:

		martinnowak@textile-training.com



		Safeguarding Officer’s Name:

		Ann Hanson



		Safeguarding Officer’s email address:

		annhanson@textile-training.com 







		Learner Declaration

· I confirm that I am a UK resident and have been for more than a 3 year period (residency eligibility means applicants must be legally resident in the UK for 3 years prior to start of enrolling on any funded programme).

· I agree to HTTL checking my eligibility on my behalf to ascertain whether funding can be granted and will provide any evidence required to support this.

· I confirm that I am not enrolled on any other Apprenticeship or Government funded training programme.

·   Any student loans from a prior full time further or higher education course have been terminated.

· I agree that the information* I supply may be used by appropriate organisations to issue me with a Unique    Learner Number (ULN) and to create my Personal Learning Record (PLR). https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/learning-records-service-the-plr-for-learners-and-parents

· I agree to undertake the training identified in this Learning Agreement and have read and understood the commitment statement and learner handbook.  

· I understand that HTTL will ask you to provide feedback via surveys at certain points during your training.

· Any changes to this plan will be agreed with me and recorded accordingly.

* How We Use Your Personal Information-

For information on the data we collect and how we use this data, please visit our website. (Privacy Notice)



		Learner name (print):

James Smith



		Learner signature:

JSmith

		Date:

04/07/19







		Employer Declaration

· I confirm that the learner named above has been issued with a contract of employment (to include an apprenticeship agreement) that is long enough for the learner to complete their apprenticeship. The company also holds evidence of their proof of identity. If selected for future audits the company will allow HTTL, agencies acting on HTTL’s behalf, the Skills Funding Agency or its appointed representatives and the European Commission, access to evidence confirming the employee’s identity and employment

· I agree that the information* I supply may be used by appropriate organisations to create or identify an Employer Reference Number (ERN) 

· I confirm that the Apprentice will spend at least 50% of their working hours in England over the duration of the Apprenticeship including time spent on off-the-job training.

· I confirm this is a new job role or an existing job role requiring significant new knowledge and skills

· I confirm the apprentice will be allowed to complete the apprenticeship within their normal working hours including maths and English and the learner will spend a minimum of 20% off the job training during normal working hours

· I have read and understood the services agreement, commitment statement and employer handbook.

· The company will attend the company standard information session and will be issued with the HTTL company standard pack.

· I further confirm that the above learner will receive the support required whilst they are undertaking the learning objectives as outlined and that we will provide feedback via surveys at certain points during learning.

* How We Use Your Personal Information-

For information on the data we collect and how we use this data, please visit our website. (Privacy Notice)





		Employer Representative (print):

Mohammed Naseer





		Signature:

M.Naseer

		Date:

04/07/19







		Provider Declaration

Representative filling out this Apprenticeship paperwork

· I have checked eligibility, 

· Learner has provided any required eligibility evidence.(ILR)

· Learner is able to complete the apprenticeship within the time they have available.



		HTTL Rep completing induction (Print):

Martin Nowak



		Signature:

M.Nowak

		Date:

04/07/19









		Summary of Initial Assessment 

Functional Skills assessment, Prior Attainment and Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)



		Learner has a qualification in Maths?

		Yes

		No

		title & grade:- 



		Learner has a qualification in English?

		Yes

		No

		title & grade:- 



		

		Date completed

		Completed by

		Score

		Level



		Literacy skills:

		06/06/19



		BKSB Online

		

		2



		Numeracy skills:

		06/06/19



		BKSB Online

		

		2



		Level of Prior Attainment:

		No Qualifications   

		Entry level

		Level 1

		Full Level 2

		Level 3 

		Level 4 or above



		

		



		



		



		X



		



		





		

RPL- Recognition of any prior learning and or experience: 

Evidence that the content of the apprenticeship will allow the individual to acquire substantive new skills and you can evidence that the content of the training is materially different from any prior qualification or previous apprenticeship. (LRS, Details of previous qualification modules units compared to, demonstrating how they are materially different, skills gap analysis)



James has completed a skills scan for the Team Leader / Supervisor Standard which shows that he has significant areas of learning required in order to meet the expected knowledge, skills and behaviours.  He was promoted to the position of Warehouse Supervisor 3 months ago and has no previous management experience or qualifications.  James undertook a Warehousing L2 Apprenticeship 2 years ago and achieved Functional Skills to level 1 in maths and English and will be required to achieve L2 as part of this programme.  Initial assessment in BKSB suggests that James is currently working towards maths and English at L2 so this will be achievable.  































		Preferred Learning Style: Visual



		Findings and Recommendations from Initial Assessment & enrolment



		Findings:



Through discussion around James’s skills scan and experience, it has been agreed that the Team Leader / Supervisor Standard is appropriate for his career development needs.  Substantive learning is required and James appears committed and enthusiastic about this opportunity. Upon review of James’s job description and discussion with his mentor, it is clear that there is sufficient scope to meet the requirements of the Standard.  James is concerned about writing assignments, as this is something he has never done before.







		Recommendations and IAG:



It is recommended that James undertakes the Standard with the typical duration of 18 months.  We have discussed his wider career goals – James would like to work toward managing a department – and how this programme provides a strong basis from which to progress further.  James will be supported with assignment writing and him never having written assignments before will not be a barrier to his success on this course – we have discussed the use of professional discussion initially whilst James builds confidence in producing written submissions.  He understands that this will help him in his role where he will be expected to produce monthly reports.
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		Progress Record

		Registration



		Programme title & level:

		Team Leader/Supervisor Standard ST0384 level 3

		(QCF/NVQ) awarding organisation: 

		N/A



		Start date:

		04/07/19

		Technical Certificate awarding organisation:

		N/A



		Planned End Date:

		31/01/21

		End point Assessment Organisation

		ILM



		Learner’s Name:

		James Smith

		F Skills awarding organisation English:

		C&G



		Assessor’s Name:

		Martin Nowak

		F Skills awarding organisation Maths:

		C&G



		IQA’s Name:

		Katy Baker

		F Skills awarding organisation ICT:

		N/A













		

		

		REVIEW



		
 Progress Record

		Expected Date

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10

		11

		12

		13

		14

		15

		16

		17

		18

		IQA date



		Maths L1 

		N/A

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Maths L 2 

		31/01/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		English L1

		N/A

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		English L2

		31/03/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		ICT L1

		N/A

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		ICT L2

		N/A

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Employer rights & responsibilities (ERR) 

		N/A

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Personal Learning & Thinking Skills (PLTS)

		N/A

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		











		

		REVIEW



		Progress Record

		K S B

		Expected Date

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10

		11

		12

		12

		14

		15

		16

		17

		18

		IQA date



		Leading People

		K

		31/10/19

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Managing People

		K

		30/11/19

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Building Relationships

		K

		31/07/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Communication

		K

		31/07/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Operational Management

		K

		28/02/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Project Management

		K

		31/12/19

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Finance

		K

		31/01/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Awareness of Self

		C

		31/10/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Management of Self

		C

		31/10/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Decision Making

		C

		31/08/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Leading People

		S

		30/09/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Managing people

		S

		30/09/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Building Relationships

		S

		31/08/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Communication

		S

		31/07/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Operational Management

		S

		31/08/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Project Management

		S

		31/08/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Finance

		S

		30/09/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Takes responsibility

		B

		31/10/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Inclusive

		B

		31/10/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Agile

		B

		31/10/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Professionalism

		B

		31/10/20

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		







N = NOT STARTED              OFF = OFF TRACK                ON = ON TRACK              A = AHEAD               C=COMPLETED

Off the Job Delivery Plan  

The purpose of this overview is to plan delivery of the 20% off the job training that an apprentice is to complete. All learners will be required to complete their individual logs on a weekly basis. 

The form MUST be signed by all parties.

Off the Job Training Calculation:   Programme: Management Trailblazer L3 

Programme length – 78 weeks less 6 weeks holidays = 72 weeks

30 hours worked per week = Calculation: 30 x 72 x weeks x 0.2 = 432hours OTJ Training

37.5 hours worked per week = Calculation:  37.5 x 72 weeks x 0.2 = 540 hours OTJ Training 

40 hours worked per week = Calculation:  40 x 72 x weeks x 0.2 = 576 hours OTJ Training

6

40

576



ACTUAL No of hours per week                      No of weeks holiday                    Total OTJ Hrs

		Off the Job Training

		Evidenced by:

		Number of Hours

		Total number of hours



		Learner to attend group training sessions for teaching and learning of knowledge units: Leading People, Managing People, Project Management, Finance, Operations Management, Communication, Building Relationships. (2-3 training sessions per unit) plus added value Qualsafe 1 day H&S in the Workplace training

		Assessment plans, evidence of learning, reviews, CPD Log



		19 x 7 hours

		133 hours



		Learner to complete workbooks, evidence gathering and professional discussion preparation for combined units: Management of Self, Self-Awareness, Problem Solving and Decision Making.

		Assessment plans, evidence of learning, workbooks, CPD Log



		6 x 8 hours 

		48 hours



		Learner to attend monthly 1-2-1 coaching sessions with Assessor / Tutor to work on skills based units

		Assessment plans, evidence of learning, workbooks, discussions, CPD Log

		21 x 2 hours 

		42 hours



		Learner to complete written work and revision preparation for knowledge units (learners wishing to undertake knowledge through guided discussion with the Assessor are to use the allocated hours to undertake preparation in note form ready for session with their Assessor). 

		Assessment plans, evidence of learning, workbooks,  CPD Log

		10 x 8 hours 

		80 hours



		Learners to undertake 1 independent learning activity per week as directed by Assessor (use of ILM student resources – webinars, articles, activities) 

		Reviews, CPD Log, evidence of learning

		69 x 1 hour 

		69 hours 



		Learners to spend 2 hours per week undertaking developmental workplace activity supported by mentor (e.g. shadowing, attendance at meetings, interviews, disciplinary hearings, meetings with suppliers / customers, practising new performance management techniques)

		CPD Log, Reviews, Evidence of learning 

		69 x 2 hours 

		138 hours



		30 hours to undertake a work place project including initiation, planning, execution and closure

		CPD Log, Reviews, Evidence of learning, presentation

		1 x 30 hours

		30 hours



		Monthly meeting with mentor to agree new developmental goals and provide coaching and support

		CPD Log, Meeting evidence

		18 x 2 hours

		36 hours





Total hours of OTJ – 576

I commit to undertaking OTJ hours as identified above. 

		

		Print Name

		Sign

		Date



		Apprentice



		James Smith

		JSmith

		04/07/19



		Employer



		Mohammed Naseer

		M.Naseer

		04/07/19



		Assessor



		Martin Nowak

		M. Nowak

		04/07/19









		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English (65% L2)

		Maths (62% L2)

		Assessment

		Milestone



		1







Sep



















		Leading People

		No prior learning

		Organisational culture,

Equality and diversity, 

Leadership Styles, Coaching

		K.1.1 – K1.5

S1.1 – S1.5

		Apostrophes

		Fractions

		Formative assessment during classroom sessions



Prevent E-Learning Module

		· Identify own leadership style

· Create a coaching plan for a team member

· State their responsibilities as a manager under the Equality Act 2010



		2





Oct























		Managing People





















		No prior learning





















		Performance Management techniques, managing teams and individuals, team roles theory, team formation, motivation theory, HR and legal requirements









		K2.1 – K2.6

S2.1 – S2.6























		Commas

		Ratios

		Formative assessment during classroom sessions



Mock exam











		· Set SMART objectives for team and individuals

· Apply motivational theory to real work situations









		3







Nov



(Review)







		Management of Self











		Has used a PDP in a previous role but is unable to explain the stages of PDP planning so significant new learning required

		Personal development planning, L&D cycle, SWOT Analysis, Eisenhower Matrix, 4Ds, Lakein’s ABC

		K9.1 – K9.3

S9.1 – S9.3

		Speaking and Listening



Mock exams

		Calculating use of time

		Professional discussion, Product evidence incl: PDP, SWOT and use of Eisenhower / 4Ds



		· Analyse their own development needs to create a PDP



		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English

		Maths

		Assessment

		Milestone



		4







Dec

















		Project Management

		James had a minor role in a development project but has never managed his own project or used project tools so substantive new learning required

		Project lifecycle, stakeholder analysis, WBS, GANTT Charts, RACI Matrix, RAID Log, Risk Assessment

		K6.1 – K6.7

S6.1 – S6.5

S2.3, S2.5, S5.2, S5.3, S5.4, S.5

		Additional support for assignment writing including layout and style



Mock exams

		Charts and graphs

		Project Management Assignment



Product Evidence: Project Plans

		· Write an assignment demonstrating their project management knowledge



· Create project plans that identify scope, resource, communication and budget requirements



		5









Jan

(Review)















		Self - Awareness

		No prior learning

		Learning styles, emotional intelligence, unconscious bias, self-awareness theory, feedback and reflection

		K8.1 – K8.7

S8.1 – S8.4

		Detecting Bias

		Analysis of data





Mock exams

		Professional discussion and product evidence incl: 360 degree feedback

		· Collate and analyse 360 degree feedback to inform development and improve self-awareness



CARRY FORWARD TO FEB!



		6







Feb















		Finance

		No prior learning

		Governance and Compliance, Value for Money, Budgets

		K7.1 – K7.4

S7.1 – S7.2

		Report Writing

		Percentages







Mock exams

		Finance Assignment



Budget evidence

		· Write an assignment demonstrating their finance knowledge

· Manage and monitor a budget over a period of time



		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English

		Maths

		Assessment

		Milestone



		7



Mar

(Review)





















		Operational Management

		No prior learning

		Organisational Strategy, Operational Planning, Managing Change, Managing Data

		S5.1 – S5.7

K5.1 – K5.6

		Proof Reading

		Probability

		Operations Assignment



Managing Change and Managing Data Professional Discussion

		· Create an operational plan



· Discuss how to effectively manage change with reference to theory



· Discuss how to manage data 



		8





Apr



















		Problem Solving and Decision Making

		Encounters problems regularly at work but is not aware of any recognised problem solving tools / techniques

		Scope, nature and impact of problems, identifying the root cause, Tools such as fishbone, 8D, PDCA, FOCUS, Weighted Decision Making Grid, Escalation

		K10.1 – K10.3

S10.1 – S10.4

		Fact and Opinion

		Practical Calculations

		Professional discussion and product evidence incl: PDCA, FOCUS, Decision Making Grid



English Reading and Writing Exams

		· Demonstrate the ability to solve problems and make decisions using recognised tools and techniques



		9



May

(Review)













		Communication

		No Prior Learning

		Adapting communications, the impact of communication, managing meetings, having a difficult conversation

		K4.1 – K4.6

S4.1 – S4.6

		Body Language



Presentation Skills





		Conversion

		Project presentation





Maths Exams





		· Manage a meeting effectively



· Plan for a difficult conversation



		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English

		Maths

		Assessment

		Milestone



		10







Jun

















		Building Relationships

		No Prior Learning

		Negotiation, Customer Service, Cross Team Working, Building Trust, Managing Conflict

		K3.1 – K3.5

S3.1 – S3.8

		Verbs -Tenses

		Formulae

		Reflective Account – Building Relationships

		· Undertake a negotiation that has a positive outcome

· Demonstrate how to manage conflict using a recognised model



		11







July

(Review)

















		Project  / Finance

		No Prior Learning

		Monitoring of budget vs. Actual

Reporting on outcomes

		S7.1 – S7.2

S6.3 – S6.5

S5.4 – S5.7

		Verbs – Subject Verb

		Weight, Length & Capacity

		Project / Finance Report

		· Produce a monitoring report



		12





Aug

















		Leading People

		No Prior Learning

		Reflection on improved performance following coaching



Reflection on change

		S1.1 – S1.5

S5.7

S2.2, S2.4, S2.5, S2.6



		Reflective writing

		Scale 

		Reflective Account – Coaching, supported by product evidence



Reflective Account – Managing Change

		· Reflect on improved performance and identify future goals for individual team members

· Evaluate the success of change



		Month

		Main aim

		Prior learning

		Planned learning

		Unit/KSB

		English

		Math

		Assessment

		Milestone



		13







Sep

(Review)

















		Managing People

		No Prior Learning

		Building a high performing team

		S2.1 – S2.6

		Writing for different audiences

		Investigating Statistics

		Professional Discussion – Managing People supported by Product Evidence

		· Demonstrate how they have built a high-performing team as a result of effective people management



		14





Oct



















		Project Management / Finance

		No Prior Learning

		Concluding a project

		S6.1 – S6.5

S4.1 – S4.6

		Preparing and delivering a presentation

		Correlation

		Speaking and Listening Assessment



Project presentation

		· Deliver a presentation to senior management and project team



		15





Nov















		Re-cap and Reflection

		N/A

		Re-cap and Reflection

		ALL

		

		

		Gateway Review

		· Reflect on their development journey

· Prepare for EPA interview and discussion















		Learner Induction Checklist



The learner has been inducted into the company and received information and guidance on the following areas:





		General

		Tick if complete



		· Introduction to company staff and supervisors 

		√



		· Tour of plant (including offices, production, warehouses etc.)

		√



		· Hours of work, breaks

		√



		· Holiday, time off

		√



		· Company terms & conditions/contract of employment

		√



		· Rates of pay, bonuses etc.

		√



		· Discipline, grievance procedure (expected behaviour)

		√



		· Sickness notification, certification

		√



		· Absenteeism 

		√



		· Equality and diversity

		√



		Health & Safety

		Tick if complete



		· The company’s health & safety policy (location & content)

		√



		· Safety information leaflets, booklets, posters, personnel

		√



		· Fire precautions, arrangements and emergency evacuation

		√



		· Risk assessments and safe systems of work

		√



		· √Accident reporting procedures

		√



		· Location of first aid provision and first aid personnel 

		√



		· Personal protective equipment

		√



		· Safe lifting and handling procedures 

		√



		· Hazard awareness and identification (what to do)

		√



		· Dangerous substances, the rules and how to act safely

		√



		· Machinery, fork lift trucks, gangways, vehicles etc.

		√



		· Safeguarding – who to see if you have a query

		√



		· Housekeeping requirements

		√



		I confirm the Checklist has been completed

		Date

		Learner Initials



		

		04/07/19

		JS

























		1. Learner’s ‘At Work’ Safety Assessment



		

		Management of learner’s health and safety

		

		

Evidence / comments



		A



		Have you assessed the risks to the learner, taking into account their age, experience, maturity and awareness of risks? In particular there must be an assessment if the learner is under the age of 18

		

 Yes    No

		Learner is above 18.



		B

		Have the assessments taken into account any other special needs or circumstances including any disability, medical or health condition?

		

 Yes    No

		No special needs identified



		C

		Have you put in place control measures for the learner as a result of the assessments and have you informed the learner and their supervisor(s)?

		

 Yes    No

		Standard risk assessments in place



		D

		Do you provide, free of charge, any necessary personal protective equipment (as determined by the risk assessment) and ensure/enforce its proper and effective use?

		



 Yes    No

		Safety shoes and Hi-Viz



		E

		Do you provide competent supervision for the learner and do they have a designated person to take overall responsibility?  

		

 Yes    No

		Supervisor(s) name(s):

Karen Howard



		F

		Are documented safe systems of work available for the learner’s job?

		

 Yes    No

		SOPs in place







		G

		Detail any necessary prohibitions and restrictions identified by the risk assessments that apply to the learner. In particular specific restrictions must be identified if the learner is under the age of 18

		

No restrictions.  Learner is above 18













		

		

		Met          X

		Not met          







		The Employer or their representative:

(Please sign to agree that this is an accurate record of the learner requirements)



		



		



Signed: S Flow





		

		



Print name: Sally Flow



		



		



Job title: H&S Officer





		

		



Date: 04/07/19









		Huddersfield Textile Training Limited

Assessment undertaken by:



		



		



Signed:  M.Nowak





		

		



Print name: Martin Nowak



		



		



Job title: Development Coach





		

		



Date: 04/07/19





		







If required complete action plan overleaf







		H&S Assessment Action Plan



		

Page         of



		Ref



		Action required

		By whom

		Target date

		Completed

(signed off and dated)



		









		

		

		

		



		







		









		

		

		



		









		

		

		

		



		

		









		

		

		



		

		









		

		

		



		

		









		

		

		



		

		









		

		

		













		Action plan 

prepared by:

		For HTTL:

		Agreed by:

		For Company:







		

		

		

		



		

Signed:



		



		

Signed:



		



		



		Date:

		





		

		



		





		Action plan 

review dates:

		



		

		

		

		



















		Amendments to the learning agreement: The following amendments have been agreed :-



		Date

		Details

		Learner Initials

		HTTL

Initials



		

		



		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		



		

		





		

		







		Learning Activity Summary





		Planned end date:

		

		Actual end date:

		



		

Was the Planned Learning End Date met?



		

Yes



		

No





		

If No, what was the reason for any late or non-completion?

		





















		

Declaration (to be signed when the learner has completed the apprenticeship)





		

I agree that the learning activities and delivery mentioned above have taken place.





		Learner name print:





		Signature:

		Date:



		Supervisor’s name:





		Signature:

		Date:



		Tutor / Assessor Name:





		Signature:

		Date:
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		Month

		Learner task

		The Link Academy’s task

		Employer task



		Month 1



1 – 4

 weeks into programme

		Induction

Introduce professionalism and values

Practice shampooing, conditioning, checking for contraindications

Discussing contraindications with clients

		Health and safety, GDPR legislation and procedure. 

Visual aids to use with clients.

Case studies for communication.

Shampooing techniques, hair types, PPE, personal safety,

Hygiene 

Cross infection, dermatitis.

Set up work area

Product knowledge.

Underpinning knowledge on contraindications

		Reinforce professionalism and values. Work on communication skill, willingness to learn,

and developing work ethic.

Health and safety in the salon including

PPE.

practice techniques for shampooing conditioning movements.

General housekeeping and working neatly.

Product knowledge.

Discuss contraindications.

Ask your apprentice questions about what they are doing. Reinforce shampooing techniques; Effleurage, rotary, petrissage, friction etc. When and why we use them. Ask clients for feedback on the shampooing technique and the communication skills of your apprentice. 

Have a discussion with your apprentice after the first month and give them some developmental feedback on what they can do well and what they could do better. 





		Month 2



4-8 weeks into programme

		Shampooing

Product knowledge

Advise products to clients including using the incorrect product and effects on client’s hair.

Dealing with difficult clients.

Time management.

Self-management

Setting targets and achieving them

Progression.

Tracking progression

Evaluation 

How to detangle the hair.

Commence blow-drying techniques.

Brushes to use and appropriate products.

		Massage techniques for shampooing and conditioning.

Different lengths and densities of hair. Types and textures.

Hair classification table.

How to evaluate.

Time management

Setting targets

PH values

Added heat, cold and warm and the effects of both.

Purpose of massage and

removing excess moisture from the hair.

Client care after shampooing.

Products for blow-drying, brushes and the purpose.

Choosing brushes to achieve different looks.

		Question shampooing knowledge and speed. Does you apprentice understand when you want a quick shampoo and when you want a slow one. Can they relate to what you are doing on shop floor and what you will be doing next? If not, explain to them the importance of working as a team. 

Collect feedback from clients on shampooing techniques, communication skills and appearance. 

Encourage your apprentice to ask questions about the products you are using in your salon. Give them a list of the products you use for finishing hair and explain which are your favourites and why. Ask them to learn the price lists, 

Book client appointments for your apprentice to practice shampooing and finishing hair. Look and analyse their ability to work within set time scales.

Assess how they deal with clients and problems. 

Do they know what to report to who and when?

Discuss case studies on dealing with problems.

Hot and cold water and the effects.

Start to question apprentices’ and check underpinning knowledge.

Detangling hair practice.

Practice basic blow-drying techniques.

Sectioning for blow-drying.

Products to use in salon for blow-drying.

Case study on a client. 





		Month 3



8- 12 weeks into programme







Month 4









12 – 16 weeks into programme



		Positive attitude and team working.

How to deal with working under pressure

Dealing with clients confidently

Receiving developmental feedback and how to act on it.

Dealing with clients that fit the 10 protected group’s different cultural and religious backgrounds.

Blow-drying techniques and the effects they achieve. 

Understand their own salons pricing structure and product prices. 

		10 protected groups.

Consultation aids

Open and closed questioning

Listening skills

Picking out relevant information

Deliver blow-drying science and underpinning knowledge.

Demo setting procedures and put up.

Demo applying root colour and a toner at the basin.

Discuss toners, colour star, PPE. Apply knowledge to all tests covered. 

Demo palming scissors and comb and sectioning techniques for a one length cut.

Explore testing the hair - porosity, elasticity, skin test, incompatibility, negative and positive. 



		Reinforce communication skills with a wide range of clients.

Especially those that fit in to the 10 protected characteristics group. (look up/research if unsure).

Practice consultation, shampooing and blow-drying on models or training heads. 

Questioning apprentices on all products, which to use, why and explaining products to clients. 

Identify models to practice shampooing and blow-drying. Look at time scales, professionalism, PPE, H & S and personal hygiene. 

Pricing structure, product prices. 

Let apprentices’ shadow consultations, check how they are adapting their behaviour with each client and encourage them to talk to clients during the service especially about the service being completed and products that are being used. 

Start to talk through toners that are used in salon. What, why and when and let them shadow applying a toner while talking through what the toner is doing. 



		Month 5



16 – 20 weeks into programme



		Consultation, using the consultation planner.

Reporting infections.

Contagious and non-contagious conditions, use of visual aids and be able to discuss the consultation process in detail with your clients.

Understand realistic expectations. 

		Discuss all contraindications. How to recognise them, spell them, report them, Latin names, update client records and GDPR implications. 

Basic knowledge of hair and skin, hair growth patterns and head and face shapes.

Embedding consultation process, using visual aids.

Realistic expectations. 

Practice sectioning, blow-drying, up styles, finger waving, curling and using heated styling equipment.

Applying basic colour.

One length cuts and palming scissors. 

		Check apprentices’ knowledge on diseases and disorders, how to recognise them and what to do about them. (Ask us for information if you would like to check your own knowledge as well). 

Continue practicing working with models in the salon on blow-drying, shampooing, communication, professionalism, taking money, using products and being able to talk about the service and products they are using. 

Move into applying root colours on clients that are aware they are training.

Check your apprentice knows what the cortex, cuticle and medulla are. 

Point out hair growth patterns on your clients to your apprentice and ask them to point them out to you. 

Head and face shapes. Encourage your apprentice to look at different haircuts and try to identify how they would cut it. You can do this during break or quiet times with your clients. 



		Month 6

20 - 24

		Confidently blow dry using a range of brushes with a range of products.

Be able to advise client on the correct product for them and why.

Recommend services and products to clients 

Practice basic foiling. Practise with gloves on as this is a requirement for the end point assessment.

Understand the different techniques that can be used when setting and dressing hair, adding temporary hair and plaits/braids/ twists into creatively up style.

		Formative assessments and mock assessments on meeting, greeting, shampooing, blow-drying, up styles, setting.

Check underpinning knowledge on blow-drying, alpha and beta keratin. Effects of humidity on the hair. How to protect the hair. 

Demo foiling techniques and practice on blocks.

Peroxide/developer strength.

Adding temporary hair. Advantages and disadvantages and risks of using added hair for up styles. Back combing and back brushing, the effects, when and how to use them. 

Tools to use for back combing/brushing and how to remove back combing/brushing.



		Work on reception demonstrating professionalism, excellent communication skills, and excellent personal hygiene and appearance. 

Blow dry a regular client’s hair to a commercial standard using products, rebook an appointment and take money. Update record cards. 

Be able to apply toners and root colours to clients that are aware they are training and speak to the clients about what they are doing and why, also discuss the products they have chosen, depth of lift or tone they are expecting to achieve and peroxide strength chosen and why. 

Explain volume of peroxide or % of peroxide depending on the manufacturer you are using. 



(Ask Academy staff for support with resources and ideas if needed).



		Month 7

24 - 28

		Continue to practise foiling, working on sectioning and picking up speed, and making sure that the foils are neat and to the root. Recognising the difference between sectioning for half head foils, T-section and full head. Build confidence with different setting techniques, using pin curling to achieve volume and flat movement, recognising when to use the different techniques and the effects they create.

Apprentices will start to learn the numbering system of the colour products for depth and tone, look at the numbering system in their salon and start to recognise differences between the different manufacturers. Will be able to confidently, when questioned, explain the legal age limit for colouring hair.

Start to recognise how to determine the correct percentage of white hair on clients, 25%,50%,75% and 100%



		Depth and tone of colour. Colour charts. Levels of lift, visual aids, client expectations and ICC. Metallic salts. 

Bleach and lightener. 

Where products sit and work in the hair structure.

PPE. 

Adverse effects of colour.

Cool and warm tones, neutralising colour and using the colour wheel. 

Legislation regarding colour and age restrictions. Legal significance of client questioning. 

Percentage of white hair



		Start to look at accuracy with foiling in the salon.

Is your apprentice wearing gloves when foiling, as well as when mixing and removing colour? (this is essential for End Point Assessment).

Look for accurate sectioning, even weaving techniques and slippage. Offer developmental advice whenever possible.



Start to encourage your apprentice to do their own colour consultation then discuss what they have decided with you, encourage them to explain the science behind what the colour is going to do on the client’s hair.

Try to get at least one model in per week for them to practice their skills and start to prepare for competency and End Point Assessment. 



		Month 8

28 - 32

		Apprentices will be able to accurately plan for a mock assessment using the guidelines for end point assessment.

All apprentices will be able to follow all health and safety including using the correct PPE and have your own equipment that is cleaned and labelled with your name. During the mock assessment the apprentice will be able to correctly identify any contra-indications, correct hair type and characteristics from the classification table, they will be able to identify the correct shampoo and conditioning products to be used for the hair type. When questioned they will be able to clearly explain their choice of products to be used for their assessment and the reasons why. The correct brush size for the finished look and the correct products to use during the blow dry. The apprentice will also be able to give accurate advice on recommendations of products and services offered in salon. 



		Mock assessments to take place. Practice shampooing, blow-drying, changing depth and tone and up styles. Planning and preparing yourself and your client for EPA.

		Start to time your apprentice when applying foils to clients who know they are training.



Look for accuracy with sections and colour placement when practicing. (you could use talc and conditioner to practice with)



Start to discuss colouring hair that has already existing colour on. Tests that need completing and colour placement so as not to overlap.



Start to discuss pre-lightener (bleach) levels, timings and importance of not over developing. 



Apprentice conducts self in a professional manner and provide feedback/areas to improve as needed.





		Month 9

32 – 36 weeks into programme

		Apprentices will be able to identify how natural pigments affect the colour and how artificial and natural light affect the finished colour.

Know the importance of monitoring the colour to check the development. Be able to remove colour from areas that have developed without disturbing the areas that are still processing to avoid a patchy result.

Apprentices should be able to confidently remove all colour products and prepare the hair for further services.

Apprentice will start to look at the basic sectioning techniques for the different types of cuts and how and why we establish guidelines and recognising the importance of following these guidelines.



		How and why we establish guidelines. Setting and maintaining guidelines when cutting hair. Working on a range of clients cutting hair. Continue to practice foils on client and colour techniques. 

How natural pigment effects colour. 

Artificial lighting. 

Why it’s important to monitor development colour. Removing colour. Removing colour without disturbing colour. 

		Now is a good time to do a Performance and Development review with your apprentice.

Ask the Academy for a template if this helps.

Look at viability of the skills they have gained. Discuss the benefits your apprentice makes to your business and discuss your plans for their future in your salon.

Identify any issues and put measures in place to support or resolve them. Ask the Academy staff for support with this if you need to. 



By now, your apprentice should be very comfortable meeting and greeting clients. They should be able to use their own initiative when supporting other stylists and cleaning the salon. They should know about all the products you stock, how much they cost, how to use them and be able to discuss them with clients confidently when communicating with clients.



They should be reliable, very well presented, polite and happy in the workplace. They should be motivated and be able to see how much they have progressed and be able to discuss what they need to do next.





		Month 10



36 – 40 weeks into programme

		Continue to practise foiling to increase speed and skills and be able to correctly identify clients’ natural depth and tone using the colour chart. Apprentices will recognise the factors that influence the cutting service and how to deal with the different factors. Be able to hold the scissors and comb correctly and palming the scissors to avoid injury to the clients. 

Recognise the differences between cutting wet and dry hair and straight and curly hair.

Apprentices will practise one length cutting, sectioning, guidelines to be followed, the difference between club cutting and freehand.

Recognise when to use the different techniques to consider the different influencing factors and how to personalise their cuts.

		Cutting theory. Tools available and maintaining tools. Controlling tools and equipment to reduce damage to the client’s hair and scalp.

Texturizing.

 Checking balance of a cut. Using the mirror. Cutting wet and dry hair, curly and straight hair.

Planning your time effectively.

Factors to consider:

· Density 

· Texture 

· Client care 

· Gowning 

· PPE 

· Cleaning your work area

· Club cutting, freehand and scissor over comb. 

· How to personalise a cut and sectioning. 

		Continue to focus on a holistic approach to clients. Can your apprentice meet and greet a client, conduct a professional consultation, record all details of the consultation and agree a viable service with the client?



Can your apprentice perform services on clients who know they are training?

This should include shampooing, conditioning, applying toners at the basin, root retouches and full head colours.

Can your apprentice put hair up?

Can your apprentice do a competent blow-dry or finish that looks professional while offering advice to the client on how to look after their hair and suitable products they should be using?

If not, please discuss this with your apprentices’ tutor for support in addressing this. 



Your apprentice now needs to shadow you cutting hair. Please discuss with them the difference between the cuts you are doing; sectioning techniques and tools you are using.

Encourage them to practice sectioning for cutting, holding and palming scissors.

Start to think about practice on models for basic cuts. Always check the cuts for accuracy and give developmental feedback.



		Month 11



40 – 44 weeks into programme

		Apprentice will be able to confidently question clients before commencing the service, recognising contra-indications and influencing factors. Will be able to adjust their position and that of the clients for the different cuts. Recognising the different angles and how they affect the balance and weight distribution of the haircut. Practise cutting the different types of fringes using slicing and texturizing techniques.

Apprentice will start to use more advanced cutting techniques and recognising how and when to remove bulk and texturise to achieve the desired look. Apprentices will seek assistance when resolving colouring problems outside of their own authority. 

Routinely cross check each cut and can identify areas that may be missed and can correct them without assistance, using mirrors to give a final check.

		Cutting theory, angles, factors to be considered, client expectations. Adapting cutting techniques, texturing, removing bulk, chipping in, slicing and cutting a fringe. 

Cutting tension and cross checking. 

Discuss limits of authority when resolving colour problems.



		Continue to practice colour consultation, colour choice, science behind the choice, sectioning hair, removing colour, dealing with problems, applying toners, root retouches, and full head colour. 



Continue to look at professionalism when finishing hair.



Check product knowledge and selling skills.



Encourage your apprentice to get models in to practice all cutting techniques covered. Think about accuracy, confidence, speed and finishing the cuts.



		Month 12

44 – 48 weeks into programme

		Apprentice will be able to confidently recognise all contraindications, be able to discuss contraindications and deal with basic colouring problems. 

Apply a full head of foils in a reasonable time with all PPE, while following a precise sectioning technique.

Be able to confidently cut a one length, uniform layer, short graduation and a long graduation. 

Practice all skills on clients while preparing for EPA and mock assessments. 

		Colour theory, depth and tone, testing, techniques, colour problems and dealing with them.

Products to use, when and why.

Peroxide strengths.

Dealing with client expectations.

Cutting hair, angles to use, check sectioning techniques and cross-checking cut. Time scales.

Be able to identify client requirements and confirm with client agreed expectations. 

Be able to advise client’s products and recommend and advise correctly. Importance of updating record cards. 

		Check your apprentice knows and understands the colour chart that is used in your salon. 



Can your apprentice tell you what to use for a colour? What strength of developer (peroxide) to use?



Can your apprentice tell you which type of cut you are doing on your clients? (e.g. one length, uniform layer, square layer, long graduation, short graduation, precision bob etc).



Do you and your apprentice understand the requirements of End Point Assessment? If not, please ask Academy staff for support and information. 



		48 - 52

52 weeks on programme at start of month 13 

		Apprentice will confidently shampoo and condition, be professional at all times, blow-dry using a range of brushes, products and techniques. Communicate with a range of clients and discuss all services with a range of clients.

Understand how to make an appointment, answer the phone and deal with different needs and expectations.

Apply a basic colour showing underpinning knowledge on choosing the colour/toner, application method, test to perform and can explain to clients what they are doing and why. 

Practice all skills as much as possible. Always remember to use your gloves when foiling, mixing colour and applying colour. Keep your equipment clean and in good order. Replace any missing items and check you have everything you will need for End Point Assessment.

Identify one model per week to practice in your salon and listen to your stylist’s advice. Ask lots of questions if you don’t understand what your stylists are doing.

Start to think about models to achieve your additional unit.

		Plan additional unit with apprentice.

Identify when and how they are going to practice working with the employer.

Start to deliver underpinning knowledge for additional unit.

[bookmark: _GoBack]Continue to practice and prepare for EPA, offering developmental feedback at all times.

Ensure the apprentice knows what they need to do and when they need to complete it by.

		Your apprentice will now start to work towards the additional unit you and they have chosen.

This can be either:

· Relaxing using chemical straightener

· Applying extensions

· Perming

Your apprentice will need to practice the skill in the salon to achieve the unit.

Please work with them and offer developmental feedback.

Try to get a least one model per week to practice on. 



		

 2nd year

		Additional unit

		See where the apprentice is/progress at the end of the first 12 months on programme.

		Discuss ‘what does my apprentice look like after the first 12 months on programme’ with the course tutor. Identify any gaps, areas to work on and skills beyond level 2. Start to plan for Gateway and End Point Assessment by planning models with your apprentice and doing mock assessments in salon.



		Month 14

		Prepare for Gateway

Continue with mock assessments. Prepare your models for EPA making sure they understand the rules to be followed during the exam. Speak to your employer about your EPA including where it will take place, what day you would like it to happen and what you need to do to go through Gateway. Speak to your tutor for additional support with this

		Discuss Gateway with employer and apprentice.

Decide on models to be used.

Discuss services that will be completed and product and equipment that will be required for the day.

Practice and observe during mock assessments.

Continue to book in clients into the practical setting for the apprentice to build skill, accuracy and speed. 

		Continue to prepare for EPA. Mock assessments completed in salon.

Recapping all health and safety, communication skills, consultation skills, professionalism, checking accuracy, speed and finish of all clients completed.

Ask clients and other members of staff for feedback on how they are doing. 



		Month 15

		Prepare for Gateway

		Continue to practice with the apprentice giving developmental feedback and using oral questioning techniques to check knowledge and understanding and to get the apprentice used to answering questions. 

		Continue to prepare for EPA. Mock assessments. 

Recapping all health and safety, communication skills, consultation skills, professionalism, checking accuracy, speed and finish of all clients completed.

Ask clients and other members of staff for feedback on how they are doing



		Month 16

		Prepare for Gateway and start to discuss with your employer your position in the salon once End Point Assessment has been completed and passed.

Start to think about building your client base so that you are viable in the salon. 

		As above. Identify any areas that require more support. Speak to employer about commercial competence in the salon. This will include building a client base and securing employment once EPA has been completed. 

		Continue to prepare for EPA. Mock assessments. 

Recapping all health and safety, communication skills, consultation skills, professionalism, checking accuracy, speed and finish of all clients completed.

Ask clients and other members of staff for feedback on how they are doing



		Month 17

		PREPARE FOR GATEWAY. Continue to practice for EPA. Think about your next steps. Look at career pathways and further study options. Discuss this with your tutor, employer and independent careers advisor. 

		Support the apprentice to prepare for the next step in the workplace and further study. 

		Continue to prepare for EPA. Mock assessments. 

Recapping of all health and safety, communication skills, consultation skills, professionalism, checking accuracy, speed and finish of all clients completed.

Ask clients and other members of staff for feedback on how they are doing
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REFLECTIONS OF A
FIRST TIME PRACTITIONER RESEARCHER


 


THE ETF OUTSTANDING TEACHING AND LEARNING PROGRAMME


When I saw the briefing document for the Education and Training Foundation Outstanding Teaching and Learning projects


in apprenticeships it piqued my interest. I could immediately see the benefit this would have for members within the WYLP


network. I could see that the challenges the programme intended to explore were very real for the ITPs we work with and in


isolation, each would be looking to identify solutions to continuously


improve their provision. I was very clear that the research project would open up the opportunity to explore with other


providers and practitioners good practice in design and delivery of apprenticeship standards and a facilitated opportunity to


work together to address a common issue – planning of the apprentice’s


programme of learning.  With that in mind, we engaged our network of providers , formed a group and ultimately were


awarded the project. The research question we choose to  explore was ‘‘How can practitioners use training plans to support


the consistent delivery of outstanding teaching, learning and assessment in apprenticeships?”


OUR GAINS


The project enabled dedicated time for practitioners to come together, collaborate and


reflect without the distractions of the day to day hustle and bustle of the day job to explore


the research question and develop the project outputs. We found that through working


together as a team, practitioners could utilise the opportunity to share success and barriers


of delivering apprenticeship standards successfully; particularly planning for training and


assessment of knowledge, skills and behaviours and measuring progress.  Whilst it isn’t


always easy to commit the time to engaging in collaborative research, we are confident that


the return on investment is positive. It helped those involved to dedicate time to identifying


solutions which are more efficient as well as of higher quality. The project gave


practitioners the space to debate the challenges of moving away from qualification-driven


model, delivering off the job training in order to deliver the desired impact for the


apprentices and employers. Though producing a tangible outputs to share with the wider


sector was great, the most valuable output was the time to be able to collaborate and


reflect as a group on the journey, achievements and challenges we face every day in our


quest to improve the quality of apprenticeships. Had we not chosen to become involved in


the OTLA programme we would not have carved out the time to explore new research


methods and utilise online global research network [1] to support our thinking and signpost


us to a wider range of existing research to feed into the project.


The context 


We have seen significant changes in the apprenticeship sector with the reforms;  the employer in an ever more central role,
the implementation of the levy and more stringent off the job training requirements. With so much to think about, participating
in practitioner research can get put on a backburner; seen as ‘something else to do’ or ‘that’s for academics’ by small,
independent training providers (ITP).
I’ve heard over and over again from colleagues in ITPs - when opportunities for involvement in practitioner research projects
are available – that they don’t think it is worth applying because their perception is the focus is on colleges.
The result is, practitioner research is an area which we often
put to the back of our minds as ITP’s.  This is particularly true for small providers  where our roles aren’t just as the trainer, you
are Designated Safeguarding Officer, IQA, Prevent Co-ordinator, Curriculum Lead, Manager, Director, Payroll and throw into
that Employer Engagement, First Aider - the list is endless!  My name is Kelly Townend and I work as the Operations Manager
for West Yorkshire Learning Providers.  We run the regional network for FE & Skills establishments which are mainly
independent training providers.  Practitioner research had always interested me and I felt that, in light of the reforms, this was
the right research project embark on with the network.







THE CHALLENGES


The project hasn’t always run smoothly – how could it for such a fast paced and turbulent sector? We had issues along the


way with some partners having to leave the project due to emerging needs within their organisation, as has been the nature


of the sector over recent years. We also found working with multiple providers could be difficult to co-ordinate involvement


from all stakeholders; employers, practitioners and apprentices when it was needed. One of the main barriers was the


involvement of the employers. Whilst keen to be involved, the majority are small businesses therefore finding the time to


work with us was hard. It was a mirror image of the challenges our provider network face when working with SMEs to deliver


apprenticeships. The will is certainly there but the daily reality does not always match the requirement.


Finally, on a short project staying focussed is key. Sometimes there was a tendency to drift into other areas of research as


you read about a topic which is of interest. But when working with short timescales, we have learnt that we need to stick


firmly to the brief we set ourselves at the outset. Being clear and explicit as to what the requirements are to any


practitioners, learners and employers is therefore crucial.


OUR CONCLUSION


When asking practitioners would they get involved in a practitioner research project again the response was – yes,


absolutely!  It has opened up our network in a new way, enabling much valued collaboration with other practitioners from


other organisations.  The opportunity to explore and experiment with new ideas and methods has been of great benefit and


encouraged greater involvement of employers to plan for the apprenticeships. 


Most importantly, we have implemented improvements to our apprenticeship programme planning process, with


apprentices stating that they feel that they have a greater oversight of their programme to help them with


their development.


 


You can find out more about the OTLA Apprenticeship programme on the ETF Excellence Gateway.


WYLP Ltd
Office 26 Bradford Chamber Business Park, Laisterdyke, Bradford, BD4 8BX.


T: 01274 665454
E: info@wylp.org.uk
W: www.wylp.org.uk


Reflections of A
First Time Practitioner Researcher


For further reading please see:
 
UNESCO TVET Discussion Forum  
Programme Advisory - Committees College and Institutes Canada 
Seven Questions About Apprenticeships - OECD
Work-based Learning as a Pathway to Competence-based
Education - UNEVOC 
ET Foundation – Professional Standards
Excellence Gateway – ETF Foundation 
Inspecting the curriculum – Ofsted 2019
Education Inspection Framework, Further Education and
skills inspection Handbook – Ofsted 2019
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[bookmark: _Hlk2255948]CASE STUDY: ‘How can practitioners use training plans to support the consistent delivery of outstanding teaching learning and assessment?’ - Extension





What was the purpose of the project? 

The original project question for exploration was ‘How can practitioners use training plans to support the consistent delivery of outstanding teaching learning and assessment?’

However following the first phase, the research question had to evolve in the project extension phase as we knew that this wasn’t simply about training plans contributing to outstanding teaching, learning and assessment, but there would be a heightened focus on the engagement of employers into the curriculum design. However, with reflection we also addressed the question of “How can collaboration enable OTLA for the FE and skills sector?” As such the following questions have been explored:

· Can a structured approach to an employer advisory group help to define the intended implementation and impact of apprenticeship delivery?

· How can a collaborative approach to practitioner research enable OTLA?











What did the project do? 



The approach to the research was as follows:
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An extension launch meeting was held to bring together the direct participants/provider representatives which provided an open platform to start the project.  All were briefed about phase one with a review of the outputs and timescales as well as what we wanted to achieve from the second phase.

ILP Roll out – Providers began using the ILP’s with new learners though for original project members this was continued use as well as using for new sign ups. New providers made amendments to better fit their organisations.   

Observations and discussions were completed to highlight the good practice and where improvements could be made to existing practice for planning and to identify if the desired impact could be seen.  

An Employer Advisory Group was involved with working with the Federation for Small Business as well as the employers on the programme. 

Meetings and liaising took place with practitioner researchers to look a how to create a publication and what would be the best fit for the project.

Video recording was amended to include the new provider and to provide their insight into the involvement in practitioner research and the benefits as a provider and as a practitioner.

What helped the project succeed? 



What worked for us was dedicated time for practitioners to come together, collaborate and reflect without the distractions of the day to day hustle and bustle of being a practitioner. It allowed time for the exploration and development of the project outputs and what we found was that actually, through working together as a team, the providers’ practitioners could utilise the opportunity to share success and barriers working on the standards and the planning for knowledge, skills and behaviours and measuring progress.  This was most valuable as this meant they actually saved time because they knew what was and wasn’t working. 

Collaboration was key and working with each other and across another project opened up greater insight. 



“Through working with WYLP on this project we have developed a framework that we are using with several employers across different work sectors. Employers and learners have commented on the clarity of the ILP and how it enables them both to quickly track their own progress and plan their learning. We have found outstanding benefits from working with different further education organisations and gained invaluable insights into the ways we can plan for and enable individualised learning.”



Direct project participant



What challenges did the project face?



We had an issue as one provider was unable to dedicate time to the project, so they had to withdraw.  Holidays impacted the programme as this fell through the summer as well as a summer shutdown for the Textiles industry allowing no access to learners or employers. Engaging small employers in an Employer Advisory Group was a significant challenge and one which unfortunately we couldn’t overcome due to the demands on small business owners. Time was the major challenge which came up consistently through the project as, although providers were keen and willing, the day to day demands of working for a small ITP take over and research is not seen as a priority. This can make it difficult to maintain and increase momentum for projects.



What difference did the project make? 



Practitioners now identify the value of practitioner research. When asking practitioners would they do it again the response was – absolutely!  Though there was the time factor to contend with, there were many benefits to being involved in practitioner research.  It has opened up each of our individual networks enabling much valued collaboration with other practitioners and organisations.  The opportunity to explore and experiment with new ideas and methods has been of great benefit and has seen greater involvement of employers to plan for the apprenticeships.  Learners feel that they have a greater oversight of their programme and they are taking real ownership of their learning.



“As a result of being involved in this project, we have now been able to design a new learning plan that allows us to individualise learning objectives and track milestones effectively which benefits our team in being able to plan for outstanding learning, but more importantly, allows the learner and employer to own their development journey.” 

Direct project participant







[bookmark: _GoBack]where can i find more information? 



More information can be found on the SDN OTLA Portal with a recorded discussion in relation to the use of the UNEVOC Unesco paper and also a larger project report:Just like with employers, it gives us more structure with short, medium and long term goals and allows us to compliment our teaching and learning with the employers training - Practitioner





https://strategicdevelopmentnetwork.sharepoint.com/sites/OTLAProjectsSIte



More information of the Education Inspection Framework can be found at the following sight including reviews into observation 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/ofsted-inspections-of-further-education-and-skills-providers



To find out more about practitioner reaserch blogging see:

https://bcgresearchnetwork.wordpress.com/blog/
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Popcorn
Effective curriculum design with the employer, in the context of the workplace and job role05

Project

CONTEXT 
The apprenticeship reforms are designed to give employers 
more influence over the design and delivery of apprenticeships. 
The success of this approach depends on employers becoming 
increasingly confident that apprenticeship programmes provide 
genuine returns in terms of improved performance, however 
measured. Employers must also be reassured that apprenticeship 
standards are practical to deliver while (as with other investments) 
committing to the effort involved. 

To reach this level of confidence requires a deep and accurate 
understanding by providers of employers’ business goals and 
knowledge of precisely how apprenticeship learning contributes to 
these goals. Providers must also know how to set up and deliver 
learning which focuses on work performance while also meeting 
high quality standards.

The project provides insights into the nature of effective 
collaboration between employers and providers, the design of 
standards-based curricula and the pedagogy of activity-based 
learning and coaching.

PARTNERS 

ZHQ, National Oceanography Centre, Aspire Learning, Azzuri Group, 
Redsky Learning, Norse commercial Services, Impact Associates.

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

The output focuses on forming relationships and initiating 
successful collaboration between employers and training providers 
to define strategic goals, outputs and performance measures and 
link them to apprenticeships; to co-design and deliver standards-
based programmes aligned with business goals/measures; 
during knowledge acquisition and skills/behavioural development 
in different work settings; and on effective progress review/
preparation for end-point assessment (EPA).

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS	&	KEY	LESSONS	LEARNED

• What are the starting points from which employer and provider  
 practitioners can work together to co-design standards-based  
 apprenticeship programmes?

• What makes such programmes effective in terms of linking   
 development of knowledge and skills to ‘doing a job’    
 (performance)?

• What is the role of coaching in supporting these links?

• How can the experience of delivery create a dynamic feedback  
 loop into curriculum design?
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Popcorn  (CONTINUED)

Effective curriculum design with the employer, in the context of the workplace and job role05
Project

PRACTICAL OUTPUTS

1	 Baseline	questionnaires	–	employer	and	practitioner

          OTLA employer self-assessment baseline

          OTLA practitioner self-assessment baseline

  • Identifies starting points for employers and providers to  
  work together

  •  Provides a framework for open discussion using a   
  common vocabulary and criteria

  •  Likely to be especially useful in the initial programme   
  design phase

2 Good practice checklists – employer and practitioner

          OTLA employer checklist v2

          OTLA practitioner checklist v2

  • Allows employers and providers to look objectively at key  
  aspects of delivery and identify priorities for improvement

  • Helps practitioners to become familiar with Ofsted criteria  
  and vocabulary

  • Likely to be useful at any stage of delivery

3 Coaching video

 		 							Coaching	session	1

           Coaching session 2*

  • Illustrates different types of question used by coaches to  
   link learning and performance

  • Shows employees’ responses to these questions

  • Contains broader reflections on the coaching experience  
   by employees and coaches

  • Likely to be useful for training and continuous 
  development of staff involved in coaching or mentoring

CASE STUDY

  Case study

 
 

 

*clicking this link will lead to you a download page where there are options for the size 
of the download from full HD 
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https://vimeo.com/popcornlearningmedia/download/319502070/2b7210fbc7
https://vimeo.com/popcornlearningmedia/download/319503172/48a6787bbb
https://youtu.be/LoZLD5-lFAI
https://vimeo.com/popcornlearningmedia/download/319503172/48a6787bbb
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Introduction

The self-assessment is used with employers to help draw out insights into the professional attributes which underpin outstanding practice in apprenticeships design and delivery. It is based on the Education and Training Foundation’s professional practice self-assessment tool.  

There are 13 questions, please score each question using the following scale:

1 = extremely effectively

2 = very effectively

3 = effectively

4 = moderately effectively

5 = not very effectively 

6 = not at all effectively

Self-assessment 

		No.

		Questions

		Rating



		1

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers build positive, collaborative relationships within the organisation, to facilitate and support apprenticeships?



		



		2

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers collaborate with the organisation in the design and delivery of apprenticeships?



		



		3

		How effectively do apprenticeships contribute to organisational development and quality improvement?



		



		4

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers select and adapt creative and innovative strategies to help participants to learn?



		



		5

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers apply their understanding of good practice in teaching, learning and assessment?



		



		6

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers plan and deliver effective learning programmes for diverse groups in a safe and inclusive environment?



		



		7

		How effectively are participants encouraged to and supported in the use of technology in apprenticeships learning?



		



		8

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers inspire, motivate and raise aspirations of participants through their enthusiasm and knowledge?



		



		9

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers maintain and update knowledge of educational/training research to develop evidence-based practice?



		



		10

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers manage and promote positive learning behaviour in participants?



		



		11

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers motivate and inspire participants to promote achievement and develop their skills to enable progression?



		



		12

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers enable participants to share responsibility for their own learning and assessment, setting goals that stretch and challenge?



		



		13

		How effectively do your internal training team and/or external training providers apply appropriate and fair methods of assessment and provide constructive and timely feedback to support progression and achievement?
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Introduction

The self-assessment is used with practitioners to help draw out insights into the professional attributes which underpin outstanding practice in apprenticeships. It is based on the Education and Training Foundation’s professional practice self-assessment tool.  

There are 13 questions, please score each question using the following scale:

1 = extremely effectively

2 = very effectively

3 = effectively

4 = moderately effectively

5 = not very effectively 

6 = not at all effectively

Self-assessment 

		No.

		Questions

		Rating



		1

		How effectively do you build positive and collaborative relationships with employers?



		



		2

		How effectively do you maintain and update your teaching and training expertise and vocational skills through collaboration with employers?



		



		3

		How effectively do you contribute to organisational development and quality improvement through collaboration with employers?



		



		4

		How effectively do you select and adapt creative and innovative strategies to help learners to learn?



		



		5

		How effectively do you apply theoretical understanding of effective practice in teaching, learning and assessment, drawing on research and other evidence?



		



		6

		How effectively do you plan and deliver effective learning programmes for diverse groups or individuals in a safe and inclusive environment?



		



		7

		How effectively do you promote the benefits of technology and supporting learners in its use?



		



		8

		How effectively do you inspire, motivate and raise aspirations of learners through your enthusiasm and knowledge?



		



		9

		How effectively do you maintain and update your knowledge of educational research to develop evidence-based practice?



		



		10

		How effectively do you manage and promote positive learner behaviour?



		



		11

		How effectively do you motivate and inspire learners to promote achievement and develop their skills to enable progression?



		



		12

		How effectively do you enable learners to share responsibility for their own learning and assessment, setting goals that stretch and challenge?



		



		13

		How effectively do you apply appropriate and fair methods of assessment and provide constructive and timely feedback to support progression and achievement?
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Introduction

The checklist is used with employers to carry out a systematic review of:

· how well standards-based apprenticeship programmes develop knowledge, skills and behaviours;

· which specific aspects of teaching, learning and assessment are particularly effective;

· how the learning supports improvements in participants’ performance in their jobs. 

The checklist is based on the Common Inspection Framework and Ofsted’s inspection handbook. There are 16 questions in all, each question has two parts. Part 1 part asks ‘How well …’ certain things happen, and is rated on a four-point scale:

V = very well

W = well

M = moderately well

N = not well

Part 2 asks for specific information, examples and evidence to substantiate the rating. 



Checklist

		No.

		Part 1

		Rating

		Part 2



		1

		How well does the programme enable participants to build up their knowledge, develop their skills and hone their behaviours?

		

		Which particular aspects of the programme would you single out as being particularly effective?



		2

		How well do participants seek out and use new information to consolidate and deepen their knowledge?

		

		[bookmark: _GoBack]Give examples of the different methods in which participants do this







		3

		How well do the learning activities that participants carry out in the workplace develop their skills and behaviours?



		

		What specifically is it about the activities that enables these things to happen?



		4

		How well does the feedback given to participants help them to develop their skills and knowledge? 



		

		What specifically is it about the feedback that does this?



		5

		How well do participants learn from structured reflection on their work?





		

		Which specific aspects of reflection are particularly effective?



		6

		How well does coaching help participants to link the learning to their job and challenge them to make sustained and substantial progress at work?

		

		Which specific aspects of coaching are most effective?



		7

		How well does the programme help participants carry out their work to realistically challenging commercial standards?

		

		Give examples of situations in which participants demonstrate this



		8

		How well are participants given increasingly greater responsibility/more demanding work, as a result of being on the programme?

		

		Which particular aspects of the programme support this?



		9

		How well does on-programme assessment ensure that participants’ work meets or exceeds the levels expected of them?



		

		Which particular aspects of assessment do this?



		10

		How well do participants articulate their knowledge and convincingly demonstrate the skills and behaviours they have acquired? 

		

		In what ways does the programme help participants to do these things?



		11

		How well does the programme help participants contribute to high performance of their team?

		

		Which particular aspects of the programme do this?



		12

		How well do participants develop an understanding of professional standards and current industry practice and apply them in their roles?

		

		Give examples of situations in which participants demonstrate this



		13

		How well do participants take pride in their work, become self-confident and self-assured, and know that they have the potential to succeed?

		

		What evidence is there that this is happening?



		14

		How well does the programme help participants to understand what they contribute as a valued member of their team? 

		

		Which particular aspects of the programme help to do this?
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Introduction

The checklist is used with practitioners to carry out a systematic review of:

· how well standards-based apprenticeship programmes develop knowledge, skills and behaviours;

· which specific aspects of teaching, learning and assessment are particularly effective;

· how the learning supports improvements in participants’ performance in their jobs. 

The checklist is based on the Common Inspection Framework and Ofsted’s inspection handbook. There are 16 questions in all, each question has two parts. Part 1 part asks ‘How well …’ certain things happen, and is rated on a four-point scale:

V = very well

W = well

M = moderately well

N = not well

Part 2 asks for specific information, examples and evidence to substantiate the rating. 

Checklist

		No.

		Part 1

		Rating

		Part 2



		1

		How well does the programme enable participants to build up their knowledge, develop their skills and hone their behaviours?

		

		Which particular aspects of the programme would you single out as being particularly effective?



		2

		How well do participants seek out and use new information to consolidate and deepen their knowledge?

		

		Give examples of the different methods  in which participants do this







		3

		How well do the learning activities that participants carry out in the workplace develop their skills and behaviours?



		

		What specifically is it about the activities that enables these things to happen?



		4

		How well does the feedback given to participants help them to develop their skills and knowledge? 

		

		What specifically is it about the feedback that does this?









		5

		How well do participants learn from structured reflection on their work?





		

		Which specific aspects of reflection are particularly effective?



		6

		How well does coaching help participants to link the learning to their job and challenge them to make sustained and substantial progress at work?

		

		Which specific aspects of coaching are most effective?



		7

		How well does the programme help participants carry out their work to realistically challenging commercial standards?

		

		Give examples of situations in which participants demonstrate this



		8

		How well are participants given increasingly greater responsibility/more demanding work, as a result of being on the programme?

		

		Which particular aspects of the programme support this?



		9

		How well does on-programme assessment ensure that participants’ work meets or exceeds the levels expected of them?



		

		Which particular aspects of assessment do this?



		10

		How well do participants articulate their knowledge and convincingly demonstrate the skills and behaviours they have acquired? 

		

		In what ways does the programme help participants to do these things?



		11

		How well does the programme help participants contribute to high performance of their team?

		

		Which particular aspects of the programme do this?



		12

		How well do participants develop an understanding of professional standards and current industry practice and apply them in their roles?

		

		Give examples of situations in which participants demonstrate this



		13

		How well do participants take pride in their work, become self-confident and self-assured, and know that they have the potential to succeed?

		

		What evidence is there that this is happening?



		14

		How well does the programme help participants to understand what they contribute as a valued member of their team? 

		

		Which particular aspects of the programme help to do this?
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ZHQ LTD.

Employer & provider co-design & delivery 





What was the purpose of the project?

[bookmark: _Hlk536548509]

The purpose of the project was to investigate how employers and training providers’ practitioners can work together effectively to design and deliver standards-based apprenticeship programmes. It also aimed to identify how the development of new knowledge and skills on the part of employees taking part in these programmes can lead to improved performance on the job, focusing on the role of coaching to support links between learning and performance. 



The project investigated these questions in real time by tracking the experience of employers and providers from programme initiation through to delivery. Two additional research topics emerged out of this longitudinal tracking process. First, how the experience of delivering a programme can create a dynamic feedback loop back into curriculum design. Second, end-point assessment can influence and shape both the design and delivery of the programme, if considered early enough



Seventeen practitioners took part, ten from providers and seven from employers. Seventy-six employees took part in the programmes, providing experiential data for the project.





What did the project do?



The project captured the experiences of employers and providers using a structured four-stage process.



Stage 1

A baseline questionnaire administered at the beginning of the project identified the starting points for employers and providers. The questionnaire compared employer and provider scores against 13 measures to assess how closely the initial assumptions and confidence levels of the two types of practitioners matched. Results showed a close match in relation to shared assumptions. Providers showed a higher degree of confidence owing to their experience of knowledge and skills’ development, including apprenticeships.



Stage 2

A good practice checklist ascertained employers’ and providers’ views about how well the programmes were perceived to be developing new knowledge, skills and behaviours; which specific aspects of teaching, learning and assessment were judged as being particularly effective; and how the learning appeared to support improvements in job-related performance. Employer and provider scores were combined to produce an average ranking for 16 measures.



Stage 3

In-depth interviews took place to discuss the results of the good practice checklist in more detail and to provide specific information, examples and evidence. Responses from employers tended to focus on the broad impact of programmes on employees’ performance and the organisation. Responses from providers were more likely to highlight specific aspects of training and their effects on learners and learning. 



Stage 4

Three one-to-one development coaching sessions were filmed in order to examine how coaches can focus on the links between learning and performance and help learners to apply their learning at work. The film was analysed to identify the use of different question types and the sequence of questions used by coaches to draw out the links between learning and performance.





What helped the project succeed?



Three factors were critical to the success of the project.



First, employers and providers developed a shared understanding from the very start that the process of co-designing and delivering programmes would be evolutionary not fixed; and that they would therefore be active participants in the research simply by virtue of carrying out their respective roles.



Second, the project was able to operate in real time by capturing the actual experiences of employer and provider practitioners at different stages. This allowed empirical investigation of the points at which the experience of delivery changed the design of programmes and in-depth investigation of the reasons behind these changes.



Third, the use of coaching to focus specifically on the application of new knowledge, skills and behaviours provided a test bed to examine the relationship of learning to jobs and its impact on performance. Key features of the coaching methodology were then captured in the filming.





What challenges did the project face?



The main challenge in this project was to limit the scope of investigation to the research questions set at the start and not be diverted by the many other factors which could also be seen to influence the design and delivery of standards-based apprenticeships. 



To some extent this challenge was a direct result of the inductive method used in the research. Empirical evidence gained through close observation of a process often produces a succession of further questions. Some of the questions that emerged from the experience of employers and providers in this project had a clear subsidiary relationship to the main questions and were pursued. Others branched away and were not investigated despite also having an effect on programme design and delivery.





What difference did the project make?



Three models of outstanding practice emerged from the research. These models should help which employers and providers work together effectively to design and deliver standards-based apprenticeship programmes. 



Model 1 – shared/convergent assumptions



[bookmark: _Hlk536560266]Effective partnerships are based on employers and providers having or acquiring shared assumptions about programme design and delivery from the start. In this project, a framework for checking and/or reaching consensus was provided using criteria derived from the ETF’s professional standards and Ofsted’s inspection guidance. These two sets of criteria provided an objective basis for open discussion.



Model 2 – dynamic design



All four groups of employers and providers involved in the project were able to change certain aspects of programme design ‘on the go’, using feedback from delivery. These changes were introduced to improve the relationship between learning and performance. They affected the sequence of content, mix of delivery methods used and the pace and intensity of learning.



Model 3 – development coaching 



Coaches in this project were encouraged to show the links between learning and job performance and strengthen employees’ awareness of these links. Analysis of three filmed coaching sessions shows how coaches can select and sequence different types of questions to strengthen employees’ understanding of the links and demonstrate how to apply new knowledge and skills to their jobs.





Where can i find more information?



[bookmark: _GoBack]Blank templates for the baseline questionnaire and good practice checklist can be found in the programme toolkit. They are free to use and may be adapted. The coaching videos and more details about the models are also available in the programme toolkit and final report. 
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Popcorn  (CONTINUED)

Effective curriculum design with the employer, in the context of the workplace and job role05
Project

Project Extension

EFFECTIVE	COACHING	STRATEGIES	TO	ENHANCE	LEARNING	
AND	JOB	PERFORMANCE 
The project built on two of the research questions from its  
first stage. 

•  What makes apprenticeship programmes effective in terms   
 of linking development of knowledge and skills to ‘doing a job’  
 (performance)? 

•  What is the role of coaching in supporting these links? 

The purpose of this second-stage project was to investigate and 
illustrate the role of coaching in apprenticeships. Specifically it 
explored how coaches can establish and strengthen links between 
the development of knowledge and skills in off-the-job training and 
apprentices’ performance at work. 

The work formed the basis of an e-learning module illustrating 
the links there are between learning and performance in 
apprenticeships and how coaches can make these links explicit and 
visible to the learner.

The project used an output from the first stage (video footage of 
three real-time coaching sessions) as a resource for the e-learning. 

The project team consisted of 14 participants: Six participants - 
Popcorn Learning Media, responsible for scripting and producing 
the e-learning module; designers, e-learning designers and 
videographers.  Eight participants - employers and providers, who 
tested the module and gave feedback. Five development coaches, 
two apprenticeship managers and a learning and development 
business partner. 

OUTCOMES 

Following detailed analysis of the video footage the structure of the 
e-learning module was created around four learning outcomes: 

•  LO1: Understand how coaching is used to link off the job learning  
 to improvements in performance at work. 

•  LO2: How to structure a coaching session that successfully links  
 learning to performance. 

•  LO3: Recognise types of questions coaches use to link learning  
 and performance. 

•  LO4: Understand different ways in which apprentices themselves  
 see the links between their learning and their performance. 

Several different activities were created for each learning outcome.

The module has been built using Articulate storyline and is  
SCORM compliant.
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Popcorn  (CONTINUED)

Effective curriculum design with the employer, in the context of the workplace and job role05
Project

Project Extension

EXTENSION OUTPUTS

1	 	 OTLA	Popcorn	Learning	Media	–	E-learning	module	–	 
The role of coaching in apprenticeships: 
 (You will need to load the files from this resource and Popcorn 2 for the package to run)

   www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3128
 www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3130

  This e-learning resource was produced by Popcorn 
Learning Media as part of the OTLA exploring delivery in 
apprenticeship standards extension projects . In the folder 
you will find the SCORM files needed to allow you to use the 
eLearning module in your own organisation, it will need to be 
uploaded to an LMS e.g. Moodle.

 This e-learning module on the role of coaching in  
 apprenticeships is structured around four learning  
 outcomes:

• LO1: Understand how coaching is used to   
 link off the job learning to improvements in   
 performance on the job.

• LO2: Know how to structure a coaching session  
 that successfully links learning to performance.

• LO3: Recognise the main types of questions   
 coaches use to link learning and performance.

• LO4: Understand the different ways in which   
 apprentices themselves see the links between  
 their learning and their performance.

 

The module consists of: 

• Introduction to coaching – four activities

• Learning outcomes 1-4 – seven activities using  
  video footage

• Conclusion to the module – two activities  
  plus downloads, to apply the learning from  
  the module.

The module contains approximately two hours 
of learning and has been built using Articulate 
storyline and is SCORM compliant.

  

2  Popcorn OTLA case study
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Needs to say the following 



This e-learning resource was produced by Popcorn Learning Media as part of the OTLA exploring delivery in apprenticeship standards extension project. In the folder you will find the SCORM files needed to allow you to use the eLearning module in your own organisation, it will need to be uploaded to an LMS e.g. Moodle.  You will need to load the files from this resource and Popcorn 2 for the package to run.   



Popcorn

 

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3128

 

https://www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3130
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CASE STUDY: The role of coaching in strengthening links between off-the-job training and improved performance at work





Purpose



The purpose of this project was to examine how coaches and others who play a coaching role in apprenticeships are able to establish and strengthen links between the development of knowledge and skills in off-the-job training and improvements in apprentices’ performance at work. The project analysed video footage of three full-length one-to-one coaching sessions to investigate exactly how coaching strengthens apprentices’ understanding of the links between training and job performance, and how coaches help apprentices to apply new knowledge and skills to their jobs. Two key success factors were identified: the structure of coaching sessions and the selection and sequencing of different types of questions. An e-learning module was created using extracts from the video footage. It is aimed at anyone who has a coaching role in apprenticeships, but is not necessarily an experienced coach. This could include mentors, line managers and on-programme assessors as well as people specifically designated as coach in their job title, e.g. skills coach or development coach.




What the project did 



Following analysis of the coaching sessions, four learning outcomes were developed for the module:



LO1: Understand how coaching is used to link off-the-job learning to improvements in performance on the job.

LO2: Know how to structure a coaching session that successfully links learning to performance.

LO3: Recognise the main types of questions coaches use to link learning and performance.

LO4: Understand the different ways in which apprentices themselves see the links between their learning and their performance.



E-learning activities were created for each learning outcome using short extracts from the videos. The module has 13 activities, comprising approximately two hours of learning. The activities were tested by a small group of expert practitioners including coaches, apprenticeship providers and employers. They suggested a number of improvements including more open navigation, more detailed feedback and a new introduction and conclusion to the module. The testing group was impressed with the relationship between coaches and apprentices in the video extracts, which they saw as illustrations of good practice. They also thought that if users deployed the coaching techniques developed in the module, this would help apprentices better understand and value the links between apprenticeship training and doing their jobs to a higher standard.





What helped the project succeed?



This project succeeded by creating transferable models of good practice from close, careful scrutiny of what expert practitioners do. Two different mechanisms of transferability were used. The first derived general principles/models from observation of specific instances, e.g. the identification of different question types (the ‘seven Ps’) used by the two coaches. Drawing out and drawing attention to the principles or models underlying expert practice gives less experienced practitioners the tools with which to develop their own practice along similar lines, without merely repeating what the experts do. 



The second transferability mechanism is that of adaptation or improvisation. Detailed analysis of the video shows that expert coaches take their cues from discussion and shape their interaction with apprentices in real time. Observing a ‘time-lapse’ session in the e-learning module reveals how the session unfolded and why it did so in this particular way. Rather than providing a replicable template it shows that coaches improvise how they sequence their questions prompted by the dialogue, while still keeping to a basic shape or structure. Within this basic structure the motive force of the discussion comes from the improvisatory use of question types. The project also makes use of structured reflection as a means for practitioners to examine, analyse and extend/enrich their own practice as coaches. A reflective template is provided so that users of the module can reflect in a structured way on the coaching process.

 



Challenges 



The main challenge faced by the project was in picking out short extracts from the video footage to illustrate specific aspects of coaching, without losing the overall shape and dynamics of the sessions. To mitigate this risk, footage used in the e-learning activities retain as much as possible the sequence and flow of the dialogue between coaches and apprentices. Some of the activities ask users to focus on the shape of the session and the sequence of questions. Users have the option of watching the extracts in continuous play as well as separately, one by one. 






What difference the project makes



The insights gained through looking analytically at how expert coaches structure coaching sessions and sequence questions stimulate deeper analysis of their own practice. The testing group suggested that the module would have greatest impact on people who fill a coaching role in apprenticeships but are not necessarily experienced coaches. Using a structured approach to reflection (the concluding activity of the module) should help users to replicate the discipline of improvisation using an appropriately flexible framework.





Where can I find more information? 



The e-learning module can be accessed [to come]. Information on coaching generally can be found in various online sources, e.g. https://internationalcoachingcommunity.com/what-is-coaching/. Information on how coaching is used in in professional and work settings can be found at https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/fundamentals/people/development/coaching-mentoring-factsheet. A webinar on the difference between coaching and mentoring is at [add link to SDN website]. 

[bookmark: _GoBack]
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CONTEXT 
Increasingly employers need to respond quickly to the  
ever-changing world of work, technological advances and  
pressures associated with business. Employers are looking for  
their employees to be receptive, flexible, adaptable, inquisitive  
and innovative. They require their apprentices to develop their  
‘soft skills’ particularly in grit, resilience, confidence, determination, 
communication skills, attitudes, career attributes, social and 
emotional intelligence. Apprentices must develop these ‘soft skills’ 
alongside their technical skills. 

PARTNERS 

Partners include: Chichester College Group (Chichester and Crawley 
colleges) Boom Training Ltd and Wind in the Willows Pre-School.

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

The apprenticeship mindset module is intended to be delivered in 
the induction phrase of the learner journey to provide the theory and 
tools for apprentices to develop the right mindset which supports 
their study and role throughout their apprenticeship.

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS

• What would the ideal apprenticeship mindset look like and how  
 will we define it?

• What are the characteristics and behaviours that employers are  
 looking for in their employees?

• How can the development of the apprenticeship mindset   
 be tied into the apprentices’ progression and completion of the  
 apprenticeship programme?

• How do we measure the development of ‘soft skills’ throughout  
 the learner journey?

• By using technical pedagogy, how can we use mindset   
 to motivate apprentices to continue to progress after their   
 apprenticeship programme to fulfil their career ambitions  
 and lives?

The research questions test the theory that by developing the  
right mindset, young people are more likely to be retained,  
progress and achieve their standard and fulfil their career  
ambitions. The project looked at how trainers use the latest 
pedagogy and technology through an interactive e-learning  
module to support the development of the right apprentice  
mindset. The project centred on apprentices aged 16-18 on L2/3 
programmes in the business, construction, early years, healthcare, 
service sectors and STEM sectors.
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PRACTICAL OUTPUTS

1	 	 Practical	guide:	10	ways	to	develop	a	“growth	mind-set”	
culture within apprenticeships in the Further Education &  
Skills sector   

2	 	 Practical	guide:	10	ways	to	implement	the	“achiever”	 
mind-set with apprenticeships in the Further Education  
& Skills sector

3  E-learning modules and e-learning workbooks
  This apprenticeship mindset module is intended to be 

delivered in the induction phrase of the learner journey to 
provide the theory and tools for apprentices to develop the 
right mindset which supports their study and role throughout 
their apprenticeship.  
www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3131

   a    Developing the apprentice’s behaviours  
  and mindset. Study Skills  

    This apprenticeship mindset module is intended to 
   be delivered in the induction phrase of the learner 
   journey to provide the theory and tools for   
  apprentices to develop the right mindset   
  which supports their study and role throughout   
  their apprenticeship. 
  www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3050

   b    Developing the apprentice’s behaviours and 
  mindset. Personal brand and personal identity 
  This apprenticeship mindset module is intended to 
   be delivered in the induction phase of the learner 
   journey to provide the theory and tools for   
  apprentices to develop the right mindset which 
   supports their study and role throughout their   
  apprenticeship. 
  www.excellencegateway.org.uk/content/etf3051

    (Click the links above for the SCORM files to allow you to use the  
  eLearning modules in your own organisation)
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10 Ways to develop a “Growth Mind-set” culture within 


Apprenticeships in the Further Education & Skills Sector 


 


This article is a guide for all practitioners who work in Apprenticeships and wish to cultivate a ‘growth 


mindset’ culture within their organisation. The aim is to nurture a culture that promotes a ‘growth mindset’ 


and the development of the right behaviours, attitudes and attributes enabling apprentices to thrive at work 


and in their training, achieve, progress and fulfil their career aspirations.  Here are a few ways to develop 


an Apprenticeship growth mindset culture: 


 


1. Carol Dweck, Developing a Growth Mind-set 2007 - Explore teaching and support “staff’s” 


knowledge and experience of growth mind-set and ask them to reflect on Dwecks theory of 


developing a fixed mind-set versus a growth mind-set. 


 


▪ Fixed Mind-set - Where learners believe their skills, talents and overall intelligence are fixed 


traits therefore they can be resistant to learning and trying to improve. Learners can also feel 


embarrassed when they do not understand something.  


 


▪ Growth Mind-set - Learners are willing to develop their skills and talents through perseverance 


and effort, and tend to be receptive to training and constructive feedback. They generally have 


self-belief that they can improve and are inclined to try new learning methods. 


 


2. Existing practice and resources - Consider existing teaching practice including the use of 


technology to motivate learners and develop the right behaviours, employability attitudes and 


attributes.  


 


3. Positive environment - Create a growth culture that values learning, education and development.  


Think about setting achievable targets to encourage apprentices’ consistent, incremental progress. 


Small wins repeated over time can lead to a growth mind-set and increased confidence. 


 


4. Level of Expectation – have high, challenging but realistic expectations of performance and 


communicate this to your apprentices.  This can help to overcome what’s known as ‘imposter 


syndrome’. Research into ‘imposter syndrome’ shows that it is characterised by a feeling of anxiety 


–thinking that you are not as talented as others believe, and your success is down to luck and that 


one day your lack of ability is going to be exposed.  


 


5. Create space for new ideas – Offer chances for the apprentices to try new things, experiment and 


make mistakes. This is essential for developing a growth mind-set, as a key principle for mind-set is 


the willingness to try new approaches. It is important to begin with the learning in mind; i.e. what will 


the apprentices learn as part of the process, rather than whether the new idea is going to be a 


success or failure.   


 


6. Build time for self-reflection - Provide an opportunity within the apprentices training for them to 


reflect upon their new ideas and consider what they have learned.  Ideally, this reflection should 


focus less on whether the idea was a failure, but rather what they have learnt from the training both 


in the workplace and while undertaking training. 


 







7. Constructive Feedback – It is essential that Assessor-Trainers in conjunction with their 


apprentices’ employers set expectations and SMART objectives, monitor and track progress and 


specifically provide constructive feedback throughout the apprenticeship programme. As 


apprentices are gaining new knowledge and skills and developing new behaviours to become 


occupationally competent they will analyse and agonise over this critique and the interactions they 


have with their Assessor-Trainer and line managers. Apprentices will form their own self-perception 


based on this critique and how they feel about self-efficacy and competency in the role.  


 


8. Inspiration – Instil a belief in your apprentices that they can improve and can develop through hard 


work, enabling them to search for learning opportunities and insight. They will find inspiration from 


their own attainment and in the actions of peers and influencers. 


 


9. Helpful Self-Talk - Teach apprentices to manage how they talk to themselves and do so in a 


positive, helpful and energised way. How well they talk to themselves will impact on how they feel 


and, subsequently, how well they will perform.  Research has shown that how students talk to 


themselves can affect persistence, concentration and motivation. 


 


10. Types of Praise – Consider praising the process, the apprentice’s effort and individual 


development over results. This will encourage the apprentice to ask for and act on feedback, 


encouraging a sense of curiosity and motivation to learn. 


 


 


Advantages of an Apprenticeship Growth Mind-set 


Some of the potential pros of encouraging a growth mind-set in apprentices include: 


• An improvement in their self-esteem and their ability to adopt learning goals which enable success. 


• A need to seek out better feedback on their progress and to ask how they can improve. 


• Being able to cope better with applying their learning into the workplace and developing self-


regulation. 


• Looking forward to acquiring new skills which directly supports the need to develop and then 


demonstrate occupational competence. 


• Resilience - challenges and setbacks take on a far more positive light.  


• A reduction in stress levels and an increase in their well-being and emotional intelligence.    
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10 Ways to implement the ‘Achiever’ mind-set within 


Apprenticeships in the Further Education & Skills Sector 


This article is a guide for all practitioners who work in Apprenticeships and wish to cultivate and 


implement an ‘Achiever’ mind-set concept within their organisation. The aim is to nurture a culture 


that promotes a ‘growth mind-set’ and the development of the right behaviours, attitudes and 


attributes enabling apprentices to thrive at work and in their training, achieve, progress and fulfil 


their career aspirations.  Here are a few ways to implement an ‘Achiever’ mind-set concept: 


 


Aspiration: Goal setting, perception, continuous professional development and 


career ambitions 


Communication: Teamwork, interpersonal skills, language, communication styles 


and knowing your audience  


Habit: Time management, ownership, organisation, taking responsibilities and study-


skills 


  Inspiration: Role models, motivation, drive and adding value 


Ethics: Behaviours, online reputation, code of conduct, attitudes and 


professionalism 


Values: Professional relationships / professionalism, decision making, 


vision/mission/values and knowing who you are 


Employer Rights & Responsibilities: Statutory legislation and laws, contract of 


employment 


Resilience: Problem solving, resilience, adaptability, facing challenges and 


importance of change 


 


1. Staff training: All staff teaching and supporting apprentices need to fully understand the 


‘Achiever’ mind-set concept, why it has been created and how it can be used to aid their 


apprentices to develop the right behaviours, attitudes and attributes to successfully achieve on 


the apprenticeship programme. Seek senior management buy-in to reinforce the staff training 


and implementation into the curriculum and teaching practice. Use the resources within the 


toolkit to present and disseminate the ‘Achiever’ mind-set concept and embed this into teaching 


practice.    


 


2. Extended Schemes of Works: Incorporate ‘Achiever’ into Extended Schemes of Works 


(ESOWS). Map the ‘Achiever’ mind-set concepts against the behaviour element of the 


Standards. Think about how the e-learning modules and workbooks can be used to provide a 


deeper understanding into the behaviours and attitudes they need to exhibit in their role in order 


to be deemed ready to enter the Gateway and sit the End Point Assessment. 


 


3. Curriculum Timetable: Plan for sessions to be built into the timetable so the apprentice has 


time to complete the e-learning module or/and attend workshops as a full part of the 


apprenticeship programme.   
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4. Promote ‘Achiever’ mind-set: Produce marketing material such as posters and information 


postcards which can be displayed in classrooms/workshops and distributed to apprentices as 


part of the Apprenticeship Handbook. Create banners within VLEs to cultivate an ‘Achiever’ 


mind-set culture. Advertise the e-learning modules to encourage interest and participation. 


Upload the e-learning modules and workbooks to your VLE so they can be easily assigned to 


apprentices.    


 


5. Interviews / Learner Profile: It is essential that you find out at the start of a learners’ 


apprenticeship programme what drives and motivates them. Ask about their career goals and 


aspirations during the interview as well as discussing their prior learning and experience. This 


information can then be used to form a personalised apprenticeship programme which supports 


their progression and specifically the right behaviours to successfully enter Gateway and 


undertake the End Point Assessment.  


 


6. Personal Skills Self-Assessment: Use the Personal Skills Self-Assessment - Start of the 


Learner Journey which can be found within the toolkit. Get apprentices to complete this survey 


during the induction stage (i.e. within the first 4 weeks). The apprentices need to rate 


themselves against statements around time management, confidence, working with others, 


communication, presentation skills, motivation, personal skills, values and IT skills. By 


apprentices completing the Personal Skills Self-Assessment this establishes where they are 


currently in terms of mind-set and behaviours and provides a starting point for development. Use 


the Personal Skills Self-Assessment – On Programme and then at End of Learner Journey 


survey to measure the development of personal skills.  


 
7. E-learning modules and Workshops: Use the resources within the toolkit as a basis to create 


further e-learning modules and stimulating workshops. Ensure that any e-learning modules and 


the corresponding workbooks are fully accessible to apprentices and their completion can be 


tracked.  


 


8. Progress & Pastoral Review: Ensure that the ‘Achiever’ growth mind-set initiative is discussed 


at all reviews and SMART targets are set to complete necessary e-learning modules or attend 


workshops. Use gap analysis reports that can be found in many tracking systems to find out the 


progress of apprentices’ development of behaviours needed to the Standard. Plug the gaps by 


using the resources found in the toolbox. 


 


9. Experiment with Applications: There are many apps available online which you can use to 


create interesting resources and stimulating interactive lessons that motivate apprentices.  Here 


are few to explore: 


 


• Padlet: Allows you to upload a video, snap a selfie, write your own text posts, record an 


interview, brainstorm ideas and your creation comes to life in real-time. 


• Kahoot: Enables you to create exciting quizzes and then play them anywhere with 


anyone. 


• Nearpod: Create engaging lessons with informative and interactive assessment 


activities.  


 


10. Monitor Implementation: Carry out professional discussions with Apprenticeship staff    


regarding recognition of their apprentices’ growth mind-set and its impact on progress and 


occupational competency development.  Conduct learning walks to gauge apprentices’ mind-set 


and behaviours. Gather feedback from apprentices and employer on Progress Reviews. 
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Apprenticeship Mind-Set:

Study Skills workbook











Apprentice Name | ___________________________________________




















What are study skills?

Study skills are a set of distinct skills that enable you to take control of your own learning. They are transferable skills that can be applied in the classroom, in the workplace and in your own study time. This workbook, and the accompanying e-learning module, will take you through the skills needed to help you to plan and carry out your learning activities, helping you to achieve your apprenticeship.



[image: ]
Section 1: Conscious Competence

The process of developing competence and skills in your chosen profession is a 4 stage process, which can be identified as: 





To plan your journey to conscious competence, you are required to complete the following activities. Templates for each activity are included in this workbook.

Activity One

Find out what skills and competencies you are required to have by the end of your apprenticeship. 

Activity Two

Using the information that you gathered for activity one, complete the SWOT analysis template to measure your current status against these skills and competencies.

Activity Three

Using the template provided, plan with your manager and your Assessor/Trainer how you will fill any gaps identified in activity two.
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Guidance for Completing the SWOT analysis

Questions to ask yourself when filling in this template:

Strengths – What skills, knowledge and competencies do I already possess? What strengths do I have that will allow me to learn new skills quickly?

Weaknesses – What skills, knowledge and competencies do I not yet possess? Am I aware of any personal attributes that will slow down my learning of new skills?

Opportunities – What support will I receive in order to develop my skills, knowledge and competencies? What opportunities will I have to practice these skills?

Threats – What external factors may get in the way of my developing these skills, knowledge and competencies? What might prevent me from achieving my apprenticeship, or slow me down?



		Strengths













		Weaknesses



		Opportunities

		Threats
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A plan for developing competence

With your manager and your Assessor/Trainer, and using the table below, identify your current competency level for each of the skills and knowledge required for your apprenticeship. For those where competence is not yet achieved, identify how and by when you will develop that competence.

		Skill/Knowledge

		Competent/not yet fully competent/No experience

		How to achieve competence

		Target deadline to achieve competence



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		







(Note: You may wish to include your class timetable as an appendix to this workbook)






Section 2: Mind mapping



Use the space below to create a mind map showing all of the competencies, skills, attitudes and behaviours that you need to demonstrate in your apprenticeship.  This can be hand drawn or you can copy over a mind map that you have created using other software.






Section 3: Time management



Using the space below, identify all of the activities that you undertake, or responsibilities that you have, that take up time (don’t miss anything out, you should even include sleeping and eating!)Write down your activities here…



















Now rank these activities on the table below, in order of their importance. Give each activity a rating of between 1 and 3 – 1 being those activities that are essential and cannot be changed, to 3 – those activities that you would like to do but could choose to not do with no lasting impact.

		Activity

		Rank



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		












Following a discussion with your tutor, fill out the following table showing your apprenticeship off the job learning requirements

		Activity (Edit list as required)

		Hours to be spent

		Per [week, month…]



		Guided study (lessons, workshops)

		

		



		E-learning

		

		



		Own study time

		

		



		Time spent on assignments

		

		



		Revision time

		

		







Self-reflection statement

Use the space below to write a statement about how you work and study best. Use this as a guide for determining the best study habits for yourself.

Write your reflection here…





















Using the calendar templates on the next two pages, create a weekly or monthly timetable for yourself, identifying:

1- Those activities that have a set time and date

2- Those activities that have a high priority (scheduled in at the most appropriate time, and for long enough)

3- Sufficient down time to ensure that you don’t burn out.






		

		Monday

		Tuesday

		Wednesday

		Thursday

		Friday

		Saturday

		Sunday



		07:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		08:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		09:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		10:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		11:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		12:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		13:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		14:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		15:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		16:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		17:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		18:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		19:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		20:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		21:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		22:00

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		[Month]



		Monday

		Tuesday

		Wednesday

		Thursday

		Friday

		Saturday

		Sunday



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		









		

		

		

		

		

		







[bookmark: _GoBack]Section 4: Collecting evidence



In section 2 you completed a mind map identifying the different requirements of your apprenticeship standard. Add another layer to this mind map by identifying the types of evidence that you could use to demonstrate that you meet these requirements

Review

Please answer the following question when you have completed the e-learning module and workbook.

What have I taken from this module that I will apply in the workplace and with my studies?





















Please answer the following question when you are halfway through your apprenticeshipHow has the module helped me in the workplace and with my studies? Is there anything else that I can do to improve my study skills?





Stage 1: Unconsciously unskilled





Find out what skills and knowledge you need to develop





Stage 2: Consciously unskilled





Take steps to build the skills and knowledge that you need





Stage 3: Consciously skilled/competent





You've built the skills and knowledge that you need! keep practicing them





Stage 4: Unconsciously skilled/competent





Keep practising your skills and share your skills and knowledge with others
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Apprenticeship Mind-Set: Personal brand and professional identity workbook















Apprentice Name | ___________________________________________










What is personal branding and professional identity?

Having a good understanding of how people view you in the workplace, and being able to manage other peoples’ perception of you, is a vital step for your career development. This module is broken down into three elements that, together, build a picture of who you are in the workplace.



Online reputation

Professional identity

Personal branding


















Section 1: Personal branding

Personal brand audit



Step One: How you see yourself

Answer the questions in the table below

		What are your personal attributes? How would you describe yourself/your personality?





















		What skills do you demonstrate in the workplace?

























		What are your strengths?

		What are your weaknesses?































Step Two: How others see you

Ask your manager and one colleague who you work with on a regular basis, to answer the following questions about you. Ask them to be honest and constructive in their feedback.

Manager assessment

Name of person providing feedback:

		What are the apprentice’s personal attributes? How would you describe them?



















		What skills do they demonstrate?































		What are their strengths?

























		What are their weaknesses?







Colleague assessment:

Name of person providing feedback:

		What are the apprentice’s personal attributes? How would you describe them?



















		What skills do they demonstrate?































		What are their strengths?

























		What are their weaknesses?











Step Three: Online assessment

Search for yourself on the internet, and check your social media profiles. Use the space below to write a statement about what your online profiles say about you.

















Step Four: Summary

Using the information collected above, complete the following template.

		What do people perceive of me that I am aware of myself?

		What do people perceive of me that I am not aware of myself?



		

















		



		What am I aware of about myself, that others do not perceive?

		What do others perceive about me that is not a true reflection of who I am?



		

















		







Personality

Use the space below to write a personal statement describing your personality. You can also use this space to paste your personality test results.





















Reflection: Explain how your personality impacts on your personal brand. How does it impact on how you want others to perceive you? Also consider how your personality could impact on your behavior in the workplace and on your work preferences (for example: if you are an extrovert you may perform better when working in a busy office than working on your own)

























values

We make decisions and take actions based on what is important to us. We can consider what is important to us as our core values, and these will play a part in all aspects of our lives.

Some values that are relevant in the workplace are:

		Respect

		Openness

		Independence

		Privacy

		Financial security

		Creativity



		Happiness

		Family oriented

		Success

		Healthiness

		Compassion

		Perseverance



		Trust

		Perfection

		Modesty

		Loyalty

		Professionalism

		Fun







Using the space below, identify your core values















Reflection: How do these values impact on your behavior in the workplace? (positive and negative). How can your personal brand reflect your core values?

















My personal brand, a summary

Using all of the information that you have collected in this workbook, complete the following table

		How do others perceive me? (Write a description or a list)



		





















		How do I want others to perceive me? How do I not want others to perceive me? (Write a description or a list. Consider if this is different to how they already perceive you.)



		





















		What actions do I need to take for others to perceive me in the way that I want to be perceived?



		Action to complete

		Deadline



		





















		







Section 2: Professional identity

What is my professional identity?

Complete the table below to see what your professional identity is made up from. You may then wish to create your own “picture” of your professional identity, using this information.

		What workplace relevant skills and competencies do I possess? 

(These can be specifically linked to your job role, or be transferrable skills such as project management, communication and numeracy skills, for example)







		What previous experience do I have that is relevant to my chosen career?

(This could include previous job roles, volunteering or other experience such as taking a leading role in a sports club)













		What qualifications do I have that are relevant to my chosen career? What learning have I undertaken that has allowed me to develop relevant skills and knowledge?











		What is my appearance when I am at work? Do I have to wear a uniform? If not, do I have a certain type of dress code that I adhere to? How well groomed am I?











		What is my attitude in the workplace?

(For example, are you always helpful, or would you rather get on with your own work and not talk to others? Do you take on new tasks willingly? Do you like to have confidence with something before attempting it?)











		How do I interact with others that I work with? 

(For example, Is your communication with them professional? friendly? Do you communicate with them face to face or using email? Are you sociable in the workplace or do you prefer to work on your own?













Traits of professionalism

Use the space below to identify what you think are common traits of a professional person. You can do some online research to help you build your list.

























List these traits in the table below and complete each column:

		Trait

		Do I demonstrate this trait?



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		Based on my answers above, what do I need to do to demonstrate more professional traits?



		





Section 3: Top tips for getting started with LinkedIn

Step 1

[bookmark: _GoBack]Create your profile. This is the first impression of your professional identity online and needs to include: An introductory paragraph, details of your current and previous experience, qualifications and membership of any industry bodies. Use a profile picture that is appropriate for your professional identity.



Step 2

Connect with colleagues and others that you know in a professional capacity to start growing your network



Step 3

Follow those that you are interested in professionally, and join some discussion groups on a relevant topic.



Step 4

Contribute to discussions in a professional manner. Your contributions are a reflection of your professional identity.



Step 5

Post relevant and appropriate content to share with your connections.



For more information, visit the LinkedIn help page










Section 4: Some reminders about online reputation



Social media is a valuable tool for connecting with others, whether in our personal life or for business. When we use social media we should have an awareness of the impact that it will have on others’ perception of us, and on our professional identity. We should also consider our impact on others when we are using social media.





some social media do’s and don’t’s…



Do check that your social media privacy setting is not set to public.

____________________________________________

Do think about what your profile picture says about you. If it’s not appropriate then change it. Don’t forget – anyone can see your profile picture!

____________________________________________

Do make sure that you understand your company’s social media policy, and the limits of your authority in using social media for business.

___________________________________________

Do share good news stories about your company, if you have been given permission to do so.

___________________________________________

Do set up a LinkedIn profile as a professional space to network and communicate with others.

___________________________________________

Don’t feel that you have to give colleagues access to your personal social media profiles.

___________________________________________

Don’t say anything negative about your company or colleagues on social media.

___________________________________________

Don’t share other peoples’ personal information or client information on social media.






Review

Please answer the following question when you have completed the e-learning module and workbook.

What have I taken from this module that I will apply in the workplace and with my studies?





















Please answer the following question when you are halfway through your apprenticeshipHow has the module helped me in the workplace and with my studies? Is there anything else that I can do to improve my study skills?
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   c    Developing the apprentice’s behaviours and   
	 	 mindset.	Be	productive	 
  This apprenticeship mindset module is intended to 
   be delivered in the induction phase of the learner 
   journey to provide the theory and tools for   
  apprentices to develop the right mindset which 
   supports their study and role throughout their   
  apprenticeship.

   d   Developing the apprentice’s behaviours and   
  mindset. Taking responsibility   
  This apprenticeship mindset module is intended to 
   be delivered in the induction phase of the learner 
   journey to provide the theory and tools for   
  apprentices to develop the right mindset   
  which supports their study and role throughout   
  their apprenticeship.
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What does being productive mean?

Being productive is using your time well in order to achieve what you need to achieve. This means meeting targets that you are set and making sure that you are using your time effectively each day to get things done.

As an apprentice, you need to think about your productivity in all aspects of your apprenticeship; both on and off the job. You will want to make sure that you are a productive employee, but also that you are meeting the targets set for your own skills development (including English, Maths and ICT, where relevant.) 

This workbook and the accompanying e-learning module will take you through two of the primary skills that are needed to be productive: Organisation and time management.






Section 1: Initial Self Assessment

Before starting the e-learning module, please answer the following questions to assess your current organisation and time management skills.

Please rate yourself against the following statements.



		Statement

		Always

		Sometimes

		Never



		I set myself daily goals

		

		

		



		I have a daily plan and know what I need to achieve each day

		

		

		



		I have a good understanding of which tasks need to be prioritised and which activities can be delayed if necessary

		

		

		



		I feel calm and in control of my workload

		

		

		



		I have a clear grasp of how long tasks will take and can therefore plan my time appropriately.

		

		

		



		I keep my workspace well organized and know where everything is.

		

		

		



		I have a clear understanding of what I am and am not responsible for in the workplace

		

		

		



		I feel confident in delegating tasks when appropriate

		

		

		



		I am able to focus on tasks, giving them my full attention in order to get them completed

		

		

		



		I am self-motivated to achieve tasks and meet deadlines.

		

		

		



		I communicate well with my colleagues and managers

		

		

		



		I speak up when I feel that I have taken on too much and will not be able to complete all tasks.

		

		

		







As you work through the e-learning module, consider how you could improve your organisation and time management skills for those statements that you have identified as “sometimes” or “never”. At the end of the module you will be asked to reflect on this. 




Section 2: Personal Organisation



Personal organisation is the sum of actions that we take as individuals to organise ourselves. Effective personal organisation will help you to feel calm and in control.

There are a number of simple strategies that can be used to keep yourself organised throughout the day. These are listed below:

· Wake up early in the morning so that you don’t need to rush around first thing. If you need help waking up then don’t forget to double check that your alarm is set the night before.

· Prepare everything the night before: Get your lunch ready, pack your bag and get your clothes ready.

· Allow yourself plenty of time for travelling. If you have an appointment then plan to arrive 10 minutes early, or longer if travel and parking can be difficult.

· Check your calendar first thing, so that you know what you have planned for the day ahead.

· Use a to do list to keep track of all of the tasks that you need to do and when they need to be done by.

· Focus on one activity at a time, trying to multitask is far less productive and can mean that you don't get anything completed properly.

· Maintain a neat and tidy working environment where possible.

· Stop and take a breather at points throughout the day to assess how you are getting on with your tasks 

· At the end of the day, tidy your workspace, write a to do list for the next day and make any preparations to ensure that you are ready to go in the morning.



Do you already use any of these, or other strategies? Consider how well they work for you and how you could use those that you don’t already use.

Use the space below to plan how you will implement the above strategies into your days.Enter plan here…











 

Activity One: To do list evaluation

After using a to do list for a minimum of two weeks, complete the following reflection: How have you found using a to do list to manage your time? Did it help you to feel better organised? Did you achieve more?

Enter reflection here…

















Activity two: Kanban board evaluation

A Kanban board is a visual method of tracking the status of activities. After using a Kanban board for a minimum of a two week period, use the space below to reflect on how useful you found it. Did it help you to feel better organised? Did you achieve more?


Enter reflection here…



Section 3: Team Organisation



To be organised in a team working situation, each person needs to have a clear understanding of their role within the team, the responsibilities they hold and the targets that they have to meet. They need a good understanding of the part that they play within a team and how they contribute to the overall targets of the team.

Step 1: What does your team do? Use the space below to identify the overall objective of the team that you work in.

Write objective here…









Step 2: Use the space below to draw a mind map of all of the different people that you work with in your team, and their job role.

























Step 3: Use the space below to describe your role within the team. What part do you play to help the team to meet its overall objectives? 

Write description here…











Step 4: Using the table below, list the different methods that you use to communicate with your team and evaluate how effective they are – do they help you to stay organised (and productive) as a team? How could they be better used? (Expand the cells if needed)

		

		Which methods do you use?

		How well do they help with team organisation? How could they be better used?



		Verbal







		

		



		Written







		

		



		Digital







		

		







Are there any communication methods which are not currently used, but which you think would help the team to be better organised? If so, please detail these below (and then suggest to your boss!)
Write your suggestions here…



Section 4: Attendance and Punctuality



Why is it important to ensure that you are always punctual? List 4 reasons below:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 



common causes of being late

There are a number of excuses that people often give for being late. Some of these are listed below. Can you add any more reasons for being late? (Add as many rows as you need to.)

For each of the reasons listed, identify one or more actions that could stop that reason making you late. An example is given to get you started.

		Excuse for lateness

		How could this be avoided?



		Being unprepared

		e.g. Write a list of everything that I would need to prepare, include how long each thing would take to complete and use this to give myself a deadline to complete each action. 

Set reminder alarm half an hour before the event so that I have time to get everything together that I will need.



		Travel issue: Public transport is delayed

		



		Travel issue: Stuck in traffic jam

		



		Too much work to do

		



		Chatting with a colleague

		



		Didn’t know that it was important for me to be there at a certain time

		



		

		



		

		



		

		





Section 5: Time Management



Time log evaluation



Use the space below to reflect on how you have used your time for the 5 day period that you have kept a time log. Consider the following questions in your reflection:

· Did it take you a lot longer to complete some tasks than you thought it would? 

· Did you find that too much of your time was taken up by a certain type of activity? 

· Did you spend too much time on things that you shouldn't have? 

· Will you be making any changes to how you use your time, based on this activity? What changes will you make?

Write your reflection here…


































Prioritising workload: The Eisenhower Matrix

Use the template provided below to prioritise your workload for the next week/month.



		

		URGENT

		LESS URGENT



		IMPORTANT

		

		



		LESS IMPORTANT

		

		








smart targets







SMART targets are:

[image: ]Use this space to write a SMART target for a task that you are working on this week…








barriers to effective time management

Use the table below to list the things that can, or do, prevent you from being able to manage your time well in the workplace. What could you do to overcome these?

		Barriers

		What could be done to overcome this?



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		





Section 6: Course reflection



Now that you have completed the Being Productive e-module, revisit your answers to the initial self assessment questions at the beginning of this workbook. Reflect on those questions to which your answer was “sometimes” or “never”: What actions can you take to be able to move your answer to “sometimes” or “always?” Can you undertake these actions yourself or will you need support from others to do so?



		Statement

		Actions to be taken



		I set myself daily goals

		



		I have a daily plan and know what I need to achieve each day

		



		I have a good understanding of which tasks need to be prioritised and which activities can be delayed if necessary

		



		I feel calm and in control of my workload

		



		I have a clear grasp of how long tasks will take and can therefore plan my time appropriately.

		



		I keep my workspace well organized and know where everything is.

		



		I have a clear understanding of what I am and am not responsible for in the workplace

		



		I feel confident in delegating tasks when appropriate

		



		I am able to focus on tasks, giving them my full attention in order to get them completed

		



		I am self-motivated to achieve tasks and meet deadlines.

		



		I communicate well with my colleagues and managers

		



		I speak up when I feel that I have taken on too much and will not be able to complete all tasks.

		








Review

Please answer the following question when you have completed the e-learning module and workbook.

What have I taken from this module that I will apply in the workplace and with my studies?





















Please answer the following question when you are halfway through your apprenticeshipHow has the module helped me in the workplace and with my studies? Is there anything else that I can do to improve my productivity?
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Apprenticeship Mind-Set:

Taking Responsibility workbook











Apprentice Name | ___________________________________________




















What does taking responsibility mean?



Taking responsibility is accepting ownership for those actions, tasks or areas of work that you have a duty to perform and that you are accountable for.

In accepting ownership for an action or task, you make a commitment to carrying out that task, to the standard required and by any deadlines set.






Section 1: Your apprenticeship role

The more that you know about the company that you work for and your specific role within the company, the better an understanding you will have of the contribution that you make to the business. 

If you do not feel that you have a good understanding of the company that you work for and your role within it, have a conversation with your manager to answer the following questions:

		How is the company structured? 

Who will I work with within the company?

Where does my role fit?



		What are the responsibilities of my job role? (Obtain a copy of your job description)



		Who are our customers?

Are they business customers or consumers? What types of businesses or consumers do we sell to?



		What products and/or services do we sell?

Do we specialise in selling one type of product or service? Or do we sell a variety of products and/or services?



		What are the values of the organisation? 

What sort of reputation do we have, or want to have?

What is my role in building and maintaining that reputation?





Use the space below to write a personal statement, describing what you currently do, or will do, to contribute to the overall goals of the organisation within the confines of your job role.
Enter personal statement here…



Section 2: Taking ownership

Use the table below to list the tasks or activities that you have responsibility for in the workplace. In the second column explain how you should perform that role responsibly in order to achieve your goals. An example is given.

		Responsibility

		How to perform task responsibly in order to achieve goals



		e.g. Write press releases for new product launches

		e.g. Keep an up to date plan of when product launches are happening and when press releases will need to be ready, so that I can plan my time to meet the deadlines.



Request product information from product manager 3 weeks before press release due date, and chase if needed.



Use branding guidelines when writing press release, make sure that tone of voice is appropriate, spell check and proof read for errors.



Send press release to manager to sign off before uploading to PR tool.



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		





*Add more rows if needed*



Use the space provided on the next page to write a reflection, considering how performing your tasks responsibly to achieve goals will earn you trust in the workplace.



Enter your reflection here…

















Looking at your list of current tasks, are there any areas in which you would like to take more responsibility? Consider which tasks you are involved in which you may be able to take full ownership of, or areas of work in which you are not currently involved, but would like to be. Speak to your manager about this to identify whether this would be possible and to put a plan of action in place to take on this extra responsibility.

Write your list here…





















Section 3: Barriers to taking ownership

Sometimes you may face barriers to taking ownership of tasks or activities. Use the table below to identify what these barriers might be and how to overcome them. Some examples have already been included.

		Barrier

		Description

		How to overcome this



		Lack of experience

		I am unlikely to be given ownership of a task or activity if I do not have relevant previous experience, as I need to be able to prove competency to be able to take ownership.

		e.g. Plan for ownership in the long term by building up my experience through taking on supporting roles, shadowing others or undertaking learning activities. 



		Lack of confidence

		If I am not confident in my abilities then I will not want to take ownership for fear of failing.

		



		Micro management

		My manager wants to retain ownership of everything and oversee everything that I do.

		



		Lack of opportunity

		All of the tasks and activities in my team are owned by other people, I can’t take ownership because I would be taking work from someone else.

		



		Lack of trust

		My manager doesn’t yet know me well enough or trust me enough to give me ownership of tasks.

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		





Section 4: Personal development

A great activity for personal development is to carry out a 360 degree feedback exercise. Follow the instructions below to do this.



Step 1: Self analysis. 

Use the table below to identify what you see as your strengths and weaknesses (as relevant in the workplace and your apprenticeship)

		Strengths 

		Weaknesses



		



















		







Step 2: Peer analysis. 

Ask a colleague to tell you what they think are your strengths and weaknesses. You can ask them to fill out the table below, or put their feedback in the table yourself.

		Strengths 

		Weaknesses



		



















		









Step 3: Manager analysis. 

Ask your manager to tell you what they think are your strengths and weaknesses. You can ask them to fill out the table below, or put their feedback in the table yourself.

		Strengths 

		Weaknesses



		



















		







Step 4: Reflection. 

Use the space below to reflect on the feedback that you received. Do you agree with the strengths and weaknesses that your colleague and manager highlighted? Are they in line with how you see yourself or did they add things that you hadn’t thought of? 

Enter your reflection here…

























Now use the space below to identify how you could make more of your strengths and improve on your weaknesses. Meet with your manager to discuss this, as they may be able to add some actions for you.

How can I use my strengths in the workplace?






















How can I improve on my weaknesses in the workplace?



Review

Please answer the following question when you have completed the e-learning module and workbook.

What have I taken from this module that I will apply in the workplace and with my studies?





















Please answer the following question when you are halfway through your apprenticeshipHow has the module helped me in the workplace and with my studies? Is there anything else that I can do to take responsibility in the workplace?
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Personal Skills Self-Assessment – Start of Learner Journey 
 
Apprentice Details 
 
 
Full Name 
 
 
Apprenticeship 
Standard 
 
Start Date                                                         Planned End  
                            


 
How to complete the Personal Skills Self-Assessment 


Please read the statements below and rate/score yourself against each comment – with 1 being 
least like you and 10 being most like you. 
 
Once you have completed each section please calculate your score using the example below – 
  
If you had given the answers below your total would be: 3+4+5+3+4 = 19. You would then enter 19 
into the Score box under the appropriate heading.   
 


Time Management 
 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 


I’m always on time when I start 
something new 


   
 
 


       


I set/use the alarm currently on 
my alarm clock or mobile  


    
 


      


I use the bus/train timetable 
and/or maps/Satnav to help me 
get around 


     
 


     


I return from breaks and lunch 
on time 


   
 


       


I always turn up when I am 
needed and let someone know 
if I’m not able to  


    
 


      


 


 
Time Management 
I’m always on time when I start something new 
  
I set/use the alarm currently on my alarm clock or 
mobile  
I use the bus/train timetable and/or maps/Satnav to 
help me get around  
 
I return from breaks and lunch on time  
I always turn up when I am needed and let someone 
know if I’m not able to  
 
Time Management – Total Score 


 


  


 


 


  







Motivation 


I’m happy to try out new tasks 


I can avoid distractions when carrying out new tasks 


I’m able to cope when things do not go to plan 


I set realistic goals for what I would like to achieve 


I can pull myself together quickly after setbacks 


Motivation – Total Score 


Working with others 


I enjoy working with others 


I’m sensitive to other people’s emotions 


I like working with others who are different to me 


I listen without interrupting others 
I respect the opinions and views of other people, which 
are different to mine 


I ask others for help when I need it 


I’m aware that the things I do may affect others 


Working with others – Total Score 


Communication 


I communicate my feelings to others well 
I pass on simple instructions or messages to other 
people 


I can follow verbal instructions 
I avoid swearing or using inappropriate language when 
talking to different people 


Ask questions if I am unsure what to do 


Communication – Total Score 


Confidence 


I feel comfortable talking to new people 


I always introduce myself to people that I do not know 


I know what I’m good at and what I need to work on 


I am willing to contribute to discussions and explore 
other points of view 


I feel good about myself most of the time 


I can admit it when I make mistakes 


Confidence – Total Score 







 
 


 


 
Presentation Skills 
I wear the right clothes for my workplace and 
attending training  


 
I always look clean and tidy  


I make a good impression on people I meet for the first 
time  


I’m aware of my body language and the impact it has 
on people  


I understand and respect the importance of good 
personal hygiene  


 
Presentation Skills – Total Score  


 
IT Skills 
 
I’m happy with my keyboard and mouse skills  


I’m competently able to use the internet to help me 
with all aspects of my life and work  


I’m aware of e-safety and feel safe when using the 
internet  


 
I’m comfortable using new technology  


I’m confidently able to use a range of Microsoft Office 
programmes  


 
IT Skills – Total Score  


 
 
 


Values 
 
I consider the effect my attitude might have on others  


 
I respect other people’s cultures, beliefs and abilities  


 
I act in an open, honest and inclusive manner  


I’m not afraid to speak out when I see values or ethics 
are being compromised  


 
Values – Total Score  


Personal Skills 
I behave in an appropriate manner in different 
situations  


 
I get on well with other people  


 
I stay calm under pressure  


 
I able to calm myself quickly if I get angry or upset  


 
I have a ‘can-do’ attitude  


 
I take responsibility for my actions and behaviour  


 
Personal Skills – Total Score  







 
 


 
Your Assessor-Trainer will discuss with your scores. Where appropriate the Assessor-Trainer will sign-post you to the 
Apprenticeship Mindset ‘Achiever’ e-learning modules or workshops and other sources of Information, Advice and 
Guidance (IAG).  
 
Date Personal Skills Self-Assessment completed 
 


Learner comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Learner signature: 
 
Assessor-Trainer Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessor-Trainer signature: 
 


 
Note: The Personal Skills Self-Assessment should be completed at the start and at two further stages throughout the learner journey to measure 
development of Apprenticeship Mindset ‘Achiever’ throughout the Apprenticeship programme. 


Summary of Total Scores 
 
Time Management  


 
Confidence  


 
Motivation  


 
Working with others  


 
Communication  


 
Personal skills  


 
Values  


 
Presentation skills  


 
IT skills  


 
Overall – Total Score  


 





		IT Skills  Total Score: 0

		Overall  Total Score: 0

		Learner comments: 

		Learner signature: 

		AssessorTrainer Comments: 

		AssessorTrainer signature: 

		Full Name: 

		Apprenticeship Standard: 

		Presentation Skills - Total Score: 0

		Values - Total Score: 0

		Time Management - Total Score: 0

		Confidence - Total Score: 0

		Motivation - Total Score: 0

		Working with Others - Total Score: 0

		Communication - Total Score: 0

		Personal Skills - Total Score: 0

		Motivation Total Score: 

		Working with others Total Score: 

		Communication Total Score: 

		Personal skills Total Score: 

		Values Total Score: 

		Presentation skills Total Score: 

		IT skills Total Scores: 

		Date: 

		Date2_af_date: 

		TM1: 1-10: 

		TM2 : 1-10: 

		TM3: 1-10: 

		TM4: 1-10: 

		TM5: 1-10: 

		C1:1-10: 

		C2:1-10: 

		C3:1-10: 

		C4:1-10: 

		C5:1-10: 

		C6:1-10: 

		M1:1-10: 

		M2:1-10: 

		M3:1-10: 

		M4:1-10: 

		M5:1-10: 

		WO1:1-10: 

		WO2:1-10: 

		WO3:1-10: 

		WO4:1-10: 

		WO5:1-10: 

		WO6:1-10: 

		WO7:1-10: 

		CO1:1-10: 

		CO2:1-10: 

		CO3:1-10: 

		CO4:1-10: 

		CO5:1-10: 

		PS1:1-10: 

		PS2:1-10: 

		PS3:1-10: 

		PS4:1-10: 

		PS5:1-10: 

		PS6:1-10: 

		V1:1-10: 

		V2:1-10: 

		V3:1-10: 

		V4:1-10: 

		PR1:1-10: 

		PR2:1-10: 

		PR3:1-10: 

		PR4:1-10: 

		PR5:1-10: 

		IT1:1-10: 

		IT21-10: 

		IT3:1-10: 

		IT4:1-10: 

		IT5:1-10: 

		Date1_af_date: 

		Confidence Total Score: 

		Time Management Total Score: 
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Personal Skills Self-Assessment On-Programme


Apprentice Details 


Full Name 


Apprenticeship 
Standard 


Start Date      Planned End 


How to complete the Personal Skills Self-Assessment 
Please read the statements below and rate/score yourself against each comment – with 1 being 
least like you and 10 being most like you. 


Once you have completed each section please calculate your score using the example below – 


If you had given the answers below your total would be: 3+4+5+3+4 = 19. You would then enter 19 
into the Score box under the appropriate heading.   


Time Management 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 


I’m always on time when I start 
something new  


I set/use the alarm currently on 
my alarm clock or mobile   


I use the bus/train timetable 
and/or maps/Satnav to help me 
get around 


 


I return from breaks and lunch 
on time  


I always turn up when I am 
needed and let someone know 
if I’m not able to  


 


Time Management 


I’m always on time when I start something new 
I set/use the alarm currently on my alarm clock or 
mobile 
I use the bus/train timetable and/or maps/Satnav to 
help me get around 


I return from breaks and lunch on time 
I always turn up when I am needed and let someone 
know if I’m not able to 


Time Management – Total Score 







Motivation 


I’m happy to try out new tasks 


I can avoid distractions when carrying out new tasks 


I’m able to cope when things do not go to plan 


I set realistic goals for what I would like to achieve 


I can pull myself together quickly after setbacks 


Motivation – Total Score 


Working with others 


I enjoy working with others 


I’m sensitive to other people’s emotions 


I like working with others who are different to me 


I listen without interrupting others 
I respect the opinions and views of other people, which 
are different to mine 


I ask others for help when I need it 


I’m aware that the things I do may affect others 


Working with others – Total Score 


Communication 


I communicate my feelings to others well 
I pass on simple instructions or messages to other 
people 


I can follow verbal instructions 
I avoid swearing or using inappropriate language when 
talking to different people 


Ask questions if I am unsure what to do 


Communication – Total Score 


Confidence 


I feel comfortable talking to new people 


I always introduce myself to people that I do not know 


I know what I’m good at and what I need to work on 
I am willing to contribute to discussions and explore 
other points of view 


I feel good about myself most of the time 


I can admit it when I make mistakes 


Confidence – Total Score 







Presentation Skills 
I wear the right clothes for my workplace and 
attending training 


I always look clean and tidy 
I make a good impression on people I meet for the first 
time 
I’m aware of my body language and the impact it has 
on people 
I understand and respect the importance of good 
personal hygiene 


Presentation Skills – Total Score 


IT Skills 


I’m happy with my keyboard and mouse skills 
I’m competently able to use the internet to help me 
with all aspects of my life and work 
I’m aware of e-safety and feel safe when using the 
internet 


I’m comfortable using new technology 


I’m confidently able to use a range of Microsoft Office 
programmes 
IT Skills – Total Score 


Values 


I consider the effect my attitude might have on others 


I respect other people’s cultures, beliefs and abilities 


I act in an open, honest and inclusive manner 
I’m not afraid to speak out when I see values or ethics 
are being compromised 


Values – Total Score 


Personal Skills 
I behave in an appropriate manner in different 
situations 


I get on well with other people 


I stay calm under pressure 


I able to calm myself quickly if I get angry or upset 


I have a ‘can-do’ attitude 


I take responsibility for my actions and behaviour 


Personal Skills – Total Score 







Your Assessor-Trainer will discuss and explain reasons for the reduced or increased scores. Where appropriate the 
Assessor-Trainer will sign-post you to the Apprenticeship Mindset ‘Achiever’ e-learning modules or workshops and 
other sources of Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG).  


Date Personal Skills Self-Assessment completed 


Learner comments: 


Learner signature: 


Assessor-Trainer Comments: 


Assessor-Trainer signature: 


Note: The Personal Skills Self-Assessment should be completed at the start and at two further stages throughout the learner journey to measure 
development of Apprenticeship Mindset ‘Achiever’ throughout the Apprenticeship programme. 


Summary of Total Scores 


Time Management 


Confidence 


Motivation 


Working with others 


Communication 


Personal skills 


Values 


Presentation skills 


IT skills 


Overall – Total Score 





		Time Management  Total Score: 0

		Confidence  Total Score: 0

		Motivation  Total Score: 0

		Working with others  Total Score: 0

		Communication  Total Score: 0

		Personal Skills  Total Score: 0

		Values  Total Score: 0

		Presentation Skills  Total Score: 0

		IT Skills  Total Score: 0

		Time Management_3: 

		Confidence_2: 

		Motivation_2: 

		Working with others_2: 

		Communication_2: 

		Personal skills: 

		Values_2: 

		Presentation skills: 

		IT skills: 

		Overall  Total Score: 0

		Learner comments: 

		Learner signature: 

		AssessorTrainer Comments: 

		AssessorTrainer signature: 

		Full Name: 

		Apprenticeship Standard: 

		Date2_af_date: 

		TM1:1-10: 

		TM2:1-10: 

		TM3:1-10: 

		TM4:1-10: 

		TM5:1-10: 

		C1:1-10: 

		C2:1-10: 

		C3:1-10: 

		C4:1-10: 

		C5:1-10: 

		C6:1-10: 

		M1:1-10: 

		M2:1-10: 

		M3:1-10: 

		M4:1-10: 

		M5:1-10: 

		W1:1-10: 

		W2:1-10: 

		W3:1-10: 

		W4:1-10: 

		W5:1-10: 

		W6:1-10: 

		W7:1-10: 

		CO1:1-10: 

		CO2:1-10: 

		CO3:1-10: 

		CO4:1-10: 

		CO5:1-10: 

		PS1:1-10: 

		PS2:1-10: 

		PS3:1-10: 

		PS4:1-10: 

		PS5:1-10: 

		PS6:1-10: 

		V1:1-10: 

		V2:1-10: 

		V3:1-10: 

		V4:1-10: 

		PR1:1-10: 

		PR2:1-10: 

		PR3:1-10: 

		PR4:1-10: 

		PR5:1-10: 

		IT1:1-10: 

		IT2:1-10: 

		IT3:1-10: 

		IT4:1-10: 

		IT5:1-10: 

		dd/mmm/yyyy: 

		Date1_af_date: 
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Personal Skills Self-Assessment – End of Learner Journey


Apprentice Details 


Full Name 


Apprenticeship 
Standard 


Start Date      Planned End 


How to complete the Personal Skills Self-Assessment 
Please read the statements below and rate/score yourself against each comment – with 1 being 
least like you and 10 being most like you. 


Once you have completed each section please calculate your score using the example below – 


If you had given the answers below your total would be: 3+4+5+3+4 = 19. You would then enter 19 
into the Score box under the appropriate heading.   


Time Management 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 


I’m always on time when I start 
something new  


I set/use the alarm currently on 
my alarm clock or mobile   


I use the bus/train timetable 
and/or maps/Satnav to help me 
get around 


 


I return from breaks and lunch 
on time  


I always turn up when I am 
needed and let someone know 
if I’m not able to  


 


Time Management 


I’m always on time when I start something new 
I set/use the alarm currently on my alarm clock or 
mobile 
I use the bus/train timetable and/or maps/Satnav to 
help me get around 


I return from breaks and lunch on time 
I always turn up when I am needed and let someone 
know if I’m not able to 


Time Management – Total Score 







Motivation 


I’m happy to try out new tasks 


I can avoid distractions when carrying out new tasks 


I’m able to cope when things do not go to plan 


I set realistic goals for what I would like to achieve 


I can pull myself together quickly after setbacks 


Motivation – Total Score 


Working with others 


I enjoy working with others 


I’m sensitive to other people’s emotions 


I like working with others who are different to me 


I listen without interrupting others 
I respect the opinions and views of other people, which 
are different to mine 


I ask others for help when I need it 


I’m aware that the things I do may affect others 


Working with others – Total Score 


Communication 


I communicate my feelings to others well 
I pass on simple instructions or messages to other 
people 


I can follow verbal instructions 
I avoid swearing or using inappropriate language when 
talking to different people 


Ask questions if I am unsure what to do 


Communication – Total Score 


Confidence 


I feel comfortable talking to new people 


I always introduce myself to people that I do not know 


I know what I’m good at and what I need to work on 
I am willing to contribute to discussions and explore 
other points of view 


I feel good about myself most of the time 


I can admit it when I make mistakes 


Confidence – Total Score 







Presentation Skills 
I wear the right clothes for my workplace and 
attending training 


I always look clean and tidy 
I make a good impression on people I meet for the first 
time 
I’m aware of my body language and the impact it has 
on people 
I understand and respect the importance of good 
personal hygiene 


Presentation Skills – Total Score 


IT Skills 


I’m happy with my keyboard and mouse skills 
I’m competently able to use the internet to help me 
with all aspects of my life and work 
I’m aware of e-safety and feel safe when using the 
internet 


I’m comfortable using new technology 
I’m confidently able to use a range of Microsoft Office 
programmes 


IT Skills – Total Score 


Values 


I consider the effect my attitude might have on others 


I respect other people’s cultures, beliefs and abilities 


I act in an open, honest and inclusive manner 
I’m not afraid to speak out when I see values or ethics 
are being compromised 


Values – Total Score 


Personal Skills 
I behave in an appropriate manner in different 
situations 


I get on well with other people 


I stay calm under pressure 


I able to calm myself quickly if I get angry or upset 


I have a ‘can-do’ attitude 


I take responsibility for my actions and behaviour 


Personal Skills – Total Score 







 
 


 
Your Assessor-Trainer will discuss and explain reasons for the reduced or increased scores. Where appropriate the 
Assessor-Trainer will sign-post you to the Apprenticeship Mindset ‘Achiever’ e-learning modules or workshops and 
other sources of Information, Advice and Guidance (IAG).  
 
Date Personal Skills Self-Assessment completed 
 


Learner comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Learner signature: 
 
Assessor-Trainer Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessor-Trainer signature: 
 


Note: The Personal Skills Self-Assessment should be completed at the start and at two further stages throughout the learner journey to measure 
development of Apprenticeship Mindset ‘Achiever’ throughout the Apprenticeship programme. 
 
 


Summary of Total Scores 
 
Time Management  


 
Confidence  


 
Motivation  


 
Working with others  


 
Communication  


 
Personal skills  


 
Values  


 
Presentation skills  


 
IT skills  


 
Overall – Total Score  


 





		Confidence  Total Score: 0

		Motivation  Total Score: 0

		Working with others  Total Score: 0

		Communication  Total Score: 0

		Personal Skills  Total Score: 0

		Values  Total Score: 0

		Presentation Skills  Total Score: 0

		IT Skills  Total Score: 0

		Time Management_3: 

		Confidence_2: 

		Motivation_2: 

		Working with others_2: 

		Communication_2: 

		Personal skills: 

		Values_2: 

		Presentation skills: 

		IT skills: 

		Overall  Total Score: 0

		Learner comments: 

		Learner signature: 

		AssessorTrainer Comments: 

		AssessorTrainer signature: 

		Full Name: 

		Apprenticeship Standard: 

		dd-mmm-yyyy: 

		TM1:1-10: 

		TM2:1-10: 

		TM3:1-10: 

		TM4:1-10: 

		TM5:1-10: 

		Time Management  Total Score: 0

		C1:1-10: 

		C2:1-10: 

		C3:1-10: 

		C4:1-10: 

		C5:1-10: 

		C6:1-10: 

		M1:1-10: 

		M2:1-10: 

		M3:1-10: 

		M4:1-10: 

		M5:1-10: 

		WO1:1-10: 

		WO2:1-10: 

		WO3:1-10: 

		WO4:1-10: 

		WO5:1-10: 

		WO6:1-10: 

		WO7:1-10: 

		CU1:1-10: 

		CU2:1-10: 

		CU3:1-10: 

		CU4:1-10: 

		CU5:1-10: 

		PS1:1-10: 

		PS2:1-10: 

		PS5:1-10: 

		PS6:1-10: 

		PS4:1-10: 

		PS3:1-10: 

		V1:1-10: 

		V2:1-10: 

		V3:1-10: 

		V4:1-10: 

		PR2:1-10: 

		PR1:1-10: 

		PR3:1-10: 

		PR4:1-10: 

		PR5:1-10: 

		IT1:1-10: 

		IT2:1-10: 

		IT3:1-10: 

		IT4:1-10: 

		IT5:1-10: 

		dd-mmm-yyyyy: 
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chichester college

APPRENTICESHIP ‘MIND-SET’ ACHIEVER 





WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT?



This project focused on how Assessor-Trainers use the latest pedagogy and technology to deliver a series of interactive e-learning modules which support the development of the right apprentice growth mind-set. 



The project was led by Chichester College Group, a large FE provider in West Sussex comprising of Chichester College and Crawley College. Practitioners from both colleges participated in the project along with Boom Training a private training provider and an employer Wind and the Willows Pre-school.



The project aimed to:

· Define the ideal apprenticeship growth mind-set and establish how it can be tied into the apprentice’s progression and completion of their apprenticeship programme. 

· Identify the characteristics and behaviours that employers are looking for in their apprentices.

· Explore ways that could be used to measure the development of behaviours, attitudes and attributes throughout the learner journey.

· Use technical pedagogy to develop resources that motivate apprentices and support the development of behaviours.



[bookmark: _Hlk5130131]

WHAT DID THE PROJECT DO?

· We explored practitioners existing knowledge, experience and perspectives on using technical pedagogy in relation to the delivery of Apprenticeship Standards. 



· We collected relevant existing materials and researched outstanding practice and solutions for integrating technology to support learners’ progression and achievement and used this to design 4 e-learning modules and workbooks.



· We embraced Padlet a mind-mapping app to think critically and visually. The collaborative project team used this to brainstorm ideas, capture facts, thoughts, share images and videos, enabling them to learn and create relationships in a visual way.



· We explored existing knowledge of developing a growth mind-set and developing the right behaviours, attitudes and attributes.



· We developed Personal Skills self-assessments to measure the impact of the Apprenticeship Mindset ‘Achiever’ e-learning modules and/or workshops on the development of behaviours, attitudes and attributes using a sliding scale. 



We produced the following outputs:

· 4 e-learning modules and workbooks entitled:

· Study Skills Level 2/3

· Personal Brand and Professional Identity

· Organisation and Time Management

· Ownership and Taking Responsibility

· Apprenticeship Mind-set ‘ACHIEVER’ infographic

· 2 Practical Guides:

· 10 Ways to Develop a “Growth Mind-set” culture within Apprenticeships in the Further Education & Skills Sector 

· 10 Ways to Implement the ‘Achiever’ mind-set with Apprenticeships in the Further Education & Skills Sector. 

· 3 Personal Skills Self-Assessment:

· Start of Learner Journey

· On-Programme

· End of Learner Journey



· 3 sample workshop presentations and task workbooks

· Organisational Values and Workplace Behaviours

· 21st Century Skills

· Personal Brand and Professional Identity





WHAT HELPED THE PROJECT SUCCEED?



· Having a range of project practitioners with different experiences and knowledge from across curriculum areas meant that we developed resources which were appropriate for all apprentices regardless of their industry of study or level of apprenticeship programme.



· Making clear links to Quality Improvement Plans and Teaching, Learning & Assessment Strategies to gain senior management buy-in which enables practitioners to see how it directly relates to Apprenticeship priorities and improvement objectives.



· Project buy-in by senior and curriculum management at the start of the project was key as all staff were briefed early on and throughout the project and the ‘Achiever’ mind-set concept has been adopted into the apprentice’s journey.



· All practitioners recognise that increasingly employers are looking to us, to support their apprentices in developing the right behaviours, attributes and attitudes needed to succeed on the apprenticeship programme, this includes using technology as a more flexible delivery method. 





WHAT CHALLENGES DID THE PROJECT FACE?



· The inception of the project was during the summer term, a difficult time of year for any college, as many project practitioners were required to take annual leave over the summer holidays. The short duration of the project has also meant that we have been unable to fully measure the impact of project outputs.

· Once briefed, practitioners were initially engaged with the project but on occasions they were unable to commit to meetings and project deadlines due to work pressures.  This was particularly pertinent for those practitioners from the College Group as this project was one of a myriad of Apprenticeship projects.

· Linked to the challenge above, we commissioned an e-learning designer to develop the e-learning modules and workbooks based on our content as practitioners lacked capacity to support this.

· Practitioners had varying levels and experience of using technical pedagogy to design and deliver motivating sessions that keep apprentices engaged.



[bookmark: _Hlk5130278]

WHAT DIFFERENCE DID THE PROJECT MAKE?



· Apprenticeship staff have enhanced skills in using technical pedagogy to motivate and inspire learners to promote achievement of their Standard and to develop the behaviours and employability skills which enable career progression.

· Progress Logs and Pastoral Reviews are beginning to show that after completing the Study Skills e-learning module and corresponding workbooks, apprentices have reported that they have changed their study techniques and habits.  For example, they are now starting to manage their time better or more effectively undertaking and recording activities that count towards off-the-job activity.

· Feedback from employers suggests that undertaking the behaviour workshops and e-learning modules has directly impacted on the apprentices’ conduct in the workplace and their ability to relate certain workplace activities to their own role within their organisation.  

· Improvement in peer-to-peer learning which facilitates collaboration between the merged colleges and our partners and provides more opportunities for shared learning and resource development.







[bookmark: _GoBack]“It’s great, i’ve managed to map across the personal branding & professional identity module to the behaviour criteria in the Hair professional standard.”   

(Hairdressing associate lecturer) 
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CONTEXT 
The development of apprentices’ skills, professional values and 
attributes that meet the needs of the employer is at the heart of 
a successful apprenticeship programme. This project looked at 
how directly assessing these aspects of learning can be effectively 
developed to ensure that leaners are ready for their end point 
assessment and their career beyond that. 

The project focused on the role of current ‘Assessors/ Mentors’ 
whose roles are changing due to the move to standards; shifting  
the emphasis from summative assessment to training and 
formative assessment. 

Using the Education and Training Foundation’s Effective Practice 
Guidelines (EPGs) on Assessment for learning (AfL) as a  
starting point, best practice models in applying them to the 
promotion of both professional skills and behavioural  
improvement were developed.

PARTNERS 

Kendal College, West Lancashire College, University Hospitals  
of Morecambe Bay Trust (UHMBT)

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

Starting with the premise that apprentices need to be accountable 
for their own learning if they are to make good progress, 
assessment for learning is a mechanism to enable them to do this. 
We expect to create assessment techniques that allow learners to 
see where they are at a chosen point, and what they need to do to 
improve. Employers will be essential in this process as it is they who 
define what the required skills values and attributes are. 

The project will generate suggested models of best practice in 
this area which will include, AfL routines, documentation, both for 
initial assessment of learners starting points and as they progress 
through their standard. Whilst end-point assessment should not be 
the driving force behind this, it is important that learners know what 
is expected at EPA and where they are currently performing against 
that measure, without this being a cap on further development.

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS

How can assessment for learning strategies be used for:

• developing apprentices’ professional skills

• developing apprentices’ professional values and attributes

• including the employer in the AfL loop

Kendal College  
On-programme assessment to develop professional skills and behaviours07

Project

01 Aim Awards

02  Derbyshire Adult   
 Community Education 
 Service

03	 Profile	Development		 	
 and Training/KATO

04 West Yorkshire Learning  
 Providers (WYLP)

05 Popcorn

06 Chichester College

07 Kendal College

08 Plumpton College

09	Sheffield	Hallam	 
 University

10 Shipley College

Introduction

The Projects

Apprenticeship
Standards

Summary – Emerging 
Effective Practice

Project Extensions

https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/maths-and-english/effective-practice-guidelines/
https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/maths-and-english/effective-practice-guidelines/
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Kendal College  (CONTINUED)

On-programme assessment to develop professional skills and behaviours07
Project

PRACTICAL OUTPUTS

1	 Adult	care	worker	review

2	 Healthcare	science	associate	review

3  Carpentry and joinery review

4 Self-evaluation form

CASE STUDY

  Case study

 

01 Aim Awards

02  Derbyshire Adult   
 Community Education 
 Service

03	 Profile	Development		 	
 and Training/KATO

04 West Yorkshire Learning  
 Providers (WYLP)

05 Popcorn

06 Chichester College

07 Kendal College

08 Plumpton College

09	Sheffield	Hallam	 
 University

10 Shipley College

Introduction

The Projects

Apprenticeship
Standards

Summary – Emerging 
Effective Practice

Project Extensions
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Assessment for learning in apprentceship Standards



what was the purpose of the project?

[bookmark: _Hlk536551203]This project experimented with the use of assessment for learning techniques to promote the development of apprentices’ knowledge, skills and behaviours. Starting with the ETF’s established effective practice guidelines, we applied them to the context of apprenticeship standards.

The expected aim was to develop guidance for best practice in promoting the development of apprentices’ knowledge, skills and behaviours by giving clear feedback on these. This would be done via practitioner action research groups.



what did the project do?

[bookmark: _Hlk536559740]Stage 1

Employers and assessors were trained in the effective use of assessment for learning and action research practice. They were then split into small action research groups on broad curriculum lines. Each group generated a proposal and set of actions that they were going to explore using assessment for learning with their apprentices.

Stage 2

Each group implemented their ideas, adapting them as they saw fit as they went along. They shared interim actions with comments to another group that collated the information.

Stage 3

The findings from each group were shared and a summary report of the initial findings about the effective use of assessment for learning was established. 



what helped the project succeed?

The practitioner led nature of the project allowed a safe space for experimentation, professional reflection and some trial and error. 



Employers’ voice was included from the outset and this ensured that the skills, knowledge and behaviours being developed are the right ones for that apprentice in that organisation.





what challenges did the project face?

The project came at a time when the transition for frameworks to standards was at its peak and practitioners and training providers were very focussed on managing this. This made it hard to fully focus on the project and prioritise it.

We had to be careful to ensure that the research groups set themselves achievable targets given the timescale of the project.





what difference did the project make?

[bookmark: _Hlk536564847]The project found that assessment for learning techniques can be used effectively to promote apprentices’ development, particularly those that can be hard to quantify and define. This is important for the high quality delivery of standards.

· Define what is being assessed clearly

· Allow quantification of a subjective skill or behaviour but then;

· Turn assessment into action by coaching, target setting and planning

As a supplementary finding, the project notes that best practice in other areas of education and training can be used to inform seemingly very different ones.





where can i find more information?

[bookmark: _Hlk536595120][bookmark: _GoBack]Templates used during the project can be found in the programme toolkit. They are free to use and may be adapted. 
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		Adult Care Worker Apprenticeship

		These are the personal attributes and behaviours expected of all Lead Adult Care Workers carrying out their roles:		Initial Assessment Date:		Comments to include progress made from starting point						1st Review Date		Comments to include progress made from starting point						2nd Review Date		Comments to include progress made from starting point

						Apprentice		Employer		Assessor/Tutor				Apprentice		Employer		Assessor/Tutor				Apprentice		Employer		Assessor/Tutor

		Care – is caring consistently and enough about individuals to make a positive difference to their lives

		Compassion – is delivering care and support with kindness, consideration, dignity, empathy and respect

		Courage – is doing the right thing for people and speaking up if the individual they support is at risk

		Communication – good communication is central to successful caring relationships and effective team working

		Competence – is applying knowledge and skills to provide high quality care and support

		Commitment – to improving the experience of people who need care and support ensuring it is person centred
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		Healthcare Science Associate Apprenticeship

		These are the behaviours and values expected of all Healthcare Science Associates when carrying out their roles:		Initial Assessment Date:		Comments to include progress made from starting point						1st Review Date		Comments to include progress made from starting point						2nd Review Date		Comments to include progress made from starting point

						Apprentice		Employer		Assessor/Tutor				Apprentice		Employer		Assessor/Tutor				Apprentice		Employer		Assessor/Tutor

		Compassionate

		Conscientious

		Honest

		Adhere to the standards of GSP which sets out for the standards of behaviour/practice/personal conduct that underpin the delivery of HCS appropriate to the role/work undertaken.

		Introduce yourself with #hello my name is. . .       

		Be friendly and welcoming

		Value the contribution of everyone

		Share learning with others

		Team working across all areas 

		Recognise diversity and celebrate this

		Seek out and act on feedback

		Ensure all our actions contribute to safe care and a safe working environment

		 Communicate effectively: listen to others and seek clarity when needed

		Be proud of the role you do and how this contributes to patient care

		Be open and honest

		For those who supervise / manage teams: ensure consistency and fairness in your approach

		 Respect shown to everyone 

		Put patients at the centre of all we do 

		Show support to both staff and patients
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		Carpentry and joinery

		Review Area		Description		0-5		0-5

		Core Skills and Competencies (both pathways)

		Work safely and be aware of key health, safety and welfare issues.

		Plan and carry out their work to commercial standards of quality and speed.

		Move, handle and store resources, such as materials and timber components, complying with relevant legislation & guidance.

		Interpret and follow verbal and written work instructions from trade supervisors and site managers

		Select the required materials to carry out the work, such as correct timber, tools and fixings.

		Access, interpret and use drawings and specifications to carry out their work.

		Core Knowledge (both pathways)

		Understand the principles of health, safety and welfare and how these are applied in the workplace.

		Understand how to communicate with others and comply with instructions and directions.

		Understand the different techniques and methods used to move, handle and store materials.

		Understand how to interpret and use relevant product information and specifications.

		Understand their responsibilities under current employment and safety legislation, such as The Health & Safety at Work Act

		Understand how to calculate quantity, length, area and wastage of resources.

		Understand the needs of other workers and how to work effectively with others.

		Understand the characteristics, quality, uses, sustainability, limitations and defects associated with timber and timber-based products and components, such as hardwood, softwood, MDF and other materials.

		Generic behaviours expected to be displayed by all skilled Carpentry and Joinery workers (both pathways)

		Effective communication		Oral, written, listening, body language, presentation.

		Effective team working		Work effectively with others with limited supervision.

		Independent working		Take responsibility for completing their own work.

		Logical thinking		Use clear and valid reasoning when making decisions

		Working effectively		Undertake the work in a reliable and productive manner.

		Time management		Use own time effectively to complete the work on schedule.

		Adaptability		Be able to adjust to changes to work instructions.









































Gateways

		Gateways

		 National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) achievement in either:  NVQ Level 2 Diploma in Wood Occupations – Site Carpentry  NVQ Level 2 Diploma in Wood Occupations – Architectural Joinery  Pass English and Maths at Level 1 and take the English and Maths test at Level 2
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SELF-EVALUATION FORM





Apprentice name:								Date:





Instructions: Please self-evaluate as honestly as you can. Rate all ten behaviours listed below. Please consider each category independently. Rate each factor on a scale from 1 to 5 and explaining the reasons for your choice.





		PROFESSIONALISM

Behaves in a professional way. This includes: personal presentation, respect, respecting and encouraging diversity to cater for wider audiences, punctuality and attitude to colleagues, customers and key stakeholders. Adheres to the organisation's code of conduct for professional use of social media. Acts as a role model, contributing to team cohesion and productivity – representing the positive aspects of team culture and respectfully challenging inappropriate prevailing culture.





		1.Poor

		2. Minimal

		3.Acceptable 

		4.Good

		5. Excellent

		



		Comment:













		PERSONAL QUALITIES

Shows exemplary qualities that are valued including integrity, reliability, self-motivation, being pro-active and a positive attitude. Motivates others where responsibility is shared.





		1.Poor

		2.Minimal

		3. Acceptable

		4. Good

		5. Excellent

		



		Comment:













		MANAGING PERFORMANCE

[bookmark: _GoBack]Takes responsibility for their own work, accepts feedback in a positive way, uses initiative and shows resilience. Also takes responsibility for their own development, knows when to ask questions to complete a task and informs their line manager when a task is complete. Performs thorough self-assessments of their work and complies with the organisation's procedures.





		1.Poor

		2.Minimal

		3. Acceptable

		4. Good

		5. Excellent

		



		Comment













		ADAPTABILITY

Is able to accept and deal with changing priorities related to both their own work and to the organisation.





		1.Poor

		2.Minimal

		3.Acceptable

		4.Good

		5.Excellent

		



		Comment:













		RESPONSIBILITY

Demonstrates taking responsibility for team performance and quality of projects delivered. Takes a clear interest in seeing that projects are successfully completed and customer requests handled appropriately. Takes initiative to develop own and others' skills and behaviours.





		1.Poor

		2.Minimal

		3.Acceptable

		4.Good

		5.Excellent

		



		Comment:



















Learner’s Signature:													Date:

1 Learner self evaluation Version 3
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CONTEXT 
Literacy, numeracy and digital skills (ICT) have been consistently 
identified as lacking in the current UK workforce, especially amongst 
under 25 year olds. Employers consistently perceive a slipping of 
standards in the level of numeracy and literacy skills. 

This project aims to improve our understanding of employer 
perceptions and investigate how providers can work with employers 
to ensure that apprentices are taught the requisite wider skills.

PARTNERS 

Plumpton College, Sussex Coast College, Sussex Council of 
Training, British Airways, FE Sussex PENS – professional exchange 
networks, Reigate & Banstead Council.

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

The project created teaching and learning content to develop 
learners’ numeracy and literacy skills, focused on both  
workplace-relevant technical skills and formal Functional Skills 
qualifications. The resources can be deployed to apprentices in 
a range of scenarios : in the workplace, at home, in college and 
distance learning. 

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS	&	KEY	LESSONS	LEARNED

• Is the development of technical numeracy, literacy and  
 ICT skills a vital component of outstanding on-programme  
 delivery to apprentices following apprenticeship  
 standards-based programmes? 

• Do employers fully grasp the importance of the development of  
 technical numeracy, literacy and ICT skills as a vital component  
 of outstanding on-programme delivery? 

• What is the most effective way of developing TL&A to improve  
 technical numeracy, literacy and ICT skills for apprentices? 

• How can employers be assisted, to co-support the development  
 of literacy, numeracy and ICT skills: 

 a. Through promotion and publicity? 

 b. Through supporting on programme delivery? 

 c. Through the development of learning and incentives prior to,  
 during and post the apprenticeship programme

Plumpton College
Development of contextualised English and maths with the employer and its impact on pedagogy08
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Development of contextualised English and maths with the employer and its impact on pedagogy08
Project

PRACTICAL OUTPUTS

Three types of outputs were developed during the project:

1	 	 A	series	of	infographics

	 	 •	 How	apprentices should use these infographics 

	 	 •	 How	literacy	works	for	apprentices	

	 	 •	 How	numeracy	works	for	apprentices

	 	 •	 How	digital	skills	works	for	apprentices	

	 	 •	 How	employers	should	use	these	infographics

	 	 •	 How	literacy	works	for	employers	

	 	 •	 How	numeracy	works	for	employers	

	 	 •	 How	digital	skills	works	for	employers

	 	 •	 How	practitioners	should	use	these	infographics	

	 	 •	 How	literacy	works	for	practitioners

	 	 •	 	How	numeracy	works	for	practitioners

	 	 •	 	How	digital	skills	works	for	practitioners 

2  A guide to running an English and Maths marketplace  

    The event proved a successful way of engaging   
 specific curriculum staff in the practice of   
 embedding literacy and numeracy into their subjects. 

3  Example blended learning resources

   The online courses are examples of the type of   
  resources used by Plumpton College    
  practitioners to teach maths and English remotely.   
  Both courses also have the infographics embedded  
  within the material.

CASE STUDIES

 Embedding apprenticeship core skills at Plumpton College

	 Embedding	apprenticeship	core	skills	with	Booker	Wholesale

	 Embedding	apprenticeship	core	skills	with	British	Airways

 Embedding apprenticeship core skills with SCTP
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CASE STUDY: EMBEDDING APPRENTICESHIP CORE SKILLS

AT PLUMPTON COLLEGE





What was the purpose of the project? 150



Through phase four of the Outstanding Teaching Learning & Assessment (OTLA) programme, Plumpton College in partnership with local businesses, local authorities and multi-national companies undertook collaborative practitioner research to explore the importance of embedding numeracy, literacy and digital skills into apprenticeship provision. 



Plumpton College is specialist land-based further and higher education provider based near Lewes, England. Practitioners at the college wished to explore whether a mixture of blended learning and embedding strategies might be an effective way to foster outstanding teaching of core skills to apprentices. 



Plumpton College wished to achieve three main outcomes. Firstly, to evaluate the importance of core skills in both study and the workplace. Secondly, to build the confidence of all stakeholders to explore core skills provision. And finally, to empower all stakeholders to develop their teaching or independent learning skills at college or within practice.





What did the project do?



As well as writing a summary report of the research and case studies of emerging best practices, the project planned to output:



1. Menu of options for a range of apprenticeship standards to identify effective ways of developing TL&A to directly improve technical numeracy 

2. Set of fact sheets for employers to identify how they can co-support the development of literacy, numeracy and ICT.



The project decided to achieve this by publishing nine infographics in collaboration with our local partners and employers. The project was divided into three main phases: the collaborative research stage, evaluation stage and dissemination stage.



Research into pre-identified effective practice was carried out by the team of direct practitioners, including members of the English & Maths division and specialist curriculum areas. The research was used to design teaching and learning content to develop learners’ numeracy and literacy skills, which focused on both workplace-relevant technical skills and formal Functional Skills qualifications. Teaching and learning models were designed to meet the needs of both employers and their staff, whilst also demonstrating best practice and the latest research into the most effective pedagogical techniques, for supporting learners both face-to-face and remotely. In order to engage practitioners from across the college, the Plumpton College functional skills teams organised a CPD event on campus entitled the English & Maths Marketplace. It was designed to be a showcase of different teaching ideas on how to embed English & Maths across all curriculum areas. Twelve curriculum areas ran their stalls and over 70 practitioners attended. 



[bookmark: _GoBack][image: ][image: ][image: ]Following on from practitioner research and evaluation, the final stage was the development of resources to support emerging practice that could be used with future apprenticeship cohorts. The main outputs of the project were a set of knowledge infographics as well as online resources for blended learning for literacy and numeracy.

[image: ][image: ]The online literacy and numeracy hubs are a showcase of how Plumpton College now teach Functional Skills English and Mathematics to distance learners. Electronic copies of the infographics are also available for download from the two courses.











What helped the project succeed



The biggest success of the project were the relationships built with local and national employers through the partnerships with British Airways and the Sussex Council of Skills Providers. Without these relationships the evaluation of the outputs would not have been so successfully and lead to the range of resources that have been made available to the wider sector. The way this was achieved was by actively visiting employers and industrial groups in order to garner their views on effective delivery of core skills and opinions on the draft infographics.

 



What challenges did the project face? 



The most difficult aspect of project for the project was engaging practitioners and employers with the formal process of collaborative practitioner research. Many staff and members of industry do not have experience of academic practice and a large part of project delivery was guiding participants through the process. Collaborative research is an effective framework involving a wide range of partners in practical projects, but the team found it requires strong direction to achieve results. Towards the end of project when tangible outputs were drafted and disseminated, a wider group of employers were able to help evaluate the resources and feedback to the research group.





What difference did the project make? 



At Plumpton College, the project has given our practitioners opportunities to reflect on why and how they embed numeracy, literacy and digital skills within their specialist teaching areas. Changes to the way our apprenticeship programmes are delivered is starting to have a real impact in the way that learning is blended between college and workplace delivery. The employers in partnership have feedback that the project has developed their understanding of the way core skills should be embedded within their apprentices training programmes and helped them become more confident in delivery skills training within the workplace. 





WHERE CAN I FIND MORE INFORMATION?



The infographics produced by the project can be downloaded through the following link:

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/otla4-infographics.pdf



The project has published two open access exemplar courses, which can be accessed on Plumpton College’s virtual learning environment:

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy
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Case study #1 (Plumpton) Embedding Apprenticeship Core Skills at Plumpton College.docx
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CASE STUDY: EMBEDDING APPRENTICESHIP CORE SKILLS

WITH BOOKER WHOLESALE 





What was the purpose of the project?



Through phase four of the Outstanding Teaching Learning & Assessment (OTLA) programme, Plumpton College in partnership with  Booker Wholesale (Booker) undertook collaborative practitioner research to explore the importance of embedding numeracy, literacy and digital skills into apprenticeship provision. 



Plumpton College is specialist land-based further and higher education provider based near Lewes, England. Booker is a national group of wholesale warehouses. In 2019, Plumpton College took on the national delivery of Booker’s Butchery and Fishmonger apprentices. As part of the wider OTLA project, both parties wish to use this as an opportunity to explore how emerging practice from the research could be applied to a remote blended learning teaching programme.



The project had three main outcomes. Firstly, to evaluate the importance of core skills for remote study programmes. Secondly, to build the confidence of all stakeholders to explore core skills provision within a blended learning setting. Finally, to empower all stakeholders to develop their teaching or independent learning skills through distance learning and workplace mentoring.





What did the project do?



Firstly, through collaborative research, pre-identified effective practice was carried out by the team of direct practitioners. The research findings were then used to design teaching and learning content to develop learners’ numeracy and literacy skills, which focused on both workplace-relevant technical skills and formal Functional Skills qualifications. Teaching and learning models were designed to meet the needs of both employers and their staff, whilst also demonstrating best practice and the latest research into the most effective pedagogical techniques, for supporting learners both face-to-face and remotely. 



Following on from practitioner research and evaluation, resources were developed to support emerging practice that could be used with future apprenticeship cohorts. The main outputs of the project were a set of knowledge infographics as well as online resources for blended learning for literacy and numeracy. 

[image: ]

[image: ]
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Once these resources were developed, the new cohort of apprentices from Booker wholesale was the first major trial of the effectiveness of the learning content.





What helped the project succeed?



The main project was able to produce these effective resources by developing strong relationships with local and national employers through the partnerships with British Airways and the Sussex Council of Skills Providers. Without these relationships the evaluation of the outputs would not have been so successful and lead to the range of resources that have been made available to the wider sector. The way this was achieved was by actively visiting employers and industrial groups in order to garner their views on effective delivery of core skills and opinions on the draft infographics.











What challenges did the project face?



[bookmark: _GoBack]The cohort was the first butchery and fishmonger programmes at the college to be delivered on the new apprenticeship standards. This proved challenging for practitioners who needed to develop a new curriculum and adapt to new reporting requirements. However, this also proved an opportunity to position blended learning and the continuous embedding of core skills at the heart of the programme. The Maths & English teams were keen to maximise the learning that the apprentices could achieve both within the college and in the workplace. With the requirements of evidencing both on-the-job and off-the-job training, accurate monitoring of learning has become even more important for practitioners,





What difference did the project make?



At Plumpton College, the project has given practitioners opportunities to reflect on why and how they embed numeracy, literacy and digital skills within their specialist teaching areas. Changes to the way our apprenticeship programmes are delivered is starting to have a real impact in the way that learning is blended between college and workplace delivery. This is particularly important for national programmes on the new apprenticeship standards that will progressively need more flexible and remote learning options. As the Booker cohorts have been trialled at the end of the project, attainment will be assessed beyond the timeframe of this case study.





WHERE CAN I FIND MORE INFORMATION?



The infographics produce by the project can be downloaded through the following link: https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/otla4-infographics.pdf



The project has published two open access exemplar courses, which can be accessed on Plumpton College’s virtual learning environment:

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy 
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CASE STUDY: EMBEDDING APPRENTICESHIP CORE SKILLS

AT BRITISH AIRWAYS





What was the purpose of the project? 150



Through phase four of the Outstanding Teaching Learning & Assessment programme, Plumpton College in partnership with British Airways Global Learning Academy (BA) undertook collaborative practitioner research to explore the importance of embedding numeracy, literacy and digital skills into apprenticeship provision.



Plumpton College is specialist land-based further and higher education provider based near Lewes, England. British Airways Global Learning Academy (BA), is the staff development and training division for the entire BA international operation. 



In 2018, BA became an apprenticeship provider in order to create a bespoke programme for new apprentices with their experienced team at their Global Learning Academy. BA was keen to partner with the OTLA project to help support the development of training resources for internal coaches and their new apprenticeship cohorts. 







What did the project do? 250



Firstly, through collaborative research, pre-identified effective practice was carried out by the team of direct practitioners. The research findings were then used to design teaching and learning content to develop learners’ numeracy and literacy skills, which focused on both workplace-relevant technical skills and formal Functional Skills qualifications. Teaching and learning models were designed to meet the needs of both employers and their staff, whilst also demonstrating best practice and the latest research into the most effective pedagogical techniques, for supporting learners both face-to-face and remotely. 



Following on from practitioner research and evaluation, resources were developed to support emerging practice that could be used with future apprenticeship cohorts. The main outputs of the project were a set of knowledge infographics as well as online resources for blended learning for literacy and numeracy. 



During the development of British Airways Global Learning Academy’s internal apprenticeship delivery team, they collaborated with Plumpton College to explore different ways that core skills can be embedded within their training. A key aspect of the collaborative research with this partner was the need to deliver literacy and numeracy concurrently with specialist training so that skills were embedded throughout apprentices’ work practices. 























[image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ]

What helped the project succeed?



British Airways Global Learning Academy was a unique partner on this project due to their status as both an international employer and apprenticeship training provider. Their needs as an organisation therefore encompassed both sides of delivery and placed them in an excellent position to help evaluate effective practice in both circumstances. Practitioners from Plumpton College were able to observe training at the global learning academy as well as share their own experiences of further education provision with managers and coaches.







What challenges did the project face? 



A challenging aspect of the partnership was the fact that the Global Learning Academy had quite specific training requirements due to the regulations within the airline industry. Sharing specific practice with other partners and employers proved difficult. The resources produced were also felt to be too generic to be used directly within their training programmes. The real success of the partnership therefore came from the sharing of practice between the two organisations that helped to develop the resources for the wider sector.





What difference did the project make?



[bookmark: _GoBack]The main emerging finding from the partnership was the need to be aware of the different needs and outlooks of commercial training providers. Corporate training tends to emphasise compliance or the ability for an employee to perform a particular skill or demonstrate knowledge in a tested scenario. Colleges tends to emphasise progression where skills or knowledge are developed and assessed over a longer period of time. Embedding core skills within a progression-based programme is easier, as there are more opportunities to blend the skills with activities. If the priority is compliance, then specialist skills and knowledge tend to take priority over wider competencies. This finding has helped the project reflect on the way blended learning courses are designed. It is still important to include distinct literacy and numeracy training that can be concentrated on at the appropriate times in programmes, but it is also effective to embed activities where appropriate in longer delivery and learning activities. 





WHERE CAN I FIND MORE INFORMATION?



The infographics produce by the project can be downloaded through the following link:

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/otla4-infographics.pdf



The project has published two open access exemplar courses, which can be accessed on Plumpton College’s virtual learning environment:

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy 
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CASE STUDY: 

EMBEDDING APPRENTICESHIP CORE SKILLS 

WITH THE SUSSEX COUNCIL OF TRAINING PROVIDERS





What was the purpose of the project? 150



Through phase four of the Outstanding Teaching Learning & Assessment programme, Plumpton College in partnership with the Sussex Council of Training Providers undertook collaborative practitioner research to explore the importance of embedding numeracy, literacy and digital skills into apprenticeship provision. 



The project had three main outcomes. Firstly, to evaluate the importance of core skills for remote study programmes. Secondly, to build the confidence of all stakeholders to explore core skills provision within a blended learning setting. Finally, to empower all stakeholders to develop their teaching or independent learning skills through distance learning and workplace mentoring.



Plumpton College is specialist land-based further and higher education provider based near Lewes, England. The Sussex Council of Training Providers (SCTP) is a community of training providers that offer apprenticeships, work-based learning or pre-employment training in Sussex. Their members provided input at various stages of the research, evaluation and publication of the project’s outputs.





What did the project do? 



Firstly, through collaborative research, pre-identified effective practice was carried out by the team of direct practitioners. The research findings were then used to design teaching and learning content to develop learners’ numeracy and literacy skills, which focused on both workplace-relevant technical skills and formal Functional Skills qualifications. Teaching and learning models were designed to meet the needs of both employers and their staff, whilst also demonstrating best practice and the latest research into the most effective pedagogical techniques, for supporting learners both face-to-face and remotely. 



Following on from practitioner research and evaluation, resources were developed to support emerging practice that could be used with future apprenticeship cohorts. The main outputs of the project were a set of knowledge infographics as well as online resources for blended learning for literacy and numeracy. 



The Sussex Council of Training Providers particularly helped to evaluate the wider impact that the project and outputs could have on local employers and training providers. During their regular meetings, members of SCTP helped refine and develop the infographics. The project also presented at the Sussex Skills Conference on 28 February 2019 where final copies of the infographics were disseminated to members.

[image: ][image: ]
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What helped the project succeed?



The project was able to produce these effective resources by developing strong relationships with local employers through the Sussex Council of Skills Provider network. Without these relationships the evaluation of the outputs would not have been so successful and lead to the range of resources that have been made available to the wider sector. The way this was achieved was by actively visiting the SCTP meeting and running workshops in order to garner their views on effective delivery of core skills and opinions on the draft infographics.





What challenges did the project face?



The most difficult aspect of project for the project was engaging practitioners and employers with the formal process of collaborative practitioner research. Many staff and members of industry do not have experience of academic practice and a large part of project delivery was guiding participants through the process. Collaborative research is an effective framework involving a wide range of partners in practical projects, but the team found it requires strong direction to achieve results. Towards the end of the project when tangible outputs were drafted and disseminated, a wider group of employers was able to help evaluate the resources and feedback to the research group.





What difference did the project make?



[bookmark: _GoBack]As well as the impact on the practitioners and apprentices at Plumpton College, through the SCTP network, 93 member organisations received copies of the infographics to use with their own employees and apprentices. So far, 22 member organisations and local employers have taken part in workshops or dissemination events to explain the purpose of the project and the resources created.





WHERE CAN I FIND MORE INFORMATION?



The infographics produce by the project can be downloaded through the following link:

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/otla4-infographics.pdf



The project has published two open access exemplar courses, which can be accessed on Plumpton College’s virtual learning environment:

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy

https://www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy
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Double click to download
OTLA4 Case study #4 (Plumpton) Embedding Apprenticeship Core Skills with SCTP v2.docx




HOW APPRENTICES SHOULD USE 
THESE INFOGRAPHICS


Numeracy, literacy and digital skills are important skills that apprentices need to 
develop to succeed in the future workplace. Whatever your aspirations and intended 
career path you will need strong core skills. The best way to develop these skills is 
not in isolation, but throughout your studies and workplace. These infographics 
are designed to help you think about ways you can embed core skills during your 
apprenticeship.


The infographics are presented as a series of tips that you can immediately start using 
in your apprenticeship. Print off copies to display at home and any appropriate areas 
of your workplace. Your assessor and employer also have their own versions. Refer to 
them regularly and each day try to pick one tip to try out either in your studies or at 
work.


comissionsed and funded by:


www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy                                      www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy


HOW LITERACY WORKS FOR 
APPRENTICES


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4


develop critical 
reading and writing 
skills by engaging 
with books/articles/
magazines


forget that literacy 
skills constantly 
develop - listen, talk, 
read and write to 
improve skills and 
learning approaches


work 
collaboratively
with other students 
and employers
to develop speaking
and listening skills


“
, !:
-


%“.
~ ;
? )


= {
£ be afraid  


to ask 
questions  
and get 
involved in 
discussions


I have a 
question...


Let’s 
discuss...


create clear, well-
structured documents
that show your 
ability to communicate 
your points


worry if you  
make mistakes – 
learning from 
them will help 
you become more 
independent


Name
Place
Day
Month


use correct 
punctuation - 
commas, full stops, 
apostrophes, 
exclamation marks 
and question marks


forget to proof 
read - 
reading through 
your work 
develops skills


comissionsed and funded by:


www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy                                      www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy


HOW NUMERACY WORKS FOR 
APPRENTICES


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4


think about the 
data you deal with 
daily - products, 
customer 
information


over complicate 
things - approach 
problems 
logically, in 
ways that make 
sense to you


+
< >x


-= %
^
~ (
?
) {


£


break problems 
down to help you 
interpret the data, 
and solve the 
problem


think that you  
don’t use maths  
in your job –  
everyone uses  
maths, everyday


Week 1


check answers 
again, re-reading
can make 
questions 
clearer


rush or 
forget to 
check 
your 
answers


show all your 
workings out - 
to help you 
understand 
solutions


worry if you 
make a mistake 
- they help to 
develop your
problem 
solving


comissionsed and funded by:


www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy                                      www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy


HOW DIGITAL SKILLS WORKS FOR 
APPRENTICES


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4


use the internet 
and software for 
everyday tasks 
to develop 
digital knowelege


share or upload 
personal or sensitive 
details online - 
practice safe use 
of online tools 
and services


create secure 
passwords, use 
secure websites and 
pratice safe use 
of the internet


be scared to 
explore - use 
online tools, 
libraries and 
programmes to 
learn!


store information 
securely - using 
memory sticks, and 
digital storage 
means information 
won’t be lost


forget that using 
online services 
develop work and 
life skills in many 
aspects


communicate 
clearly in written 
work, in emails, 
and digital sharing 
platforms


forget to ask 
employers 
for help - this 
will develop 
independence


Can you  
help me?


YesFILE


clear 
description


comissionsed and funded by:


www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy                                      www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy





Double click to download
File Attachment
Output #1a How Apprentices Should Use These Infographics.pdf




HOW LITERACY WORKS FOR 
APPRENTICES


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4


develop critical 
reading and writing 
skills by engaging 
with books/articles/
magazines


forget that literacy 
skills constantly 
develop - listen, talk, 
read and write to 
improve skills and 
learning approaches


work 
collaboratively
with other students 
and employers
to develop speaking
and listening skills


“
, !:
-


%“.
~ ;
? )


= {
£ be afraid  


to ask 
questions  
and get 
involved in 
discussions


I have a 
question...


Let’s 
discuss...


create clear, well-
structured documents
that show your 
ability to communicate 
your points


worry if you  
make mistakes – 
learning from 
them will help 
you become more 
independent


Name
Place
Day
Month


use correct 
punctuation - 
commas, full stops, 
apostrophes, 
exclamation marks 
and question marks


forget to proof 
read - 
reading through 
your work 
develops skills


comissionsed and funded by:


www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy                                      www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy
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Output #1b Literacy for Apprentices.pdf




HOW NUMERACY WORKS FOR 
APPRENTICES


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4


think about the 
data you deal with 
daily - products, 
customer 
information


over complicate 
things - approach 
problems 
logically, in 
ways that make 
sense to you


+
< >x


-= %
^
~ (
?
) {


£


break problems 
down to help you 
interpret the data, 
and solve the 
problem


think that you  
don’t use maths  
in your job –  
everyone uses  
maths, everyday


Week 1


check answers 
again, re-reading
can make 
questions 
clearer


rush or 
forget to 
check 
your 
answers


show all your 
workings out - 
to help you 
understand 
solutions


worry if you 
make a mistake 
- they help to 
develop your
problem 
solving


comissionsed and funded by:


www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy                                      www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy
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HOW DIGITAL SKILLS WORKS FOR 
APPRENTICES


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4


use the internet 
and software for 
everyday tasks 
to develop 
digital knowelege


share or upload 
personal or sensitive 
details online - 
practice safe use 
of online tools 
and services


create secure 
passwords, use 
secure websites and 
pratice safe use 
of the internet


be scared to 
explore - use 
online tools, 
libraries and 
programmes to 
learn!


store information 
securely - using 
memory sticks, and 
digital storage 
means information 
won’t be lost


forget that using 
online services 
develop work and 
life skills in many 
aspects


communicate 
clearly in written 
work, in emails, 
and digital sharing 
platforms


forget to ask 
employers 
for help - this 
will develop 
independence


Can you  
help me?


YesFILE


clear 
description


comissionsed and funded by:


www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy                                      www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy
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Output #1d Digital Skills for Apprentices.pdf




HOW EMPLOYERS SHOULD USE 
THESE INFOGRAPHICS


Numeracy, literacy and digital skills are important skills that apprentices need to 
develop to succeed in the future workplace. Whatever their aspirations and intended 
career path they will need strong core skills. The best way to develop these skills is 
not in isolation, but throughout studies and the workplace. These infographics are 
designed to help you think about ways you can help your apprentices and employees 
embed core skills in the workplace during the apprenticeship.


The infographics are presented as a series of tips that you can immediately start using 
with your employees and apprentices. Print off copies and display in appropriate areas 
of your workplace. Your training provider and apprentices also have their own versions. 
Refer to them regularly and each day try to pick one tip to try out within your working 
practice.


comissionsed and funded by:


www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy                                      www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy


HOW LITERACY WORKS FOR 
EMPLOYERS


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4


That’s good...
have you 


thought of...


develop employees 
writing skills - 
active note-taking 
develops 
understanding of texts


forget to offer 
constructive 
feedback to help
indepedent 
thinking 
and learning


create well-structured 
documents to 
encourage 
employee 
communication


forget to offer 
training in literacy 
skills that you 
would expect your 
employees to have


encourage 
discussions and 
meetings to improve 
collaborative 
working


encourage poor 
grammar, spelling, 
punctuation by 
forgetting to 
proof read 
documents


sp


bold


//x
t


cap


^
=


?
p


o
mw


supply industry 
relevant material - 
to develop reading 
strategies, spelling 
and grammar


ask employees to rely 
on automated writing 
tools - encourage the
development of 
writing skills


comissionsed and funded by:


www.plumptononline.ac.uk/literacy                                      www.plumptononline.ac.uk/numeracy


HOW NUMERACY WORKS FOR 
EMPLOYERS


DO DON’T


2


ask employees 
to calculate 
and interpret
everyday data


worry if people  
make mistakes, help 
employees 
understand solutions 
by explaining them


encourage 
employees to 
calculate and 
check their 
own  answers


work everything  
out for your  
employees –  
challenge them to  
think logically


1
What is the 


answer?
You tell 


me


3


set tasks which 
encourage employees 
to process everyday 
information - time, 
business costs, 
diagrams


forget that your 
employees 
may have varying 
levels of ability


use real-life, 
daily situations 
to encourage 
employees 
problem solving


be afraid to let your 
employees engage 
with business data, 
e.g costs - it will 
help them process 
information
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HOW DIGITAL SKILLS WORKS FOR 
EMPLOYERS


DO DON’T


2


encourage 
employees to solve 
problems online, 
using digital tools 
and online services


forget to 
remind 
employees to 
be safe and 
legal online


1


3


4


provide foundational 
training: internet 
use, computer 
processes, 
creating passwords


forget to use 
suitable virus check 
software - 
use secure ICT 
practices as an 
example 


communicate, 
collaborate and 
share information 
with employees 
online


forget to provide 
digital training 
skill sessions 
for all employees


encourage 
employees to find, 
store and manage 
digital information 
securely


assume employees 
have existing digital 
knowledge -
instead, encourage 
positive digital use 
to develop skills
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HOW LITERACY WORKS FOR 
EMPLOYERS


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4


That’s good...
have you 


thought of...


develop employee’s
writing skills – 
active note
taking develops 
understanding of texts


forget to offer 
constructive 
feedback to 
help 
independent 
thinking & learning


create well 
structured 
documents to 
encourage employee 
communication


forget to offer 
training in literacy 
skills that you 
would expect your 
employees to have


encourage 
discussions 
and meetings 
to improve 
collaboration 


encourage poor 
grammar, spelling, 
punctuation by 
forgetting to 
proof read 
documents


sp


bold


//x
t


cap


^
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o
mw


supply industry 
relevant material 
to develop reading 
strategies, spelling 
and grammar


ask employees to 
rely on automated 
writing tools - 
encourage the
development of 
writing skills
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to calculate 
and interpret
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worry if people  
make mistakes, help 
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by explaining them
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own  answers


work everything  
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challenge them to  
think logically
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set tasks which 
encourage employees 
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business costs, 
diagrams


forget that your 
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levels of ability
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daily situations 
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problem solving
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employees engage 
with business data, 
e.g costs - it will 
help them process 
information
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HOW DIGITAL SKILLS WORKS FOR 
EMPLOYERS


DO DON’T


2


encourage 
employees to solve 
problems online, 
using digital tools 
and online services


forget to 
remind 
employees to 
be safe and 
legal online


1


3


4


provide foundational 
training: internet 
use, computer 
processes, 
creating passwords


forget to use 
suitable virus check 
software - 
use secure ICT 
practices as an 
example 


communicate, 
collaborate and 
share information 
with employees 
online


forget to provide 
digital training 
skill sessions 
for all employees


encourage 
employees to find, 
store and manage 
digital information 
securely


assume employees 
have existing digital 
knowledge -
instead, encourage 
positive digital use 
to develop skills
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HOW PRACTITIONERS SHOULD 
USE THESE INFOGRAPHICS


Numeracy, literacy and digital skills are important skills that apprentices need to 
develop to succeed in the future workplace. Whatever their aspirations and intended 
career path they will need strong core skills. The best way to develop these skills is 
not in isolation, but throughout studies and the workplace. These infographics are 
designed to help you think about ways you can help your learners embed core skills in 
their specialist studies during the apprenticeship.


The infographics are presented as a series of tips that you can immediately start using 
with your apprentices and employers. Print off copies and display in appropriate 
areas of your training area. Your apprentices and their employers also have their own 
versions. Refer to them regularly and each day try to pick one tip to try out within your 
teaching practice.
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HOW LITERACY WORKS FOR
PRACTITIONERS


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4
proof read written 
documents - 
clear examples 
develops student 
communication


forget to 
provide training 
and learning 
resources for all 
students 


offer constructive 
feedback - 
discussions
improve vocabulary
and speaking skills


correct all 
mistakes - allow 
students to 
progress, and 
solve problems


That’s good...


have you 
thought of...


provide real-
life contexts to 
encourage 
students to read 
and respond to 
texts/information


be afraid to 
hold debates 
and discussions 
within your 
classroom


encourage students 
by providing active 
and interactive 
learning exercises


read everything to 
students - 
collaborative 
working develops
independent 
thinking
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HOW NUMERACY WORKS FOR 
PRACTITIONERS


DO DON’T


2


1


assist students 
understanding of 
solutions, by 
bringing exercises 
into real-life 
situations


over complicate 
mathematical  
questions - 
clarity will help 
students process 
information
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encourage  
students to check 
their answers - to 
develop problem 
solving abilities


work everything 
out for your 
students, 
challenge them to 
find the answer 
themselves


What is the 
answer?


You tell 
me


set tasks which ask 
students to process 
everyday data - 
time, business 
details, diagrams


forget students learn
differently - using
a different method to
the one you are using
does not mean 
students are incorrect 


encourage students 
to learn from their 
mistakes - this helps 
students solve 
problems independently


always provide 
easy solutions - 
encourage 
logical thinking
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HOW DIGITAL SKILLS WORKS FOR
PRACTITIONERS


DO DON’T


2


1


encourage the 
use of tutorials, 
online sources and 
forums to solve 
problems


force students 
to use ICT, they 
may prefer to 
use another 
method
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use appropriate 
software to 
set tasks and 
activities for 
students


forget to back 
up data - using 
hardware, digital 
storage and 
online platforms


remind students to 
regularly back up 
work, and use 
digital storage 
for important 
documents


assume students  
have computer 
access at home 
or at work - 
mention public 
libraries


encourage students 
to use digital 
editing tools 
to develop 
communication skills


forget to encourage 
safe and secure use 
of online services, 
sharing platforms 
and devices


?
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HOW LITERACY WORKS FOR
PRACTITIONERS


DO DON’T


2


1


3


4
proof read 
written 
documents – 
clear examples 
develop student 
communication


forget to 
provide training 
and learning 
resources for all 
students 


offer constructive 
feedback –
discussions
improve vocabulary
and speaking skills


correct all 
mistakes – allow 
students to 
progress, and 
solve problems


That’s good...


have you 
thought of...


provide real 
life contexts to 
encourage 
students to read 
and respond to 
texts/information


be afraid to 
hold debates 
and discussions 
within your 
classroom


encourage students 
by providing active 
and interactive 
learning exercises


read everything to 
students – 
collaborative 
working develops
independent 
thinking
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HOW NUMERACY WORKS FOR 
PRACTITIONERS


DO DON’T


2
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assist students 
understanding of 
solutions, by 
bringing exercises 
into real-life 
situations


over complicate 
mathematical  
questions - 
clarity will help 
students process 
information
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encourage  
students to check 
their answers - to 
develop problem 
solving abilities


work everything 
out for your 
students, 
challenge them to 
find the answer 
themselves


What is the 
answer?


You tell 
me


set tasks which ask 
students to process 
everyday data - 
time, business 
details, diagrams


forget students learn
differently - using
a different method to
the one you are using
does not mean 
students are incorrect 


encourage students 
to learn from their 
mistakes - this helps 
students solve 
problems independently


always provide 
easy solutions - 
encourage 
logical thinking
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HOW DIGITAL SKILLS WORKS FOR
PRACTITIONERS


DO DON’T


2


1


encourage the 
use of tutorials, 
online sources and 
forums to solve 
problems


force students 
to use ICT, they 
may prefer to 
use another 
method
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use appropriate 
software to 
set tasks and 
activities for 
students


forget to back 
up data - using 
hardware, digital 
storage and 
online platforms


remind students to 
regularly back up 
work, and use 
digital storage 
for important 
documents


assume students  
have computer 
access at home 
or at work - 
mention public 
libraries


encourage students 
to use digital 
editing tools 
to develop 
communication skills


forget to encourage 
safe and secure use 
of online services, 
sharing platforms 
and devices


?
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PLANNING YOUR OWN
ENGLISH & MATHS MARKETPLACE
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M A R K E T P L A C E
ENGLISH AND MATHS


SPORTS HALL


CPD 24 October 2018


9.00 - 10.30


TARGET 
SETTING FOR 


STUDENTS  
1:1 TUTORIALS


MBG3, MBG4
MBG5 & MBG6


11.00 - 
12.30


TEAM MEETINGS TEAM MEETINGS


DIVISION CLASSROOMSDIVISION CLASSROOMS


1.30 - 3.00 3.30 - 5.00


PRIZES 
TO BE 
WON


SHARE 
YOUR  
IDEAS 
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D PLANNING FOR THE N
EXT H


A
LF TERM


Plumpton College’s postesrs for the English & Maths 
Marketplace that took place on 24 October 2018


The winners of the best display from across Plumpton 
College and a selection of curriculum tables 


Embedding English and Maths across the curriculum is not 
just the job of specialist teams. Practitioners from every 
subject need to develop their own methods to bring core 
skills into their teaching. The Plumpton College functional 
skills teams organised the English & Maths Marketplace 
to showcase different teaching ideas on how to embed 
English and Maths across all curriculum areas. Twelve 
curriculum areas ran stalls and close to 100 practitioners 
attended!


Here are five tips to help you organise your own English & 
Maths Marketplace: 


Organise a time and place to 
host the event - ideally an 
open space with lots of tables


Get each curriculum area 
to plan their own display - 
encourage healthy competition


Advertise the event on your 
online portal using posters, 
emails and messages


Get senior management buy-in 
by asking them to judge the 
best stalls and teaching ideas


Publicise the event 
afterwards, to encourage 
practitioners to utilise what 
they learned in their own 
teaching


1
2
3
4
5
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Project

CONTEXT 
The Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education (IfATE) 
announced the removal of the previously mandated NVQ award 
from a number of engineering degree apprenticeship Standards 
(April 2018). This means that HEI Providers can deliver those 
apprenticeships more cost effectively against the apprenticeship 
funding band. They will need to develop elements in the 
apprenticeship to ensure successful attainment of the Knowledge, 
Skills and Behaviours as set out in the Standard once the lessons 
learned from NVQ delivery are understood.

It is crucial to offer the employer a clear programme and then to 
ensure that delivery responds to the individually assessed training 
needs of each apprentice.

Removal of the NVQ is a radical departure from previous models 
of engineering apprenticeships at higher levels and will require 
innovation from providers to overcome the cultural and training 
investment patterns that exist from the legacy of over-complicated 
engineering apprenticeships.

The change is welcome, but significant development work 
is required to support the success of critical STEM skills in 
engineering and ensure learners achieve successful outcomes.

PARTNERS 

Sheffield Hallam University, JCB Academy, Derby College,  
The Sheffield College, Institute of Engineering and Technology.

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

The design and delivery of a new model of learning to combine KSB 
delivery and learning in a more effective package that employers 
are willing to sustain and fund using their Apprenticeship Levy 
and possibly additional training investment. The resources and 
approach are to be deployed throughout the apprenticeship journey 
from planning and inception, through to review and assessment. 
It impacts particularly on the tri-partite review and attitudes and 
capabilities towards e-portfolio completion as a means of capturing, 
supporting and inviting training interventions.

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS	&	KEY	LESSONS	LEARNED

• What do employers value about the existing NVQ awards for   
 meeting engineering standards that should be embedded in  
 new degree apprenticeship delivery models?

• What was less advantageous about the NVQ model of  
 vocational (skills and behavioural attainment) in engineering   
 apprenticeships that can be removed?

• How can a support model be developed which enables  
 providers and employers to collaborate effectively through  
 three-way review and enhanced support to complement the   
 degree award within the apprenticeship?

01 Aim Awards

02  Derbyshire Adult   
 Community Education 
 Service

03	 Profile	Development		 	
 and Training/KATO

04 West Yorkshire Learning  
 Providers (WYLP)

05 Popcorn

06 Chichester College

07 Kendal College

08 Plumpton College

09	Sheffield	Hallam	 
 University

10 Shipley College
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RESEARCH	QUESTIONS	&	KEY	LESSONS	LEARNED

• What do employers value about the existing NVQ awards for   
 meeting engineering standards that should be embedded in  
 new degree apprenticeship delivery models?

• What was less advantageous about the NVQ model of  
 vocational (skills and behavioural attainment) in engineering   
 apprenticeships that can be removed?

• How can a support model be developed which enables providers  
 and employers to collaborate effectively through three-way   
 review and enhanced support to complement the degree award  
 within the apprenticeship?

• In the absence of on-programme vocational assessment   
 (previously embedded in NVQs) how can providers best  
 monitor, evaluate and intervene to ensure the apprenticeship  
 has obtained the necessary vocational skills through  
 work-based learning?

• How can e-Portfolios be developed to maximise clarity of   
 apprentice progress and what other digital learning tools are   
 necessary to ensure Knowledge, Skills and Behaviours (KSBs)  
 are integrated to the delivery of the degree element?
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 Providers (WYLP)
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PRACTICAL OUTPUTS

1	 Professional	Development	Programme	(PDP)		

 A new model of vocational/work-based support for degree  
 apprenticeships in engineering - concept framework/  
 infographic “reimagining of the vocational CPD offer”.

2 Apprentices’ guide to PDP

3	 Mapping	illustration-tool	for	mapping	an	HE	award	to	an		 	
 apprenticeship standard 

4 An enhanced approach to e-portfolios – presentation

CASE STUDY

	 	 No	NVQ!?	Re-imagining	vocational	training	in	STEM	areas

  Details how the plan to develop a “Professional Development  
  Programme” to complement professional body accredited   
  degrees in engineering was achieved. Describes how the   
  action research identified the valued approaches and   
  content of an NVQ, and how it decided on the removal of any  
  unnecessary burden not deemed helpful to employers and  
  their apprentices in terms of attainment. 
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Guidebook
· Commitment 
· Award
· PDP
· Gateway


· EPA


Integrated E Portfolio


· Three way reviews
· Tutors and WBL Coach
· WBL curriculum (SHU+TSC)


· 20% off the job learning


Specialist Reviews 
(Relate to NOS areas)


Engineering Essentials


Professional 
Development 
Programme


Employer Delivered 
Training


· PEO, SOP
· H&S
· Induction
· Handskills
· Non Assessed Skills 


from the Standard


Provider Support 
and monitoring


· On-line mentor 
support resource


· Soft skills support
· Academic integration
· Support evaluation of 


non-assessed skills 


Apprentice


Employer


Provider


TNA (learner 
diagnostics)


Degree Apprenticeships in Engineering- Supporting vocational progress and KSBs 
A Professional Development Programme aligned to the Higher Education Award


· Vocational support (TSC)
· Expert subject support (SHU)
· Employer specialist capability
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NVQ Level 4 – Engineering & Manufacturing

1. 


Apprentice Guide to the successful completion of your Degree Apprenticeship



1. Introduction

Your Apprenticeship is based on a Level 6 Engineering Degree Apprenticeship Standard developed by employers within the sector. It consists of a set of required Skills, Knowledge and Behaviours that you will be expected to develop, record and ultimately achieve. This will be progressively assessed during your programme and ultimately you will be formally assessed at the End-point Assessment (EPA) phase. It is only the successful completion of this phase that will indicate you have received your Apprenticeship certification.



1. The Aim

Therefore it is important that you appreciate from the outset what this EPA consists of and what evidence you will need to collect and manage throughout your programme.



The aim of this guide is to support you and your development through the Degree Apprenticeship Programme and ultimately successfully complete your EPA.



This may all seem a long way off however your development as an Apprentices should be a progressive one where you will have the opportunity to develop, practice and apply a range of skills, knowledge and behaviours based on what you are learning both in the classroom and out in your business. This progression is likely to be different for each apprentice and will be based on the sector you are in, your future role within your organisation and the training plan your business has established for you to be deemed competent in that future role or job.



So to begin with here is the Knowledge Skills and Behaviours you will be measured against during your programme and at your EPA.



1. Skills, Knowledge & Behaviours

The following table provides an overview of the requirements detailed within the Level 6 Product Design and Development Engineer standard:



		Knowledge – The apprentice must be able to demonstrate an understanding of: 



		K1 

		Mathematics and science for engineers 



		K2 

		Materials and manufacture 



		K3 

		Mechanical. electrical and electronic principles and applications 



		K4 

		Statics and dynamics 



		K5 

		How to undertake and apply business-led projects 



		K6 

		Engineering operations and business management 



		K7 

		Applying advanced technology techniques 



		



		Skills – The apprentice must be able to: 



		S1 

		Comply with statutory and organisational safety requirements and demonstrate a responsible and disciplined approach to risk mitigation, avoidance and management. 



		S2 

		Effectively use, interpret and evaluate a range of engineering data sources and documentation 



		S3 

		Organise work efficiently and effectively by managing engineering resources when completing tasks 



		S4 

		Use computer software packages to assist with engineering activities 



		S5 

		Carry out Project Management activities 



		S6 

		Establish design briefs, presenting and discussing technical proposals 



		S7 

		Manage and control product design changes 



		S8 

		Support team feasibility design reviews 



		S9 

		Demonstrate technical and commercial management by planning and managing tasks & resources 



		



		Behaviours – The apprentice must be able to demonstrate the following: 



		B1 

		Safety mindset. The importance of complying with statutory and organisational health, safety and risk management requirements and the implications if these are not adhered to 



		B2 

		Strong work ethic: Has a positive attitude, motivated by engineering; dependable, ethical, responsible and reliable. 



		B3 

		Logical approach: Able to structure a plan and develop activities following a logical thought process, but also able to quickly “think on feet” when working through them. 



		B4 

		Problem-solving orientation: Identifies issues quickly, enjoys solving complex problems and applies appropriate solutions. Has a strong desire to push to ensure the true root cause of any problem is found and a solution identified which prevents further recurrence. 



		B5 

		Quality focus: Follows rules, procedures and principles in ensuring work completed is fit for purpose and pays attention to detail/error checks throughout activities.



		B6 

		Personal responsibility and resilience: Motivated to succeed accountable and persistent to complete task. 



		B7 

		Clear communicator: Uses a variety of appropriate communication methods to give/receive information accurately, and in a timely and positive manner. 



		B8 

		Team player: Not only plays own part but able to work and communicate clearly and effectively within a team and interacts/ helps others when required. In doing so applies these skills in a respectful professional manner. 



		B9 

		Applies Lean Manufacturing Principles: Demonstrates continuous improvement in driving effectiveness and efficiency 



		B10 

		Adaptability: Able to adjust to different conditions, technologies, situations and environments. 



		B11 

		Self-Motivation: A ‘self-starter’, who always wants to give their best, sets themselves challenging targets, can make their own decisions. 



		B12 

		Willingness to learn: Wants to drive their continuous professional development 



		B13 

		Commitment: Able to commit to the beliefs, goals and standards of their own employer and to the wider industry and its professional standards. 







1. On-Programme Support towards Training and Development. 

Your Employer and training provider are responsible for ensuring that you have the opportunity to develop the required knowledge skills and behaviours (as above) required for occupational competency during the on-programme training of the apprenticeship. It is recommended that you receive continuous progress reviews to check your knowledge, skills and behaviours are developing in-line with the standard as well as the specified grading criteria.



1. Occupational Competence and Readiness for the End-point Assessment (EPA Gateway).

Prior to you moving forward to EPA, your employer will need to indicate that you are occupationally competent. In relation to the Knowledge, Skills & Behaviours criteria the employer will make judgements based on:

Knowledge - The apprentice must be able to demonstrate an understanding of:

Knowledge will predominantly be proved by successfully achieving your Degree Qualification and the studies and coursework you complete during this phase.

You cannot progress to EPA without completing your qualification.



Skills - The apprentice must be able to:

Your skills will be linked to how you apply your knowledge in the workplace and you should be producing evidence to indicate to your employers that you are competent in these skills. 

You will not progress to EPA without your Employer indicating that you are competent in your role.



Behaviours – The apprentice must be able to demonstrate the following:

The way you develop and deliver your Knowledge and Skills and apply these in the workplace will be measured against expected behavioural characteristics. These could also be in line with your employer’s corporate behaviours. You will be continuously measured and performed against your behavioural development.

You will not progress to EPA without your Employer indicating that you have met their behavioural expectations.



So having achieved the above with evidence and sign off from your training provider and employer, you will progress to EPA.





1. Evidence Collection - Your Portfolio

What is a Portfolio of Evidence?

Your Portfolio is a vital record that will track your development throughout your Apprenticeship. It will also be the primary source of evidence that your employer will use to validate your performance and to ascertain when you are occupationally competent and ready for EPA (see section 5). It will also become your support document in preparing and delivering your EPA assessment components (see section 7)



A Portfolio in this context is an online folder which holds the following:

· the assessment plans and progression that make through your qualification

· the written evidence you develop

· the attachments you upload

· the assessment feedback you receive

· the action plans and development plans you put in place



You can also use your Portfolio to assist in the planning and delivery of your Apprenticeship. Particularly across areas of: 

Predicting		Predict what you need to do to get to where you’re going.

Planning 		Plan what you need to do to achieve this.

Recording 		Keep a Record of progress.

Evidencing 		Keep a record of evidence at an adequate standard to be used during your reviews and particularly your occupational competence and EPA.





What makes good Evidence?

For your evidence to mean something it should be collected with a view to meeting some or all of a competence or Skill, Knowledge & Behaviours. Over the course of your Apprenticeship, the evidence should improve and become more related to the SKB requirements and therefore show a progression. Therefore your evidence needs to be assessed against its expected usage. Is it:



Valid 		Does it show competence in the criteria being claimed? 



Authentic 	Is the evidence clearly mine, not attributable to another? 



Current 	Is the competence up-to-date. Am I still competent? 



Sufficient 	Have I done it often enough to ensure that I am competent. Is the evidence produced sufficient?



Transferable  Will, I be able to do it again if required or asked. Can I show that the knowledge I have can be used in different contexts? 



Progressive Development of your Evidence

Your Portfolio, however, is more than just a recording tool as it can assist you and your Mentor/Manager in discussing the type and level of experience and evidence you have achieved or plan to achieve.  It can do this by applying underlying criteria of;

Independence		What was your individual role and responsibility in the evidence?

Complexity		How complicated was the task?

Context  	How does the evidence stack up against other tasks you have completed or are planning to complete?

By following this new, more optimised approach, you can break down each and every competency and by applying these three assessment criteria, it will enable you to be more consistent in agreeing on the levels across the various pieces of evidence you produce. It will also enable you to plan future evidence collection as part of your progressive, ongoing development.



Types of Evidence

Direct evidence can include a variety of the following:

· Your performance being observed by your manager/assessor

· Projects or work-based assignments

· Personal reports

· Minutes of meetings, action plans, progress reports

· Internal and external correspondence

· Prior qualifications which relate directly to the units

· Product evidence e.g. examples, samples, photographs

· Your responses to oral or written questions

· Records of meetings with Managers, Assessors and Mentors

· Video or authenticated audio tapes

It is expected that you will provide a diversity of evidence types to support your demonstration of competence. The list above is not exhaustive and you may find other appropriate forms of evidence depending on the placement/activity you are working on or the knowledge, Skill & Behaviours you are looking to evidence.

Indirect (supplementary) evidence can include:

· Witness testimonies from people within or outside the organisation

· Achievement in related areas

· Attendance on courses/training activities relevant to the learning outcomes of the VQ

· Membership of related committees or outside organisations

· Such indirect evidence will be used mainly to support or confirm direct evidence.



Reflection

In addition to the above types of evidence previously outlined, your portfolio should also include evidence of you reflecting on, analysing and evaluating the effectiveness of your evidence and efforts. This is referred to as a reflective learning outcome. Much can be gained by a developing Engineer reflecting on their past experiences. This can be useful towards your development when working towards additional qualifications or compiling your portfolio of evidence for EPA or continued professional development. Reflective summaries commenting on what has been learned, or how you might approach some problem differently in the future, is a useful source of evidence and therefore encouraged throughout the compilation of the portfolio.

Underpinning Knowledge and Understanding

It is important that Engineers can not only do a job but understand WHY it is being done; WHY it is being done in a particular way and WHEN a better method of doing a job is required. Therefore part of your development process will include the testing of basic knowledge and understanding which underpins the ability to demonstrate competence.

This journey won’t start in the Boardroom, so there is an expectation that you will develop your underpinning knowledge & understanding progressively through a more applied and experiential process. This doesn’t meet you have to spend years on the shop floor to understand your organisations manufacturing processes. But you would be expected to have evidence that your understanding of it is underpinned through applying your academic knowledge and your 1st hand experience of how this is applied in the workplace.



1. Work Placements 

Balancing your job role and your Apprentice Development

Outside of your studies at University/College, you will likely be with your employer at your place of work. There may be a temptation during this time to plug you into a role and to start making a return on the businesses investment. This is understandable however there is a risk that if you get so engrossed in a single activity then you miss the opportunity to develop:

· the evidence required to complete your EPA successfully

· a clear understanding of the full spectrum of your businesses delivery

· the depth and breadth of full engineering processes and engagement including shop floor & management activities

· the opportunity to understand your strengths and weaknesses and to better understand your longer-term career development

On this basis, and with the agreement with your Line Manager, you should utilise your development time in your organisation to meet both your, and your employers, expectations. 



This time should be planned as you will want to get the very most out of this period of your development as it is key to your future development. 

There will be many opportunities for you to collect evidence during your time spent in your business during your programme. This could be via structured Placements that encompass the major activities and functions across your organisations. What these are and what you would be completing is down to a discussion with you and your Line Manager. But it should be SMART and should form the basis of your competence development as outlined in sections 5 & 6.

Following this discussion you should be in a position to own the following:



· What is the likely role you will undertake on completion of your Apprenticeship (1st Appointment)?

· What are the defined areas of the business that you need to experience and develop through to achieve competence in this 1st Appointment? (See Annex B for an example)

· Development of a structured Placement Plan with contact details of support managers/staff.

· What levels of ability do you require to achieve at each of these placements (this will impact the duration and role you will be fulfilling?

· An agreement that your plan is SMART

· Agreed structure of performance reviews and communication channels

· Documented outcomes and dates identified for reviews & key meetings/events etc



Delivering your Placement Outcomes and Expectations

Your Plan should be an actual document that indicates how you are intending to meet the expectations and outcomes you need to develop. Your Line Manager should be fully engaged and supportive of your placement plans and you should include regular review and assessment opportunities with them as part of this plan. Whatever occurs, planning your placement in advance and having the confidence to make it happen is a major outcome for you to achieve.

The plan will be your responsibility to create and develop and you should expect it to be reviewed and discussed when you meet with your management teams throughout your programme. It is suggested that you plan your time in the major functional areas first and then populate this nearer the time with the specific outcomes you wish to experience have been fully developed. You will need to plan well ahead if there are any special events occurring or if you need to diarise the manager's time for planning meetings etc. Your time will involve periods of being a team member on the shop floor or in a design office etc. Don't feel that every day has to be spent producing reams of evidence and experience. The benefit of this placement period is in spending time across the whole range of delivery at different levels.

The plan cannot be completed in isolation and you will have to secure the support from your managers, peers and colleagues to ensure that you achieve the desired outcomes. To assist you in appreciating the areas of delivery we want you to experience and comprehend, there is a list of objectives and outcomes to achieve. This is the minimum that is expected but the list is not exhaustive and you can add opportunities and areas that you consider to be useful to you and your development. It is also expected that your plan will include weekend and night work if this is how your business operates. Again, this is an important area for you to appreciate as in many cases the majority of key renewals/maintenance activities are completed during these times and therefore they offer you valuable opportunities to gain the required underpinning knowledge & understanding and the evidence you require.

Finally, as well as your management team, don’t forget you will have a network of support from your Tutors and other Apprentice Buddies who will assist if you need advice or guidance.



Host Manager, Line Manager or Mentor

During this placement, a Host Manager will be nominated in support of your initial employment. This Manager will be a senior figure in the area you are working and will expect you to appreciate how their responsibilities are delegated across their areas of responsibilities. They are there predominantly to facilitate the development and delivery of your plan and will offer advice and guidance in the beginning and also if you have any real issues that you are struggling with and that cannot be resolved locally. They will be busy people so again the onus will be on you to drive your plan forward but remember that you will need advice and support to compete it. Your line manager will retain overall responsibility with your employment and should be kept informed regularly regarding your ongoing development and any issues that are occurring.



Health & Safety

Your Health & Safety will be the first priority for you, your Line Manager and your Business generally. You, like them, should appreciate that you are new into the environments that you will be operating in and should, therefore, ensure that you take your safety and that of others, seriously. This means if you are not sure then ask. If you are not comfortable carrying out any task/operation asked of you then do not continue and seek advice immediately. At no time should you be operating unsupervised and you should be aware of your own limitations at all times.



Leave/Holiday

From your initial employment date through to the end of the leave allocation period (varies between businesses) you will acquire an entitlement of annual leave. This should all be planned in advance and included in your overall plan. 



Placement Performance Reviews

There will be significant interest in how you progress through this placement and you should be prepared to discuss with your management team what you have been up to and what you are intending to do (The Plan). Your progress will be reviewed formerly during your placement with the main assessment criteria being:

· Creation of your plan

· How you have met the expected outcomes i.e. knowledge/appreciation etc.

· General conduct including timekeeping etc.



It is important that you prepare and plan for these events so that you bring with you all the evidence that indicates you have met the stated outcomes expected and more! During your initial meeting with your Host Manager, you will complete a Placement Review document that will set out your objectives over the period. These should be in line with your plan but could also include some of your own personal development objectives that you may wish to develop. Full details of the whole review process will be made clear to you during Induction.



Diary

You will be expected to keep a diary of your activities and experiences and again this document would be utilised for your discussions with your Engineering Mentor at various times. It will also be a good place to record the names of individuals you meet for use at a later date. It will also play a major part in the evidence you may wish to discuss as part of your Performance Review process undertaken by you and your Host Manager.

Your diary should be planned well in advance, include all your key dates and activities including your University shut down dates, annual leave, assignment and exam dates, etc.



Assignments 

During your Placement, you will be asked to complete assignments that will require you to investigate and research certain technical, commercial or human factor matters across the areas you are operating within. The purpose of these assignments is for you to appreciate at a deeper level certain aspects of our business as well as giving your Host Manager and Engineering Mentor confidence that you are working at the right level within your understanding of how the business operates. Assignments/projects are also likely to be a major requirement of your course work at University. These can be integrated into your work activities and one may drive the other. Be careful not to over commit your work activities into meeting University Assignment deadlines as your business might be operating on different timelines in you are requiring their support to complete these assignments/project outcomes.









1. End Point Assessment

You are now aware of what capabilities you, your employer and training provider are involved in regarding the on-programme training, development and assessment processes. This will generate the required evidence against the knowledge, skills and behaviours you will require. This will also support you in preparing for the end-point assessment. The actual end-point assessment process including the development and use of assessment documentation and grading decision is managed and administered an independent End-Point Assessment Organisation selected by your employer. This organisation is truly independent and will know nothing of you or your development on-programme. So, all they will be assessing is the evidence and your performance at the assessment event.

However, the EPA is synoptic, as it takes an overview of your occupational competence and your employer will have already indicated their confidence that you have met all the knowledge, skills and behaviours as set out in the standard and are performing competently in your job role.



The format for your End Point Assessment event will look like this (See Annex A):



		Organisation. These are: Assessment Component 

		Weighting 

		Conducted by whom 

		Grading Outcomes 



		Method 1. Case Studies Presentation 

		50% 

		End-Point Assessment Organisation 

		1. Fail 

2. Pass 

3. Distinction 



		Method 2. Occupational Professional Discussion 

		50% 

		End-Point Assessment Organisation 

		1. Fail 

2. Pass 

3. Distinction 









Method 1. Case Studies Presentation. 

The Case Studies Presentation will give you the opportunity to identify specific and exemplar work-based projects/tasks you have successfully completed that will allow you to showcase and demonstrate the practical application of the knowledge and skills and behaviours detailed in the standard. The Case Studies Presentation will be followed by a question and answer session led by their designated end-point assessor.



Case Studies Presentation should meet the following criteria:

· Presentation is based upon naturally occurring evidence from the workplace.

· Evidence will allow the apprentice to showcase specific work-related projects and tasks they have completed during their apprenticeship.

· It will also demonstrate how they have achieved occupational competency as set out in the standard. 

· The Portfolio of Case Studies Evidence must contain: 

· Specific records of work undertaken by apprentice including any quality/compliance records, reports or documents produced as part of the work activity. 

· Evidence of the way the apprentice carried out the activities to meet the requirements of the standard such as technical expert observations. 

· Company related academic reports/assignments to support the attainment and achievement of underpinning knowledge requirements. 

· The employer must authenticate work and that they meet requirements in terms of Safety, Quality, Performance and Time.

· All evidence must be available during End-Point Assessment. 

· Knowledge, Skills and Behaviours need to be evidenced at least once but not more than three times.

· Consists of a 50-minute Presentation followed by 25 minutes of Q&A.





Method 2 - Occupational Professional Discussion

The Occupational Professional Discussion is an interactive process, which will enable the end-point assessor to further assess the apprentice's occupational competence. It is a structured and formal discussion between the apprentice and the end-point assessor, drawing upon the apprentice's occupational competence report and supporting evidence/documentation of how the apprentice has performed during the apprenticeship when undertaking employer directed work-based projects/tasks during their apprenticeship.



Occupational Professional Discussion should meet the following criteria:

· Apprentice will need to produce an Occupational Competence Report that shows how they meet the required Knowledge, Skills and Behaviours.  

· This shouldn’t exceed 250 words per KSB and 4000 words in total.

· Supporting evidence will be needed for the report and will be used in the Occupational Professional Discussion; evidence needs to be from the time of apprenticeship and authenticated by the employer.

· The discussion part of the EPA is expected to take 90 minutes.

· Questions will be asked.



Your EPA might initially seem a long way off, however preparing for it should be integrated into all your activities and it is vitally important that you do well at this final stage of your Apprenticeship.

More information and support will be developed and shared with you throughout your development, but for now, you should be aware of the timings, the structure of the EPA and what the Skills, Knowledge, Behaviours and the evidence that you will be required to deliver.







1. Key Roles & Responsibilities

The Employer

The employer will support you throughout the apprenticeship helping you to reflect on your performance throughout the period of on-programme training and development. They will ensure you prepare and collate the necessary evidence to demonstrate occupational competence against the requirements of the apprenticeship standard and will authenticate and confirm that the content in the Case Studies Presentation and supporting evidence (Method 1) and occupational competence report and supporting evidence to be used in the Occupational Professional Discussion (Method 2) is your own work and is an accurate reflection of the apprentices knowledge, skills and behaviours. 

They will also ensure that the apprentice is prepared for the end-point assessment (Case Studies Presentation and Occupational Professional Discussion) and will formally confirm to the End-Point Assessment Organisation that the apprentice is ready for end-point assessment.



You, The Apprentice

Your role is critical and central in the delivery of all of your Apprenticeship Programme. You should, therefore, take the lead and the ownership of your role and responsibility to fully engage and deliver the expectations of your employer and training provider. So, even when you see the employer responsibilities, read into it that these are also yours and you should be facilitating, engaging and supporting your employer in making these happen.

Taking control of your professional development is central to doing well within your organisation and your expected behaviours are full of criteria that you should be developing and delivering in this area so take the lead. More as required including University staff etc



Annex A
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Annex B

Developing and Recording Workplace Activities

This is an example of what you might need to achieve if it was decided that during your placement activities you were tasked to develop and deliver your Underpinning Knowledge and Understanding of basic business activities. In this example, it might be for you to develop these in the Business Improvement Techniques within a Manufacturing environment.

Your Placement activity, study and evidence should, therefore, be based around the following criteria:

Conduct Business Improvement Activities

0. Work safely at all times, complying with health and safety and other relevant regulations and guidelines

0. Apply and document a systematic plan, do, check, act (PDCA) approach to problems/improvement activities

0. Identify improvements within the operation or process for three of the following:

· Reduced product cost

· Improved safety

· Improvement in delivery performance

· Reduction in lead times

· Resource utilisation

· Improved quality

· Improvements to working practices

· Reduction in waste and/or energy usage

· Improvement in customer satisfaction

0. Apply the principles of workplace organisation to an operation or process using a 5S/5C audit and a ‘red tag’ exercise

0. Identify where information and/or resources are missing and where improvement can be made to increase the 5S/5C score

0. Apply the principle and processes of visual management to an operation or process using a variety of visual management techniques

0. Identify appropriate parts of the operation or process that will have visual controls

0. Identify key performance indicators that will be displayed in the work area

0. Determine and calculate both of the following:

· Not right first time

· Delivery schedule achievement

Plus one more of the following:

· Parts per operator hour (PPOH)

· Value added per person (VAPP)

· Cost breakdown in term of labour, material and overhead

· Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE)

· Stock turns

· Floor space utilization (FSU)

0. Produce or update a standard operating procedure (SOP) and visual controls for the operation or process



0. Produce/contribute to improvements in existing standard operating procedures for three of the following:

· Customer service

· Cleaning of equipment/work area

· Maintenance of equipment

· Health and safety practices

· Process procedures

· Manufacturing operations

· Product quality

· Staff development



0. Create and/or update visual controls that promote six of the following:

· Producing shadow boards to standardise the storage and location of area equipment

· Colour coding of equipment

· Safety

· Zero defects

· Performance measures

· Process control boards

· Parts control system

· Skills matrices

· Process concerns or corrective actions

· Work in progress locations and quantities (WIP)

· Standard operating procedures

· Workplace organisation

· Problem resolution (such as Kaizen boards)

· Autonomous maintenance worksheets



0. Deal promptly and effectively with problems within their control and seek help and guidance from the relevant people when they have problems they cannot resolve

0. Record and present the records from business improvement activities to the appropriate people using:

· Verbal report using visual aids such as flipcharts and whiteboards

Plus one more method from the following:

· Written or typed report

· Specific company documentation

· Computer-based presentation



Know how to Conduct Business Improvement Activities

1. Describe the health and safety requirements of the area in which they are carrying out the business improvement activities

1. Explain how to conduct a systematic plan, do, check, act (PDCA) approach to problem-solving and business improvement

1. Describe the implications of not taking account of legislation, regulations, standards and guidelines when conducting business improvement activities

1. Explain what is meant by business improvement, and how continuous improvement activities can benefit a company

1. Describe the application of the seven key measures of competitiveness (delivered right first time, delivery schedule achievement, people productivity, stock turns, overall equipment effectiveness, value added per person, floor space utilisation)

1. Explain how to obtain and interpret information on the engineering/manufacturing operation or process requirements (such as customer specifications and instructions, quality control requirements, product drawings/specification, methods and techniques to be used)

1. Describe the eight wastes (over-production, inventory, transport, over-processing, waiting time, operator motion, bad quality, failure to exploit human potential) and how to eliminate these forms of waste in a process or operation

1. Describe the steps in a 5S/5C audit and a ‘red tag’ exercise and how to carry them out

1. Explain how to score and audit the 5S/5C exercise

1. Know how to conduct business improvement activities

1. Explain how to arrange and label the necessary equipment for rapid identification and access
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		APPENDIX (1B)  - MAPPING OF AWARD TO APPRENTICESHIP STANDARD TEMPLATE



		Mapping Version No.: V2/2018				Product Design and Development Engineer (Degree) Standard

		Date Mapping First Endorsed by the Work Based Learning Framework (WBLF) Stading Panel: 3rd Nov 2016 																														FdEng Integrated Engineering - Mechanical Pathway																																																								BEng(Hons) Mechanical Engineering Top-Up, PT 

Alan Stafford: Course Leader = Holly Castleton

SHU Web Page:

https://www.shu.ac.uk/study-here/find-a-course/beng-honours-beng-honours-manufacturing-engineering-top-up-parttime


												Level 4																				Level 5 - Common Modules & Pathway Specific

Alan Stafford: Within ECUK documents, the following terms are used with the meanings stated, which also apply throughout this document:

Understanding is the capacity to use concepts creatively, for example, in problem solving, in design, in explanations and in diagnosis.

Knowledge is information that can be recalled.

Know-how is the ability to apply learned knowledge and skills to perform operations intuitively, efficiently and correctly.

Skills are acquired and learned attributes which can be applied almost automatically.

Awareness is general familiarity, albeit bounded by the needs of the specific discipline.


		Date this version Endorsed by the Work Based Learning Framework (WBLF) Standing Panel: 30th July 2018 										Common Modules & Pathway Specific																				Mech, Manf'g & Op's								Mech Path 				OLD Mech Path Pre-July 2017						Manf'g' Path						Op's Path						Mech, Manf'g & Op's										Electrical Pathway																Part Time Route (2 years)																				Employer Support 
(Other off the job / on the job training)				Add module start dates

						Overview of Role: Using engineering techniques to bring new products to life or redesign existing products.						Common Modules										Mech Path		Man'trg Path		Operat'ns Path		Elect'   Path				Common Modules (Mech,, Manuaf'g & Op's)								Non-Elective				Non-Elective						Non-Elective						Non-Elective						Electives										Non-Elective								Electives								Level 6

		Internal ONLY. Hide/Delete Row for Commitment Statement								Course Code		55-4815-01S, 31-4075-01S (NLC), 55-4815-01N (DC)		55-4720-00L, 31-4074-01L (NLC), 55-4720-00N (DC)		55-4836-01L, 31-4070-01L (NLC), 55-4836-01N (DC)		55-4835-01L, 31-4071-01L (NLC), 55-4835-01N (DC)		55-4943-00S, 31-4072-00S (NLC), 55-4943-00N (DC)		55-4814-01L, 31-4076-01L (NLC), 55-4814-01N (DC)		55-4814-01L, 31-4076-01L (NLC), 55-4814-01N (DC)		55-4814-01L, 31-4076-01L (NLC), 55-4814-01N (DC)		55-4813-00L, 31-4073-00L (NLC), 55-4813-00N (DC)				16-5418-00L, 31-5077-00L (NLC), 16-5418-00N (DC)		55-5557-00L, 31-5083-00L (NLC), 55-5557-00N (DC)		55-5805				55-506060 (SHU, DC & JCB) 5X-506061 (NLC)		55-506062 (SHU, DC & JCB) 5X-506063 (NLC)		55-5562-00S, 31-5078-00S (NLC), 55-5562-00N (DC)		55-5561-00S, 31-5084-00S (NLC), 55-5561-00N (DC)				55-5547-00S, 31-5174-00S (NLC), 55-5547-00N (DC)		55-5422-00S, 31-5173-00S (NLC), 55-5422-00N (DC)										55-5563-00S, 31-5072-00S (NLC), 55-5563-00N (DC)		16-5199-01S, 31-5080-01S (NLC), 16-5199-01N (DC)		55-5564-00L, 31-5071-00S (NLC), 55-5564-00L (DC)		16-5157-00L				55-5567-00S, 31-5070-00S (NLC), 55-5567-00N (DC)		55-5809		55-5885-00L, 31-5075-00S (NLC), 55-5885-00N (DC)		55-5424-00S, 31-5074-01S (NLC), 55-5424-00N (DC)		55-5563-00S, 31-5072-00S (NLC), 55-5563-00N (DC)		16-5199-01S, 31-5080-01S (NLC), 16-5199-01N (DC)		55-5564-00L, 31-5071-00S (NLC), 55-5564-00L (DC)				55-6668		55-6665		55-6667		55-6666		5-6759

		Level 6 - Product Design and Development Engineer		Designation of Occupations:		Link to: Product Design and Development Engineer Degree Apprenticeship Standard				Module Title		Computing for Engineers (WBL)  

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Computing for Engineers (WBL)
SI MODULE CODE 55-4815-01S (SHU & JCB), 31-4075-01S (NLC), 
55-4815-01N (DC)
CREDITS  20
LEVEL 4
JACS CODE G490 AND H131
SUBJECT GROUP 
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
MODULE LEADER 

MODULE STUDY HOURS (based on 10 hours per credit)*
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities Placement (if applicable) Independent Guided Study Total Number of Study Hours
48  152 200

MODULE AIM

To introduce industry-standard numerical analysis and other specialised engineering software packages appropriate to your degree and allow you to explore them and appreciate their potential for solving mathematics and engineering problems.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to
(i) Programme a numerical analysis package to carry out general mathematical analysis or solve  typical computational problems.
(ii) Solve engineering problems by creating simulations and other models in the software.
(iii) Appreciate the sources of error in such models and compare the results with predictions or other  calculations.
(iv) Use a specialised engineering software package to design a simple engineering component,  circuit or other system and generate professional graphic output.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Introduction to a major numerical analysis package, for example Matlab.  

Basic data entry, manipulation (including vector/matrix equations) and plotting.

Investigation of typical problems, such as sorting and other computer science introductory challenges.

Introduction to commonly used packages, such as MS Excel (VBA), to solve typical problems of data manipulation and/or calculations.

Investigation of typical problems, such as eigenvalues, eigenvectors, transfer functions, Laplace transforms.

Introduction to a design package, such as a 3D CAD package for mechanical engineering students or P-Spice for electrical engineering students.

Design of a simple component or system, such as a shaft/bearing assembly or a simple circuit.  Production of suitable graphic output.

LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT - STRATEGY AND METHODS
Students will be supported in their learning, to achieve the above outcomes, in the following ways

Short introductory lectures and demonstrations will give the basics of each package and its potential.

You will learn by working through some tutorial notes and tackling a series of problems of increasing difficulty. You will be supported in this by a Blackboard site providing resources and alternative learning opportunities such as discussion groups.

It is expected that you will carry out much of the hands-on work at times and locations convenient to yourself; the classes will provide alternative activities and a chance to get feedback on your progress.

Resources provided will include computers and software, examples of correct solutions to typical problems and sources of further material for self-study.

 The final module mark will be formed as follows:
 Continuous assessment 100%

Classes will take place as supervised hands-on laboratory sessions where you will be encouraged to learn from staff and each other.  Group activities may be suggested such as competitions or presentations to introduce some enjoyment and challenge to the exercises.  

ASSESSMENT TASK INFORMATION

Task No.* Short Description of Task SI Code
EX/CW/PR Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** In-module retrieval available
1 Coursework CW 50% 2000 Y / N
2 Coursework CW 50% 2000 Y / N

FEEDBACK
Students will receive feedback on their performance in the following ways

 Lab and tutorial sessions will be used to provide new material and offer the opportunity to receive feedback on your performance
 
LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE (INCLUDING READING LISTS)

Lectures and tutorials.
The Learning Centre(s).
Electronic Learning Facilities (Blackboard or Moodle.)

Resources provided will include computers and software, examples of correct solutions to typical problems and sources of further material for self-study.

A full and up to date reading list will be provided at the start of the module, however see below for indicative recommended reading

ATTAWAY S. (2009), MATLAB A Practical Introduction to Programming and Problem Solving, Butterworth-Heinemann ISBN 978-0-7506-8762-1

PALM W. J. (2000), Introduction to Matlab 6 for engineers, McGraw Hill Higher Education ISBN 0-07-234983-2

WALKENBACH J. (2013), Excel 2013 Power Programming with VBA. John Wiley and Sons. ISBN 978-1118490396
 
REVISIONS

Date Reason
January 2015 Confirmed in FdEng Integrated Engineering
 

SECTION 2    MODULE INFORMATION FOR STAFF ONLY

MODULE DELIVERY AND ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

MODULE STATUS - INDICATE IF ANY CHANGES BEING MADE
NEW MODULE Y / N
EXISTING MODULE - NO CHANGE Y / N
Title Change Y / N
Level Change Y / N
Credit Change Y / N
Assessment Pattern Change Y / N
Change to Delivery Pattern Y / N
Date the changes (or new module) will be implemented 09/2015

MODULE DELIVERY PATTERN - Give details of the start and end dates for each module.  If the course has more than one intake, for example, September and January, please give details of the module start and end dates for each intake.

 Module Begins Module Ends
Course Intake 1 09/09/2015 15/01/2016
Course Intake 2 DD/MM/YYYY DD/MM/YYYY
Course Intake 3 DD/MM/YYYY DD/MM/YYYY

Is timetabled contact time required for this module? Y / N

Are any staff teaching on this module non-SHU employees? Y / N
If yes, please give details of the employer institution(s) below
Derby College and North Lindsey College
What proportion of the module is taught by these non-SHU staff, expressed as a percentage? 100%

MODULE ASSESSMENT INFORMATION
Indicate how the module will be marked
*Overall PERCENTAGE Mark of 40% Y / N
*Overall PASS / FAIL Grade Y / N
*Choose one only – module cannot include both percentage mark and pass/fail graded tasks

SUB-TASKS
Will any sub-tasks (activities) be used as part of the assessment strategy for this module? Y/N

If sub-tasks / activities are to be used this must be approved within the Faculty prior to approval.  Sub-task / activity marks will be recorded locally and extenuating circumstances, extensions, referrals and deferrals will not apply to sub-tasks / activities.

FINAL TASK
According to the Assessment Information shown in the Module Descriptor, which task will be the LAST TASK to be taken or handed-in? (Give task number as shown in the Assessment Information Grid in Section 1 of the Descriptor) Task No.

2

NON-STANDARD ASSESSMENT PATTERNS
MARK 'X' IN BOX IF MODULE ASSESSMENT PATTERN IS NON STANDARD, eg MODEL B, ALL TASKS MUST BE PASSED AT 40%.

NB: Non-standard assessment patterns are subject to faculty agreement and approval by Registry Services - see guidance. notes. X




		Business and Project Management 

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM
This module seeks to give you an understanding of what an organisation is, how it operates, and how approaches to management which have developed over time. You will also gain an overview of external environments, including competition, and of the internal environment of organisations.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) appreciate the nature of organisations and how this is influenced by structure, culture & change;
(ii) evaluate the impact of the external environment and it has evolved management and  organisational strategy;
(iii) discuss and analyse the four main functional areas of a business;
(iv) identify and apply models and frameworks of business organisations to a range of cases;

INDICATIVE CONTENT

• Approaches to the management of organisations and how they have evolved over time.
• The composition of the external and competitive environments
• Identification and analysis of stakeholders
• Classifying organisations
• The organisation as a resource converter
• Organisational structures and culture
• Management of change
• The main functional areas of a business 
• The principles of Project management

		Maths and Engineering Science (WBL)

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM
To enable the student to understand and apply fundamental principles using basic concepts of Mathematics, Mechanics (Dynamics), Heat Transfer and Thermodynamics, Energy and Energy Conversion.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Formulate, solve and interpret commonly occurring equations in an engineering context.
(ii) Idealise simple physical problems in terms of mathematical models and solve for unknown values.
(iii) Describe and discuss engineering systems using standard engineering terminology.
(iv) Recall, explain and use basic laws and fundamental principles for analytical purposes.


INDICATIVE CONTENT
Mathematics, Units and Formulae
• SI units.  Formula derivation/transposition,
• Algebraic methods, exponential, trigonometry and hyperbolic functions
• Calculus: integration and differentiation and their application to engineering problems.
• Complex numbers
• Determinants and matrices
• Statistics, probability.

Mathematical Modelling of Mechanical Systems
• Dynamics. Kinematics: position, velocity and acceleration calculations for systems with constant  acceleration.  Kinetics: Newton’s Laws of motion for a particle subjected to constant forces.   Work, power, kinetic and potential energy.

Physics of Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 
• Thermodynamics. Nature of heat, work, energy and power.  The first and second laws of  thermodynamics.  
• Heat Transfer. Modes of heat transfer: conduction, convection and radiation.
Energy & Energy Conversion
• Reserves.  Pollution, social and financial considerations.  Capacity and Potential.  Responding to climatic change.

		Engineering Principles (WBL)

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM
Engineers are often required to design and develop complex systems, the components and subsystems of which may involve a wide range of technologies.  It is therefore essential for students to have a fundamental appreciation of all aspects that have an impact on their work.
This module provides an introduction to a range of engineering disciplines including electrical and electronic engineering, mechanics (statics and dynamics), thermodynamics and fluid mechanics.  Each discipline will provide a basic understanding to the non-specialist and a foundation for students who will subsequently study the subject further.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) describe clearly in his/her own words each engineering discipline using standard engineering terminology.
(ii) use data sources for analytical purposes.
(iii) recall, explain and use basic laws and apply relevant SI units for analytical purposes.
(iv) idealise simple physical problems in terms of mathematical models and solve for unknown values and compare against results obtained in laboratory work.

		Investigative Project

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To provide each student with the opportunity for independent study, apply and integrate knowledge gained of a range of realistic engineering projects under the guidance of industrial mentors through preparing and presenting a substantial engineering design portfolio as part of the developing their communication skills.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Undertake a search of information/literature related to a specified topic.
(ii) Show initiative and independence in conducting an investigation of an engineering problem under the guidance of an industrial mentor.
(iii) Efficiently and effectively communicate the findings of an engineering investigation in the form of a technical report and oral presentations in accordance with specified guidelines
(iv) Discuss critically the results of their work and its accuracy within the context of the current understanding of the relevant environment.

		Manufacturing Processes (WBL)

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To provide an opportunity to apply and integrate knowledge and understanding of the manufacturing processes to products within an engineering organisation so that the student can understand cost build-up of manufacturing, make informed choices of manufacturing processes and develop a capability to optimise selected manufacturing processes.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Select manufacturing processes on the basis of material properties, quantities, target cost and quality of the product.
(ii) Optimise a manufacturing process by identifying key factors affecting process effectiveness and efficiency.
(iii) Explain and analyse where appropriately, the relevance of technical work practices within the context of current theories and principles.
(iv) Communicate ideas and information in a coherent way.

										

Alan Stafford: Within ECUK documents, the following terms are used with the meanings stated, which also apply throughout this document:

Understanding is the capacity to use concepts creatively, for example, in problem solving, in design, in explanations and in diagnosis.

Knowledge is information that can be recalled.

Know-how is the ability to apply learned knowledge and skills to perform operations intuitively, efficiently and correctly.

Skills are acquired and learned attributes which can be applied almost automatically.

Awareness is general familiarity, albeit bounded by the needs of the specific discipline.
		Manufacturing Processes (WBL)

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To provide an opportunity to apply and integrate knowledge and understanding of the manufacturing processes to products within an engineering organisation so that the student can understand cost build-up of manufacturing, make informed choices of manufacturing processes and develop a capability to optimise selected manufacturing processes.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Select manufacturing processes on the basis of material properties, quantities, target cost and quality of the product.
(ii) Optimise a manufacturing process by identifying key factors affecting process effectiveness and efficiency.
(iii) Explain and analyse where appropriately, the relevance of technical work practices within the context of current theories and principles.
(iv) Communicate ideas and information in a coherent way.
		Manufacturing Processes (WBL)

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To provide an opportunity to apply and integrate knowledge and understanding of the manufacturing processes to products within an engineering organisation so that the student can understand cost build-up of manufacturing, make informed choices of manufacturing processes and develop a capability to optimise selected manufacturing processes.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Select manufacturing processes on the basis of material properties, quantities, target cost and quality of the product.
(ii) Optimise a manufacturing process by identifying key factors affecting process effectiveness and efficiency.
(iii) Explain and analyse where appropriately, the relevance of technical work practices within the context of current theories and principles.
(iv) Communicate ideas and information in a coherent way.
		Analogue and Digital Electronics 

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To develop basic understanding and knowledge in both the art and science of electronic circuit engineering, and confidence in the application of design skills to unfamiliar problems incorporating technical uncertainty. This will be reinforced through the use of appropriate laboratory equipment and methodological approaches.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Analyse a wide range of electronic circuits and describe their behaviour using standard electronic engineering terminology and presentation methods.
(ii) Design and test appropriate circuits ensuring general compliance with specifications using discrete components and small-scale integrated circuits.
(iii) Carry out design projects in electronics.
(iv) Explain the quantisation relationship between digital and analogue signals.

				Project 

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Project
SI MODULE CODE 16-5418-00L, 31-5077-00L (NLC), 16-5418-00N (DC)
CREDITS  20
LEVEL 5
JACS CODE J210
SUBJECT GROUP 
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
MODULE LEADER Iain Fielden

MODULE STUDY HOURS (based on 10 hours per credit)*
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities Placement (if applicable) Independent Guided Study Total Number of Study Hours
24  176 200

MODULE AIM

This module provides part-time foundation degree students with the opportunity for independent study of a realistic engineering problem in their place of work, requiring them to apply and integrate knowledge gained across the whole programme of study in achieving a solution to a real engineering problem.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Show an ability to work independently and demonstrate an understanding of their responsibilities with respect to health and safety within their working environment.
(ii) Demonstrate sound understanding of experimental results and their interpretation/critical evaluation in the context of the current understanding of the relevant technology and in a way appropriate to the individual project aims.
(iii) Demonstrate their capability to communicate the findings of an engineering investigation in a structured and coherent report, in accordance with recognised guidelines for good practice issued by the various engineering professional bodies.
(iv) Undertake a search of information/literature related to a specified topic, and critically evaluate the results of the search.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

This Project module is primarily intended to be undertaken by part-time foundation degree students in their normal place of work, under the supervision of one of their superiors in the workplace. Full-time students are not excluded from this module, but a member of staff from the student’s subject group must be identified to provide support and guidance similar to that which would be provided by an employer.

The Project is designed to train students as investigators, able to take responsibility for their own independent work as engineering technicians. It will combine the study of specific areas of engineering technology but would also be expected to encompass aspects of financial appraisal, safety and management within the working environment. This module is regarded as the culmination of the course and as such, the final report should clearly show the integration of core themes into the work and the development of the transferable skills achieved during the course.

A member of the Faculty staff will be appointed to act as module tutor with overall responsibility for coordinating the individual activities of the students in the group, liaising with their industrial supervisors and assessing the work.

The module tutor will periodically hold individual meetings with each student to monitor progress. Students will be required to maintain a continuous log book of their work and this will provide a key focus for these meetings. When convenient and deemed appropriate, the industrial project supervisor will be included.  

Each student will be required to identify an appropriate person within their employer organisation to take responsibility for supervising the project. By a progress of discussion and negotiation with the project supervisor, work colleagues and other senior staff in the place of work, the student must arrive at a suitable project topic that is acceptable to the module tutor. The essential features that the topic for the project must embody are as follows:

• It must be substantially carried out by the student alone, although certain tasks may require specialist support, be sub-contracted or similar.
• It should provide the opportunity for at least some original work, to allow the student to demonstrate their creativity; an improvement to existing technology would be acceptable;
• It must involve some practical work, producing quantifiable data; 
• The outcome of the project should be expected to produce some benefit to the employer organisation, for example a new or improved product/process route, or an improved understanding of a technology application;
• It should involve the application of current technology;
• It must be realistically achievable in 200 hours of work, i.e. the equivalent time allocated for a 20 credit module.

Before any practical work is commenced, each student will be required to submit two pieces of coursework. Task 1 is submission of the project specification, including an agreed title and an explanation of the project’s background, principal aims and objectives. Task 2 is an interim report, including a bibliography & brief summary of the principal references, a work plan, timetable & Gantt chart and a satisfactorily completed and approved risk assessment form. These are formal assessed components of the module, each contributing 5% of the overall module mark. The risk assessment is regarded as essential to the component and without this the report will not be accepted for marking.

The final project report will contribute the remaining 90% of the overall module mark. 

The module tutor will ultimately be responsible for marking all assessed components in the first instance, but evaluation and comments from the industrial supervisor may be taken into consideration. Internal SHU moderation procedures as established for project work in the engineering area will operate as usual.

LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT - STRATEGY AND METHODS

Students will be supported in their learning, to achieve the above outcomes, in the following ways

Three Lectures (Introduction to the module, Literature Search Skills & Resources, Engineering Report Writing)
A minimum of two face-to-face consulting/mentoring sessions with the module tutor, normally more, scheduled as and when required to discuss progress, results, draft work, feedback, and any other issue the student and/or tutor wish to raise.
Telephone or e-mail guidance for short questions/discussions if required.

ASSESSMENT TASK INFORMATION

The tutor will compare the student’s final report with the reports that the tutor and his colleagues produce in their professional consulting practice. A report considered to have adequately addressed the problem and be ready to send to a paying customer (barring a few trivial revisions, e.g. typographical errors) will receive 70%, one requiring no revisions at all and providing an example of good practice will receive 80%, one suitable for submission to a technical journal (with revisions) will receive 90%, reports requiring minor technical modifications or improvements to clarity before delivery to a customer will receive 65%, significant modifications 60%, major modifications or some additional practical work 50%, complete re-write or significant additional practical work 40%, complete re-write and significant additional work <40%.
The other items of course work will be similarly marked against their fitness for purpose as management documents internal to the project.

Task No.* Short Description of Task SI Code
EX/CW/PR Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** In-module retrieval available
1 Project Specification Interim Report, inc. lit survey & Risk Assessment CW 10% 1500 words Y / N
2 Final Report CW 90% 4-6,000 words Y / N

FEEDBACK

Students will receive feedback on their performance in the following ways

1) One-to-one discussions on progress and all issues the student and/or tutor wishes to raise 
2) Tutor’s written comments on marked work from tasks 1, 2 and 3.

LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE (INCLUDING READING LISTS)

BELL, J. and WATERS, S. (2014), Doing your research project: a guide for first time researchers, Open University Press, Maidenhead.

SHARP, J.A., PETERS, J. and HOWARD, K. (2002), The management of a student research project, Gower, Aldershot.

LUCK, M. (1999), Your student research project, Gower, Aldershot, Hampshire, England.
Project notes (on Blackboard)
SHU library & on-line resources
Workplace “library”
Workplace colleagues/superiors
Consultations with staff
REVISIONS

Date Reason
January 2015 Confirmed in FdEng Integrated Engineering
 
SECTION 2    MODULE INFORMATION FOR STAFF ONLY

MODULE DELIVERY AND ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

MODULE STATUS - INDICATE IF ANY CHANGES BEING MADE
NEW MODULE N
EXISTING MODULE - NO CHANGE Y 
Title Change N
Level Change N
Credit Change N
Assessment Pattern Change N
Change to Delivery Pattern N
Date the changes (or new module) will be implemented 09/2015

MODULE DELIVERY PATTERN - Give details of the start and end dates for each module.  If the course has more than one intake, for example, September and January, please give details of the module start and end dates for each intake.
 Module Begins Module Ends
Course Intake 1 01/09/2015 31/07/2016
Course Intake 2 DD/MM/YYYY DD/MM/YYYY
Course Intake 3 DD/MM/YYYY DD/MM/YYYY

Is timetabled contact time required for this module? Y 

Are any staff teaching on this module non-SHU employees? Y / N
If yes, please give details of the employer institution(s) below
Derby College and North Lindsey College
What proportion of the module is taught by these non-SHU staff, expressed as a percentage? 100%

MODULE ASSESSMENT INFORMATION
Indicate how the module will be marked
*Overall PERCENTAGE Mark of 40% Y / N
*Overall PASS / FAIL Grade Y / N
*Choose one only – module cannot include both percentage mark and pass/fail graded tasks

SUB-TASKS
Will any sub-tasks (activities) be used as part of the assessment strategy for this module? Y/N

If sub-tasks / activities are to be used this must be approved within the Faculty prior to approval.  Sub-task / activity marks will be recorded locally and extenuating circumstances, extensions, referrals and deferrals will not apply to sub-tasks / activities.

FINAL TASK
According to the Assessment Information shown in the Module Descriptor, which task will be the LAST TASK to be taken or handed-in? (Give task number as shown in the Assessment Information Grid in Section 1 of the Descriptor) Task No.

2

NON-STANDARD ASSESSMENT PATTERNS
MARK 'X' IN BOX IF MODULE ASSESSMENT PATTERN IS NON STANDARD, eg MODEL B, ALL TASKS MUST BE PASSED AT 40%.

NB: Non-standard assessment patterns are subject to faculty agreement and approval by Registry Services - see guidance. notes. X

.

		Engineering Design and Manufacture (WBL)

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To give practice in the use of a systematic design process to create practical solutions, with awareness of cost and sustainability, using standard machine elements and components to solve mechanical design problems while integrating your knowledge from other areas of engineering and working as part of a team.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Prepare a technical and user specification for an engineering product.
(ii) Systematically analyse design solutions using standard formulae, data and manufacturers’ catalogues.
(iii) Describe and select suitable components, materials and manufacturing processes while considering cost and sustainability and in doing so prepare a business plan for manufacturing.
(iv) Create 3D CAD models of designed components and analyse their performance using commercial computer packages such as FEA.

		Maths for Materials & Design

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM
 
To enable students to acquire further mathematical knowledge, skills and concepts, and to contextualise and apply them in engineering situations.
 
MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
 
LO Learning Outcome
1 Understand different mathematical approaches to engineering problem-solving, statistical analysis and error analysis
2 Understand the use of mathematical methods in gathering and processing of engineering data
3 Demonstrate the ability to design and execute tests using engineering standards, and the ability to use mathematical approaches to interrogate resulting data

				Mechanics of Solids & Dynamics

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR


TITLE Mechanics of Solids and Dynamics
MODULE CODE 55-506060 (SHU, DC & JCB) 5X-506061 (NLC)
LEVEL Level 5
CREDITS 20
ECTS CREDITS VALUE H300
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMDE
DATE APPROVED 


MODULE AIM

To further develop and strengthen the knowledge and understanding of principles and concepts in Mechanics of Solids and Dynamics with an application focused approach, and lay a firm analytical foundation to enable students comprehend and value the use of computational approaches for complex problem solving during subsequent stages of the programme. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Ref Learning Outcome
1 Well developed knowledge and understanding in mechanics of solids, and ability to identify and apply structural mechanics principles and concepts to model and analyse real engineering problems in a physically meaningful way.
2 Well developed knowledge and understanding in dynamics, and ability to identify and apply both kinematic and kinetic principles to model and analyse real engineering problems.
3 Enhanced mechanics of solids and dynamics problem solving skills for mechanical engineering related components and systems, with an appreciation of the analytical foundation for experimental and computer-based approaches.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

(a) Solid Mechanics
 
Stress Transformation: Two dimensional stress systems. Principal stresses, maximum shear stress, Mohr’s stress circle.

Yield Criteria: Failure criteria applicable to ductile and brittle materials. Yield critera: Tresca and von Mises, yield loci.

Strain Transformation: Two-dimensional systems, principal strains, Mohr’s strain circle and strain gauge theory, strain gauge rosettes.

Thick-walled Cylinders: Lame’s equations, stress distributions and deformation, autofrettage. Compound cylinders. Introduction to rotating discs.

Deflection of Beams: Analysis of slopes and deflections of structural beams. Application to statically-determinate and indeterminate loading systems. 

Buckling Failure: Elastic instability of struts. Euler formula and empirical approaches.


Fatigue and Creep Failure: Cyclic and time dependant failure modes. Mathematical treatment in brief.

(b) Dynamics
 
Rectilinear, curvilinear and general plane motion: Absolute and relative motion, instantaneous centre of rotation. 

Rigid bodies in general plane motion: Degrees of freedom, constraints.

Free, undamped and damped vibrations: Systems with single degree of freedom.
 
Forced damped vibrations: Transient and steady state response for systems with one degree of freedom, response to sinusoidal input, magnification and transmissibility ratio, vibration isolation. 

Gyroscopic motion: Theory and analysis.

Static and dynamic balance: Rotating masses in single / several planes.


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY

To achieve the learning outcomes, students will be supported in the following ways:

• Lectures common to a large group, adequately supported by state-of-the-art audio-visual aids; case studies embedded in teaching to illustrate how the Solid Mechanics and Dynamics principles are applied in practical engineering contexts. 

• Tutor led seminars for small groups with opportunity for tutor-learner interaction in analytical problem solving, and providing support to enhance and consolidate learning.

• Where available, strategic use of Blackboard VLE to disseminate learning resources, sustain learner interest and engagement, and promote guided independent study and assessment.

• A programme of laboratory experiments designed to develop teamwork, hands-on laboratory investigation skills, data processing abilities and graphical presentation skills. Where necessary, this may include assessment by formative and/or summative tasks including lab reports.


ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

The summative assessment in this module will comprise of two distinct equally weighted components, i.e. an end of module examination (EX - 50% of module mark) and coursework (CW - 50% of module mark). The examination shall include questions from both subject areas, viz. Solid Mechanics and Dynamics. 


Task No. Description of Assessment Task Assessment Task Type
 Word Count or Exam Duration Task Weighting %
1 Coursework CW (may include sub-tasks as deemed necessary) (Depends on nature of task/sub-task) 50%
2 Examination EX 2 Hours 50%



FEEDBACK TO STUDENTS

Students will receive feedback on their performance in a number of ways including:
 
• Structured model solutions provided as guidance for analytical problem solving, including analytical assessment tasks undertaken by the learners. 

• Comprehensive tutor comments on structure, presentation and technical content of individually assessed assignment reports, disseminated using online and/or other methods.

• End of module revision sessions designed as 'group feedback' sessions to prepare students and build up confidence towards the final assessment task, i.e. end of year examination.


LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE 
(insert hyperlink to Reading Lists Online or RLO Home Page)

The module descriptor should include a hyperlink to an online resources list using the Reading Lists Online (RLO) system.  Further information on RLO and guidance on linking Reading Lists Online to the Module Blackboard site is available here.  L3S advises Module Leaders to send new RLOs for review when the list is complete.  L3S will check the resources and purchase the appropriate number of copies for the library.  NB: this section applies to SHU courses only - the RLO system is not applicable to modules delivered only at, and by, collaborative partner organisations.

REFERENCE TEXTS 

Mechanics of Solids

Benham, P. P., Crawford, R. J., & Armstrong, C. G. (1996). Mechanics of engineering materials. Harlow, Essex, England: Longman.

Hearn, E. J. H. (1997). An introduction to the mechanics of elastic and plastic deformation of solids and structural materials. Butterworth-Heinemann.

Hearn, E. J. H. (1997), Mechanics of Materials 2, (Third Edition), Butterworth-Heinemann.

Shigley, J. E. (2011). Shigley's mechanical engineering design. Tata McGraw-Hill Education.


Dynamics

Hibbeler, R. C. (2009) Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics Study Pack Bundle with Mastering Engineering (Dynamics). Pearson EText in SI Units.  

Hibbeler, R. C. (2005). Engineering Mechanics: Principles of Dynamics. Prentice Hall.

Housner, G. W., & Hudson, D. E. (1980). Applied mechanics dynamics.

Meriam, J. L., & Kraige, L. G. (2012). Engineering mechanics: dynamics (Vol. 2). John Wiley & Sons.
 
Wahab, D. M. A. (2008). Dynamics and vibration. John wiley & sons Ltd.


NOTIONAL STUDY HOURS FOR THIS MODULE

Module Study Hours by Type (see KIS definitions)
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activity No. of Hours KIS category
Lecture 22 Scheduled L&T
Seminar 18 Scheduled L&T
Supervised time in laboratory 08 Scheduled L&T
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities sub-total 48 
Guided Independent Study 152 Independent
TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIONAL STUDY HOURS FOR MODULE 200 


		Thermofluids Engineering

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR


TITLE Thermofluids Engineering
MODULE CODE 55-506062 (SHU, DC & JCB) 5X-506063 (NLC)
LEVEL Level 5
CREDITS 20
ECTS CREDITS VALUE H300
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMDE
DATE APPROVED 


MODULE AIM 

To further develop and strengthen the knowledge and understanding of principles and concepts in Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics with an application focused approach, to enable students to intuitively model and analyse problems in thermo-fluids engineering and develop solutions in a physically meaningful way. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Ref Learning Outcome
1 Develop knowledge and understanding around thermo-fluids engineering and an ability to identify and apply thermodynamics, heat transfer and fluid dynamics principles and concepts to model and analyse real engineering problems.
2 Ability to formulate mathematical models to solve a range of problems in thermo-fluids in a logical way and estimate the accuracy of the solutions.
3 Enhanced thermo-fluids problem solving skills with an appreciation of the analytical foundation for experimental and computational approaches.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

General transport of mass, momentum and energy: Basic transport mechanisms (diffusion and convection). Radiation transport. Laminar and turbulent flow regimes, Reynolds Number. the effect of turbulence on transport, Nusselt and Prandtl numbers. Boundary layers.

Internal fluid flow: Pipe flow, SFEE, and Darcy's equation for frictional losses. Loss coefficients, pipe fittings, resistance analogy. Non-circular ducts and duct networks.

External fluid flow: Form and induced drag, and drag coefficients, lift and down-force generation. Generalise drag to multiple bodies and porous media, resistance analogy.

Heat transfer: Conduction, convection, and radiation mechanisms. Heat transfer coefficient, resistance analogy and overall heat transfer coefficient. Heat exchanger design and rating analysis.

Radiation heat transfer: Emission. Black, grey, and real bodies.  Emissivity, absorptivity, reflectivity. Solar power. Radiation between surfaces, re-radiation. View factors and radiation heat transfer in black body enclosures.

The first law, and the energy equation for open systems: Internal energy and enthalpy. Thermodynamics processes: turbomachinery (turbines, compressors, blowers, fans, pumps), combustors, throttling valves, and heat exchangers. 

The second law, efficiency, and thermodynamic cycles: Entropy, and reversibility. Ideal heat pumps and power cycles (Carnot). Thermodynamic cycles: steam and gas turbines, internal combustion engines. Combined Heat and Power. 
Compressible flow: Ideal gases. Adiabatic polytrophic processes. Mach number and the speed of sound. Subsonic, sonic and supersonic flow of gases. Choked flow.  Isentropic compressible flow in a converging-diverging nozzle. Compressible liquids, bulk modulus, water hammer. Hydroelectric power and surge tanks.

Tribology: boundary elasto-hydrodynamic, and hydrodynamic lubrication. Bearing types and selection: thrust, journal, rolling element.

Alternative energy sources: Combustion of hydrocarbon fuels, Carbon emissions. Nuclear, solar, fuel cells, geo-thermal. Overall efficiency. 


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY

To achieve the learning outcomes, students will be supported in the following ways:

• Lectures common to a large group, adequately supported by state-of-the-art audio-visual aids; case studies embedded in teaching to illustrate how the thermodynamics, heat transfer and fluid dynamics principles are applied in practical engineering contexts. 

• Tutor led seminars for small groups with opportunity for tutor-learner interaction in analytical problem solving, and providing support to enhance and consolidate learning.

• Where available, strategic use of VLE to disseminate learning resources, sustain learner interest and engagement, and promote guided independent study.

• Programme of laboratory work to investigate and report upon identified topics associated with the module content, and thereby consolidate learning.

ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

The summative assessment in this module will comprise of two distinct equally weighted components, i.e. an end of module examination (EX - 50% of module mark) and coursework (CW - 50% of module mark). The examination shall include questions from all subject areas, viz.. thermodynamics, heat transfer and fluid dynamics.


Task No. Description of Assessment Task Assessment Task Type
 Word Count or Exam Duration Task Weighting %
1 Coursework CW (may include sub-tasks as deemed necessary) (Depends on nature of task/sub-task) 50%
2 Examination EX 2 Hours 50%



FEEDBACK TO STUDENTS

Students will receive feedback on their performance in a number of ways including:
 
• Structured model solutions provided as guidance for analytical problem solving undertaken during seminar sessions and independent study time, including (where relevant) indicative solutions for analytical assessment tasks undertaken. 

• Comprehensive tutor guidance on structure, presentation and technical content, and quantification of errors and estimation of uncertainty on assignment tasks to be undertaken, followed by feedback on individually assessed assignment reports, disseminated using online and/or other methods.

• End of module revision sessions designed as 'group feedback' sessions to prepare students and build up confidence towards the final assessment task, i.e. end of year examination.


LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE 
(insert hyperlink to Reading Lists Online or RLO Home Page)

The module descriptor should include a hyperlink to an online resources list using the Reading Lists Online (RLO) system.  Further information on RLO and guidance on linking Reading Lists Online to the Module Blackboard site is available here.  L3S advises Module Leaders to send new RLOs for review when the list is complete.  L3S will check the resources and purchase the appropriate number of copies for the library.  NB: this section applies to SHU courses only - the RLO system is not applicable to modules delivered only at, and by, collaborative partner organisations.

REFERENCE TEXTS 

Core Texts:

Thermodynamics: an engineering approach - Yunus A. Cengel, Michael A. Boles 2015

Fluid Mechanics: fundamentals and applications - Yunus A. Çengel, John M. Cimbala, Mehmet Kanoglu 2014

Heat and Mass Transfer: fundamentals & applications - Yunus A. Cengel, Afshin J. Ghajar, Mehmet Kanoglu 2015


Recommended Reading:

Introduction to Thermal and Fluids Engineering - Deborah A. Kaminski, M. K. Jensen 2005

Applied Thermodynamics for Engineering Technologists - T D. Eastop, A. McConkey 1993

Mechanics of Fluids, Ninth Edition - A. J. Ward-Smith, Ebook Library 2012

Modern Engineering Thermodynamics - Robert T. Balmer, MyiLibrary 2011 (electronic book)


NOTIONAL STUDY HOURS FOR THIS MODULE

Module Study Hours by Type (see KIS definitions)
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activity No. of Hours KIS category
Lecture 22 Scheduled L&T
Seminar 18 Scheduled L&T
Supervised time in laboratory 08 Scheduled L&T
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities sub-total 48 
Guided Independent Study 152 Independent
TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIONAL STUDY HOURS FOR MODULE 200 




		Mechanical Engineering 2A

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Mechanical Engineering 2A
SI MODULE CODE 55-5562-00S, 31-5078-00S (NLC), 55-5562-00N (DC)
CREDITS  20
LEVEL 5
JACS CODE H300
SUBJECT GROUP 
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
MODULE LEADER 

MODULE STUDY HOURS (based on 10 hours per credit)*
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities Placement (if applicable) Independent Guided Study Total Number of Study Hours
48  152 200

MODULE AIM

To develop the student's understanding of engineering principles this includes: analyse of stresses and strains in a variety of engineering components; being able to predict the dynamic response of a wider range of systems; the ability to analyse fluid flow and heat transfer on the performance of engineering systems.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Understand standard mechanics of materials techniques and apply them in the analysis of components.
(ii) Identify and employ basic principles to model analyse a variety of dynamic engineering problems.
(iii) Understand standard fluid dynamics and heat transfer techniques and apply them in the analysis of components to a variety of thermo-fluid problems.
(iv) Conduct and report upon laboratory experiments associated with module content.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

A. Dynamics

Rectilinear, curvilinear and general plane motion, absolute and relative motion, velocity and acceleration diagrams, velocity ratio in geared systems.

Introduction to gyroscopic motion.

Free, undamped and damped vibrations of a system with a single degree of freedom.

Static and dynamic balance. Rotating masses in single/several planes.



B. Solid Mechanics

Deflection and slope of beams using Macaulay’s method and superposition method. Application to statically determinate and indeterminate beams. Eccentric bending of beams.

Stress transformation for two dimensional stress systems, principal stresses, maximum shear stress, Mohr’s stress circle.

Yield criteria (including Tresca, von Mises and Maximum Principal Stress criteria), yield loci.

C. Thermofluids

General transport of mass, momentum and energy: Basic transport mechanisms (diffusion and convection). Self-directed learning for radiation transport. Laminar and turbulent flow regimes, Reynolds Number. The effect of turbulence on transport, Nusselt and Prandtl numbers. Boundary layers.

Internal fluid flow: Pipe flow, SFEE, and Darcy's equation for frictional losses. Loss coefficients, pipe fittings, resistance analogy. Non-circular ducts and duct networks.

External fluid flow: Form and induced drag, and drag coefficients, lift and down-force generation. Generalise drag to multiple bodies and porous media, resistance analogy.

Heat transfer: Conduction, convection, and radiation mechanisms. Heat transfer coefficient, resistance analogy and overall heat transfer coefficient. Heat exchanger design and rating analysis.

The first law, and the energy equation for open systems: Internal energy and enthalpy. Thermodynamics processes: turbomachinery (turbines, compressors, blowers, fans, pumps), combustors, throttling valves, and heat exchangers. 

The second law, efficiency, and thermodynamic cycles. Entropy, and reversibility. Ideal heat pumps and power cycles (Carnot). Thermodynamic cycles: steam and gas turbines, internal combustion engines. Combined Heat and Power. 


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT - STRATEGY AND METHODS

Students will be supported in their learning, to achieve the above outcomes, in the following ways

The module material will be presented in lectures in order to introduce and explain principles and demonstrate their application using a variety of practical examples. During tutorial classes students will have an opportunity to discuss and apply the module content to engineering problems. A programme of laboratory classes will allow the students to compare theoretical results with experimental realities and help to develop the students’ practical skills and technical report writing. The module will be supported by the use of Blackboard VLE.

ASSESSMENT TASK INFORMATION

The module will by assessed 50% by coursework, 50% examination.
In order to pass the module, students will need to demonstrate the ability to understand and apply the topics listed above. 

Task No.* Short Description of Task SI Code
EX/CW/PR Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** In-module retrieval available
1 Coursework CW 50% 2000 Y / N
2 Exam EX 50% 3hrs Y / N


FEEDBACK
Students will receive feedback on their performance in the following ways

 The students will undertake formative tasks during each tutorial and receive direct feedback from the tutor.  The feedback from the summative assignments will consist of comments on the assignment and assignment cover sheet.

LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE (INCLUDING READING LISTS)

Students will make use of the various specialist Mechanical Engineering Labs for the in order to conduct the various experiments. 
Students will have access to a dedicated VLE site with access to additional resources, websites etc.

An extensive and up to date reading list will be provided at the start of the module.

BROOKS R, HOWE A and KENNEDY A. (2009). An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Part 1. CRC Press.

CLIFFORD, M. (2010). An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Part 2. CRC Press.
ROGERS G. and MAYHEW Y. (1992). Engineering Thermodynamics: Work and Heat Transfer. Longman Scientific.

EASTOP T D and MCCONKEY A. (1993).  Applied Thermodynamics for Engineering Technologists. Addison Wesley Longman.

WHALLEY P B. (1992). Basic Engineering Thermodynamics. Oxford Science Publications

REVISIONS

Date Reason
January 2015 Confirmed in FdEng Integrated Engineering
 
 
		Mechanical Engineering 2B

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Mechanical Engineering 2B
SI MODULE CODE 55-5561-00S, 31-5084-00S (NLC), 55-5561-00N (DC)
CREDITS  20
LEVEL 5
JACS CODE H300
SUBJECT GROUP 
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
MODULE LEADER 

MODULE STUDY HOURS (based on 10 hours per credit)*
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities Placement (if applicable) Independent Guided Study Total Number of Study Hours
48  152 200

MODULE AIM

To enable the student to select the technique(s) required to model a particular situation such as: determining the stresses, strains and likely failure mode of engineering components and analysing the fluid flow and heat transfer.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Select the method required to solve a problem.
(ii) Produce a mathematical model of a range of problems in dynamics, solid mechanics and thermo-fluids.
(iii) Estimate how accurate the solution to a problem is.
(iv) Conduct and report upon laboratory experiments associated with module content.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

A. Dynamics

Rigid bodies in general plane motion, principles of work and energy, crank effort diagrams, acceleration of flywheel and geared systems.

Forced damped vibrations, transient and steady state response for systems with one degree of freedom. Response for sinusoidal input, magnification and transmissibility ratio, vibration isolation. Natural transverse vibrations of beams using Rayleigh’s and Dunkerley’s methods. Natural torsional vibrations of two and three rotor systems.

Balancing of reciprocating masses. Single and multi-cylinder engines.



B. Mechanics of Solids

Strain transformation for two-dimensional systems, Mohr’s strain circle. Analysis of strain gauge rosettes.

Shear stress distribution in beams.

Thick cylinders, Lamé equations, stress and deformation, compound cylinders.

Elastic instability of struts, Euler approach, slenderness ratio, eccentric loading, empirical formulae.

Brittle fracture and an introduction to linear elastic fracture mechanics.

Cyclic loading and fatigue.


C. Thermo-fluids

Radiation heat transfer: Emission. Black, grey, and real bodies.  Emissivity, absorptivity, reflectivity. Solar power. Radiation between surfaces, re-radiation. View factors and radiation heat transfer in black body enclosures.

Compressible flow: Ideal gases. Adiabatic polytrophic processes. Mach number and the speed of sound. Subsonic, sonic and supersonic flow of gases. Choked flow.  Isentropic compressible flow in a converging-diverging nozzle. Compressible liquids, bulk modulus, water hammer. Hydroelectric power and surge tanks.

Tribology: boundary elasto-hydrodynamic, and hydrodynamic lubrication. Bearing types and selection: thrust, journal, rolling element.

Alternative energy sources: Combustion of hydrocarbon fuels, Carbon emissions. Nuclear, solar, fuel cells, geo-thermal. Overall efficiency.


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT - STRATEGY AND METHODS

Students will be supported in their learning, to achieve the above outcomes, in the following ways

The module material will be presented in lectures in order to introduce and explain principles and demonstrate their application using a variety of practical examples. During tutorial classes students will have an opportunity to discuss and apply the module content to engineering problems. A programme of laboratory classes will allow the students to compare theoretical results with experimental realities and help to develop the students’ practical skills and technical report writing. The module will be supported by the use of Blackboard VLE.

ASSESSMENT TASK INFORMATION

The coursework will consist of assignments and formal laboratory reports.
The examination will be held at the end of the module and will test the students understanding and use of the topics covered.

Breakdown of assessment:
Coursework: 50%, 
Examination: 50% 

Task No.* Short Description of Task SI Code
EX/CW/PR Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** In-module retrieval available
1 Coursework CW 50% 2000 Y / N
2 Exam EX 50% 3hrs Y / N
FEEDBACK

Students will receive feedback on their performance in the following ways

 The students will undertake formative tasks during each tutorial and receive direct feedback from the tutor.  The feedback from the summative assignments will consist of comments on the assignment and assignment cover sheet.

LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE (INCLUDING READING LISTS)

Students will make use of the various specialist Mechanical Engineering Labs for the in order to conduct the various experiments.

Students will have access to a dedicated VLE site with access to additional resources, websites etc.

An extensive and up to date reading list will be provided at the start of the module.

BROOKS, R., HOWE A. and KENNED A. (2009). An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Part 1. CRC Press.

CLIFFORD, M. (2010). An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Part 2. CRC Press.

EASTOP, T. D. and MCCONKEY, A. (1993).  Applied Thermodynamics for Engineering Technologists. Addison Wesley Longman.

LEE H-H. (2014). Mechanics of Materials Labs with Solidworks Simulation 2014. SDC Publications.

ROGERS, G., and MAYHEW Y. (1992). Engineering Thermodynamics: Work and Heat Transfer. Longman Scientific.

WHALLEY, P B., (1992). Basic Engineering Thermodynamics. Oxford Science Publications


REVISIONS

Date Reason
January 2015 Confirmed in FdEng Integrated Engineering
 



				Process Improvement and Lean Operations 

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

The aim of this module is to develop an understanding of the principles of lean operations, the characteristics of lean enterprises, and to investigate process improvement in a variety of industrial sectors.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Select, explain and apply lean principles and techniques to streamline a selected business.
(ii) Demonstrate a working knowledge of tools and techniques used to create lean enterprises
(iii) Understand the benefits of the application of a package of business improvement tools e.g. 6 sigma.
(iv) Review recent developments in lean thinking, best practices and case studies

		Production and Operations Management 

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To provide an opportunity to apply and integrate knowledge and understanding of production and operations management of products and/or processes within an organisation. By the end of the module the student will be able to appreciate the range of resources that need to be managed within organisations, be familiar with the key resources that are at the forefront of resources management within most organisation, have an awareness of alternative techniques, tools, and practices within the production management subject area and appreciate the sustainability and environmental issues in materials resource management.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Critically analyse, apply where appropriately, evaluate and identify, the relevance of your technical work practices within the context of current theories and principles.
(ii) Describe and explain the principal approaches to organisational layout and location of new or relocation of facilities.
(iii) Select and use appropriate techniques and software for planning and scheduling.
(iv) Compare and contrast different techniques and approaches used to optimise resources.

				Process Improvement and Lean Operations 		Production and Operations Management 				Introduction to PLCs

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

This module aims to develop an understanding of the programmable logic controller (PLC), concepts and their applications in engineering; develop an understanding of design programmable logic controller characteristics, the internal architecture of programmable logic control systems and an understanding of signals and communication protocols which are used in programmable logic control systems to further develop learners programming skills and techniques. 


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

i. Describe the operational characteristics of programmable logic controller systems and evaluate the communication techniques.

ii. Apply programmable logic programming techniques to produce programmes for use a programmable logic devices.

iii. Use specialist software development tools to produce programmes for programmable logic devices 

iv. Implement and test documented programmes for an application, given in an initial specification.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Characteristics and design of PLC along with associated devices :- Input and output devices, Communication links, Internal PLC architecture: 

PLC Communication and information techniques:- Forms of signal: Digital resolution and relationships: Protocols: Networking methods and standards ( including introduction to SCADA ): Logic functions: 

Programming techniques 
Methods of programming: Producing and storing text: Designing implementing Testing and debugging programmes: 

		Power Hydraulics and Control

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To enable the student to understand the basic laws governing the transmission and control of power by a fluid, the function of the more common power hydraulic components, understand the required properties of fluids for power hydraulic systems while minimising power wastage and designing hydraulic systems which are reliable, safe and efficient to operate.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Interpret hydraulic circuit diagrams.
(ii) Explain the machine cycle expected from a hydraulic circuit.
(iii) Draw simple hydraulic circuit diagrams using standard symbols and circuit notation.
(iv) Design simple hydraulic circuits and systems from given specifications.
(v) Diagnose, identify and rectify faults in hydraulic systems.
(vi) Use computer software packages to draw and simulate hydraulic and pneumatic circuits.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

• Principles, symbols, nomenclature of hydraulic systems.
• Actuators, linear and rotary.
• Pressure and directional control valves.
• Standard application circuits for linear and rotary actuators.
• Flow demand.
• Pump philosophy and power calculations.
• Selection and conditioning of fluids.
• Design of systems.

		Materials Engineering

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

This module aims to provide the students with a basic understanding of the properties, selection process, processing and use of materials.  It attempts to facilitate integration with other modules such as Engineering Design and Manufacturing processes. 


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

• Select suitable materials and processing for a specified product
• Identify relationships between manufacturing processes and materials behaviour
• Diagnose causes of failure of materials.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Selection of Suitable materials:  Selection criteria, Categorise materials, Test the properties of materials, Sources of information:

Material Relationships and processes: Manufacturing processes: Composition/structure relationships: Structure/property relationships: 

Materials and processing Functional analysis in terms of materials, materials processing: Processing limitations 

Material failure Causes of failure: Service life: Estimation Improving: 

		Control and Instrumentation

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Control and Instrumentation
MODULE CODE 16-5157-00L
LEVEL 5
CREDITS  20
ECTS CREDITS VALUE 10
FACULTY Arts, Computing, Engineering and Sciences
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP Electrical, Electronic and Control Engineering
MODULE LEADER T Breikin
DATE OF APPROVAL 3rd December 2015

MODULE AIM

The module aim is to give students an overview of several areas of linear control theory, some of which will be taken to further depth in the associated Level 6 module and to introduce the students to the use of a modern CACSD environment (typically Matlab, Simulink and Matlab’s control systems toolbox) for control systems design and analysis.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
 By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to:
1 Understand mathematical models of dynamic systems, determine their responses, draw, manipulate and reduce block diagrams of systems and assess the stability of linear single-input-single-output feedback systems.
2 Determine simple system models from plant tests and convert between model forms, design and test simple compensators and three-term (PID) controllers for single-loop systems. 
3 Understand the requirements of instrumentation systems for use in control schemes.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

The content to be delivered is following:
System ideas and modelling – differential equations, Laplace transfer functions, block diagrams.
System responses – time and frequency responses from Laplace transfer functions. 
System stability – characteristic polynomials, poles, Routh criterion.
System identification – Step- and frequency-response testing, and obtaining relatively simple system models from the results.
Closed-loop feedback control systems - closed-loop system stability, Nyquist criterion, stability margins.
Root locus – root locus plots drawing and use of such plots in controller design.
Frequency response methods – Bode plot, polar plots, s-plane plots and compensator design. 
PID controllers – design and analysis. 
Instrumentation systems – design of analogue and digital instrumentation systems, common transducers and signal processing. 
Simulation studies – the advanced use of high-level design and simulation using packages such as MATLAB and SIMULINK. 
Optional topics – Introduction to Fuzzy logic control, state-space models, and discrete-time models.

LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS

The module materials are delivered by traditional lectures (usually using data projection for examples and simulation studies) supported, as appropriate, by tutorials, and laboratory sessions. The module Blackboard site on the intranet will provide the recommended module texts and teaching materials in electronic form.

Lectures are interactive in the sense that questions and dialogue are encouraged. Guided reading around the lecture topics will sometimes be necessary if there is insufficient lecture time to cover all the material. Sometimes, the guided reading may be linked to assignments.

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION

The coursework component of assessment is typically by control system analysis and design exercises, which are paper-based, but assisted by CACSD software such as MATLAB and SIMULINK. Typically, several subtasks will contribute the coursework mark for the module. It is envisaged that some independent study may be required from students to complete some of the coursework.

Whereas the coursework allows time for students to reflect upon their learning and undertake self-study to further their learning, the examination provides the opportunity for students to carry out independent work on the principles and concepts of the subject under time-constrained conditions. The examination is an unseen paper.

ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^
Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 Coursework 20% 2000 words or equivalent Y N N
2 Exam 80% 3 hours N N Y

				Analogue and Digital Electronics 2

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

The student will gain confidence and competence in the design and implementation of analogue and digital electronic circuits and explore the relationship and application of analogue and digital circuit design as a supporting and enabling technology for other disciplines.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

 A student should be able to:-
(i) Analyse common electronic circuits and clearly describe their behaviour using standard electronic engineering terminology and presentation methods.
(ii) Carry out appropriate design projects using discrete components and small-scale integrated circuits to given specifications.
(iii) Demonstrate an ability to use Computer Aided Design and Analysis techniques to predict analogue circuit performance, for comparison with practical results.
(iv) Test analogue and digital electronic designs to ensure general compliance with specification.

		Maths & Control

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

The module aim is to enable students to acquire advanced analytical and mathematical knowledge, skills and concepts, to give students an overview of several areas of linear control theory, and to introduce the students to the use of a modern CACSD environment (typically MATLAB, Simulink and MATLAB’s control systems toolbox) for control systems design and analysis.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Apply analytical and mathematical approaches to solve problems in analytical and mechanical engineering contexts.
2 Understand how mathematical models of dynamic systems are developed; determine system responses; draw, manipulate and reduce block diagrams of systems, and assess the stability of linear single-input-single-output feedback systems.
3 Determine simple system models from plant tests and convert between model forms, design and test simple compensators and three-term (PID) controllers for single-loop systems.

		Machines and Drives 

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

Students will be introduced to the various types of Electrical Machines including the principles of electromagnetic applications, controls and drives and the concept of high-efficiency electrical drives.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Understand basic principles of electromechanical conversions.
(ii) Identify various types of AC, DC and Permanent Magnet machines, and to describe their operations.
(iii) Demonstrate familiarity with industrial standards for classifications of various electrical motors and select appropriate types of motors for typical industrial applications.
(iv) Identify a range of power electronics drive circuit and drive topology.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Principles of Electromagnetic Applications:
Introduction to the principle of magnetic induction and electrical torque and force production. Magnetic materials and their major characteristics. Electrical and magnetic losses. 

DC Machines
Principles of operation, classifications and characteristics. Equivalent circuits. Speed control and drives. Permanent Magnet machines.

AC machines 
Principles of operation, classifications and characteristics of induction motors. Equivalent circuits of induction motors. Speed control drives for induction motors.

Power Electronics and Electrical Drives
Introduction to controlled and uncontrolled single phase, and  three phase rectifier
circuits. Introduction to dc to dc converter circuits. 
Introduction to the elements of electrical drives. Various control and Drive topology. 

Matrices
Application of matrices for current and voltage analysis. 

		Microprocessor Systems 

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To develop an understanding of the role of and create embedded computer systems. Skills in computer programming, software development, testing and debugging will be developed as will the student's understanding of the relationship between hardware and software in a computer engineering environment. Additionally the student will develop an understanding of some standard interfaces used in embedded computer based systems.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Describe the characteristics of a typical microprocessor in terms of I/O facilities, interrupts, timer/counters and other common on-chip peripherals.
(ii) Interface a microcontroller with simple peripheral devices such as switches, key pads, displays and actuators.
(iii) Make use of software development tools in the design, development and testing of embedded systems.
(iv) Design, implement, test and document simple systems from initial specification through to validation.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Basic microcontrollers./microprocessors
Standard peripherals - memory types, timer/counters, parallel i/o, serial i/o.
Use of high level language in a embedded computer environment - data types, functions & program control structures. 
Peripheral devices: push buttons/switches, key pads, LEDs, LCD, AtoD, 
Serial I/O:
Real time: timers/counters, interrupts. 
Test equipment: simulators and target debug monitor.

		Introduction to PLCs

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

This module aims to develop an understanding of the programmable logic controller (PLC), concepts and their applications in engineering; develop an understanding of design programmable logic controller characteristics, the internal architecture of programmable logic control systems and an understanding of signals and communication protocols which are used in programmable logic control systems to further develop learners programming skills and techniques. 


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

i. Describe the operational characteristics of programmable logic controller systems and evaluate the communication techniques.

ii. Apply programmable logic programming techniques to produce programmes for use a programmable logic devices.

iii. Use specialist software development tools to produce programmes for programmable logic devices 

iv. Implement and test documented programmes for an application, given in an initial specification.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Characteristics and design of PLC along with associated devices :- Input and output devices, Communication links, Internal PLC architecture: 

PLC Communication and information techniques:- Forms of signal: Digital resolution and relationships: Protocols: Networking methods and standards ( including introduction to SCADA ): Logic functions: 

Programming techniques 
Methods of programming: Producing and storing text: Designing implementing Testing and debugging programmes: 

		Power Hydraulics and Control

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To enable the student to understand the basic laws governing the transmission and control of power by a fluid, the function of the more common power hydraulic components, understand the required properties of fluids for power hydraulic systems while minimising power wastage and designing hydraulic systems which are reliable, safe and efficient to operate.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Interpret hydraulic circuit diagrams.
(ii) Explain the machine cycle expected from a hydraulic circuit.
(iii) Draw simple hydraulic circuit diagrams using standard symbols and circuit notation.
(iv) Design simple hydraulic circuits and systems from given specifications.
(v) Diagnose, identify and rectify faults in hydraulic systems.
(vi) Use computer software packages to draw and simulate hydraulic and pneumatic circuits.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

• Principles, symbols, nomenclature of hydraulic systems.
• Actuators, linear and rotary.
• Pressure and directional control valves.
• Standard application circuits for linear and rotary actuators.
• Flow demand.
• Pump philosophy and power calculations.
• Selection and conditioning of fluids.
• Design of systems.

		Materials Engineering

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

This module aims to provide the students with a basic understanding of the properties, selection process, processing and use of materials.  It attempts to facilitate integration with other modules such as Engineering Design and Manufacturing processes. 


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

• Select suitable materials and processing for a specified product
• Identify relationships between manufacturing processes and materials behaviour
• Diagnose causes of failure of materials.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Selection of Suitable materials:  Selection criteria, Categorise materials, Test the properties of materials, Sources of information:

Material Relationships and processes: Manufacturing processes: Composition/structure relationships: Structure/property relationships: 

Materials and processing Functional analysis in terms of materials, materials processing: Processing limitations 

Material failure Causes of failure: Service life: Estimation Improving: 

				Further Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Further Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics
MODULE CODE 55-6668
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  20
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMD
MODULE LEADER Qinling Li
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

The module aims to consolidate previous knowledge gained and develop a deeper appreciation of the importance of fluid and thermal systems in industry.  

In addition, students will be instructed in the field of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).  During the course
of the module, students will develop and understanding of the methodology of the finite difference/finite 
volume (FD/FV) methods and their application to fluid flow and heat transfer problems.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Critically design and evaluate thermo fluid systems and devices/equipment in an industrial context.
2 Demonstrate an ability to build and solve CFD models to simulate flow and heat transfer 
problems using modern CFD software and develop the critical skills necessary to respond
to and audit simulations produced by CFD for complex flow problems.
3 Understand the relevance and importance of thermal-fluid systems and energy efficiency 
in an industrial context

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Thermal & Fluid Equipment/Devices 
● Practical heat exchanger applications and heat exchanger design & rating
● Turbomachinery, classification, dimensional analysis, performance laws
             Performance characteristics for low speed machine, cavitation
             Two-dimensional cascade (compressor & turbine), geometries, forces 
             Axial-Flow Turbine: mean-line analysis & design, velocity triangle, power, torque, design and
             off-design energy losses, efficiency, rotors/stators, multistage
              Axial-flow compressor and ducted fans
              Centrifugal pumps, fans and compressors
● Thermal Systems: Regenerative cycle, efficiency with two-stage compression, combined cycles,
              sustainability, energy saving and recovery 
Introduction to CFD
● Analytical solution/Experiment/CFD approaches.
● Different CFD methods, advantages/disadvantages.
● Mass, momentum, and energy transport mechanisms. Conservation of mass, momentum,
             and energy.  Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations. Convective, viscous and source terms.
● Control volume, Finite Difference/Volume Methods (FD/VM), finite  approximation of 
              surface/volume Integrals, interpolation practices, SIMPLE.
● Geometry/ Mesh/boundary condition: Structured and unstructured, cell types, refinement, 
             coarsening. Boundary conditions. Inlet, outlet, wall, symmetry. 2D and axisymmetric 
             approximation.
● Modelling approach: Laminar and turbulent flows. Reynolds-Averaging, turbulence models. 
● Accuracy and cost: Convergence and residuals, solution monitoring and adaptation.
● Post-processing: vector, contour, and path line plots, area-weighted averages, flux balances.
Measurement Techniques in Thermo/fluids 
       LDV, PIV, Hot-wire  

LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS

The course will be delivered using a mixture of formal lectures, seminars, laboratories and 
computer work, supported by the Blackboard VLE. Teaching will be delivered in a block format,
with each block focusing on a specific topic related to application. Invited talk or guest lecture will
be built in this module.  

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION 

The module will be assessed by a mix of coursework and exam.  Coursework will consist of a single
group portfolio describing a detailed design exercise.  An examination covering the theory delivered in
keynote lectures will be scheduled for the academic year end.

ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^

Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 Portfolio 50 3000 N N N
2 Exam 50 2hours N N Y



		Applied Structural Mechanics and FEA

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Structural Mechanics and Finite Element Analysis
MODULE CODE 16-6027
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  20
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMD
MODULE LEADER M.N.Islam
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

This module is designed to provide students with the necessary expertise to obtain valid solutions problems requiring the use of advanced stress analysis techniques, and make realistic estimate of failure loads and expected service life of structural components subjected to variable loads and/or creep. The other part of the module deals with the introduction of basic philosophy, mathematical modelling techniques and their application to analyse the response characteristics of solids and structures.
 
Furthermore, students will be given an opportunity to gain hands on experience in using modern top level industry standard finite element software to simulate and analyse engineering problems, interpret and present results.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Solve advanced stress analysis problems using suitable mathematical models; estimate the life of engineering components subjected to variable loads and/or creep, and judge the reliability of the results.
2 Demonstrate a basic understanding of Fracture Mechanics and the evaluation of strength of structural components containing defects/cracks
3 Recognise, formulate and analyse engineering problems using the finite element method and critically compare the results with those obtained independently so as to develop confidence in the method, and Identify/select information and data required for an engineering analysis and evaluate, interpret and present results from theoretical/simulated analysis using top level industry standard finite element computer software.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

Structural Mechanics
 
Variation of stress and strain: Strain-displacement relationships, equilibrium and compatibility, statically determinate/indeterminate problems.
 
Bending of initially curved members: Limitations of simple bending theory, curved beam theory and its applications.
 

Strains beyond elastic limit: Plasticity concepts, elastic-plastic bending and torsion, collapse of structures, residual stresses.  Plasticity in pressurised thick-walled cylinders and in rotating discs, collapse.  
 
Fracture Mechanics: Linear-elastic fracture mechanics, strain energy release rate, stress intensity factor and fracture toughness, experimental methods.
 
Fatigue of engineering materials: Fatigue mechanism, approaches to fatigue failure analysis and designing against fatigue, mean stress, stress concentration. Life estimation: stress-life and strain-life methods, cumulative damage, fracture mechanics approach.
 
Creep of engineering materials: Stress-strain-time-temperature relationships, creep behaviour and life estimation, stress relaxation and its manifestations.
 
Finite Element Analysis
 
Introduction, basic concepts, physical explanations and mathematical background,
assembly procedure, convergence study.
 
Strain-displacement relationship in small strain, finite element formulation of
mathematical models, introductory concepts in general statement of equation of
equilibrium based on virtual work-energy principle, interpolation function and
finite element discretization.
 
Finite element formulation of Truss and Beam elements.
 
Finite element characteristics of more complex higher order elements: Plate
bending and general Shell elements.
 
Concept of Iso-parametric formulation, transformation/mapping.
 
Gaussian Quadrature : Full, Reduced and Selective integration.
 
Solution procedure of the finite element system equations.
 
Practical considerations, selecting appropriate software, various factors affecting
simulation procedure.


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS

Students will be supported in their learning, to achieve the above outcomes, in the following ways:
 
Lectures/tutorials will be used to introduce and explain the principles and to demonstrate their applications through the use of suitable examples. The computer/lab workshop sessions will include the use of top level industry standard finite element software for modelling, simulation and analysis of various practical engineering problems. The entire module notes will be posted in the blackboard VLE. Further directed study will be supported by printed notes and guided readings.
 
The module will be assessed by a combination of coursework and an end of semester examination.
 
The coursework part of the finite element component will be assessed by a computer based simulation
assignment and that of the structural integrity component will be assessed by an analytical written assignment.
 

Breakdown of assessment:
 
CW Assignments: 40% of module mark (Indicative only: FEA 25% + St. Mech. 15%)
 
Examination: 60% of module marks (Indicative only: FEA 25% + St. Mech. 35%).
 
For a pass (40%+) in the examination, students will be expected to demonstrate reasonably clear understanding of the fundamental principles outlined in the module contents and their applications to solve engineering problems using finite element method and analyse and solve problems which deal with effects of variable loads on structural components .

For a good pass (60%+) students will be expected to demonstrate ability to formulate finite element models and apply them to solve solid mechanics problems, compare and interpret the results obtained from independent sources and make appropriate judgements about the level of accuracy, to obtain valid analytical solutions to complex problems involving structural components under variable loads and deduce expected service life.
 
For a pass (40%+) in finite element CW, the students are expected to demonstrate reasonable competency in developing finite element models of engineering problems using industry standard softwares, carryout mesh convergence study and obtain results of acceptable accuracy, and in structural integrity CW, the students are expected to select an appropriate methodology to analytically solve the problem and compare and contrast the results from other sources ( possibly from experiments ). For both components, individual reports are to be written up and submitted.
 
For a good pass (60%+), the above competency should also include meaningful interpretation of results, evaluation of accuracy in comparison with results from alternative methodologies, draw appropriate conclusions and prepare written reports of professional standard.
 

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION

The coursework part of the finite element component will be assessed by a computer based simulation
assignment and that of the structural integrity component will be assessed by an analytical written assignment.
 
Breakdown of assessment:
 
CW Assignments: 40% of module mark (Indicative only: FEA 25% + St. Mech. 15%)
 
Examination: 60% of module marks (Indicative only: FEA 25% + St. Mech. 35%).


ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^

Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 CW: Assignments 40% 2000 words or equivalent Y N N
2 EX: Examination 60% 2 Hours N N Y


		Design Evaluation Methodology

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Design Evaluation Methodology
MODULE CODE 55-6667
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  20
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP Mechanical, Materials and Design
MODULE LEADER Ian Tranter
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

The module equips students to tackle the design of complex engineering products using structured approaches to define creative, sustainable and efficient solutions. It introduces a range of ‘Design for X’ tools and encourages students to critically reflect on and take account of sustainability, ethical, human and economic factors in engineering product and system design.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Select, apply and critically evaluate structured techniques to the specification, concept development and detailed design phases of the engineering design process.
2 Identify, use and critique appropriate analytical, empirical and simulation approaches to confirm
functionality and integrity of conceptual solutions.
3 Take account of sustainability, ethical, international standards and codes and economic factors in engineering product and system design.


INDICATIVE CONTENT
Design Approaches: Concurrent Engineering, Research and Specifications, Conceptual Design, Inclusive and user centred design, Creative Tactics, Design for X.
 
Conceptual design tools: Function Analysis, Concept Evaluation, Morphology, QFD, FMEA, Synectics, Buzz sessions,TRIZ.
 
Detailed design tools: FMEA, DFMA, tolerance management, 

Prototyping, Evaluation and Optimisation Tools, including parametric design, analytical tools, RP.

Sustainability, ethical and economic factors including DFE, Life Cycle Analysis

Design process management and design lifecycle management, Project planning, Team working.
 
The above techniques will be applied in the context of engineering design projects.


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS
Students will learn primarily through the completion of a number of design projects.
 
Keynote lectures will introduce industrially relevant design issues, sources of data, design methods and approaches to analysis. 
 
Tutorials will offer the opportunity to explore the design approaches and tools in greater detail with tutor support. In order to approximate the engineering design in industry, students will work in teams in order to plan, manage and execute design problems, though individual contribution to the outcomes will be identified. Design problems will be multi-faceted, industrially relevant and challenging. 

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION

There are two design projects, carried out in teams (as is industrially relevant) each with significant identified individual components. These allow practice in the selection and application of design management and tools at conceptual and detailed design stages.

ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^

Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 Conceptual Design project 45 2000 N N N
2 Detailed Design project 55 2500 N N Y

		Systems Engineering

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Systems Engineering
MODULE CODE 55-6666
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  20
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP TBC
MODULE LEADER TBC
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

This module develops a structured approach to solving complex engineering problems, including the tools and techniques used by engineering teams within the design of highly complex systems.  This approach is relevant to a wide range of sectors such as aerospace, food, rail, automotive and business systems. 

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Apply a systems approach to problem structuring and problem solving, and hence analyse systems and their dynamic behaviour.
2 Design, implement and critically evaluate a range of systems models, methods and methodologies
3 Select and apply the appropriate analytical tool, and make sound engineering judgements as part of a multi-disciplinary team.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Systems and systems thinking
The first part of the module is connected with the theory (tools, techniques and methods) of Systems Engineering:
Framework of systems science: the systems approach, introduction to systems concepts and theory.  
Systems methodologies: Hard Systems Method, and Soft Systems Methodology.
Systems modelling: Physical analogues, analytic equations, state machines, block diagrams, functional flow diagrams, object-oriented models, computer simulations and mental models
Graphical representations: Functional flow block diagram (FFBD), Data Flow Diagram (DFD), N2 Chart, IDEF0 Diagram, case diagram, Sequence diagram, Block diagram, Signal-flow graph, USL Function Maps and Type Maps.
Systems behaviour: open loop and closed loop decision models.  

SIMILAR Process
The second part of the module explores the whole area of product lifecycle management via a case study relevant to an aerospace or automotive system:
State the Problem
System requirement analysis and system specification
Investigate Alternatives
Performance, schedule, cost and risk figures of merit
Model the System
System architecture design, system detail design and development, unit and system test, evaluation and validation.  PERT charts and sensitivity analysis
Integrate
Systems integration, individual vs interconnected subsystems, natural boundaries and interface design 
Launch
Implement model in Matlab/Simulink, detail design and tests at relevant levels
Assess
System modelling for decision making and economic evaluation, design for X ( e.g. reliability, maintainability, usability, logistics, supportability, producibility, disposability, sustainability and affordability over whole lifecycle).  Figures of merit and technical performance measures
Re-evaluate
Re-evaluate function within feedback loops. System engineering management issues.

LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS

The course will be delivered using a mixture of formal lectures, seminars, and practical work at the computer, supported by the Blackboard VLE. The first part of the module develops the underpinning theory of systems engineering, and will be assessed by examination.  The second part of the module is delivered via problem based learning, where students will be guided through a relevant case study, applying appropriate analytical tools and techniques. 
Invited talks or guest lectures will be built into this module where possible, and case studies which form the basis of group work will be drawn from industry..

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION

2 hour exam in January and a groupwork assignment in semester 2.  Both tasks are equally weighted.

ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^

Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 Exam 50% 2 hrs N N N
2 Coursework 50% 3000 words or equivalent N N Y

		Project and Project Management (MMD)

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR
  
TITLE Project and Project Management (MMD)
MODULE CODE 55-6759
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  40
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMDE
MODULE LEADER Thanuja Goonetilleke
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

This module aims to develop understanding of professional engineering project planning and management methodologies and provides an opportunity to apply these skills through working independently on a research and development project to solve an engineering problem.  The former aim will be developed and demonstrated through a formal learning strategy and the latter through independent work whereby students will develop and demonstrate self-management, an aptitude for applying knowledge gained throughout their course of study to address a problem.
 
 MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
 
LO Learning Outcome
1 Demonstrate the ability to critically analysis and evaluate project proposals, identify the appropriate project, project management and planning methodologies to be applied and develop an appropriate project plan for execution.
2 Demonstrate, through application, continuous recording and dissemination, the ability to innovatively solve an engineering problem. Demonstrate the ability to research, develop, deliver and reflect upon a project that broadens the current knowledge base. Demonstrate initiative and the ability to work independently. 
3 Demonstrate the use of sound and effective methodologies to qualitatively and quantitatively assess a solution to an engineering problem. Demonstrate the ability to critically analyse data and to evaluate and discuss project results in the context of a solution to an engineering problem, placing the project within the wider social, industrial, economic and environmental contexts.
 
INDICATIVE CONTENT
 
The content will address the theory and context of project, management and planning methodologies, discussing when it is appropriate to adopt each approach. Issues that need to be addressed to ensure successful project delivery, such as scheduling, risk management, procurement, implementation, research ethics (terms research repeatability, statistical analysis results parity, consistency, etc), test and quality strategies, team management, organisation management, health & safety, and project closure will also be included. 
 
Students will be provided guidance on managing, researching and developing an engineering project.  There will be a clear outline of the requirements of the project including the aims and objectives, the project specification, risk assessment, working with industrial collaborators, literature search and referencing, interim reporting, report writing and oral presentation.


 
LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS
 
Project Management Semester 1
Project, project management and planning methods theory will be taught through a series of lectures, and tutorials in semester 1.  
 
Individual Project Semester 1 and 2
Students will be encouraged to reflect on their previous levels of learning to identify their engineering skills, strengths and interests in order to identify a suitable engineering problem to be researched and developed into a solution.
 
Semester 1 regular timetabled lecture/tutorial classes are provided to develop students' learning, understanding and preparatory skills necessary to undertake a 7 month research and development project. This taught part of the module will be concerned with defining what is a suitable engineering project idea, project methodology, risk assessment and analysis, how to mitigate the risk, plan and manage a project, analysis and evaluate the current literature and standards to support the project and define project aims and objectives and project plan.  The teaching will also provide learning support and guidance on the project communication, dissemination and recording of the project idea, approach, results and conclusions.  Students will be required to maintain a log book throughout the project.
 
Health & safety issues are outlined in the project guidelines document issued to all students on the module. Students are briefed on health and safety issues. All students are required to complete a risk assessment on their project and cannot proceeding with the project until a safe health and assessment risk assessment has been achieved. Equally project ethics is required to be evaluated and assessed to ensure the project and project methodology adhere to the University research project ethics guidelines.  Both these assessments will form part of the detailed project proposal and scoping literature research of the idea and proposed solution required to be completed mid semester 1.   

Students will also need to demonstrate project progress prior to the start of semester 2 to their supervisor and their peers.  Project progress can be defined as clear progress from the project proposal, and should include a more detailed literature review of the problem. For example, progress could include: demonstration of research into project methodology, justification and implementation of an appropriate project method, and initial project results.  

Finally students will be required to demonstrate the ability to record and disseminate the project idea, approach, results, analysis and conclusions drawn from analysis and results.  Students must also demonstrate the ability to reflect upon the project outcomes and their personal development. 
 
Each student will receive project supervision by an academic staff throughout semester 1 and 2. The project supervisor will provide support and will regularly evaluate, feedback on and sign the student project log book. 

In the case of industry-sponsored projects, the academic supervisor will liaise with and support the industrial collaborator, the industrial collaborator will provide project support to the student and will regularly evaluate, feedback on and sign the student project logbook in addition to the academic supervisor. This is to ensure the individual work of the student is correctly identified and assessed to be of an appropriate level of complexity for a level 6 project. 
 
ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION
 
Task 1: Written phase test

Task 2: Individual Project dissemination of the project progress and suggested solutions to your supervisor and your peers in poster format

Task 3: Individual Project dissemination including project aims, objectives, comprehensive literature review of the idea and solution, and recording of the final project results and reflections (project and personal development)


  
ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)
 
Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^
 
Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 CW 25 2000 words N Y N
2 Dissemination and recording of project progress and suggested solutions  15 Equivalent of 2000 words
max
 N Y N
3 Dissemination and recording of Project Progress, Final Results and Reflection (Project and Personal Development) 60 10000 words

 Y N Y

				Internal ONLY. Hide/Delete Row for Commitment Statement 								For the Engineering Standards the Apprentice will work through a structured Professional Development Programme which will run alongside the academic award.
The programme will be managed by a Work Based Learning Lead from the Provider (SHU) and will provide a structured training platform to support three way reviews with the employer and apprentice and also deliver:

• A focus for the Apprentice on the EPA grading and criteria
• The work and output by the Apprentice of an Occupational Competence Report to show how they meet the Knowledge, Skills and Behaviours.  
• The work and output by the Apprentice of a Portfolio of Case Studies Evidence, specifically containing: 
o Specific records of work undertaken by apprentice including any quality/compliance records, reports or documents produced as part of the work activity. 
o Evidence of the way the apprentice carried out the activities to meet the requirements of the standard such as technical expert observations. 
o Company related academic reports/assignments to support the attainment and achievement of underpinning knowledge requirements. 
o Employer authentication that the Apprentice meets requirements in terms of Safety, Quality, Performance and Time. 

 

				* (1) right click on module title cell (2) Click on 'Insert Comment' (3) Copy and paste module aim, module learning outcomes and module indicative content



				End Point Assessmnet:		Link to: Product Design and Development Engineer Degree Apprenticeship End Point Assesment (EPA)



		Training and Development Summary:		Role Specific Occupational Requirements		Product Design & Development Engineers work on all stages of product creation, product modification and product componentry. They support activities ranging on early concept feasibility, Computer Aided Design and other modelling, activities and stages through to final preparation for launch and customers. This includes working in concept studios, rapid prototyping, assembly, testing, validating and analysing performance. Typically they work closely with suppliers and managers in bring new concepts to life or contributing to redesigns of existing products				Credits		20		20 WBL		20		20		20 WBL		20		20		20		20				20 WBL		20		20				20		20		20		20				20		20				20		20				20		20		20		20				20		20		20		20		20		20		20				20		20		20		20		40 WBL																Add credit value of module

										Taught Hrs		48		48		48		48		48		48		48		48		48				48		48		48				48		48		48		48				48		48				48		48				48		48		48		48				48		48		48		48		48		48		48				48		48		48		48		52																Add Scheduled Teaching and Learning Hours

										Self Study Hrs		152		152		152		152		152		152		152		152		152				152		152		152				152		152		152		152				152		152				152		152				152		152		152		152				152		152		152		152		152		152		152				152		152		152		152		348																Add other notional study hours

										Total Hrs		200		200		200		200		200		200		200		200		200				200		200		200				200		200		200		200				200		200				200		200				200		200		200		200				200		200		200		200		200		200		200				200		200		200		200		400																Year & Semester, e.g. Y1, S 1& 2

				Academic Knowledge: 		The apprentice would complete a HND or Foundation Degree which would provide the foundation stage of the knowledge elements in the competence qualification. It will support the fundamental scientific and mathematical principles that equip apprentices with the understanding required to operate effectively and efficiently at high level within this sector. As a core the engineer needs to cover around 960 academic Guided Learning Hours, in order to have a solid grasp of;-				Contribution of academic modules to Knowledge Elements		Academic Knowledge																																																																																								FdEng		BEng Top-up		FdEng + Beng								Indicate relationship in each cell through colour coding

						Mathematics and science for engineers						1				1		1																		1				1		1		0		0																1		1				1																				1		1										6		2		11				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)				Colour coding key:

						Materials and manufacture																1												1						1																										1																										1								3		1		5				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)				Strong Direct Relationship

						Mechanical. electrical and electronic principles and applications						1						1																						1		1		0		0																1		1				1																				1												4		1		8				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)				Definite but lesser focus

						Statics and dynamics										1																				1				1		1		0		0																																												1										4		1		5				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)				Relevant but more contextual learning

						How to undertake and apply business-led projects								1						1												1		1																																																										1		1		1				4		3		7				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						Engineering operations and business management								1				1														1																																																																1				3		1		4				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						Applying advanced technology techniques						1				1																		1		1				1		1		0		0																1		1		1		1																				1		1		1		1		1				6		5		15				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

		Foundation phase                                  The foundation phase will be intensive off the job training focused on developing the apprentice's core skills, knowledge and behaviour, allowing them to work effectively with supervision in a largely simulated working environment. This stage will require typically 1400 Vocational Guided Learning Hours, building up from basics to more complex engineering operations and practices. The tasks will be aligned to the job role to develop a range of tailored core engineering techniques so by the end of this phase the apprentice will be able to demonstrate, under independent test conditions, that they can deploy their skills and occupational behaviours. In addition the apprentice typically undertakes an HND or Foundation Degree.
		Foundation Phase: Vocational Skills

Alan Stafford: Skills shown in orange are nt in the EPA
																																				

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR


TITLE Mechanics of Solids and Dynamics
MODULE CODE 55-506060 (SHU, DC & JCB) 5X-506061 (NLC)
LEVEL Level 5
CREDITS 20
ECTS CREDITS VALUE H300
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMDE
DATE APPROVED 


MODULE AIM

To further develop and strengthen the knowledge and understanding of principles and concepts in Mechanics of Solids and Dynamics with an application focused approach, and lay a firm analytical foundation to enable students comprehend and value the use of computational approaches for complex problem solving during subsequent stages of the programme. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Ref Learning Outcome
1 Well developed knowledge and understanding in mechanics of solids, and ability to identify and apply structural mechanics principles and concepts to model and analyse real engineering problems in a physically meaningful way.
2 Well developed knowledge and understanding in dynamics, and ability to identify and apply both kinematic and kinetic principles to model and analyse real engineering problems.
3 Enhanced mechanics of solids and dynamics problem solving skills for mechanical engineering related components and systems, with an appreciation of the analytical foundation for experimental and computer-based approaches.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

(a) Solid Mechanics
 
Stress Transformation: Two dimensional stress systems. Principal stresses, maximum shear stress, Mohr’s stress circle.

Yield Criteria: Failure criteria applicable to ductile and brittle materials. Yield critera: Tresca and von Mises, yield loci.

Strain Transformation: Two-dimensional systems, principal strains, Mohr’s strain circle and strain gauge theory, strain gauge rosettes.

Thick-walled Cylinders: Lame’s equations, stress distributions and deformation, autofrettage. Compound cylinders. Introduction to rotating discs.

Deflection of Beams: Analysis of slopes and deflections of structural beams. Application to statically-determinate and indeterminate loading systems. 

Buckling Failure: Elastic instability of struts. Euler formula and empirical approaches.


Fatigue and Creep Failure: Cyclic and time dependant failure modes. Mathematical treatment in brief.

(b) Dynamics
 
Rectilinear, curvilinear and general plane motion: Absolute and relative motion, instantaneous centre of rotation. 

Rigid bodies in general plane motion: Degrees of freedom, constraints.

Free, undamped and damped vibrations: Systems with single degree of freedom.
 
Forced damped vibrations: Transient and steady state response for systems with one degree of freedom, response to sinusoidal input, magnification and transmissibility ratio, vibration isolation. 

Gyroscopic motion: Theory and analysis.

Static and dynamic balance: Rotating masses in single / several planes.


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY

To achieve the learning outcomes, students will be supported in the following ways:

• Lectures common to a large group, adequately supported by state-of-the-art audio-visual aids; case studies embedded in teaching to illustrate how the Solid Mechanics and Dynamics principles are applied in practical engineering contexts. 

• Tutor led seminars for small groups with opportunity for tutor-learner interaction in analytical problem solving, and providing support to enhance and consolidate learning.

• Where available, strategic use of Blackboard VLE to disseminate learning resources, sustain learner interest and engagement, and promote guided independent study and assessment.

• A programme of laboratory experiments designed to develop teamwork, hands-on laboratory investigation skills, data processing abilities and graphical presentation skills. Where necessary, this may include assessment by formative and/or summative tasks including lab reports.


ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

The summative assessment in this module will comprise of two distinct equally weighted components, i.e. an end of module examination (EX - 50% of module mark) and coursework (CW - 50% of module mark). The examination shall include questions from both subject areas, viz. Solid Mechanics and Dynamics. 


Task No. Description of Assessment Task Assessment Task Type
 Word Count or Exam Duration Task Weighting %
1 Coursework CW (may include sub-tasks as deemed necessary) (Depends on nature of task/sub-task) 50%
2 Examination EX 2 Hours 50%



FEEDBACK TO STUDENTS

Students will receive feedback on their performance in a number of ways including:
 
• Structured model solutions provided as guidance for analytical problem solving, including analytical assessment tasks undertaken by the learners. 

• Comprehensive tutor comments on structure, presentation and technical content of individually assessed assignment reports, disseminated using online and/or other methods.

• End of module revision sessions designed as 'group feedback' sessions to prepare students and build up confidence towards the final assessment task, i.e. end of year examination.


LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE 
(insert hyperlink to Reading Lists Online or RLO Home Page)

The module descriptor should include a hyperlink to an online resources list using the Reading Lists Online (RLO) system.  Further information on RLO and guidance on linking Reading Lists Online to the Module Blackboard site is available here.  L3S advises Module Leaders to send new RLOs for review when the list is complete.  L3S will check the resources and purchase the appropriate number of copies for the library.  NB: this section applies to SHU courses only - the RLO system is not applicable to modules delivered only at, and by, collaborative partner organisations.

REFERENCE TEXTS 

Mechanics of Solids

Benham, P. P., Crawford, R. J., & Armstrong, C. G. (1996). Mechanics of engineering materials. Harlow, Essex, England: Longman.

Hearn, E. J. H. (1997). An introduction to the mechanics of elastic and plastic deformation of solids and structural materials. Butterworth-Heinemann.

Hearn, E. J. H. (1997), Mechanics of Materials 2, (Third Edition), Butterworth-Heinemann.

Shigley, J. E. (2011). Shigley's mechanical engineering design. Tata McGraw-Hill Education.


Dynamics

Hibbeler, R. C. (2009) Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics Study Pack Bundle with Mastering Engineering (Dynamics). Pearson EText in SI Units.  

Hibbeler, R. C. (2005). Engineering Mechanics: Principles of Dynamics. Prentice Hall.

Housner, G. W., & Hudson, D. E. (1980). Applied mechanics dynamics.

Meriam, J. L., & Kraige, L. G. (2012). Engineering mechanics: dynamics (Vol. 2). John Wiley & Sons.
 
Wahab, D. M. A. (2008). Dynamics and vibration. John wiley & sons Ltd.


NOTIONAL STUDY HOURS FOR THIS MODULE

Module Study Hours by Type (see KIS definitions)
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activity No. of Hours KIS category
Lecture 22 Scheduled L&T
Seminar 18 Scheduled L&T
Supervised time in laboratory 08 Scheduled L&T
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities sub-total 48 
Guided Independent Study 152 Independent
TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIONAL STUDY HOURS FOR MODULE 200 


		During the foundation stage the apprentice must develop a solid grasp of the core engineering skills. These skills will not only prepare the apprentice for the workplace in demonstrating that they have the required basic skills to do their core role but their competencies are stretching and transferable and can be built upon over time. The skills required are:				Contribution of academic modules to Foundation Phase Vocational Skills & Development Phase Professional/ General Engineering Skills		Foundation Phase Vocational Skills

						S1 How to comply with statutory requirements and stringent organisational safety requirements

Alan Stafford: Unit 1: Complying with Statutory Regulations and Organisational Safety Requirements 45 
																																				

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR


TITLE Thermofluids Engineering
MODULE CODE 55-506062 (SHU, DC & JCB) 5X-506063 (NLC)
LEVEL Level 5
CREDITS 20
ECTS CREDITS VALUE H300
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMDE
DATE APPROVED 


MODULE AIM 

To further develop and strengthen the knowledge and understanding of principles and concepts in Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics with an application focused approach, to enable students to intuitively model and analyse problems in thermo-fluids engineering and develop solutions in a physically meaningful way. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Ref Learning Outcome
1 Develop knowledge and understanding around thermo-fluids engineering and an ability to identify and apply thermodynamics, heat transfer and fluid dynamics principles and concepts to model and analyse real engineering problems.
2 Ability to formulate mathematical models to solve a range of problems in thermo-fluids in a logical way and estimate the accuracy of the solutions.
3 Enhanced thermo-fluids problem solving skills with an appreciation of the analytical foundation for experimental and computational approaches.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

General transport of mass, momentum and energy: Basic transport mechanisms (diffusion and convection). Radiation transport. Laminar and turbulent flow regimes, Reynolds Number. the effect of turbulence on transport, Nusselt and Prandtl numbers. Boundary layers.

Internal fluid flow: Pipe flow, SFEE, and Darcy's equation for frictional losses. Loss coefficients, pipe fittings, resistance analogy. Non-circular ducts and duct networks.

External fluid flow: Form and induced drag, and drag coefficients, lift and down-force generation. Generalise drag to multiple bodies and porous media, resistance analogy.

Heat transfer: Conduction, convection, and radiation mechanisms. Heat transfer coefficient, resistance analogy and overall heat transfer coefficient. Heat exchanger design and rating analysis.

Radiation heat transfer: Emission. Black, grey, and real bodies.  Emissivity, absorptivity, reflectivity. Solar power. Radiation between surfaces, re-radiation. View factors and radiation heat transfer in black body enclosures.

The first law, and the energy equation for open systems: Internal energy and enthalpy. Thermodynamics processes: turbomachinery (turbines, compressors, blowers, fans, pumps), combustors, throttling valves, and heat exchangers. 

The second law, efficiency, and thermodynamic cycles: Entropy, and reversibility. Ideal heat pumps and power cycles (Carnot). Thermodynamic cycles: steam and gas turbines, internal combustion engines. Combined Heat and Power. 
Compressible flow: Ideal gases. Adiabatic polytrophic processes. Mach number and the speed of sound. Subsonic, sonic and supersonic flow of gases. Choked flow.  Isentropic compressible flow in a converging-diverging nozzle. Compressible liquids, bulk modulus, water hammer. Hydroelectric power and surge tanks.

Tribology: boundary elasto-hydrodynamic, and hydrodynamic lubrication. Bearing types and selection: thrust, journal, rolling element.

Alternative energy sources: Combustion of hydrocarbon fuels, Carbon emissions. Nuclear, solar, fuel cells, geo-thermal. Overall efficiency. 


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY

To achieve the learning outcomes, students will be supported in the following ways:

• Lectures common to a large group, adequately supported by state-of-the-art audio-visual aids; case studies embedded in teaching to illustrate how the thermodynamics, heat transfer and fluid dynamics principles are applied in practical engineering contexts. 

• Tutor led seminars for small groups with opportunity for tutor-learner interaction in analytical problem solving, and providing support to enhance and consolidate learning.

• Where available, strategic use of VLE to disseminate learning resources, sustain learner interest and engagement, and promote guided independent study.

• Programme of laboratory work to investigate and report upon identified topics associated with the module content, and thereby consolidate learning.

ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

The summative assessment in this module will comprise of two distinct equally weighted components, i.e. an end of module examination (EX - 50% of module mark) and coursework (CW - 50% of module mark). The examination shall include questions from all subject areas, viz.. thermodynamics, heat transfer and fluid dynamics.


Task No. Description of Assessment Task Assessment Task Type
 Word Count or Exam Duration Task Weighting %
1 Coursework CW (may include sub-tasks as deemed necessary) (Depends on nature of task/sub-task) 50%
2 Examination EX 2 Hours 50%



FEEDBACK TO STUDENTS

Students will receive feedback on their performance in a number of ways including:
 
• Structured model solutions provided as guidance for analytical problem solving undertaken during seminar sessions and independent study time, including (where relevant) indicative solutions for analytical assessment tasks undertaken. 

• Comprehensive tutor guidance on structure, presentation and technical content, and quantification of errors and estimation of uncertainty on assignment tasks to be undertaken, followed by feedback on individually assessed assignment reports, disseminated using online and/or other methods.

• End of module revision sessions designed as 'group feedback' sessions to prepare students and build up confidence towards the final assessment task, i.e. end of year examination.


LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE 
(insert hyperlink to Reading Lists Online or RLO Home Page)

The module descriptor should include a hyperlink to an online resources list using the Reading Lists Online (RLO) system.  Further information on RLO and guidance on linking Reading Lists Online to the Module Blackboard site is available here.  L3S advises Module Leaders to send new RLOs for review when the list is complete.  L3S will check the resources and purchase the appropriate number of copies for the library.  NB: this section applies to SHU courses only - the RLO system is not applicable to modules delivered only at, and by, collaborative partner organisations.

REFERENCE TEXTS 

Core Texts:

Thermodynamics: an engineering approach - Yunus A. Cengel, Michael A. Boles 2015

Fluid Mechanics: fundamentals and applications - Yunus A. Çengel, John M. Cimbala, Mehmet Kanoglu 2014

Heat and Mass Transfer: fundamentals & applications - Yunus A. Cengel, Afshin J. Ghajar, Mehmet Kanoglu 2015


Recommended Reading:

Introduction to Thermal and Fluids Engineering - Deborah A. Kaminski, M. K. Jensen 2005

Applied Thermodynamics for Engineering Technologists - T D. Eastop, A. McConkey 1993

Mechanics of Fluids, Ninth Edition - A. J. Ward-Smith, Ebook Library 2012

Modern Engineering Thermodynamics - Robert T. Balmer, MyiLibrary 2011 (electronic book)


NOTIONAL STUDY HOURS FOR THIS MODULE

Module Study Hours by Type (see KIS definitions)
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activity No. of Hours KIS category
Lecture 22 Scheduled L&T
Seminar 18 Scheduled L&T
Supervised time in laboratory 08 Scheduled L&T
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities sub-total 48 
Guided Independent Study 152 Independent
TOTAL NUMBER OF NOTIONAL STUDY HOURS FOR MODULE 200 




		1														1						1		1		0		0																		1		1																										1				1				4		2		8				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						S2 How to effectively use, interpret and evaluate a range of engineering data sources and documentation

Alan Stafford: Unit 6: Evaluate the Results of Engineering Research 81
Unit 11: Evaluate Engineering Designs 122 
Unit 16: Produce and Evaluate Conceptual Design Options for New Products 164
Unit 34: Monitor and Evaluate Engineering Processes 319
Unit 39: Evaluate Engineering Risk Assessments 361 
Unit 87: Develop and Evaluate Operational Plans for Own Area of Responsibility 763 																																						

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Mechanical Engineering 2A
SI MODULE CODE 55-5562-00S, 31-5078-00S (NLC), 55-5562-00N (DC)
CREDITS  20
LEVEL 5
JACS CODE H300
SUBJECT GROUP 
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
MODULE LEADER 

MODULE STUDY HOURS (based on 10 hours per credit)*
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities Placement (if applicable) Independent Guided Study Total Number of Study Hours
48  152 200

MODULE AIM

To develop the student's understanding of engineering principles this includes: analyse of stresses and strains in a variety of engineering components; being able to predict the dynamic response of a wider range of systems; the ability to analyse fluid flow and heat transfer on the performance of engineering systems.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Understand standard mechanics of materials techniques and apply them in the analysis of components.
(ii) Identify and employ basic principles to model analyse a variety of dynamic engineering problems.
(iii) Understand standard fluid dynamics and heat transfer techniques and apply them in the analysis of components to a variety of thermo-fluid problems.
(iv) Conduct and report upon laboratory experiments associated with module content.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

A. Dynamics

Rectilinear, curvilinear and general plane motion, absolute and relative motion, velocity and acceleration diagrams, velocity ratio in geared systems.

Introduction to gyroscopic motion.

Free, undamped and damped vibrations of a system with a single degree of freedom.

Static and dynamic balance. Rotating masses in single/several planes.



B. Solid Mechanics

Deflection and slope of beams using Macaulay’s method and superposition method. Application to statically determinate and indeterminate beams. Eccentric bending of beams.

Stress transformation for two dimensional stress systems, principal stresses, maximum shear stress, Mohr’s stress circle.

Yield criteria (including Tresca, von Mises and Maximum Principal Stress criteria), yield loci.

C. Thermofluids

General transport of mass, momentum and energy: Basic transport mechanisms (diffusion and convection). Self-directed learning for radiation transport. Laminar and turbulent flow regimes, Reynolds Number. The effect of turbulence on transport, Nusselt and Prandtl numbers. Boundary layers.

Internal fluid flow: Pipe flow, SFEE, and Darcy's equation for frictional losses. Loss coefficients, pipe fittings, resistance analogy. Non-circular ducts and duct networks.

External fluid flow: Form and induced drag, and drag coefficients, lift and down-force generation. Generalise drag to multiple bodies and porous media, resistance analogy.

Heat transfer: Conduction, convection, and radiation mechanisms. Heat transfer coefficient, resistance analogy and overall heat transfer coefficient. Heat exchanger design and rating analysis.

The first law, and the energy equation for open systems: Internal energy and enthalpy. Thermodynamics processes: turbomachinery (turbines, compressors, blowers, fans, pumps), combustors, throttling valves, and heat exchangers. 

The second law, efficiency, and thermodynamic cycles. Entropy, and reversibility. Ideal heat pumps and power cycles (Carnot). Thermodynamic cycles: steam and gas turbines, internal combustion engines. Combined Heat and Power. 


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT - STRATEGY AND METHODS

Students will be supported in their learning, to achieve the above outcomes, in the following ways

The module material will be presented in lectures in order to introduce and explain principles and demonstrate their application using a variety of practical examples. During tutorial classes students will have an opportunity to discuss and apply the module content to engineering problems. A programme of laboratory classes will allow the students to compare theoretical results with experimental realities and help to develop the students’ practical skills and technical report writing. The module will be supported by the use of Blackboard VLE.

ASSESSMENT TASK INFORMATION

The module will by assessed 50% by coursework, 50% examination.
In order to pass the module, students will need to demonstrate the ability to understand and apply the topics listed above. 

Task No.* Short Description of Task SI Code
EX/CW/PR Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** In-module retrieval available
1 Coursework CW 50% 2000 Y / N
2 Exam EX 50% 3hrs Y / N


FEEDBACK
Students will receive feedback on their performance in the following ways

 The students will undertake formative tasks during each tutorial and receive direct feedback from the tutor.  The feedback from the summative assignments will consist of comments on the assignment and assignment cover sheet.

LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE (INCLUDING READING LISTS)

Students will make use of the various specialist Mechanical Engineering Labs for the in order to conduct the various experiments. 
Students will have access to a dedicated VLE site with access to additional resources, websites etc.

An extensive and up to date reading list will be provided at the start of the module.

BROOKS R, HOWE A and KENNEDY A. (2009). An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Part 1. CRC Press.

CLIFFORD, M. (2010). An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Part 2. CRC Press.
ROGERS G. and MAYHEW Y. (1992). Engineering Thermodynamics: Work and Heat Transfer. Longman Scientific.

EASTOP T D and MCCONKEY A. (1993).  Applied Thermodynamics for Engineering Technologists. Addison Wesley Longman.

WHALLEY P B. (1992). Basic Engineering Thermodynamics. Oxford Science Publications

REVISIONS

Date Reason
January 2015 Confirmed in FdEng Integrated Engineering
 
 
		1						1														1		1		1				1		1		0		0																		1																								1		1		1				1				7		4		12				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						S3 Organising work efficiently and effectively in managing engineering resources when completing tasks

Alan Stafford: Unit 32: Obtain Resources for the Implementation of Engineering Activities 303 
Unit 47: Plan Welding Production Resources and Activities 424 
Unit 82: Manage Physical Resources 748 																																								

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Mechanical Engineering 2B
SI MODULE CODE 55-5561-00S, 31-5084-00S (NLC), 55-5561-00N (DC)
CREDITS  20
LEVEL 5
JACS CODE H300
SUBJECT GROUP 
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
MODULE LEADER 

MODULE STUDY HOURS (based on 10 hours per credit)*
Scheduled Learning and Teaching Activities Placement (if applicable) Independent Guided Study Total Number of Study Hours
48  152 200

MODULE AIM

To enable the student to select the technique(s) required to model a particular situation such as: determining the stresses, strains and likely failure mode of engineering components and analysing the fluid flow and heat transfer.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Select the method required to solve a problem.
(ii) Produce a mathematical model of a range of problems in dynamics, solid mechanics and thermo-fluids.
(iii) Estimate how accurate the solution to a problem is.
(iv) Conduct and report upon laboratory experiments associated with module content.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

A. Dynamics

Rigid bodies in general plane motion, principles of work and energy, crank effort diagrams, acceleration of flywheel and geared systems.

Forced damped vibrations, transient and steady state response for systems with one degree of freedom. Response for sinusoidal input, magnification and transmissibility ratio, vibration isolation. Natural transverse vibrations of beams using Rayleigh’s and Dunkerley’s methods. Natural torsional vibrations of two and three rotor systems.

Balancing of reciprocating masses. Single and multi-cylinder engines.



B. Mechanics of Solids

Strain transformation for two-dimensional systems, Mohr’s strain circle. Analysis of strain gauge rosettes.

Shear stress distribution in beams.

Thick cylinders, Lamé equations, stress and deformation, compound cylinders.

Elastic instability of struts, Euler approach, slenderness ratio, eccentric loading, empirical formulae.

Brittle fracture and an introduction to linear elastic fracture mechanics.

Cyclic loading and fatigue.


C. Thermo-fluids

Radiation heat transfer: Emission. Black, grey, and real bodies.  Emissivity, absorptivity, reflectivity. Solar power. Radiation between surfaces, re-radiation. View factors and radiation heat transfer in black body enclosures.

Compressible flow: Ideal gases. Adiabatic polytrophic processes. Mach number and the speed of sound. Subsonic, sonic and supersonic flow of gases. Choked flow.  Isentropic compressible flow in a converging-diverging nozzle. Compressible liquids, bulk modulus, water hammer. Hydroelectric power and surge tanks.

Tribology: boundary elasto-hydrodynamic, and hydrodynamic lubrication. Bearing types and selection: thrust, journal, rolling element.

Alternative energy sources: Combustion of hydrocarbon fuels, Carbon emissions. Nuclear, solar, fuel cells, geo-thermal. Overall efficiency.


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT - STRATEGY AND METHODS

Students will be supported in their learning, to achieve the above outcomes, in the following ways

The module material will be presented in lectures in order to introduce and explain principles and demonstrate their application using a variety of practical examples. During tutorial classes students will have an opportunity to discuss and apply the module content to engineering problems. A programme of laboratory classes will allow the students to compare theoretical results with experimental realities and help to develop the students’ practical skills and technical report writing. The module will be supported by the use of Blackboard VLE.

ASSESSMENT TASK INFORMATION

The coursework will consist of assignments and formal laboratory reports.
The examination will be held at the end of the module and will test the students understanding and use of the topics covered.

Breakdown of assessment:
Coursework: 50%, 
Examination: 50% 

Task No.* Short Description of Task SI Code
EX/CW/PR Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** In-module retrieval available
1 Coursework CW 50% 2000 Y / N
2 Exam EX 50% 3hrs Y / N
FEEDBACK

Students will receive feedback on their performance in the following ways

 The students will undertake formative tasks during each tutorial and receive direct feedback from the tutor.  The feedback from the summative assignments will consist of comments on the assignment and assignment cover sheet.

LEARNING RESOURCES FOR THIS MODULE (INCLUDING READING LISTS)

Students will make use of the various specialist Mechanical Engineering Labs for the in order to conduct the various experiments.

Students will have access to a dedicated VLE site with access to additional resources, websites etc.

An extensive and up to date reading list will be provided at the start of the module.

BROOKS, R., HOWE A. and KENNED A. (2009). An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Part 1. CRC Press.

CLIFFORD, M. (2010). An Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Part 2. CRC Press.

EASTOP, T. D. and MCCONKEY, A. (1993).  Applied Thermodynamics for Engineering Technologists. Addison Wesley Longman.

LEE H-H. (2014). Mechanics of Materials Labs with Solidworks Simulation 2014. SDC Publications.

ROGERS, G., and MAYHEW Y. (1992). Engineering Thermodynamics: Work and Heat Transfer. Longman Scientific.

WHALLEY, P B., (1992). Basic Engineering Thermodynamics. Oxford Science Publications


REVISIONS

Date Reason
January 2015 Confirmed in FdEng Integrated Engineering
 



		1																		1		1						1		1																																														1				1								5		2		7				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						Producing components using hand fitting techniques and producing mechanical assemblies

Alan Stafford: Unit 115: Producing Components Using Hand Fitting Techniques 933 
Unit 116: Producing Mechanical Assemblies 946 

Unit 120: Producing Aircraft Detail Assemblies 991 
Unit 132: Producing Sheet Metal Components and Assemblies 1133 
Unit 133: Producing Platework Components and Assemblies 1145 
Unit 156: Producing Composite Assemblies 1430 

Unit 180: Assembling Structural Sub Assemblies to Produce a Public Service Vehicle 1682 
Unit 181: Fitting Sub Assemblies and Components to Public Service Vehicles 1691 
														1		1										1				1																																																												1				4		1		5				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						Producing Electrical or Electronic Drawings or CAD Models using a CAD system

Alan Stafford: Unit 114: Producing Mechanical Engineering Drawings Using a CAD System 923

Unit 142: Producing Electrical or Electronic Engineering Drawings Using a CAD System 1244

Unit 171: Producing CAD Models/Drawings Using a CAD System 1581 
																																												

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

The aim of this module is to develop an understanding of the principles of lean operations, the characteristics of lean enterprises, and to investigate process improvement in a variety of industrial sectors.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Select, explain and apply lean principles and techniques to streamline a selected business.
(ii) Demonstrate a working knowledge of tools and techniques used to create lean enterprises
(iii) Understand the benefits of the application of a package of business improvement tools e.g. 6 sigma.
(iv) Review recent developments in lean thinking, best practices and case studies

		1																						1																														1																														1		1				2		2		5				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						Preparing and using lathes, milling and other general or specialist high tech equipment

Alan Stafford: Unit 121: Preparing and Using Lathes for Turning Operations 999 
Unit 122: Preparing and Using Milling Machines 1011 
Unit 123: Preparing and Using Grinding Machines 1023 
Unit 124: Preparing and Proving CNC Machine Tool Programs 1036 
Unit 125: Preparing and Using CNC Turning Machines 1047 
Unit 126: Preparing and Using CNC Milling Machines 1061 
Unit 127: Preparing and Using CNC Machining Centres 1074 
Unit 128: Preparing and Using Industrial Robots 1089 

Unit 135: Preparing and Proving CNC Fabrication Machine Tool Programs 1164 
Unit 136: Preparing and Using CNC Fabrication Machinery 1174 
Unit 137: Preparing and Using Manual Metal Arc Welding Equipment 1185 
Unit 138: Preparing and Using Manual TIG or Plasma-Arc Welding Equipment 1197 
Unit 139: Preparing and Using Semi-Automatic MIG, MAG and Flux Cored Arc Welding Equipment 1209 
Unit 140: Preparing and Using Manual Oxy/Fuel Gas Welding Equipment 1221 
Unit 141: Preparing and Using Manual Flame Brazing and Braze Welding Equipment 1233 
																																														

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To provide an opportunity to apply and integrate knowledge and understanding of production and operations management of products and/or processes within an organisation. By the end of the module the student will be able to appreciate the range of resources that need to be managed within organisations, be familiar with the key resources that are at the forefront of resources management within most organisation, have an awareness of alternative techniques, tools, and practices within the production management subject area and appreciate the sustainability and environmental issues in materials resource management.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Critically analyse, apply where appropriately, evaluate and identify, the relevance of your technical work practices within the context of current theories and principles.
(ii) Describe and explain the principal approaches to organisational layout and location of new or relocation of facilities.
(iii) Select and use appropriate techniques and software for planning and scheduling.
(iv) Compare and contrast different techniques and approaches used to optimise resources.

		1														1																																																												1				2		1		3				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						Applying mechanical, electrical and electronic devices and equipment						1						1																						1		1																				1		1																																				4		0		6				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						S4 Using computer software packages to assist with engineering activities

Alan Stafford: Unit 173: Using Computer Software Packages to Assist with Engineering Activities 1605
						1				1																1		1																												1		1																								1		1				1		1				4		4		10				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						Producing and managing engineering project plans

Alan Stafford: Unit 172: Producing Engineering Project Plans 1594 
																																																														

Alan Stafford: Course Leader SHU = David Clegg

Course Leader Dery/NL = Steve Magowan
		1						1												1																																																																1				3		1		4				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

		Development phase                             The development phase will focus on applying the apprentice's on-job vocational competence supported by further guided learning, enabling them to eventually work effectively without the need for close supervision. The competencies gained are sufficiently transferable by the end of this development phase for someone to adapt quickly to function effectively after minimal instruction on new equipment / environments or revised working practices, whilst completing an Engineering Degree. There will be a robust synoptic employer endorsement as part of the final assessment of this phase to ensure that the apprentice has demonstrated full competence against the knowledge, skills and behaviours in this standard. The employer will sign off that the apprentice is ‘job ready’ as a competent Professional Design and Development Engineer.		Development Phase: Professional/General Engineering Skills		During the development stage they would hone and deepen their general engineering skills in there specialist areas and also may undergo placements in relevant supportive functions to provide breadth of experience. With all of these skills, they will be using a well-planned logical and systematic approach. On successful completion of the above, the apprentice will then progress to develop their skills in:						Development Phase: Professional/General Engineering Skills

						S5 Project Management in undertaking engineering activities

Alan Stafford: Wording different in the EPA:

S5 Carry out Project Management activities
																																																								

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

This module aims to develop an understanding of the programmable logic controller (PLC), concepts and their applications in engineering; develop an understanding of design programmable logic controller characteristics, the internal architecture of programmable logic control systems and an understanding of signals and communication protocols which are used in programmable logic control systems to further develop learners programming skills and techniques. 


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

i. Describe the operational characteristics of programmable logic controller systems and evaluate the communication techniques.

ii. Apply programmable logic programming techniques to produce programmes for use a programmable logic devices.

iii. Use specialist software development tools to produce programmes for programmable logic devices 

iv. Implement and test documented programmes for an application, given in an initial specification.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Characteristics and design of PLC along with associated devices :- Input and output devices, Communication links, Internal PLC architecture: 

PLC Communication and information techniques:- Forms of signal: Digital resolution and relationships: Protocols: Networking methods and standards ( including introduction to SCADA ): Logic functions: 

Programming techniques 
Methods of programming: Producing and storing text: Designing implementing Testing and debugging programmes: 

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To enable the student to understand the basic laws governing the transmission and control of power by a fluid, the function of the more common power hydraulic components, understand the required properties of fluids for power hydraulic systems while minimising power wastage and designing hydraulic systems which are reliable, safe and efficient to operate.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Interpret hydraulic circuit diagrams.
(ii) Explain the machine cycle expected from a hydraulic circuit.
(iii) Draw simple hydraulic circuit diagrams using standard symbols and circuit notation.
(iv) Design simple hydraulic circuits and systems from given specifications.
(v) Diagnose, identify and rectify faults in hydraulic systems.
(vi) Use computer software packages to draw and simulate hydraulic and pneumatic circuits.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

• Principles, symbols, nomenclature of hydraulic systems.
• Actuators, linear and rotary.
• Pressure and directional control valves.
• Standard application circuits for linear and rotary actuators.
• Flow demand.
• Pump philosophy and power calculations.
• Selection and conditioning of fluids.
• Design of systems.

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

This module aims to provide the students with a basic understanding of the properties, selection process, processing and use of materials.  It attempts to facilitate integration with other modules such as Engineering Design and Manufacturing processes. 


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

• Select suitable materials and processing for a specified product
• Identify relationships between manufacturing processes and materials behaviour
• Diagnose causes of failure of materials.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Selection of Suitable materials:  Selection criteria, Categorise materials, Test the properties of materials, Sources of information:

Material Relationships and processes: Manufacturing processes: Composition/structure relationships: Structure/property relationships: 

Materials and processing Functional analysis in terms of materials, materials processing: Processing limitations 

Material failure Causes of failure: Service life: Estimation Improving: 

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Control and Instrumentation
MODULE CODE 16-5157-00L
LEVEL 5
CREDITS  20
ECTS CREDITS VALUE 10
FACULTY Arts, Computing, Engineering and Sciences
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP Electrical, Electronic and Control Engineering
MODULE LEADER T Breikin
DATE OF APPROVAL 3rd December 2015

MODULE AIM

The module aim is to give students an overview of several areas of linear control theory, some of which will be taken to further depth in the associated Level 6 module and to introduce the students to the use of a modern CACSD environment (typically Matlab, Simulink and Matlab’s control systems toolbox) for control systems design and analysis.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
 By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to:
1 Understand mathematical models of dynamic systems, determine their responses, draw, manipulate and reduce block diagrams of systems and assess the stability of linear single-input-single-output feedback systems.
2 Determine simple system models from plant tests and convert between model forms, design and test simple compensators and three-term (PID) controllers for single-loop systems. 
3 Understand the requirements of instrumentation systems for use in control schemes.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

The content to be delivered is following:
System ideas and modelling – differential equations, Laplace transfer functions, block diagrams.
System responses – time and frequency responses from Laplace transfer functions. 
System stability – characteristic polynomials, poles, Routh criterion.
System identification – Step- and frequency-response testing, and obtaining relatively simple system models from the results.
Closed-loop feedback control systems - closed-loop system stability, Nyquist criterion, stability margins.
Root locus – root locus plots drawing and use of such plots in controller design.
Frequency response methods – Bode plot, polar plots, s-plane plots and compensator design. 
PID controllers – design and analysis. 
Instrumentation systems – design of analogue and digital instrumentation systems, common transducers and signal processing. 
Simulation studies – the advanced use of high-level design and simulation using packages such as MATLAB and SIMULINK. 
Optional topics – Introduction to Fuzzy logic control, state-space models, and discrete-time models.

LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS

The module materials are delivered by traditional lectures (usually using data projection for examples and simulation studies) supported, as appropriate, by tutorials, and laboratory sessions. The module Blackboard site on the intranet will provide the recommended module texts and teaching materials in electronic form.

Lectures are interactive in the sense that questions and dialogue are encouraged. Guided reading around the lecture topics will sometimes be necessary if there is insufficient lecture time to cover all the material. Sometimes, the guided reading may be linked to assignments.

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION

The coursework component of assessment is typically by control system analysis and design exercises, which are paper-based, but assisted by CACSD software such as MATLAB and SIMULINK. Typically, several subtasks will contribute the coursework mark for the module. It is envisaged that some independent study may be required from students to complete some of the coursework.

Whereas the coursework allows time for students to reflect upon their learning and undertake self-study to further their learning, the examination provides the opportunity for students to carry out independent work on the principles and concepts of the subject under time-constrained conditions. The examination is an unseen paper.

ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^
Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 Coursework 20% 2000 words or equivalent Y N N
2 Exam 80% 3 hours N N Y

				

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

The student will gain confidence and competence in the design and implementation of analogue and digital electronic circuits and explore the relationship and application of analogue and digital circuit design as a supporting and enabling technology for other disciplines.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

 A student should be able to:-
(i) Analyse common electronic circuits and clearly describe their behaviour using standard electronic engineering terminology and presentation methods.
(ii) Carry out appropriate design projects using discrete components and small-scale integrated circuits to given specifications.
(iii) Demonstrate an ability to use Computer Aided Design and Analysis techniques to predict analogue circuit performance, for comparison with practical results.
(iv) Test analogue and digital electronic designs to ensure general compliance with specification.

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

The module aim is to enable students to acquire advanced analytical and mathematical knowledge, skills and concepts, to give students an overview of several areas of linear control theory, and to introduce the students to the use of a modern CACSD environment (typically MATLAB, Simulink and MATLAB’s control systems toolbox) for control systems design and analysis.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Apply analytical and mathematical approaches to solve problems in analytical and mechanical engineering contexts.
2 Understand how mathematical models of dynamic systems are developed; determine system responses; draw, manipulate and reduce block diagrams of systems, and assess the stability of linear single-input-single-output feedback systems.
3 Determine simple system models from plant tests and convert between model forms, design and test simple compensators and three-term (PID) controllers for single-loop systems.

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

Students will be introduced to the various types of Electrical Machines including the principles of electromagnetic applications, controls and drives and the concept of high-efficiency electrical drives.


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Understand basic principles of electromechanical conversions.
(ii) Identify various types of AC, DC and Permanent Magnet machines, and to describe their operations.
(iii) Demonstrate familiarity with industrial standards for classifications of various electrical motors and select appropriate types of motors for typical industrial applications.
(iv) Identify a range of power electronics drive circuit and drive topology.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Principles of Electromagnetic Applications:
Introduction to the principle of magnetic induction and electrical torque and force production. Magnetic materials and their major characteristics. Electrical and magnetic losses. 

DC Machines
Principles of operation, classifications and characteristics. Equivalent circuits. Speed control and drives. Permanent Magnet machines.

AC machines 
Principles of operation, classifications and characteristics of induction motors. Equivalent circuits of induction motors. Speed control drives for induction motors.

Power Electronics and Electrical Drives
Introduction to controlled and uncontrolled single phase, and  three phase rectifier
circuits. Introduction to dc to dc converter circuits. 
Introduction to the elements of electrical drives. Various control and Drive topology. 

Matrices
Application of matrices for current and voltage analysis. 

												

Alan Stafford: Course Leader = Holly Castleton

SHU Web Page:

https://www.shu.ac.uk/study-here/find-a-course/beng-honours-beng-honours-manufacturing-engineering-top-up-parttime
		

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To develop an understanding of the role of and create embedded computer systems. Skills in computer programming, software development, testing and debugging will be developed as will the student's understanding of the relationship between hardware and software in a computer engineering environment. Additionally the student will develop an understanding of some standard interfaces used in embedded computer based systems.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Describe the characteristics of a typical microprocessor in terms of I/O facilities, interrupts, timer/counters and other common on-chip peripherals.
(ii) Interface a microcontroller with simple peripheral devices such as switches, key pads, displays and actuators.
(iii) Make use of software development tools in the design, development and testing of embedded systems.
(iv) Design, implement, test and document simple systems from initial specification through to validation.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Basic microcontrollers./microprocessors
Standard peripherals - memory types, timer/counters, parallel i/o, serial i/o.
Use of high level language in a embedded computer environment - data types, functions & program control structures. 
Peripheral devices: push buttons/switches, key pads, LEDs, LCD, AtoD, 
Serial I/O:
Real time: timers/counters, interrupts. 
Test equipment: simulators and target debug monitor.

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

This module aims to develop an understanding of the programmable logic controller (PLC), concepts and their applications in engineering; develop an understanding of design programmable logic controller characteristics, the internal architecture of programmable logic control systems and an understanding of signals and communication protocols which are used in programmable logic control systems to further develop learners programming skills and techniques. 


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

i. Describe the operational characteristics of programmable logic controller systems and evaluate the communication techniques.

ii. Apply programmable logic programming techniques to produce programmes for use a programmable logic devices.

iii. Use specialist software development tools to produce programmes for programmable logic devices 

iv. Implement and test documented programmes for an application, given in an initial specification.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Characteristics and design of PLC along with associated devices :- Input and output devices, Communication links, Internal PLC architecture: 

PLC Communication and information techniques:- Forms of signal: Digital resolution and relationships: Protocols: Networking methods and standards ( including introduction to SCADA ): Logic functions: 

Programming techniques 
Methods of programming: Producing and storing text: Designing implementing Testing and debugging programmes: 

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

To enable the student to understand the basic laws governing the transmission and control of power by a fluid, the function of the more common power hydraulic components, understand the required properties of fluids for power hydraulic systems while minimising power wastage and designing hydraulic systems which are reliable, safe and efficient to operate.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

(i) Interpret hydraulic circuit diagrams.
(ii) Explain the machine cycle expected from a hydraulic circuit.
(iii) Draw simple hydraulic circuit diagrams using standard symbols and circuit notation.
(iv) Design simple hydraulic circuits and systems from given specifications.
(v) Diagnose, identify and rectify faults in hydraulic systems.
(vi) Use computer software packages to draw and simulate hydraulic and pneumatic circuits.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

• Principles, symbols, nomenclature of hydraulic systems.
• Actuators, linear and rotary.
• Pressure and directional control valves.
• Standard application circuits for linear and rotary actuators.
• Flow demand.
• Pump philosophy and power calculations.
• Selection and conditioning of fluids.
• Design of systems.

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE AIM

This module aims to provide the students with a basic understanding of the properties, selection process, processing and use of materials.  It attempts to facilitate integration with other modules such as Engineering Design and Manufacturing processes. 


MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
By engaging successfully with this module a student will be able to

• Select suitable materials and processing for a specified product
• Identify relationships between manufacturing processes and materials behaviour
• Diagnose causes of failure of materials.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Selection of Suitable materials:  Selection criteria, Categorise materials, Test the properties of materials, Sources of information:

Material Relationships and processes: Manufacturing processes: Composition/structure relationships: Structure/property relationships: 

Materials and processing Functional analysis in terms of materials, materials processing: Processing limitations 

Material failure Causes of failure: Service life: Estimation Improving: 

				

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Further Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics
MODULE CODE 55-6668
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  20
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMD
MODULE LEADER Qinling Li
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

The module aims to consolidate previous knowledge gained and develop a deeper appreciation of the importance of fluid and thermal systems in industry.  

In addition, students will be instructed in the field of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).  During the course
of the module, students will develop and understanding of the methodology of the finite difference/finite 
volume (FD/FV) methods and their application to fluid flow and heat transfer problems.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Critically design and evaluate thermo fluid systems and devices/equipment in an industrial context.
2 Demonstrate an ability to build and solve CFD models to simulate flow and heat transfer 
problems using modern CFD software and develop the critical skills necessary to respond
to and audit simulations produced by CFD for complex flow problems.
3 Understand the relevance and importance of thermal-fluid systems and energy efficiency 
in an industrial context

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Thermal & Fluid Equipment/Devices 
● Practical heat exchanger applications and heat exchanger design & rating
● Turbomachinery, classification, dimensional analysis, performance laws
             Performance characteristics for low speed machine, cavitation
             Two-dimensional cascade (compressor & turbine), geometries, forces 
             Axial-Flow Turbine: mean-line analysis & design, velocity triangle, power, torque, design and
             off-design energy losses, efficiency, rotors/stators, multistage
              Axial-flow compressor and ducted fans
              Centrifugal pumps, fans and compressors
● Thermal Systems: Regenerative cycle, efficiency with two-stage compression, combined cycles,
              sustainability, energy saving and recovery 
Introduction to CFD
● Analytical solution/Experiment/CFD approaches.
● Different CFD methods, advantages/disadvantages.
● Mass, momentum, and energy transport mechanisms. Conservation of mass, momentum,
             and energy.  Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations. Convective, viscous and source terms.
● Control volume, Finite Difference/Volume Methods (FD/VM), finite  approximation of 
              surface/volume Integrals, interpolation practices, SIMPLE.
● Geometry/ Mesh/boundary condition: Structured and unstructured, cell types, refinement, 
             coarsening. Boundary conditions. Inlet, outlet, wall, symmetry. 2D and axisymmetric 
             approximation.
● Modelling approach: Laminar and turbulent flows. Reynolds-Averaging, turbulence models. 
● Accuracy and cost: Convergence and residuals, solution monitoring and adaptation.
● Post-processing: vector, contour, and path line plots, area-weighted averages, flux balances.
Measurement Techniques in Thermo/fluids 
       LDV, PIV, Hot-wire  

LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS

The course will be delivered using a mixture of formal lectures, seminars, laboratories and 
computer work, supported by the Blackboard VLE. Teaching will be delivered in a block format,
with each block focusing on a specific topic related to application. Invited talk or guest lecture will
be built in this module.  

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION 

The module will be assessed by a mix of coursework and exam.  Coursework will consist of a single
group portfolio describing a detailed design exercise.  An examination covering the theory delivered in
keynote lectures will be scheduled for the academic year end.

ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^

Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 Portfolio 50 3000 N N N
2 Exam 50 2hours N N Y



		

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Structural Mechanics and Finite Element Analysis
MODULE CODE 16-6027
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  20
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMD
MODULE LEADER M.N.Islam
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

This module is designed to provide students with the necessary expertise to obtain valid solutions problems requiring the use of advanced stress analysis techniques, and make realistic estimate of failure loads and expected service life of structural components subjected to variable loads and/or creep. The other part of the module deals with the introduction of basic philosophy, mathematical modelling techniques and their application to analyse the response characteristics of solids and structures.
 
Furthermore, students will be given an opportunity to gain hands on experience in using modern top level industry standard finite element software to simulate and analyse engineering problems, interpret and present results.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Solve advanced stress analysis problems using suitable mathematical models; estimate the life of engineering components subjected to variable loads and/or creep, and judge the reliability of the results.
2 Demonstrate a basic understanding of Fracture Mechanics and the evaluation of strength of structural components containing defects/cracks
3 Recognise, formulate and analyse engineering problems using the finite element method and critically compare the results with those obtained independently so as to develop confidence in the method, and Identify/select information and data required for an engineering analysis and evaluate, interpret and present results from theoretical/simulated analysis using top level industry standard finite element computer software.


INDICATIVE CONTENT

Structural Mechanics
 
Variation of stress and strain: Strain-displacement relationships, equilibrium and compatibility, statically determinate/indeterminate problems.
 
Bending of initially curved members: Limitations of simple bending theory, curved beam theory and its applications.
 

Strains beyond elastic limit: Plasticity concepts, elastic-plastic bending and torsion, collapse of structures, residual stresses.  Plasticity in pressurised thick-walled cylinders and in rotating discs, collapse.  
 
Fracture Mechanics: Linear-elastic fracture mechanics, strain energy release rate, stress intensity factor and fracture toughness, experimental methods.
 
Fatigue of engineering materials: Fatigue mechanism, approaches to fatigue failure analysis and designing against fatigue, mean stress, stress concentration. Life estimation: stress-life and strain-life methods, cumulative damage, fracture mechanics approach.
 
Creep of engineering materials: Stress-strain-time-temperature relationships, creep behaviour and life estimation, stress relaxation and its manifestations.
 
Finite Element Analysis
 
Introduction, basic concepts, physical explanations and mathematical background,
assembly procedure, convergence study.
 
Strain-displacement relationship in small strain, finite element formulation of
mathematical models, introductory concepts in general statement of equation of
equilibrium based on virtual work-energy principle, interpolation function and
finite element discretization.
 
Finite element formulation of Truss and Beam elements.
 
Finite element characteristics of more complex higher order elements: Plate
bending and general Shell elements.
 
Concept of Iso-parametric formulation, transformation/mapping.
 
Gaussian Quadrature : Full, Reduced and Selective integration.
 
Solution procedure of the finite element system equations.
 
Practical considerations, selecting appropriate software, various factors affecting
simulation procedure.


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS

Students will be supported in their learning, to achieve the above outcomes, in the following ways:
 
Lectures/tutorials will be used to introduce and explain the principles and to demonstrate their applications through the use of suitable examples. The computer/lab workshop sessions will include the use of top level industry standard finite element software for modelling, simulation and analysis of various practical engineering problems. The entire module notes will be posted in the blackboard VLE. Further directed study will be supported by printed notes and guided readings.
 
The module will be assessed by a combination of coursework and an end of semester examination.
 
The coursework part of the finite element component will be assessed by a computer based simulation
assignment and that of the structural integrity component will be assessed by an analytical written assignment.
 

Breakdown of assessment:
 
CW Assignments: 40% of module mark (Indicative only: FEA 25% + St. Mech. 15%)
 
Examination: 60% of module marks (Indicative only: FEA 25% + St. Mech. 35%).
 
For a pass (40%+) in the examination, students will be expected to demonstrate reasonably clear understanding of the fundamental principles outlined in the module contents and their applications to solve engineering problems using finite element method and analyse and solve problems which deal with effects of variable loads on structural components .

For a good pass (60%+) students will be expected to demonstrate ability to formulate finite element models and apply them to solve solid mechanics problems, compare and interpret the results obtained from independent sources and make appropriate judgements about the level of accuracy, to obtain valid analytical solutions to complex problems involving structural components under variable loads and deduce expected service life.
 
For a pass (40%+) in finite element CW, the students are expected to demonstrate reasonable competency in developing finite element models of engineering problems using industry standard softwares, carryout mesh convergence study and obtain results of acceptable accuracy, and in structural integrity CW, the students are expected to select an appropriate methodology to analytically solve the problem and compare and contrast the results from other sources ( possibly from experiments ). For both components, individual reports are to be written up and submitted.
 
For a good pass (60%+), the above competency should also include meaningful interpretation of results, evaluation of accuracy in comparison with results from alternative methodologies, draw appropriate conclusions and prepare written reports of professional standard.
 

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION

The coursework part of the finite element component will be assessed by a computer based simulation
assignment and that of the structural integrity component will be assessed by an analytical written assignment.
 
Breakdown of assessment:
 
CW Assignments: 40% of module mark (Indicative only: FEA 25% + St. Mech. 15%)
 
Examination: 60% of module marks (Indicative only: FEA 25% + St. Mech. 35%).


ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^

Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 CW: Assignments 40% 2000 words or equivalent Y N N
2 EX: Examination 60% 2 Hours N N Y


		

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Design Evaluation Methodology
MODULE CODE 55-6667
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  20
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP Mechanical, Materials and Design
MODULE LEADER Ian Tranter
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

The module equips students to tackle the design of complex engineering products using structured approaches to define creative, sustainable and efficient solutions. It introduces a range of ‘Design for X’ tools and encourages students to critically reflect on and take account of sustainability, ethical, human and economic factors in engineering product and system design.

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Select, apply and critically evaluate structured techniques to the specification, concept development and detailed design phases of the engineering design process.
2 Identify, use and critique appropriate analytical, empirical and simulation approaches to confirm
functionality and integrity of conceptual solutions.
3 Take account of sustainability, ethical, international standards and codes and economic factors in engineering product and system design.


INDICATIVE CONTENT
Design Approaches: Concurrent Engineering, Research and Specifications, Conceptual Design, Inclusive and user centred design, Creative Tactics, Design for X.
 
Conceptual design tools: Function Analysis, Concept Evaluation, Morphology, QFD, FMEA, Synectics, Buzz sessions,TRIZ.
 
Detailed design tools: FMEA, DFMA, tolerance management, 

Prototyping, Evaluation and Optimisation Tools, including parametric design, analytical tools, RP.

Sustainability, ethical and economic factors including DFE, Life Cycle Analysis

Design process management and design lifecycle management, Project planning, Team working.
 
The above techniques will be applied in the context of engineering design projects.


LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS
Students will learn primarily through the completion of a number of design projects.
 
Keynote lectures will introduce industrially relevant design issues, sources of data, design methods and approaches to analysis. 
 
Tutorials will offer the opportunity to explore the design approaches and tools in greater detail with tutor support. In order to approximate the engineering design in industry, students will work in teams in order to plan, manage and execute design problems, though individual contribution to the outcomes will be identified. Design problems will be multi-faceted, industrially relevant and challenging. 

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION

There are two design projects, carried out in teams (as is industrially relevant) each with significant identified individual components. These allow practice in the selection and application of design management and tools at conceptual and detailed design stages.

ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^

Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 Conceptual Design project 45 2000 N N N
2 Detailed Design project 55 2500 N N Y

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR

TITLE Systems Engineering
MODULE CODE 55-6666
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  20
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP TBC
MODULE LEADER TBC
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

This module develops a structured approach to solving complex engineering problems, including the tools and techniques used by engineering teams within the design of highly complex systems.  This approach is relevant to a wide range of sectors such as aerospace, food, rail, automotive and business systems. 

MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES

LO Learning Outcome
1 Apply a systems approach to problem structuring and problem solving, and hence analyse systems and their dynamic behaviour.
2 Design, implement and critically evaluate a range of systems models, methods and methodologies
3 Select and apply the appropriate analytical tool, and make sound engineering judgements as part of a multi-disciplinary team.

INDICATIVE CONTENT

Systems and systems thinking
The first part of the module is connected with the theory (tools, techniques and methods) of Systems Engineering:
Framework of systems science: the systems approach, introduction to systems concepts and theory.  
Systems methodologies: Hard Systems Method, and Soft Systems Methodology.
Systems modelling: Physical analogues, analytic equations, state machines, block diagrams, functional flow diagrams, object-oriented models, computer simulations and mental models
Graphical representations: Functional flow block diagram (FFBD), Data Flow Diagram (DFD), N2 Chart, IDEF0 Diagram, case diagram, Sequence diagram, Block diagram, Signal-flow graph, USL Function Maps and Type Maps.
Systems behaviour: open loop and closed loop decision models.  

SIMILAR Process
The second part of the module explores the whole area of product lifecycle management via a case study relevant to an aerospace or automotive system:
State the Problem
System requirement analysis and system specification
Investigate Alternatives
Performance, schedule, cost and risk figures of merit
Model the System
System architecture design, system detail design and development, unit and system test, evaluation and validation.  PERT charts and sensitivity analysis
Integrate
Systems integration, individual vs interconnected subsystems, natural boundaries and interface design 
Launch
Implement model in Matlab/Simulink, detail design and tests at relevant levels
Assess
System modelling for decision making and economic evaluation, design for X ( e.g. reliability, maintainability, usability, logistics, supportability, producibility, disposability, sustainability and affordability over whole lifecycle).  Figures of merit and technical performance measures
Re-evaluate
Re-evaluate function within feedback loops. System engineering management issues.

LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS

The course will be delivered using a mixture of formal lectures, seminars, and practical work at the computer, supported by the Blackboard VLE. The first part of the module develops the underpinning theory of systems engineering, and will be assessed by examination.  The second part of the module is delivered via problem based learning, where students will be guided through a relevant case study, applying appropriate analytical tools and techniques. 
Invited talks or guest lectures will be built into this module where possible, and case studies which form the basis of group work will be drawn from industry..

ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION

2 hour exam in January and a groupwork assignment in semester 2.  Both tasks are equally weighted.

ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)

Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^

Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 Exam 50% 2 hrs N N N
2 Coursework 50% 3000 words or equivalent N N Y

		

Alan Stafford: MODULE DESCRIPTOR
  
TITLE Project and Project Management (MMD)
MODULE CODE 55-6759
LEVEL 6
CREDITS  40
FACULTY ACES
DEPARTMENT Engineering and Mathematics
SUBJECT GROUP MMDE
MODULE LEADER Thanuja Goonetilleke
DATE OF APPROVAL November 2015

MODULE AIM

This module aims to develop understanding of professional engineering project planning and management methodologies and provides an opportunity to apply these skills through working independently on a research and development project to solve an engineering problem.  The former aim will be developed and demonstrated through a formal learning strategy and the latter through independent work whereby students will develop and demonstrate self-management, an aptitude for applying knowledge gained throughout their course of study to address a problem.
 
 MODULE LEARNING OUTCOMES
 
LO Learning Outcome
1 Demonstrate the ability to critically analysis and evaluate project proposals, identify the appropriate project, project management and planning methodologies to be applied and develop an appropriate project plan for execution.
2 Demonstrate, through application, continuous recording and dissemination, the ability to innovatively solve an engineering problem. Demonstrate the ability to research, develop, deliver and reflect upon a project that broadens the current knowledge base. Demonstrate initiative and the ability to work independently. 
3 Demonstrate the use of sound and effective methodologies to qualitatively and quantitatively assess a solution to an engineering problem. Demonstrate the ability to critically analyse data and to evaluate and discuss project results in the context of a solution to an engineering problem, placing the project within the wider social, industrial, economic and environmental contexts.
 
INDICATIVE CONTENT
 
The content will address the theory and context of project, management and planning methodologies, discussing when it is appropriate to adopt each approach. Issues that need to be addressed to ensure successful project delivery, such as scheduling, risk management, procurement, implementation, research ethics (terms research repeatability, statistical analysis results parity, consistency, etc), test and quality strategies, team management, organisation management, health & safety, and project closure will also be included. 
 
Students will be provided guidance on managing, researching and developing an engineering project.  There will be a clear outline of the requirements of the project including the aims and objectives, the project specification, risk assessment, working with industrial collaborators, literature search and referencing, interim reporting, report writing and oral presentation.


 
LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT STRATEGY AND METHODS
 
Project Management Semester 1
Project, project management and planning methods theory will be taught through a series of lectures, and tutorials in semester 1.  
 
Individual Project Semester 1 and 2
Students will be encouraged to reflect on their previous levels of learning to identify their engineering skills, strengths and interests in order to identify a suitable engineering problem to be researched and developed into a solution.
 
Semester 1 regular timetabled lecture/tutorial classes are provided to develop students' learning, understanding and preparatory skills necessary to undertake a 7 month research and development project. This taught part of the module will be concerned with defining what is a suitable engineering project idea, project methodology, risk assessment and analysis, how to mitigate the risk, plan and manage a project, analysis and evaluate the current literature and standards to support the project and define project aims and objectives and project plan.  The teaching will also provide learning support and guidance on the project communication, dissemination and recording of the project idea, approach, results and conclusions.  Students will be required to maintain a log book throughout the project.
 
Health & safety issues are outlined in the project guidelines document issued to all students on the module. Students are briefed on health and safety issues. All students are required to complete a risk assessment on their project and cannot proceeding with the project until a safe health and assessment risk assessment has been achieved. Equally project ethics is required to be evaluated and assessed to ensure the project and project methodology adhere to the University research project ethics guidelines.  Both these assessments will form part of the detailed project proposal and scoping literature research of the idea and proposed solution required to be completed mid semester 1.   

Students will also need to demonstrate project progress prior to the start of semester 2 to their supervisor and their peers.  Project progress can be defined as clear progress from the project proposal, and should include a more detailed literature review of the problem. For example, progress could include: demonstration of research into project methodology, justification and implementation of an appropriate project method, and initial project results.  

Finally students will be required to demonstrate the ability to record and disseminate the project idea, approach, results, analysis and conclusions drawn from analysis and results.  Students must also demonstrate the ability to reflect upon the project outcomes and their personal development. 
 
Each student will receive project supervision by an academic staff throughout semester 1 and 2. The project supervisor will provide support and will regularly evaluate, feedback on and sign the student project log book. 

In the case of industry-sponsored projects, the academic supervisor will liaise with and support the industrial collaborator, the industrial collaborator will provide project support to the student and will regularly evaluate, feedback on and sign the student project logbook in addition to the academic supervisor. This is to ensure the individual work of the student is correctly identified and assessed to be of an appropriate level of complexity for a level 6 project. 
 
ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION
 
Task 1: Written phase test

Task 2: Individual Project dissemination of the project progress and suggested solutions to your supervisor and your peers in poster format

Task 3: Individual Project dissemination including project aims, objectives, comprehensive literature review of the idea and solution, and recording of the final project results and reflections (project and personal development)


  
ASSESSMENT PATTERN - TASK INFORMATION (STANDARD ASSESSMENT MODEL)
 
Task No.* Description of Assessment Task Task Weighting % Word Count or Exam Duration** Sub-tasks
Y/N+ IMR^
 
Y/N Final Task
Y/N
1 CW 25 2000 words N Y N
2 Dissemination and recording of project progress and suggested solutions  15 Equivalent of 2000 words
max
 N Y N
3 Dissemination and recording of Project Progress, Final Results and Reflection (Project and Personal Development) 60 10000 words

 Y N Y

		1												1																																																																1				2		1		3				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						S6 Establishing design briefs, presenting and discussing technical proposals														1																																																																								1				1				1		2		3				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						S7 Managing and controlling product design change																												1		1																																																								1								2		1		3				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						S8 Supporting team feasibility design reviews.																														1																																																								1								1		1		2				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

						S9 Demonstrating technical and commercial management in planning and managing tasks & resources														1												1																																																												1				1				2		2		4				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Occupational Behaviours: Modern high value engineering organisations require their apprentices to have a set of occupational behaviours that will ensure success both in their current and future roles and in meeting the overall company objectives. These required behaviours include;						Contribution of academic modules to Occupational Behaviours (Foundation & Development Phases) 		Occupational Behaviours (Foundation & development Phases)

				Safety mind-set:		This occupation sits within an industry with a high level of safety critical activities. There has to be strict compliance and a disciplined and responsible approach to manage, mitigate and avoid risk.														1												1		1						1		1		0		0																1		1		1		1																				1		1		1		1		1				5		5		14				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Strong work ethic:		Positive attitude, motivated by engineering; dependable, ethical, responsible and reliable.						1		1		1		1		1		1										1		1		1				1		1		0		0																1		1		1		1																				1

Alan Stafford: Group assessment
		1		1		1

Alan Stafford: Group assessment
		1				11		5		20				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Logical approach:		Able to structure a plan and develop activities following a logical thought process, but also able to quickly “think on feet” when working through them.														1												1		1		1				1		1		0		0																1		1		1		1																												1				6		1		11				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Problem solving orientation:		Identifies issues quickly, enjoys solving complex problems and applies appropriate solutions. Has a strong desire to push to ensure the true root cause of any problem is found and a solution identified which prevents further recurrence.						1		1		1		1		1		1										1		1		1				1		1		0		0																1		1		1		1																				1		1		1		1		1				11		5		20				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Quality focus:		Follows rules, procedures and principles in ensuring work completed is fit for purpose and pays attention to detail / error checks throughout activities.														1												1		1						1		1																				1		1		1		1																						1						1				5		2		11				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Personal responsibility and resilience:		Motivated to succeed accountable and persistent to complete task.						1		1		1		1		1		1										1		1		1				1		1		0		0																1		1		1		1																				1		1		1		1		1				11		5		20				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Clear communicator:		Use a variety of appropriate communication methods to give/receive information accurately,
and in a timely and positive manner.														1												1		1																																																						1								1				3		2		5				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Team player:		Not only plays own part but able to work and communicate clearly and effectively within a team and
interacts/ helps others when required. In doing so applies these skills in a respectful professional manner.																														1																																																				1		1		1		1						1		4		5				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Applies Lean Manufacturing Principles:		Continuous improvement in driving effectiveness and efficiency																												1																																																										1				1				1		2		3				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Adaptability:		Able to adjust to different conditions, technologies, situations and environments.						1		1		1		1		1		1										1		1		1				1		1		0		0																1		1				1																				1		1		1		1		1				11		5		19				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Self-Motivation:		A ‘self-starter’, who always wants to give their best, sets themselves challenging targets, can make their own decisions.														1												1		1																																																														1				3		1		4				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Willingness to learn:		wants to drive their continuous professional development						1		1		1		1		1		1										1		1		1				1		1		0		0																1		1		1		1																				1		1		1		1		1				11		5		20				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

				Commitment:		Able to commit to the beliefs, goals and standards of their own employer and to the wider industry and its professional standards.														1												1		1																																																														1				3		1		4				Employer experience (planned rotation, project, shadowing or other forms of off the job training)

		Professional Recognition and Career Progression: This standard has been designed to meet the professional standards of the Engineering Council for initial registration as an Engineering Technician (Eng Tech) in partnership with the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Further professional development and registration is subject to candidates successfully completing the appropriate learning, developing the appropriate competence, and undergoing professional review.																																																																																																		Internal ONLY. Hide/Delete Row for Commitment Statement 

		Standard Last Updated 9th April 2018

		Conducting Gateway Activities  / Specific Preparation for EPA												1						1												1																																																																1

		Detail any additional information which may be useful i.e. Duration, Progression, Qualifications etc. 



		Internal ONLY. Hide/Delete Row for Commitment Statement				Vertical/Module Count						9		7		6		7		17		7										18		18		12				12		12		0		0																10		13		8		8																				11		10		15		9		22



		Version Control		Date & Proposer		Change History

		Version 2		Alan Stafford		Mapping/Approval updated following removal of mandatory Lv4 NVQ from standard mid-April 2017
(Other off the job / on the job training) 

		Version 1		Alan Stafford		Initial proposal following release of Apprenticeship Standard

		HoD Signature:				"I confirm that I support the mapping submitted for approval by the Apprenticeship Work Based Learning Framework Panel" 



		NVQ: 601/8618/5    level-4 Diploma in Engineering and Advanced Manufacturing (Development Competence)		http://eal.org.uk/record/2578-eal-level-4-diploma-in-engineering-and-advanced-manufacturing-development-competence

Alan Stafford: Reference Number
601/8618/5


Type
Diploma


Level
4


Sector
Engineering and manufacturing


What is this qualification?
The qualification provides learners with a great knowledge and extensive technical and non-technical skills in a wide range of engineering and advanced manufacturing subjects, along with practical experience and expectation of the situations that they could face in an engineering job role. The content is organised into three large groups, each one relating to a distinct occupational area – research, design, new product development and introduction, engineering and manufacturing and engineering software; management and leadership; and business–improvement techniques. Learners will complete one mandatory unit on statutory regulations and organisational safety requirements.

What are the pre-requisites?
There are no entry requirements required for the units of competence unless there is a legal requirement of the process or the environment in which the apprentice is working in. Learners must be at least 16 years of age and have the potential to achieve all aspects of the qualification. Assessment is open to any apprentice who has the potential to reach the assessment requirements set out in the relevant units.

Who is this qualification for?
The Level 4 Diploma in Engineering and Advanced Manufacturing (Development Competence) is an Occupational Qualification and intended as a Technical Level qualification. It has been specifically designed for 16-19 year old learners in full time education who are interested in pursuing a career in the engineering sector, including occupations and job roles such as product design and development engineer, electrical/electronic support engineer, control/technician support engineer, manufacturing engineer and /or aerospace engineer. The qualification may also be suitable for other learners, including adults, who are interested in engineering technology and/or are considering a career change.





																																																																																								

Alan Stafford: Group assessment
						

Alan Stafford: Group assessment
		Qualification code		601/8618/5

		Level		4

		Credit value		80

		Minimum entry age		16

		Guided learning hours minimum		353

		Guided learning hours maximum		651





		How is this qualification delivered?

		The qualification can be delivered in a school, college or other learning provider, using a combination of practical workshops and theory sessions.



		How is this qualification assessed?

		Assessment includes externally set and marked examinations, Centre marked practical and/or theory assessments.

		Assessment method: Portfolio of evidence.





http://eal.org.uk/record/2578-eal-level-4-diploma-in-engineering-and-advanced-manufacturing-development-competencehttps://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/product-design-and-development-engineer-degree/https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/media/1726/l6-pdd-epa-final-pdf-version-28th-mar-18.pdf
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ABOUT THE ETF PROJECT


THE E-PORTFOLIO


WHAT IS GOOD EVIDENCE?


QUESTIONS
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02
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TODAY
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Welcome


Sheffield Hallam has worked on an ETF sponsored project to develop a professional 


development programme including an E-Portfolios for it Engineering Apprenticeship 


provision.


We have aimed to  maximise clarity of how progress can be recorded to ensure 


Knowledge Skills and Behaviours (KSBs) are integrated to the delivery of the degree 


apprenticeship. These slides show the approach and how to use the E-portfolios


PRESENTATION SUMMARY


EDUCATION & TRAINING FOUNDATION
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Engineering Apprenticeships      Induction


Evidence, such as a 


case study, may 


demonstrate more 


than one attribute


The academic modules support the Knowledge, Skills & Behaviours & can be evidence.


But primarily evidence should be in the workplace and is updated as you progress







02
THE STRUCTURE OF 
THE E-PORTFOLIO







Apprentice portfolios have been developed in 
Pebble Pad software.


Each Apprenticeship Standard has a unique 
workbook. The images shown are from the 
Manufacturing Engineer (Degree) 
Apprenticeship Standard.


There are multiple Worksheets in each 
workbook which reflect the Knowledge, Skills 
and Behaviours defined in each standard.


The first page records all information relevant 
to the student, industrial mentor, work-based 
learning coach and apprentice academic 
advisor.







The summary page details the 
Knowledge, Skills and 
Behaviours which will be 
evaluated at the End Point 
Assessment. 


It shows both the assessment 
criteria defined in the EPA 
together with the method of 
assessment. In this case 
combining two separate tables 
to provide a single overview.







The Apprenticeship Checklist is a record of  an apprentice receiving 
information regarding 


• Prevent Policies


• Safeguarding Policies


• British Values Guidance







The Off-the-job training page 
provides guidance to the 
student  regarding what does 
and does not constitute off-
the-job learning and how to 
create an activity log.







Under separate headings of Knowledge, Skills and 
Behaviours there are a series of worksheets for 
each element specified in the standard.


This screenshot shows the worksheet for 
"Mathematics and Science for Engineers" under 
the Knowledge criteria. 


The relevant EPA requirements are shown, to save 
referring to the earlier overview of the whole EPA, 
together with an area to upload evidence and areas 
for feedback from the mentor and assessor. 


Finally their is a RAG rating for progress expected 
at this stage.







02
WHAT MAKES GOOD 
EVIDENCE?







WHAT DOES GOOD EVIDENCE LOOK LIKE?
ADDRESSING EACH COMPETENCY  (KSB) IN THE STANDARD:


Artefact 1 Thing 2 Critical 
ReflectionStuff 3+ + +


E- Portfolio


End Point Assessment







Critical 
Reflection+ + +


Annotated 
photo of 
H&S on 


site


Apprentice 
Designed 
Training 


Programme


SHU 
Assignment 


e.g. H&S 
law & 


practice


Discussion 
of learning 
and future 


action


Possibly errors 
were made!?


E.g. 65% mark 
for 20 credits 
at Level 5.


Evidence of further 
development and 
application in work ; 
showing leadership.


Reflective evaluation of 
own competence and 
sector issues; using 
material from WBL;
uploaded to E-Portfolio


Artefact 1 Thing 2 Stuff 3


WHAT DOES GOOD EVIDENCE LOOK LIKE?
ADDRESSING EACH COMPETENCY  (KSB) IN THE STANDARD:







ETFOUNDATION.CO.UK


THANK YOU
ANY QUESTIONS?


ALAN STAFFORD
A.STAFFORD@SHU.AC.UK
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sheffield hallam university



No NVQ!? Re-imagining vocational training in STEM areas



[bookmark: _GoBack]Since 2015 Sheffield Hallam University has delivered an Engineering Apprenticeship using a combination of awards recognised in the Framework, specifically coupling together a Foundation Degree (knowledge award) and a National Vocational Award (NVQ - vocational element). The University delivered to electrical and electronics, mechanical, materials and rail sector employers. The NVQ was delivered by Further Education partners under funding- compliant collaborative arrangements.



In April 2018 the Institute for Apprenticeships unusually wrote to providers about a revised Apprenticeship Standard being ready for use in any engineering sector and also announced the removal of the previously mandated NVQ from certain Engineering Degree Apprenticeship Standards. Training providers (with degree awarding powers) were free to deliver those Standards potentially more cost-effectively against the relevant funding cap and apparently without sub-contracting complexities.  Did that negate the need to work with collaborative partners and if so, how would vocational learning and support be provided?





WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT



The plan was to develop a "Professional Development Programme" to compliment the professional body accredited degree.  The action research project aimed to specify the valued approaches and content of an NVQ, but identify for removal any unnecessary burden not deemed helpful to employers and their apprentices in terms of attainment. Other key questions:



· How can a support model be developed which enables the providers and employers to collaborate effectively through three way review and enhanced support to compliment the Degree award within the apprenticeship? 



· In the absence of on-programme vocational assessment (previously embedded in NVQs) how can providers best monitor, evaluate and intervene to ensure the apprenticeship has obtained the necessary vocational skills through work based learning? 



· How can E-Portfolios be developed to maximise clarity of apprentice progress and what other digital learning tools are necessary to ensure Knowledge Skills and Behaviours (KSBs) are integrated to the delivery of the degree element? 



What did the project do?



PHASE 1:  Qualitative Inquiry with Employers



Interviews and focus groups with key delivery partners and also new employer partners were central to Phase 1.  Simultaneously, a desktop evaluation was conducted by the lead academic to map the NVQ content against the knowledge Skills and Behaviours of the preferred engineering apprenticeship standards.  The project team was able to compare what was seen as essential for providers with what is perceived to be desirable by employers. This would inform the design of a Professional Development Package and the accompanying e-portfolio.





PHASE 2:  Training Scoping



The emerging proposal had to be rapidly agreed to support three way commitment statements and pass through the necessary quality approval hoops. Three practitioner-led workshops ensured a collaborative design approach. The proposal was a CPD-based package to supplement the essential content of the degree programme. FE partners were keen to remain part of the delivery and the University was keen to facilitate the best solution for employers and apprentices.



PHASE 3:  Implementation

The SHU Work Based Learning Coach and the NVQ assessors worked jointly on Training Needs Analysis and three way reviews to explore the employer and apprentice perspectives to launch the pilot. The delivery features an e-portfolio framework that reflects the research outcome in terms of the structure and language of the revised standard. Lessons learned will be collated over the initial delivery cycle enabling a full evaluation to influence the course improvement process, having particular regard to engagement, performance, attainment and progress during learning.
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WHAT HELPED THE PROJECT SUCCEED?



HE academics within Apprenticeship Providers might ask themselves a difficult question.  Where previous motivation centred around the student journey and experience (possibly due to the key metric of the student satisfaction survey, but arguably because that is what it's all about), a new paradigm now exists which risks an obsession with completions through fear of penalty.  These comparative drivers may appear compatible, but the psychological motivation for educators in Degree Apprenticeships may begin to feel very different - this proposition is perhaps an area of future study.  That being said, the key to success of the project was a determination to meet employer need and support the Apprentice journey. The common ground was a passion for helping learners, recognising that Higher and Degree Apprentices are on very challenging journeys.  These were common cultural values which began to underpin the Professional Development Programme - shown by the concept diagram below:















What challenges did the project face



The challenges of subcontracting in the apprenticeship delivery sector are well documented and subject to frequent funding-rule volatility, intended by the ESFA to mitigate the risks of poor practise and misuse of funds. Collaborative progress depended on transparent communication as to what the partners deemed to be permissible and in line with the un-familiar requirements of a new EPA.  



The parties needed to develop new depths of trust when moving the research across the various employer partners.  There was a risk that a sudden change in delivery might alienate a partner or employer, with possible commercial and reputational damage.



Despite the speed of the project the partners had to make time to understand each other's delivery models and commercial structure (pricing) of each element.  The participants discovered insights into each respective cultural framework to better understand habitual and pedagogic standpoints, between which shared ground had to be cultivated.





What difference did the project make?



SHU and Sheffield College agreed a refreshed, formative collaboration. 



Other key impacts:



· An upsurge in recruitment - approximately 70 apprentices signed up from many new employers, engaging with both institutions.

· A net increase to the Engineering Department's part time provision, bucking demographic and recruitment challenges.

· JCB Academy came on board, allowing circa 20 starts, more aligned to the employer's training needs. 

· Derby College is planning implementation for 2019. 

· A replacement for the NVQ, to better focus on the Degree Standard, whilst recognising "Engineering Essentials" and introducing specialist formative reviews.

· Developments for a holistic approach to E-portfolio design and training to better reflect EPA requirements.

· Enhanced QA practise by linking the SHU mapping exercise directly with the Commitment Statement.

· Better information sharing and access to employers to strengthen training needs’ analysis and promote more impactful compliance activities. 

· Better understanding of motivation, behaviour, commercial parameters and cultural values between key collaborative partners.

Where can i find out more information



The team has developed a student-facing slide pack introducing the e-portfolio and an Apprentice's guide to the Standard(s).  Our experts are happy to discuss the mapping approach which aligns the degree programme and Professional Development Programme with the Apprenticeship Standard to enhance each Commitment Statement, communicate 20% off the job learning.



Please contact: apprenticeship@shu.ac.uk

.
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“Your meeting with the Institute of Engineering Technology convinced me again that we absolutely require a workbook that instructs, guides and formALLy develops the EPA requirements for the Apprentices. This needs to encompass all their KSB and the experiences and evidence that drives it.”

							     Nigel ward - Consultant
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46OUTSTANDING TEACHING, LEARNING & ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME – EXPLORING DELIVERY IN APPRENTICESHIP STANDARDS   V3. OCTOBER 2019

CONTEXT 
Shipley College, Calderdale College and Bradford Council worked 
together to research how employers, apprentices and tutors/
assessors monitor and review distance travelled. Together they 
developed a guide that can be adapted for a range of new standards, 
providing highly effective tools for apprentices, employers and 
providers to regularly monitor and assess distance travelled and 
progress against key milestones and prepare for successful  
end-point assessment of each individual.

PARTNERS 

Shipley College, Calderdale College and Bradford Council.

HOW	THE	PROJECT	FITS	INTO	THE	OVERALL	
APPRENTICESHIP	JOURNEY

The Standard Guide was created to be adapted to fit a range  
of new standards and to provide tools for apprentices, employers  
and providers to regularly monitor and assess distance travelled 
and progress against key milestones throughout the learner  
journey and in preparation for successful end-point assessment  
of each individual.

It covers the various stages including initial assessment, 
engagement, programme planning and internal quality assessment 
before reaching gateway and then end-point assessment (EPA).

RESEARCH	QUESTIONS

• How best to devise the Guide and Delivery Plan template   
 to ensure it can incorporate the varying skills, attitudes and   
 competencies, including at the starting point and those being  
 developed to meet the Standard? 

• How best to assess, record and plan periodically with the   
 Apprentice, employer and provider?

• How to ensure the developing Guide and Delivery Plan template  
 are fit for purpose, written in plain English, conform to  
 readability guidelines (e.g. uses accessible font sizes colours), 
  suitable for screen-readers, reduce any perceived / actual   
 barriers and can be easily adapted for a variety of  
 apprenticeship standards?

Shipley College
Monitoring and assessing apprentice progress10

Project

01 Aim Awards

02  Derbyshire Adult   
 Community Education 
 Service

03	 Profile	Development		 	
 and Training/KATO

04 West Yorkshire Learning  
 Providers (WYLP)

05 Popcorn

06 Chichester College

07 Kendal College

08 Plumpton College

09	Sheffield	Hallam	 
 University

10 Shipley College

Introduction

The Projects

Apprenticeship
Standards

Summary – Emerging 
Effective Practice

Project Extensions
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PRACTICAL OUTPUTS

1	 Apprenticeship	travel	guide	

 The guide is based on a journey, with the apprentice and 
employer travelling along to End-point assessment. Click on 
the links inside the journey map for further guidance.

2 Individual learning plan 

CASE STUDY

  Case study

 
 

Shipley College  (CONTINUED)

Monitoring and assessing apprentice progress10
Project

01 Aim Awards

02  Derbyshire Adult   
 Community Education 
 Service

03	 Profile	Development		 	
 and Training/KATO

04 West Yorkshire Learning  
 Providers (WYLP)

05 Popcorn

06 Chichester College

07 Kendal College

08 Plumpton College

09	Sheffield	Hallam	 
 University

10 Shipley College
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Distance travelled
Apprenticeships


Stretch and Challenge
Opportunities


EPA preparation, planning
and practice


• 


        


   PLANNING


 REVIEW
S


• 20% off the job training
commitment and delivery


• Agreeing both parties’
expectations


• Standard and EPA content
and involvement agreed and
understood


Employer engagement • Starting point
• Maths/English/ICT assessment
• CV writing support
• Agreeing both parties expectations
• Identify any additional support


needs
• IAG/Career aspirations
• Standard and EPA content


and involvement agreed and
understood


Apprentice engagement


L


• 3 way pledge
• Agreement how 20% off the job will be met by both parties
• Delivery model, evidence recording and training plan
• EPA involvement agreed
• Standard and EPA content and involvement agreed and


understood
• Workplace mentor and coach appointed


Commitment of all parties


SIGN UP
• Components of the Standard - Knowledge Skills


and Behaviours
• Skills gap analysis - starting point
• ILP including milestones
• Recording 20% off the job training, in and out of


the workplace
• EPA preparation/timeline
• Ensure any additional support is in place


Learner journey


• Distance travelled against Knowledge, Skills and Behaviours
• Tracking progress  against milestones
• Led by learner in a professional discussion style
• Impact on learner and employer
• Target setting
• Identify any risks and interventions needed
• Review additional support


Frequent and quality 
three way reviews


• EPA confirmation review
from all three parties


• Completion of Gateway
paperwork


• All requirements of
Apprenticeship standard
met


Gateway


If unsuccesfull return


to agreed point


• Handover to End Point Organisation
• Provide pastoral support
• Graded achievement


EPA & Results


You have reached
your destination


Quality Management
and IQA


Developmental Feedback
and Self Reflection


                       
 PROGRESSION / EMPLOYMENT  


FINAL
EVALUATION/
REFLECTION  ADVANCED OR HIGHER APPRENTICESHIP


HEALTH


CHECK


UNIVERSITY


APPRENTICE


• Delivery plan
• Milestones
• Checkpoints


Planning



https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/621565/OTJ_training_guidance.pdf

https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk/

https://www.shipley.ac.uk/assets/uploads/files/Apprentices/Shipley_Distance_Travelled_ Apprentice_Engagement.pdf

https://www.shipley.ac.uk/assets/uploads/files/Apprentices/Shipley_Distance_Travelled_Employer_Engagement.pdf

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/register-of-end-point-assessment-organisations

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/register-of-end-point-assessment-organisations

https://www.shipley.ac.uk/assets/uploads/files/Apprentices/Apprenticeship_Standards_EPA_Completion.pdf

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/media/1247/ifa_driving_quality.pdf#page=12

https://www.shipley.ac.uk/assets/uploads/files/Apprentices/Shipley_Distance_Travelled_Commitment_of_ all_parties.pdf

https://www.shipley.ac.uk/assets/uploads/files/Apprentices/Distance_travelled_Frequent_and_quality_three_way_reviews.pdf

https://www.shipley.ac.uk/assets/uploads/files/Apprentices/Apprenticeship_Standards_Planning_for_Learning.pdf

https://www.shipley.ac.uk/assets/uploads/files/Apprentices/Shipley_Distance_Travelled_Gateway.pdf
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Individual Learning Plan - Standards Apprentice



		LEARNER DETAILS





		Learner name:

		



		ULN:

		



		Apprenticeship Standard:

		



		Start date:

		

		Planned Apprenticeship end date: 

		

		Actual Apprenticeship end date:

		



		EMPLOYER DETAILS





		Name:

		



		Department (if applicable):

		



		Address:

		







		Postcode:

		



		Contact name:

		



		Job title:

		



		Contact number:

		



		Contact email:

		



		Employer mentor details:

		



		Awarding/EPA Organisation/s requested:

		This box should include the list of organisations attached to the standard.



		TRAINING PROVIDER DETAILS





		Name:

		



		Address:

		



		Postcode:

		



		Contact name:

		



		Contact number:

		



		Tutor/Coach details:

		









		ENTRY QUALIFICATIONS

		



		

		Grade

		Year Taken

		

		Exam Board



		GCSE Maths

		

		

		

		



		GCSE English Language

		

		

		

		



		INITIAL/DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT SUMMARY





		Assessment used:

		Date 

		Results:

		Recommendations/ Areas to work on/ Support required:



		Initial assessment - Literacy:

		

		

		



		Initial assessment - Numeracy:

		

		

		



		Diagnostic Assessment - Literacy:

		

		

		



		Diagnostic Assessment - Numeracy:

		

		

		



		

		Identified area of need if yes:

		Link to Plan of support if yes:



		Additional Learning Needs (ALN)

		Yes/No 

		

		



		Additional Social Needs (ASN)

		Yes/No

		

		



		Education Health & Care Plan (EHCP) in Place

		Yes/No

		

		



		PERSONAL, CAREER AND PROGRESSION OBJECTIVES:





		Previous work experience:



		







		Employment and career progression objectives:



		





















		INDUCTION





		Apprenticeship Standard being undertaken

		

		Equality of opportunity, including the Equal Rights Act, 2010, basics

		



		Apprenticeship Standard Agreement



		

		Health and safety, including online safety

		



		Roles and responsibilities of those involved



		

		Personal behaviours, development and welfare

		



		20% off-job training



		

		Prevent

		



		Functional Skills training and exams



		

		British Values

		



		Progress reviews and their coverage



		

		Preparing for Gateway









		



		Cancelling visits



		

		Preparing for end-point assessment











		



		Complaints and Appeals



		

		







		















		INITIAL SKILLS SCAN Date:





		

Knowledge - mapped against the specific standard’s knowledge criteria



		

Current ability - scale of 1(low)-10(high)



		

Action Plan 





		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		

Skills - mapped against the specific standard’s knowledge criteria



		

Current ability - scale of 1(low)-10(high)



		

Action Plan





		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		

Behaviours - mapped against the specific standard’s knowledge criteria





		

Current ability - scale of 1(low)-10(high)



		

Action Plan





		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		







		MID POINT SKILLS SCAN Date:





		

Knowledge - mapped against the specific standard’s knowledge criteria



		

Current ability - scale of 1(low)-10(high)



		

Action Plan





		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		

Skills - mapped against the specific standard’s knowledge criteria



		

Current ability - scale of 1(low)-10(high)



		

Action Plan





		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		

Behaviours - mapped against the specific standard’s knowledge criteria





		

Current ability - scale of 1(low)-10(high)



		

Action Plan





		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		







		FINAL REVIEW SKILLS SCAN Date: 





		

Knowledge - mapped against the specific standard’s knowledge criteria



		

Current ability - scale of 1(low)-10(high)



		

Action Plan





		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		

Skills - mapped against the specific standard’s knowledge criteria



		

Current ability - scale of 1(low)-10(high)



		

Action Plan





		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		

Behaviours - mapped against the specific standard’s knowledge criteria





		

Current ability - scale of 1(low)-10(high)



		

Action Plan





		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		

		

		

		

		









		END-POINT ASSESSMENT - PREPARATION FOR GATEWAY PLAN 

This section needs to include a plan to address each component part of the end point assessment as defined by the Assessment Plan: 

      For example:

· Knowledge module end tests or mandatory qualification if appropriate or on-programme learning. 

· Development of portfolio including showcase.

· Project work.

· Preparation for professional discussion.

· Including reference to aspirational grades.



		Date of Gateway meeting with Employer, Apprentice & Tutor/Coach:

		

		Gateway documentation signed: 

Yes/No



		Date EPA requested:

		

		

		

		



		Component Part:

		Actions to Prepare for Gateway:

		Evidence Required:

		IQA Checked:

		Date of EPA:



		e.g. Knowledge module test

		Test papers undertaken

		 Certificate of Achievement

		N/A

		



		e.g. Showcase portfolio

		Evidence collated from work 

		In Google drive folder

		Initials of IQA & date
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		20% OFF JOB TRAINING EVIDENCE





		Length of programme (in weeks)

		Contracted hrs per week

		Total hours

		20% equivalence

		How evidenced



		



		

		

		

		



		REVIEWS OF PROGRESS





		Review 1 planned

		Review 2 planned

		Review 3 planned

		Review 4 planned

		Review 5 planned

		Review 6 planned

		Review 7 planned

		Review 8 planned



		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Review 1 actual

		Review 2 actual

		Review 3 actual

		Review 4 actual

		Review 5 actual

		Review 6 actual

		Review 7 actual

		Review 8 actual



		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		







		Signatures

		Name

		Sign

		Date



		Learner signature

		

		

		



		Employer signature

		

		

		



		Tutor/Coach signature
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SHIPLEY COLLEGE

Training planning / Initial assessment / On-programme progression





Purpose 



Changes made to the delivery of the apprenticeship programme have resulted in the existing monitoring and review process being outdated and not fit for purpose. New apprenticeship standards that are being delivered involve End Point Assessment and many Standards do not have a qualification, so progress can no longer be measured by the number of units in the qualification being achieved.  Similarly, the internal quality assurance process is no longer as prescriptive as it was with the frameworks. 



Shipley College, Calderdale College and Bradford Council agreed to work together to research how employers, apprentices and tutors/assessors monitor and review the distance travelled. Together they agreed to develop a Guide and a Learning Plan template that can be adapted for a range of new Standards to provide highly effective tools for apprentices, employers and providers to regularly monitor and assess distance travelled and progress against key milestones and prepare for successful end point assessment of each individual.





Research Activity  



The participants agreed that the research needed to involve all three parties – apprentices, employers and tutors/assessors.  They decided that the easiest way to capture people’s opinions and knowledge of the new standards was to create an online questionnaire.  The group collaborated to write the questions for each questionnaire, and they used survey monkey to implement the online questions. We also conducted internet research, although most of the evidence was based on apprenticeship framework delivery, and so had little relevance to the project. and everything was overall based on Frameworks. The challenge was, that most of the employers asked to complete the survey had apprentices that were still studying on frameworks, so it didn’t apply to them.  If we did the survey again we would only ask employers whose apprentices were on the new standards.  Another challenge was the time of year.  The survey went out just before the summer break, and apprentices, tutors and assessors may not have seen the request.

 









What helped the project succeed? 



Participants shared good practice as well as resources that had been used successfully on the delivery or review of the various programmes or for the initial assessment of the apprentices. The collaboration proved to be useful to compare practice for EPA preparation in Business and Customer service. 

The final guide is a useful tool to take to employers who enquire about apprentices or employ an apprentice to support the recruitment, selection and sign up of apprentices. It will also explain the journey they will take on the apprenticeship standard and explain the employer’s role.   



The participants involved with this research project have concluded that the end product has been a valuable resource for all parties, but it has been particularly useful for the Business Development team when recruiting apprentices. 



The project was led and supported by key management personnel from each provider, promoting the importance of the project





What challenges did the project face? 



[bookmark: _GoBack]The group collaborated to write the questions for each questionnaire and they used survey monkey to implement the online questions.  The challenge was that most of the employers asked to complete the survey had apprentices that were still studying on frameworks, so it didn’t apply to them.  If we did the survey again we would only ask employers whose apprentices were on the new standards.  

Arranging the participation days when everyone was available was a challenge, as all the participants had different timetables and priorities.  



What difference did the project make? 



The participants involved with this research project have concluded that the end product has been a valuable resource for all parties. The practical outputs include a Guide – Distance travelled, and an ILP.  The Guide is based on a journey, with the apprentice and employer travelling along the journey to the End Point Assessment.  The results of the research informed the structure of the Guide, taking into consideration the points of view of the employer, the apprentice and the tutors and assessors.  Also, the Guide includes the importance of the IQA throughout the journey to ensure apprentices are ready for EPA.   



Lynn Binns (Business development, Shipley College) stated “the new Guide is a great resource to use at initial assessment with the Apprentice applicants. You can show them the full journey on the Apprenticeship and explain what is expected of them.”
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